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Introduction 

Bus 220 connects the neighbourhood of Dugave on the south-east periph-

ery with the rest of Zagreb, the capital of Croatia. The reception centre 

Hotel Porin, the main location of temporary housing for asylum seekers in 

the country, is located in Dugave. I conducted fieldwork there between 

2017 and 2019. On blue bus 220 in January 2018, I met Kaden, an Egyp-

tian in his late twenties. When he saw me on the bus he smiled, and started 

telling me that he was going to meet a friend at the centre before going to 

work on the other side of city. Just a few weeks earlier Kaden’s asylum 

request had been granted after a wait of 13 months. Before arriving in Cro-

atia through the Balkan route, he had lived in Hungary, where he had spent 

his first year after fleeing religious persecution as a Christian in Egypt. He 

was ultimately deported from Hungary, but within a few months his wife 

and children would be moving to Zagreb after a separation of two years. I 

told him that I had recently started to give Croatian lessons at the hotel, 

and he noted down the schedule, hoping to join, though he doubted he 

would have the time as he worked long hours. Kaden opened his phone, 

showing me a website with an advertisement for an apartment for rent, and 

he asked me to translate a word in Croatian in the description. He wanted 

to move out of Hotel Porin and start a new life with his family, but needed 

the rental agreement to be legal. It was nevertheless hard to find a place 

with a contract because owners rarely wanted to register a tenant. They 

wished to avoid paying high taxes, which put people like Kaden in a dif-

ficult position. In the coming months, I occasionally encountered Kaden 

at Hotel Porin, as well as on the bus to Dugave. As two young men with 

darker skin, speaking English on the bus, I noticed Kaden and I would 

receive curious looks from other passengers. I myself am Croatian, and I 

had the opportunity to witness these encounters from the opposite stand-

point when I took the same bus three months later with Karlo. 
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Karlo is a 22-year-old Croatian man who lives in Dugave, around 

five minutes away from Hotel Porin. We met at the gym, so after training 

we would sometimes go to Dugave together. In April 2018, as the sunset 

was turning parts of the sky crimson, Karlo and I watched bus 220 arriving 

from the direction of the city centre as we waited at the station. “This must 

be one of the azilanti”, Karlo commented with slight contempt when a tall 

young African man rushed past us. His startled reaction, and the way he 

pointed the man out, gave me the impression he thought foreigners in Za-

greb’s public spaces were unusual, unwanted and increasing in number. 

Karlo told me how “everything [had] changed” since Hotel Porin had be-

come a reception centre. He emphasised what was “really going on there”, 

and described how “they go out and walk around the neighbourhood” in-

stead of being confined to the hotel. I listened to him telling me stories 

about how “they” had stolen his neighbour’s bike, damaged property and 

raped several girls. “They’re all accommodated there while the Croatian 

state pays for them”, he emphasised angrily. We boarded the bus and stood 

in the middle. Two Porin residents were sitting on our right. As it was 

draughty, one of them closed the window next to us, making a loud noise, 

and causing Karlo to twitch and look over at them. He pressed his lips 

together in a moment of controlled anger, shrugged his shoulders slightly, 

looked back at me, and went on talking about stress at work and about his 

wages being delayed. What struck me was how angry Karlo was about the 

young men simply being there, and it reminded me of a woman who lived 

in Dugave across from the hotel. When I talked to her alongside her gar-

den, she told me, “You come home from work exhausted, the bus is al-

ready crowded, and then on top of everything they are there”. It resembled 

other narratives I had encountered such as, “The preschools are already 

full”, “The doctors already have too many patients” and other indicators 

of the perceived pressure the migrants were putting on public infrastruc-

ture. 

*** 

I have lived in Zagreb before, but during my fieldwork I saw the city in a 

different light, as a place where migrants experienced an arduous arrival, 

long waits and a struggle to make a place for themselves in the midst of 

uncertainty, misunderstandings and antagonisms. I saw Zagreb also as a 
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place of unexpected, empathetic and convivial connections with other city 

residents, many of whom had experienced war and being refugees them-

selves during the 1990s. This led me to shift attention away from a strict 

focus on the experiences of asylum seekers to the relations between ‘mi-

grants’ and ‘non-migrants’.1  

More specifically, the thesis focuses on the broader research ques-

tion of how relations are established between non-European migrants and 

their places of transit in the Balkans, and how migration and localities on 

the route transform each other. Thus, I explore how different migrants’ 

trajectories meet and interweave with the spaces and people in Zagreb as 

the country prepares to enter the Schengen area of free movement, and the 

city is absorbed into the European border regime.  

The focus on ‘migrant’ and ‘non-migrant’ relations in a transit 

area offers a particular viewpoint on migration from the Global South to-

wards Europe, as well as on the precarity inherent in the twin challenges 

of being on the move and in place on the margins of the continent.2 Across 

Europe, social categories such as ‘citizen’, ‘refugee’, ‘white’ or ‘Euro-

pean’ accompany discourses on migration and are often naturalised. This 

viewpoint therefore enables an examination of how these categories as-

sume variegated meanings in a place shaped by histories of border recon-

figuration, refugeeness, ethnic exclusion and marginalisation. 

 
1 Attentive to the ways the analytical opposition between ‘migrant’ and ‘non-migrant’ is 

contested, this thesis argues for a processual, critical, and reflexive use of these categories 

in relation to situational context, indicating the nuances and dynamic changes in migration 

aspirations. Furthermore, the relational approach taken in this thesis suggests ways in 

which this distinction itself is made unstable by the precariousness and uncertainty in-

volved in both moving and staying in Croatia, as well as how the distinction is (de)con-

structed in everyday interactions. 
2 In this thesis, the concept of ‘marginality’ captures several dynamics. It sheds light on 

Croatia as a place on the European periphery, a position which transforms it into both a 

border and a contact area between west and east for example (Todorova 1997; Herzfeld 

1987; Bošković and Hann 2013). However, ‘remoteness’ (Ardener 1987:520; Harms et al. 

2014) is not just a spatial concept, but a sociological one which addresses association and 

a way of being. Hence, uneven development in European countries and unequal access to 

markets mean that marginality involves the precarity and socioeconomic disenfranchise-

ment of citizens. Additionally, as Harms (2011) captures with the concept of ‘social edgi-

ness’, marginality can refer to ways of living on the edge of the city. Finally, a focus on 

migrants as particular types of ‘strangers’ (Simmel 1921) in a marginal place reveals fur-

ther dynamics in terms of relations away from the ‘centre’. These involve not only exclu-

sion but also potentiality.  
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The following chapters describe migrants arriving in the city, their 

reception and their emplacement. They build on, incorporate and contrib-

ute to several recent directions in migration studies which emphasise me-

diation, relationality, temporality and affect.3 I formulate the concepts of 

‘precarious emplacement’, ‘wavering reception’ and ‘the Gap’ to illumi-

nate the processes and contents involved in the negotiation of relations and 

affects between city residents and newcomers, as well as the changing dy-

namics of transit migration in Croatia.  

I define migrant emplacement as a dynamic and affective process 

of forming relations in a new place. It is entangled with urban spaces, as 

well as with the existing residents and histories of these spaces. The con-

cept of ‘precarious emplacement’ highlights the fact that precarity is a cru-

cial aspect of migrant emplacement in Zagreb, as practices of settling, and 

the social interactions with other residents which these involve, occur in 

conditions of uncertainty and social marginalisation. Precarity permeates 

the migrants’ trajectories, but also the fabric of post-war and post-socialist 

urban spaces and relations they move through and come to inhabit.  

As a process closely associated with emplacement, I conceptualise 

‘wavering reception’ as the discourses, practices and orientations of local 

residents which fluctuate between hospitality and hostility, and which 

form a complex affective landscape in the urban spaces that entangle with 

migration. I argue that, because Croatia’s history involves both refu-

geeness and nationalism, and the country is also situated on the bordered 

periphery of Europe, which produces distinct forms of migrant (im)mobil-

ity and local precarities, the extent to which the reception of migrants wa-

vers is intensified, and gives it unique contours. 

To analyse ‘precarious emplacement’ and ‘wavering reception’ as 

processes, I formulate the concept of ‘the Gap’ to depict the indeterminate 

and ductile space between individuals and groups in social interactions 

 
3 This thesis engages with a series of other scholarly discussions. These include the so-

called ‘emotional turn’ in migration studies (Mai and King 2009; Conradson and McKay 

2007; Boccagni and Baldassar 2015; Ahmed 2004; Hall 2010; Zembylas 2012; Svašek 

2012), the ‘temporal turn’ (Robertson 2015; Griffiths et al. 2013; King et al. 2006; Cwerner 

2001; Jacobsen et al. 2020), burgeoning studies focusing on urban contact in the context 

of migration-related diversification (Amin 2002; Wise and Velayutham 2009; Vertovec 

2007; Wessendorf 2013; Nowicka and Heil 2015; Neal et al. 2013; Gilroy 2004; Valentine 

2008) and the importance of mediation in migration (Van Hear et al 2018; Ellebrecht 2020; 

Povinelli 2011; Xiang and Lindquist 2014; Walters et al. 2021). 
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and categorisations. This in-between space consists of relations and affects 

which vacillate amid structural constraints and power imbalances. These 

also vary as meaning is negotiated, and difference and similarity are often 

constructed in encounters. The in-between space reveals processes of iden-

tification, boundary work and othering (such as stereotyping and raciali-

sation), which may lead to stigmatisation, exclusion and the reproduction 

of precarity, though they can also produce empathy and solidarity. The 

Gap is a space of shifting quality and, like a rubber band, it narrows or 

widens as people relate to, and distance themselves from each other. I use 

the concept of the Gap to examine how lines between different migrant 

and non-migrant actors are drawn, blurred, thinned and erased at different 

sites in the city. I use the metaphors of narrowing and widening the Gap 

to refer to the qualitative shifts in position, perceptions and feelings, as 

social exchanges and meaning-making produce a closer, or a more distant 

relation. By accentuating this elasticity, and analysing the processes and 

contents that transform the Gap, I describe how reception wavers and em-

placement is inherently dynamic. 

Therefore, a study of migration and precarious emplacement, fo-

cused on the unsettled dynamics of moving and staying in uncertainty, in 

Zagreb, on the one hand, contributes to understandings of transformations 

of spaces, meanings, and ties in a post-socialist city that is simultaneously 

inside and outside Europe – a position with longer history that continues 

to generate ambiguity. On the other hand, the relations that this thesis ex-

plores also offer a lens through which to view the mediated dynamics of 

large-scale migration into Europe. This entanglement unveils nuances in 

terms of the dynamics of mobility and immobility.4 I consider these key to 

understanding migration on the Balkan route, which is fragmented, multi-

directional, non-linear and even at times circular. Its pace varies as it is 

slowed down, facilitated or blocked5 by bordering, by migrant agency or 

 
4 I build on more recent approaches in migration studies which emphasise mobility and 

immobility as mutually constructed (Van Hear 1998; Franquesa 2011:1016; Glick Schiller 

and Salazar 2013:193; Baas and Yeoh 2019; Söderström et al. 2013). 
5 My starting for studying transit migration involves approaches which understand migra-

tion trajectories as more than simple movements from point A to point B (Cresswell 

2006:2-9; Ingold 2011:13). I see them instead as generally unstable, stepwise processes of 

departures and arrivals which can evolve into unexpected destinations (Collyer 2007; 

Cresswell 2010; Van Hear 1998; Salazar 2011:587; Schuster 2005:758; Grillo 2007:200; 

Schapendonk and Steel 2014:263). Hess and Kasparek (2021:256), for example, depict 
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by the intervention of other citizens. The localities along the route, such 

as Zagreb’s Dugave neighbourhood, are transformed into sites where mi-

grants reformulate their previous plans and aspirations (cf. Collyer and De 

Haas 2012:475-476) in relation to emerging ties and the opening and clos-

ing of borders. Thus, I argue that immersed study of transit areas is crucial 

for understanding the mediated and changing nature of migration. 

Beyond Transit in the Margins of Europe 

Located in Southeast Europe, in a “specific geo-strategic position between 

Central Europe, the Mediterranean and the Balkans” (Gregurović and Mli-

narić 2012:100), the Republic of Croatia borders Slovenia to the north-

west, Hungary to the northeast, Serbia to the east, and Montenegro, 

and Bosnia and Herzegovina to the southeast. The country also shares 

a maritime border with Italy. Administratively, Croatia is divided into 20 

counties and the city of Zagreb. The population of the Zagreb urban ag-

glomeration alone is more than one million, a quarter of the total popula-

tion of Croatia.6 Out of a total population of 4.3 million, 90 per cent iden-

tify as Croats, and 86 per cent as Roman Catholics (Croatian Bureau of 

Statistics 2012).7 

The territory of the Republic of Croatia has historically been a 

place of forced and economic migration. Its recent history is marked by 

the 1990s’ refugee migrations in the wake of the wars following the 

breakup of Yugoslavia, and ongoing economic immigration which in-

creased with its accession to the European Union in 2013 in the aftermath 

of the economic crisis. When its western and northern borders were 

opened with EU member states, Croatia’s eastern and southern borders 

became external borders of the EU. Since the beginning of the 2000s, these 

borderlands in former Yugoslav states have become sites of continuous 

 
movements on the Balkan route as ‘precarious circulation’. In addition, I argue that pre-

carity permeates their trajectories even when they remain in place. 
6 https://www.zagreb.hr  
7 Serbs are the largest minority, amounting to 4.4 per cent. Bosniaks and other minorities, 

like Italians, Albanians, Roma, Hungarians, Slovenes and ‘third-country nationals’, 

amount to less than one per cent each. See Babić (2015) for a more detailed sociological 

account of national minorities in Croatia. Cf. Tatalović (2006). 
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migration, mainly from the Middle East and Africa, a passage which has 

become known as the Balkan route.8  

From 2006 to 2022, 1034 people were granted international pro-

tection in Croatia. Although the demographics vary year on year, most 

asylum seekers come from Syria, Afghanistan, Iran, and Iraq (Ministarstvo 

unutarnjih poslova 2022).9 The most important period took place between 

September 2015 and March 2016, when around five thousand migrants per 

day transited to western Europe through Croatia as part of the Balkan cor-

ridor. During these months, 658 068 people passed through the country. 

Only a minority of them requested asylum in Croatia. On the other hand, 

many of them were deported back to Croatia according to the “country of 

first entry principle”.10 

Compared to other countries in Europe, there are relatively few 

asylum seekers in Croatia, but these small numbers are laden with myriad 

meanings and demonstrate crucial issues pertaining to the majority-minor-

ity dynamics (Cf. Appadurai 2006).11 The experiences and trajectories of 

these people reveal important insights into questions of migration, border-

ing and emplacement. The numbers indicate that Croatia lacks established 

larger communities of migrants from these countries and that it is not es-

pecially popular on the global map of migration. This is partly due to same 

reasons many of its own citizens continue to migrate to the western part of 

the EU, but also because the state’s migration policies are restrictive in 

terms of enforcing the European border regime. Moreover, I was struck by 

the complexity and ambiguity of wavering meanings that Croatian citizens 

attributed to the fact that only a thousand asylum seekers live in the coun-

try. This indicates the anxieties of post-war ethnic nation-building and ho-

mogenisation in a post-socialist context that exacerbates social uncertainty 

and group antagonisms.  

 
8 See Hameršak et al. (2020), and Hess and Kasparek (2021) for critical accounts of the 

Balkan route. 
9 Out of a total of 1034, 896 were granted asylum (579 M, 317 F), and 138 (89 M, 49 F) 

were granted subsidiary protection. Most of the asylum seekers are men between the ages 

of 18 and 34. 
10 In fact, Greece is actually the first EU country on the route, but several countries sus-

pended transfers to Greece under the Dublin II regulation. 
11 Analysing culturally motivated violence in Eastern Europe, Rwanda and India, in what 

he terms ”fear of small numbers”, Appadurai argues that globalisation exacerbates inequal-

ities and uncertainties among majorities and minorities of nation-states that may lead to 

desires to eradicate cultural differences.  
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Taking a marginal transit country as a starting point for discussing 

migration into Europe, and specifically migrants as marginal subjects 

within this margin, thus provides a particular angle of looking “at other 

margins and at the so-called centre itself”, as Seremetakis (1991:1) argues. 

Tsing (1994:279) suggests that margins are “sites from which to see the 

instability of social categories”, while Green (2005:1) shows how margin-

ality “makes the implicit explicit”. This is apparent in exploring Croatia’s 

historically ambiguous relationship with Europe, both in terms of geopol-

itics and collective identities, which acquires additional nuances in the 

context of migration of populations from outside Europe. The ambiguity 

also produces intensified affective positions tied to the local context, but 

that relate to discourses of hospitality and hostility of general concern.  

The EU’s efforts at regulating non-European migration across the 

borders of what has been called the “white fortress” (Gilroy 2000:247) 

have permeated everyday urban life (Balibar 2003; Darling 2017:183)12 

and introduced new forms of racialisation (De Genova 2018). I consider 

this crucial to understanding the dynamics of the Gap in terms of how mi-

grants are received or rejected. The processes involved where racial mean-

ing is introduced into classification of persons and groups on the move, 

and the spaces where they live, are heavily understudied in terms of the 

Balkan region, which is itself ambiguous with regard to racial identities 

(Baker 2018; Bjelić 2018; Jović Humpfrey 2014). The local negotiation of 

differences and similarities which I describe in Zagreb thus offers a lens 

on the historically embedded (re)production and contestation of bounda-

ries of identity involved in migration and questions of belonging which 

are springing up across the continent. Therefore, this thesis asks what 

types of affect are generated in urban encounters, how they are shaped by 

local history and (trans)national discourses, and how these interactions 

produce and transform emplacement in terms of relations of distance and 

proximity between individuals and groups in areas affected by migration. 

It also asks how these relations relate to the dynamic of (im)mobility as 

transit migration transforms. 

 
12 I build on the constructivist understanding of borders not merely as dividing lines but, 

as Balibar (2003:1) argues, “dispersed a little everywhere, wherever the movement of in-

formation, people and things is happening and is controlled”. 
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By presenting Zagreb as an example of a new transit and arrival 

city for non-European migrants on the EU periphery, this thesis contrib-

utes to the anthropology of transit migration and migrant emplacement and 

reception, specifically on the Balkan route. Previous work has mainly fo-

cused on large-scale movements during the “long summer of migration” 

(Kasparek and Speer 2015), securitisation and legal and humanitarian as-

pects of the involvements of citizens and localities en route (Kurnik and 

Razsa 2020; Hameršak et al 2020; El-Shaarawi and Razsa 2018; Rexhepi 

2018; Čapo 2015; Rexhepi 2018). While this research has provided im-

portant insights into how the European border regime and local solidarities 

work, there remains a need for situated, ethnographically dense studies of 

various points on the route, especially since the Balkan corridor was 

closed.  

The thesis develops this discussion by providing qualitative in-

sights into the minutiae of daily interactions, as well as by focusing on 

both ‘migrants’ and ‘locals’, particularly on how the dynamic Gap be-

tween them is produced and transformed. Of all the capital cities of the 

former Yugoslav states, Zagreb is a particular stopping point on the route, 

as it is within the European Union but outside the Schengen area. This 

produces a dynamic of mobility and immobility which is distinct from 

Belgrade and Ljubljana, for example, as well as from other cities in Europe 

to the west and north. 

Consequently, in a similar way to sites in Turkey (Suter 2012), 

Mexico (Basok et al. 2015), Morocco (Richter 2016) and other ‘transit 

states’ (Kimball 2007), I emphasise how the instability and unpredictabil-

ity of the migratory dynamic in Croatia cannot easily be reduced to transit 

alone.13  I therefore explore various ways in which people live in the neb-

ulous area between temporariness and permanence. By focusing on both 

‘migrants’ and ‘non-migrants’ as well as on the spatio-temporal and affec-

tive dynamic of emplacement, I thus further accentuate the processes in-

volved in (re)producing these unstable, usually non-linear and precarious, 

trajectories of migration. 

Representatives of the Croatian government, however, often claim 

that migrants are simply passing through, and are “abusing” the Croatian 

 
13 A transit location can become a destination, and vice versa, as Collyer (2007:668-669) 

points out.  
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asylum system to reach Western Europe. Many activists I met in Zagreb 

criticised this as “the myth of transit”, used by the state to justify the lack 

of investment into reception infrastructure, a situation which leaves civil 

society to do most of the work. This thesis provides missing perspectives 

on migrants’ experiences during and after transit. It also considers nuances 

in terms of how local populations receive migrants, the various ways in 

which they relate to each other, and how aspirations to migrate (dis)ap-

pear, complicating the notion of transit migration.  

Using these perspectives, and placing them in dialogue, I argue 

that the concept of the ‘transit migrant’ is not sufficient to explain migra-

tion on the Balkan route. I conceptualise an approach to migration and 

migrant emplacement as inherently relational phenomena, entangled with 

borders, local history, affects in everyday encounters and various struc-

tures of precarity. As the mediation which occurs en route can potentially 

transform transit migration, as well as the place of transit itself, I offer 

suggestions in the following chapters about how to go beyond transit to 

make sense of migration and emplacement on the Balkan route. 

This study took place during an important period in the history of 

migrations to Europe, but also coincided with the further Europeanisation 

of Croatia in the wake of its accession to the EU. Thus, it provides new 

insights not only into a historic moment for the country, but also into the 

project of European enlargement. For example, the Schengen and Dublin 

agreements are significantly affecting the dynamics of moving and stay-

ing. This is done through border controls and deportations to the country 

of first entry. While analysis of these policy processes (Lalić Novak 2013) 

and quantitative studies of attitudes (Župarić-Iljić and Gregurović 2013) 

have generated important knowledge, an ethnographic approach enables 

further understanding of nuances and dynamic processes which are often 

less apparent in legislation and statistics. Thus, by focusing on the negoti-

ations of content and meaning involved in creating and changing distances 

between individuals and groups, as well as on the potential to transform 

transit migration, this thesis offers a new perspective on how non-Euro-

pean migration through Croatia is experienced by both ‘migrants’ and 

‘non-migrants’ in urban everyday life. 

The ethnographic fieldwork for this study consisted of several 

trips to Zagreb between 2016 and 2020, in a form of ‘anthropology at 
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home’ during which my position as an insider and an outsider was con-

stantly changing. However, most participant observation and around 80 

semi-structured interviews were conducted between June 2017 and June 

2018. During this period I moved into the neighbourhood of Dugave, vol-

unteered as a cleaner at Hotel Porin and later as a teacher of Croatian, and 

participated in life in other parts of the city of Zagreb where the field had 

scaled out. An important field technique involved alternating the focus by 

moving back and forth between ‘migrants’ and ‘locals’. It generated in-

sight on Gap dynamics, as it took account of similar processes from dif-

ferent points of view, illustrated in the example of bus rides. 

Thesis Structure 

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. The structure follows migrants’ 

journeys from their arrival in Croatia through transit and reception to set-

tling in the country. I do, however, caution not to understand emplacement 

in this sense as a linear process given the pervasive effects of bordering, 

racialisation and precarity which contest permanence. 

Chapter 1, “Study Background and Approach”, outlines the social, 

legal, political and historical context necessary for understanding the rela-

tions between ‘migrants’ and ‘non-migrants’. I discuss border transfor-

mations through concepts such as ‘Fortress Europe’, ‘Safe Third Country’, 

‘gatekeeping’ and the ‘European border regime’, including its legal foun-

dations in the Schengen, Dublin and EURODAC systems. I then present 

the development and Europeanisation of the Croatian asylum system, 

along with its migration, integration and reception policies.  

In this chapter, I detail the theoretical and methodological ap-

proach of the study. As a contribution to the anthropology of transit mi-

gration, migrant emplacement and reception, I formulate the concepts of 

‘precarious emplacement’, ‘wavering reception’ and ‘the Gap’ to analyse 

‘migrant’ and ‘non-migrant’ relations in a transit area as affective phe-

nomena, embedded in local history and everyday urban life.  

Chapter 2, “From Border to City”, addresses the theme of arriving 

in Croatia. I highlight the specific routes across Croatian borders, and city 

spaces in Zagreb, as conduits for regulating migration and socially sorting 
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populations and groups at the gates of Europe. I emphasise the vulnerabil-

ity and existential precarity involved in crossing the border and in depor-

tation. I describe how Dugave was incorporated into the European border 

regime and got shaped by racialising categorisation in relation to newcom-

ers. In this context, I sketch the contours of the Gap and situate these dis-

courses in the history of population movements, categories of difference, 

and transformations of space in the locality and borders in the region. I 

show how migration and place ultimately shape each other as transit mi-

gration transforms into more permanent, albeit still precarious, emplace-

ment. 

Chapters 3-5 delve further into the theme of reception and em-

placement, focusing on migrants’ stay at Hotel Porin, along with their 

paths and changing aspirations in relation to Zagreb, including how other 

Dugave residents relate to them. In Chapter 3, “Affective Landscapes of 

Reception and Refugeeness in Dugave”, I examine migrant reception by 

focusing on the ways existing residents of Dugave make sense of, and ori-

ent towards the migrants. I highlight how the interplay of bordering, ra-

cialisation, precarity and solidarity produces ambiguous affects which en-

ables different ways of negotiating the Gap. I consider rumours, gossip 

and talk of “azilanti” to be intertwined with urban transformations related 

to (post-) socialism, war and socioeconomic marginality, as the reception 

of newcomers becomes engulfed in local, pre-existing notions of victim-

hood, refugeeness and precarity. In the process, I trace how the figure of 

the refugee shifts, fractures into gradients and subcategories (‘real refu-

gee’, ‘fake refugee’, ‘privileged refugee’, ‘our refugee’), or disappears al-

together when approached from different sites and angles in relation to 

space and affect. I argue that the affective landscape and local history are 

important aspects of migrant reception and thus migrant emplacement, as 

hospitality, hostility and everything in-between meshes with migrants’ as-

pirations to stay in Croatia or continue moving to other parts of Europe. 

Chapter 4, “Hotel Porin: Bordering and Home-(un)making at the 

Edge of the City”, continues the theme of migrant reception and emplace-

ment, and presents Hotel Porin from the point of view of the migrants. The 

hotel is understood as an ever-changing social institution at the intersec-

tion of bordering and home-making practices. I explore how the precarity 

of the long and uncertain wait to obtain a decision on an asylum request 

interacts in these heterotopic and sequestered spaces with the discourses 
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about migrants from outside the hotel. I show how Hotel Porin is at the 

same time a site where individuals wait to hear about their asylum status, 

and where they wait to continue their journey to other parts of Europe 

within the Schengen area. In other words, it is a place where people re-

evaluate and weigh up the risk of moving in other directions or enduring 

the precarity of waiting and staying in Croatia. The chapter also demon-

strates how the hotel is a meaningful and affectively laden site of conviv-

iality, and a stepping stone towards new beginnings, friendships and be-

longing. 

In Chapter 5, “Between Transit and Settling: Migration Aspira-

tions and Precarious Temporalities of Emplacement”, I map different ex-

periences of emplacement and temporality at the reception centre and 

throughout the city, and trace the aspirations to migrate as they endure or 

fade. I describe the patience and fatigue which resulted from bordering, 

thereby highlighting active waiting, acceptance of staying and steps to-

wards inclusion as crucial components of migrant emplacement. I show 

how reluctance, experimentation, indecision, hopeful reconciliation and 

acceptance characterised migrants’ decisions to stay in Croatia, and I focus 

particularly on the emplacement of so-called ‘short stayers’ and ‘long stay-

ers’, along with their different ways of negotiating the Gap. As noted 

above, I consider precarious emplacement to be locally mediated, and this 

informs an analysis of the overlap between smuggling and local and mi-

grant precarity in the labour market. 

Chapters 6-7 move the topic of discussion away from Dugave and 

Hotel Porin, and focus on experiences of life in the city. I explore instances 

where the Gap narrows and widens in relation to how migrants forge a 

new life in the city amid precarity and the challenges they face. 

Chapter 6, “Paths in the City and Obstacles to Permanence”, ex-

plores different sites of emplacement in Zagreb, and considers the various 

ways in which migrants’ biographical trajectories, urban mobilities and 

practices related to bordering in the city. I trace instances of exclusion and 

inclusion in relation to material spaces, ethnicity, race and legal status. I 

investigate how fences were constructed around Hotel Porin in Dugave, 

policing, spatial separation, entry bans in night clubs, seeking apartments 

and other cases where the Gap is negotiated. The chapter tracks how ob-

stacles at different levels and in different spaces in Zagreb present chal-

lenges in terms of permanence. I argue that these frictions in trajectories 
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open a space for precarity, and steer towards impermanence by impinging 

on migrants’ decision to stay in Croatia, even after their aspirations of mi-

gration had faded, thus complicating the dynamics of transit through Cro-

atia. 

In Chapter 7, “Making Connections”, I explore migrants’ ties and 

networks as a crucial aspect of facilitating emplacement, mitigating pre-

carity and narrowing the Gap. Building on a constructivist perspective on 

social relations and networks, I describe the contents of these social ties, 

and highlight the meanings and emotions which established them and cir-

culated through them. I provide examples of historical ties between Croa-

tia and other countries which formed the Non-Aligned Movement, as well 

as the Islamic community in Zagreb. These demonstrate how new ties are 

embedded in the local history which shapes them. I then explore how a 

new African network and restaurant were established. This illustrates how 

“newer” ties are faced with a different set of challenges, such as the struc-

tural tension between transience and permanence, which exacerbates the 

precariousness of emplacement and makes these networks fragile. I em-

phasise how the establishment of ties is not only affected by the continued 

circulation of migrants on the Balkan route, but also how ‘long-stayers’ 

attempt to resist and transform transit migration by forming these rela-

tions. 
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1| Study Background and Approach 

Migration in Croatia in Context 

Croatia as a Bridge, Buffer, and a Zone of Ambiguity 

Croatia is located on what is often depicted as the ‘margins of Europe’ 

(Herzfeld 1987; Bošković and Hann 2013), where the Balkans and the 

Mediterranean overlap. Todorova’s (1997) analysis of Balkanism argues 

that the Balkans are inextricably European but constructed as Europe’s 

Other.14 She points out that the region has been historically associated with 

both West and East as a “bridge or a crossroad” (Todorova 1997:15), and 

she makes use of labels such as “semideveloped, semicolonial, semicivi-

lized, semioriental” (Todorova 1997:16).  

Although never formally colonised, throughout history the terri-

tories of modern-day Croatia have been at the interstices of empires (Ve-

netian, French, Habsburg, Ottoman), resulting in what Herzfeld 

(2002:901) terms ‘crypto-colonialism’. In contrast to western hegemonic 

primordialist discourse, which attributes ethnic conflicts in the Balkans to 

ancient hatred (Kaplan 1993), Herzfeld (2002:901) suggests that the buffer 

zones between the colonised lands and those which remained unincorpo-

rated retained their political independence at the expense of massive eco-

nomic dependence. This relationship is articulated “in the iconic guise of 

 
14 For Todorova, Balkanism, unlike Orientalism, is a discourse about an imputed ambiguity 

rather than opposition. Compare this with Bakić-Hayden’s (1995:920) ‘nesting oriental-

isms’, or Balkanism “as a variation on the orientalist theme” rather than being a distinct 

phenomenon. See Petrović (2012) for the establishment of the Western Balkans discourse 

in relation to Balkanism, Orientalism and colonialism, and Matošević and Škokić (2014) 

for an analysis of Balkanist discourses. Green (2005:129) depicts the Balkans as a ‘fractal’, 

referring to fragments containing replicas of the whole, to address the multiple layers of 

marginality in Epirus. The fractal lens is used as a heuristic to explore why “the Balkans 

always seem to generate ambiguous and tense connections that ought, in modernist terms, 

to be clearly resolved separations”.  
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aggressively national culture fashioned to suit foreign models”. More spe-

cifically, El-Shaarawi and Razsa (2018:2) approach the wars of Yugoslav 

succession as violent processes of Europeanising, an attempt to establish 

nation states and erase the complex ethnic legacies these countries had in-

herited from the Habsburg and Ottoman empires, and which were sus-

tained within multi-ethnic Yugoslavia. 

Researchers have tended to understand Croatia as a periphery or 

buffer zone of ambiguity15, sometimes because of its semi- or crypto-co-

lonial status, and sometimes because of processes related to both the for-

mation and breakdown of state socialism. Allcock (2000) writes that in the 

region “definitions of marginality may have shifted over time; but never-

theless, significant cultural, economic or political frontiers have met here 

at least since Roman times”. Naturally, these large-scale societal transfor-

mations have included vast migrations of populations. In the next section, 

I ground these understandings of buffer and ambiguity by focusing on the 

Schengen area, and on the expansion of EU borders through which the 

new migrants attempt to move. I consider this necessary background for 

situating these migrations within a general historical context of migration 

to and from Croatia. 

History of Migration Patterns in Croatia 

Nejašmić (1991) and Kranjec and Župarić-Iljić (2014:153) describe pop-

ulation movements from Croatian historical territories since the fifteenth 

century as having been forced, and marked by wars between the Ottoman 

Empire, the Habsburg monarchy and the Republic of Venice. Gregurović 

and Mlinarić (2012:100) state that from the fifteenth century onwards, 

Croatian emigration can be divided into an “old” and “new” stage (before 

and after World War 1), and that economic migration dominated in both 

periods. After the seventeenth century, forced migration continued on a 

smaller scale until the mid-nineteenth century.16  

 
15 Razsa and Lindstrom (2004:648) state that Croatia has long been placed on both sides of 

important historical and geographical divides: classified as both Byzantine and Catholic, 

Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian, Eastern and Western, Balkan and European.  
16 Nejašmić provides an overview of the population’s spatial mobility on the territory of 

the contemporary Republic of Croatia between 1880 and 1981 (Nejašmić 1992), as well as 

an overview of emigration between 1900 and 2001 (Nejašmić 2014). Migrants who left 
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Following the breakup of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in 

1918, Croatia became part of the State of Slovenes, Croats and Serbs, 

which later became the Kingdom of Yugoslavia. In the interwar period, 

overseas migration17 to South America, New Zealand and Canada became 

prominent, while emigration to Western Europe continued.18 During the 

Second World War, the Independent State of Croatia was established in 

1941 as a puppet state of Nazi Germany, and was governed by the Ustaša 

regime. Migration during this war involved “displaced persons, refugees 

and ‘cleansed’ ethnic groups” (Kranjec and Župarić-Iljić 2014:154).  

The end of the war led to the establishment of the new Yugoslav 

socialist state in 1945, led by Josip Broz Tito. Political opponents of the 

new regime and communist party rule mainly emigrated overseas.19 From 

1945 to 1961, when borders started to loosen in Yugoslavia, legal emigra-

tion was still not allowed. The term “illegal emigrant” was used to encom-

pass people with a wide variety of reasons for migrating, though political 

and economic reasons were the most pronounced (Šarić 2015:199).20 

There was a change in the pattern of Yugoslav migration after 1963/4 with 

the removal of travel restrictions for labour migrants who were expected 

to return.21 

 
between 1880 and 1914, when the state now known as Croatia was part of Austria-Hun-

gary, are sometimes categorised as the “old emigration” (staro iseljeništvo) (Ragazzi 

2009:3). 
17 See Telišman (1985) and Prpić (1971) for Croatian migration to the USA; Antić (1988) 

for Croatian Emigration in Spanish South America until First World War; Antić (1990) for 

Argentina until 1914; Banović (1990) for Australia; Đurin (2020) for Croats in Chile; 

Božić-Vrbančić (2008) for Croats in New Zealand and Božić (2012) for Croat migrant 

associations and the institutionalisation of the Croatian diaspora in Europe, South America 

and Australia. 
18 See Karakaš Obradov (2016) for the characteristics of migration immediately before and 

after the Second World War. 
19 See Nejašmić (1987) for the characteristics of external Yugoslav migration. 
20 See Pavlica (2005) for migration from Yugoslavia to Germany, and Vukman (2016) for 

migration from Yugoslavia to Hungary. Ragazzi (2009:3) points out that many of the 

mostly skilled middle to upper-class Croats who fled communist Yugoslavia were sympa-

thetic to the NDH, and that the Yugoslav authorities categorised this group as “Yugoslav 

enemy emigration” (jugoslavenska neprijateljska emigracija). Its own members defined 

themselves as “political émigrés”. See also Spehnjak and Cipek (2007) for an analysis of 

dissidence in Yugoslavia and Croatia in relation to political emigration. 
21 Gregurović and Mlinarić (2012:101) note that “[t]hese so-called “pasošari” (i.e. migrants 

with a passport) were not officially considered “emigrants”, since they were expected to 

return. Regardless of whether they were seasonal workers or permanent emigrants, they 

were denominated as “workers on temporary work abroad” (comparable to the notion of 

Gastarbeiter)”. 
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In 1991, Croatia declared independence from the SFR (Socialist 

Federalist Republic) of Yugoslavia, leading to the Croatian War of Inde-

pendence, also known in Croatia as the “Homeland War” (Domovinski rat) 

and the “Greater-Serbian Aggression” (Velikosrpska agresija). The war 

produced massive population displacements, and affected more than three 

million people (Župarić-Iljić 2012). This migration “across the borders of 

the former Yugoslav republics resulted in ethnic homogenisation of previ-

ously heterogeneous populations” (Čapo Žmegač 2011:1). Many Croa-

tians were either internally displaced or exiled abroad. The country also 

witnessed an influx of refugees from neighbouring countries22, mostly 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo and Macedonia. These same countries 

were the origin of many internal Yugoslav economic migrations to Croa-

tia.23 In October 1992, the state of Croatia provided protection for 670 000 

refugees and displaced individuals, mostly Muslims (Zlatković Winter 

1992:132).  

In addition, many ethnic Croats living outside Croatia resettled in 

the new Croatian state in the 1990s.24 Different refugee movements in dif-

ferent phases of the war created terminological overlaps. As Lajić 

(2002:138) summarises, for the population migrating from war, the term 

used initially was izbjeglice (refugees), meaning “migrant[s] fleeing from 

war”. As the numbers of war migrants grew, and the war escalated in Bos-

nia and Herzegovina, this category of war refugees was divided into 

‘prognanici’, or war migrants within Croatia, and ‘izbjeglice’, war mi-

grants from a foreign country.  

 
22 See also Rajković Iveta (2012) for migration of new minorities from and to newly formed 

states upon the dissolution of Yugoslavia. 
23 See Thomas (1972) for some characteristics of internal migration in Yugoslavia in the 

period 1961-1971. 
24 Some have called this group “post-independence co-ethnic homeland migration” (Horn-

stein Tomić 2014). Čapo Žmegač’s (2007) study focuses on resettlement and ‘coethnic 

migration’ as well. She discusses more generally the question of “return migration” to Cro-

atia, including migrants “returning” from receiving countries outside of former Yugoslav 

states. See Čapo and Jurčević (2014) for a discussion of returning Croatian emigrants as 

arrivals, “permanently temporary”, or as individuals at one stage in a multi-stage migration 

process. See Blitz (2005) for a typology of five return scenarios of re-integration in post-

war Croatia, and Leutloff-Grandits (2006) for a discussion of post-war resettlement 

through the lens of property relations and ethnic conflict in the Knin region over different 

historical phases. 
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Many ‘prognanici’ from Eastern Croatia moved to Zagreb during 

the war, particularly from the city of Vukovar, and some were accommo-

dated at Hotel Porin like today’s refugees, though most of them returned 

home. Equally, the terms izbjeglice and izbjeglištvo are used to refer not 

only to Bosnian or Kosovar refugees, but also to Croatians who fled to 

other countries during the 1990s war, and they are sometimes merged with 

the category of diasporic Croats.25 Today the term izbjeglice is also used 

to describe the new asylum seekers, and this will be explained in the next 

section.  

The period of post-war return migrations was soon overtaken by 

new emigration following the prolonged economic recession, as well as 

Croatia’s accession to the EU in 2013 which opened the borders to EU 

member states.26 The process of joining the intra-European space of free 

movement led to a concomitant securitisation of Croatia’s external bor-

ders, which are now also the external borders of the EU.  

New Migrants at the New External Border 

While the terms ‘old’ and ‘new’ migration were previously used largely to 

describe migration movements before and after the First World War, this 

thesis uses the term ‘new migrants’ to encompass non-European migration 

originating mostly from the Middle East and Africa parallel to the Euro-

peanisation of the Croatian asylum system in the 2000s.  

During my fieldwork, I encountered different, sometimes overlap-

ping, sometimes mutually exclusive terms for categorising this population. 

These included izbjeglice (refugees), migranti (migrants), azilanti 

(asylees), tražitelji azila (asylum seekers) and tražitelji (seekers [of inter-

national protection]). I have discussed above the previous uses and termi-

nological overlaps between the labels for refugees (izbjeglice) in Croatia 

throughout history. The Law on International and Temporary Protection 

 
25 See Povrzanović Frykman (2002) for the Croatian diaspora and refugees in Sweden, and 

Huseby-Darvas (1994) for refugee women from the former Yugoslavia in Hungary. 
26 These trends resulted in more negative migration saldo, as well as in the proliferation of 

old/new destinations like Canada or Ireland, or more traditional destinations like Germany, 

Austria, Switzerland and Italy (Župarić-Ilijić 2016). 
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of 201827 defines a refugee according to Article 1 of the Geneva Conven-

tion (1951 Refugee Convention).28 

International protection encompasses asylum and subsidiary pro-

tection. Asylum is a legal shelter for refugees. Subsidiary protection is in-

ternational protection for individuals seeking asylum who do not qualify 

as refugees. Third-country nationals or stateless people are eligible for 

subsidiary protection status when they face a real risk of suffering serious 

harm if they are returned to their country of origin, despite not being qual-

ified as refugees.29 

In everyday life, Zagreb residents generally use the term azilant 

for both asylum seeker and asylee. This labelling practice is often used 

pejoratively, and in order to racialise non-Croat newcomers to Dugave. In 

contrast, those who are labelled in this way, as well as integration workers 

and activists, highlight it as an important way of distinguishing between 

those in transit, or who are awaiting and seeking asylum (tražitelji azila, 

or just tražitelji), and those who have been granted asylum. These actors 

also often use the term izbjeglica (refugee) for the latter, while some city 

residents reserve this term only for Croat and ex-Yugoslav refugees, thus 

labelling the current newcomers in Dugave as “fake refugees”. My inter-

locutors identified themselves differently in different contexts, such as 

when they were stopped by the police or when they were speaking to ac-

tivists or their own family members. They often rejected labels, preferring 

to be seen simply as “human”. 

In this thesis, I highlight that the new migration coincided with the 

process of Croatia’s accession to the EU, and importantly, the period when 

it became part of the European border regime. My fieldwork in 2017-2019 

took place at a significant juncture, when Croatia became the EU’s most 

 
27 This law supplanted the previous Asylum Law (2007-2015) and the Law on International 

and Temporary Protection (2015-2017). 
28 The definition is as follows: “As a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951 and 

owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, 

membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his 

nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protec-

tion of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his 

former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is 

unwilling to return to it”. (Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, July 25, 1951, 

189 U.N.T.S. 150). 
29 The minimum standards for qualifying for subsidiary protection status are defined by 

Directive 2004/83/EC. 
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recent peripheral member state which was not part of the Schengen area.30 

This was a historic moment for both Croatia and the European enlarge-

ment project, particularly the intricacies of extending the border regime, 

which have become even more substantial with the intensification of mi-

gration through the Balkans since 2015. Thus, this thesis is an important 

contribution to understanding ways in which the complicated dynamic of 

arriving in, remaining in, leaving and returning to Croatia relates to these 

large-scale social developments. 

“Fortress Europe”: Schengen, Dublin and EURODAC 

The breakup of Yugoslavia and “[t]he opening up of the Eastern bloc in 

1989 coincided with the gradual institutionalisation of restrictive asylum 

and immigration regulations in the European Union”, a process which can 

be traced further back to the 1970s oil crisis (Lavenex 1999:1-2). Since 

the 1990s, the European border has been transformed geographically, ma-

terially and discursively from the Iron Curtain into “Fortress Europe”. This 

term implies that “the border acts as a protective barrier around Europe” 

(Kasparek 2016a:7). The European external border has “hardened” as an 

arena of ‘necropolitics’ (Mbembe 2003). It has been transformed into a 

militarised zone, consisting of a variety of controls, surveillance technol-

ogies and detention centres (Carr 2012), both around its edges and deep 

 
30 As Green (2013:346) points out, “[T]he formal and legal functions of European political 

and economic borders have been divided, bunched, crosscut, and distributed in somewhat 

bewildering combinations over the past three decades”. 
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into non-European territories (Andersson 2014).31 The border is also in-

tertwined with the European asylum regime.32 

The Schengen system of the European Union emerged from the 

Schengen Treaties of 1985 and 1990, which were incorporated into EU 

law through the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1997. The Schengen area abol-

ished internal border controls between the member states. However, as 

Kasparek (2016a:3) points out, mobility and freedom of movement within 

the Schengen area were counterbalanced by a reinforced border with the 

(third) countries outside Schengen. Visa requirements and entry policies 

were also harmonised, and the supranational police database Schengen In-

formation System (SIS) was established, allowing an exchange of infor-

mation about third-country citizens, most notably migrants and refugees.  

Andrijašević (2003:254) writes that this agreement reveals the 

“political intention of the signatory member states to construct a culturally 

homogeneous and economically protected area”. One of the main policy 

goals of the Schengen process, externalising migration control, is to estab-

lish “Safe Third Countries in the neighbourhood of the European Union as 

a cordon sanitaire for asylum”. Therefore, as Kasparek (2016a:5) points 

out, any asylum seeker who reaches the European Union via transit 

through a Safe Third Country can be deported there without violating the 

Non-Refoulement principle of the Geneva Convention on Refugees. The 

 
31 Hess and Kasparek (2017:60) provide a succinct description and analysis of the devel-

opment and transformation of this regime: “With the Schengen agreement of 1985, the 

European project had heralded the creation of a continental border regime, with the newly 

created notion of an “external border” as the pivotal mechanism and space for migration 

control. The process resulted in the creation of an “area of freedom, security and justice” 

through the Treaty of Amsterdam and the parallel construction of the European border 

regime as a fluid, multi-scalar assemblage involving European Union agencies such as 

Frontex (the European border and coast guard agency), bodies of European law (like the 

Common European Asylum System. CEAS), processes of standardisations and harmoni-

sations especially in the field of border management (called “Integrated Border Manage-

ment”), a growing military-industrial-academic complex largely funded by the EU (Lem-

berg-Pedersen 2013), alongside more traditional national apparatuses of migration control 

that had evolved since the 1970s and a flexible involvement of IGOs (international and 

intergovernmental organisations, such as the UNHCR or the IOM)”. 
32 Schuster (2011:403) indicates the four building blocks of the EU asylum regime which 

constitute a significant part of this border regime. These are “the Reception Conditions 

Directive (Directive 2003/9/EC), the Asylum Procedures Directive (Council Directive 

2005/85/EC), the Qualification Directive (Directive 2004/83/EC) and the Dublin Regula-

tion (Regulation (EC) 343/2003), also known as Dublin II. To this may be added the Tem-

porary Protection Directive (Directive 2001/55/EC) and the EURODAC Regulation (Reg-

ulation No 2725/2000)”. 
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Dublin system, or the so-called “rule of first entry”, refers to the EU’s 

internal system for allocating responsibility for processing asylum appli-

cations. The rule determines that all subsequent asylum applications in an-

other EU member state are automatically voided, and the asylum applicant 

is transferred to the country of first entry (Kasparek 2016b:3).33 This pro-

cess is underpinned by EURODAC, “the first pan-European fingerprint 

database, established solely for the purpose of tracking irregular migrants 

and asylum seekers” (Kasparek 2016a:6). 

When it joined the EU in 2013, Croatia became part of the Dublin 

and EURODAC systems. In July 2015, Croatia was scheduled to begin the 

technical evaluation of its borders required by the EU in order to enter the 

Schengen zone. However, after Hungary closed its borders in September 

of the same year, and the 2015 migration crisis diverted migrants to and 

through Croatia, Schengen was suspended in the EU and Croatian mem-

bership was put on hold. During my fieldwork, entering the Schengen area 

was one of the government’s main political goals, and the country was 

surrounded by barbed wire on both the Hungarian and Slovenian sides of 

the border. 

Europeanised Croatia as a Gatekeeper 

Croatia was incorporated into the European border regime first as a Safe 

Third Country outside the EU during the accession period, then as a new 

peripheral member state outside the Schengen area but aspiring to enter it. 

It was effectively incorporated into the EU’s “(…) multiple regimes of 

exclusion” as “a kind of ‘buffer zone’” (Andrijašević 2003:255), or “EU’s 

new migration gatekeepers” (Andreas 2000:8). 

Much has been written about the externalisation and outsourcing 

of the European border into territories outside it, as well as about the role 

of “gatekeeping” by countries such as Libya, Morocco, Turkey and East-

ern European states (Jakob and Schlindwein 2019; Omizzolo and Sodano 

2018). For example, Lavenex (1999) analyses processes by which the 

countries of Central and Eastern Europe have gradually been incorporated 

 
33 The name stems from the Dublin convention of 1990, where these rules were first laid 

down. They were subsequently incorporated into the Common European Asylum System 

through the Dublin II (2003) and Dublin III (2013) regulations. The main enforcement 

mechanism is the EURODAC database, established in 2003 (Kasparek 2016b:3). 
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into the restrictive European refugee regime, serving as “gatekeepers” for 

refugees and immigrants heading towards Western Europe. 34 

In analysing the Europeanisation of the Croatian asylum system, 

Lalić Novak (2013) concludes that the EU used the same instruments of 

conditionality to develop and transform the Croatian asylum system as it 

did for the Eastern enlargements. Novak also notes that the transfer of the 

European model took place voluntarily. In 2007, Croatian Asylum Law 

was brought into line with EU member states with “clear guidance” and a 

“small margin of independent interpretation” (Lalić Novak 2013:247-

249). In preparation for EURODAC, Europeanisation demanded that a re-

ception centre be built for asylum seekers, and a national database of asy-

lum seekers be established, including fingerprints. Furthermore, Raos 

(2013:38) notes that “the security importance of the Croatian borders (…) 

is manifested mostly in its future participation in “closing” and “defence” 

of European space, the so-called “Fortress Europe” from illegal immi-

grants, as well as human trafficking, smuggling of drugs, and other smug-

gled goods”.  

The Croatian Asylum System and Migration and Integration 

Policies  

As noted above, after national independence Croatia had experience of 

protecting refugees and internally displaced persons, but not so-called 

‘third-country nationals’. Lalić Novak (2013:13) points out that the right 

to asylum granted by the Constitution of the Republic of Croatia from 

1990, and the 1991 Law on the Movement and Residence of Foreigners, 

were not in line with international standards, and were questionable in 

practice. She suggests that “we cannot speak about the existence of a co-

herent asylum system before the new Asylum Law”.35 The first request for 

 
34 In a critical examination of the concept of so-called “Safe Third Countries”, Lavenex 

(1999:4) points out that candidate countries faced the conflicting requirements of sealing 

their borders for illegal migration and upholding the humanitarian standards of refugee 

protection. She highlights that transition countries aspiring to enter the EU consented to 

adapt to Western European policies aimed at fighting illegal immigration and reducing the 

numbers of asylum seekers, as a political bargaining tool in exchange for future member-

ship of the EU. 
35 However, Lalić Novak (2013:13) mentions its “prehistory”. The institution of asylum 

through the church existed in the Middle Ages, and the institution of asylum emerged from 
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asylum after Croatian national independence in 1991 was registered in 

1997.36 Only eight individuals received protection in the interim period 

from 1998 to 2003 (UNHCR 2005). Lalić Novak (2013:16) divides the 

development of the Croatian asylum system into three phases in relation 

to the Europeanisation of the country. During the first phase, from 1997 to 

2004, the right to asylum began to be developed in practice. The second 

period, from 2004 to 2008, was a transformative phase. The third stage, 

from 2008 onwards, involved stabilising the system’s legal and organisa-

tional framework, and the number of asylees increased. 

Grga (2014:154) notes that the migration policy of the Republic 

of Croatia37 has been reduced to satisfying the demands of the EU, making 

it, like most European countries, “restrictive and selective aiming at pro-

tection of social and economic national interests”. Furthermore, the policy 

continues to be reactive, and consists of ad hoc measures rather than plan-

ning or anticipating issues. 

Bužinkić and Kranjec (2012:9) discuss refugee integration poli-

cies and practices,38 suggesting that “Croatia currently does not have a de-

veloped integration model which is clear, systematic, long-term planned 

and based on available resources”. However, “a number of integration 

practices were developed after the procedures of granting asylum and sub-

sidiary protection to the refugees from Afghanistan, Somalia, Congo, Rus-

sian Federation, and other countries”. Alongside the “chronic lack of pol-

icies based on goals, principles, activities and integration actors”, they in-

dicate three structural problems: a lack of cooperation and coordination 

between state institutions, between these institutions and organisations in 

civil society, and a lack of long-term solutions for language learning, ed-

ucation, employment and housing. 

 
the 1776 decision on Mother Theresa. However, in its modern sense it appeared only after 

the second World War. The right to asylum was granted by Yugoslav federal, i.e. republi-

can constitutions. In 1990, the first Constitution of the Republic of Croatia guaranteed the 

right to asylum since the new state was a member of the 1951 Convention and 1967 Pro-

tocol based on the former SFRJ. 
36 Before the Asylum Law in 2004, asylum seekers could be granted “mandated protection 

status” as it was known, assured by UNHCR (Župarić-Iljić 2013:7). 
37 See Migracijska politika Republike Hrvatske za 2007/2008; Migracijska politika Repub-

like Hrvatske za 2013-2015. Blagojević (2020) provides a detailed account of the consti-

tutional and legal foundation for integrating migrants, and highlights other European and 

international agreements. 
38 See also Tatalović and Jakešević (2016); Jurković and Rajković Iveta (2016); Lalić No-

vak and Vukojičić Tomić (2017).  
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Giljević and Lalić Novak (2018) argue that “in practice, integra-

tion is an inter-departmental task dealt with by different organisations 

(ministries, agencies) at different governmental levels (national, local), 

and it includes their cooperation with various non-state actors”.39  

International organisations, such as the UNHCR, play an im-

portant role in monitoring the implementation of integration policy and 

relevant legislation. Equally, NGOs (including the Croatian Red Cross, the 

Jesuit Refugee Centre, the Croatian Law Centre, the Centre for Peace 

Studies and Are You Syrious? and others) provide a range of services and 

various forms of assistance to refugees. These include Croatian language 

and cultural-orientation courses, legal advice on exercising rights and ob-

ligations, assistance in contacting state institutions and public services, 

and psychological support to victims of torture. NGO activities comple-

ment the measures and activities implemented by state actors, sometimes 

in partnership with state institutions or in mutual partnerships (Giljević 

and Lalić Novak 2018:386). 

Jurković (2018) singles out the weakest links in the chain which 

the state is legally obliged to ensure. These are courses in Croatian lan-

guage and culture, the right to health care and access to the education sys-

tem. A number of international organisations, civic initiatives and NGOs 

are attempting to fill in the blanks. They “compensate the deficiencies in 

 
39 They point out that the integration of refugees in Croatia is trans-sectorial, involving 

measures in a number of areas implemented by different government ministries and agen-

cies. The coordinating body responsible for integration is the Office for Human Rights and 

the Rights of National Minorities of the Government of the Republic of Croatia. Their 

authority stems from article 76 of the Law on International and Temporary Protection 

(LITP), which stipulates that the Office “shall coordinate the work of all ministries, NGOs 

and other bodies who participate in the procedure of integrating asylees or foreigners under 

subsidiary protection into society” (Giljević and Lalić Novak 2018:385). Other ministries 

and agencies are involved in exercising the rights provided to refugees pursuant to the 

LITP. The right to social welfare is within the competence of the Ministry of De-

mographics, the Family, Youth and Social Policy; the Ministry of Health assumes the costs 

of health care provided to refugees; the Ministry of Science and Education is in charge of 

exercising the right to education, and assumes the costs of Croatian language, history and 

culture courses for the purposes of integration into Croatian society; the Central State Of-

fice for Reconstruction and Housing is responsible for providing facilities to accommodate 

refugees who have been granted the right to accommodation. Other ministries and agencies 

involved in developing integration policy are the Ministry of Economy, Entrepreneurship 

and Crafts, the Ministry of Labour and the Pension System, the Ministry of Culture, the 

Ministry of Regional Development and EU Funds, the Government Office for NGOs and 

the State Office for Croats Abroad.  
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the functioning of the state system, which, each with their own internal 

logic, larger or smaller openness and flexibility of action, assist persons 

under international protection “to walk” through the system and enact their 

rights” (Jurković 2018:65). 

Pandek and Župarić Iljić (2018:220) argue that Croatian legisla-

tion closely follows the norms and (minimum) standards of the EU Recep-

tion Conditions Directive. However, the minimum standards required by 

the CEAS provide flexibility in terms of policy, which enables member 

states to take more control of the types of policy implemented in their 

country and to define their own standards. These authors point out that 

because Croatian government is not interested in developing better recep-

tion conditions and better prospects for integration, as well as because 

many asylum seekers leave the asylum system by venturing irregularly 

further west, procedures for reluctant asylum claimants are oftentimes can-

celled, resulting even in secondary movements of recognised refugees. 

While the asylum and integration system in Croatia was estab-

lished prior to Europeanisation, its structure began to take shape when it 

was modelled on EU legislation. However, a lack of systematic planning 

by the state leads to a situation where NGOs, volunteers and public au-

thorities often work separately, a situation which can also be observed in 

other EU member states and in the Global South.40  

In a social, legal, political and historical context, this section has 

introduced the concepts of ‘Fortress Europe’, ‘Safe Third Countries’, 

‘gatekeeping’ and the ‘European border regime’. It has also noted how 

their foundation in the Schengen, Dublin and EURODAC systems is cru-

cial in structuring migrant (im)mobilities and emplacement. The thesis 

highlights the latter are relational, and embedded in history and (supra)na-

tional politics which are lived, as well as contested at the local level. 

  

 
40 For example, Carney (2021:71) notes that in Italy, state-sponsored accoglienza (migrant 

reception) is increasingly privatised, overseen by non-governmental actors and enacted by 

“street-level accoglienza”, in other words by social workers, volunteers, healthcare profes-

sionals, and other service providers in daily, routine contact with migrants. Similarly, in 

discussing the so-called “Transit-Turned-Host States” in the Global South, Norman 

(2020:6-7) develops the concept of ‘strategic indifference’, and points out that MENA 

states carefully select the most suitable policy for their domestic and foreign-policy goals, 

attempting at the same time to utilise as few state resources as possible. 
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Theoretical and Methodological Approach 

‘Migrant’ and ‘Non-migrant’ 

This thesis centres on the relationship between movement and place, tak-

ing the unstable dynamics of moving and staying as its focal point. Crucial 

is the analytical opposition between a ‘migrant’ and a ‘non-migrant’, 

which is related to a myriad of other categories such as ‘person on the 

move’, ‘foreigner’, ‘asylum seeker’, ‘refugee’, ‘person under international 

protection’, ‘asylee’, ‘local’, ‘citizen’ and ‘national’, all of which are con-

tested, internally heterogeneous, and often mutually overlapping.  

While questions around migration, social categorisation and the 

right to remain in the territories of nation states cannot be separated from 

ideology and power (Bourdieu 1991:221; Gabbaccia 2014:40; Dahinden 

2016:2209), the distinction between ‘migrant’ and ‘non-migrant’ “matters 

both normatively and empirically” (Anderson 2019:5). Rather than aban-

doning this distinction, I draw attention to the fact that citizens and mi-

grants define each other through sets of relations which shift (Anderson 

2013:2-3). I therefore argue for processual, critical and reflexive use of 

these categories in relation to situational context, pointing out the nuances 

and dynamic changes involved in the aspirations of migration. Further-

more, this relational approach indicates the way the distinction is itself 

(de)constructed in everyday life. I highlight the precariousness and uncer-

tainty which permeates both moving and staying in Croatia. Therefore, by 

using the term ‘migrant’ and contrasting it with the term ‘non-migrant’ or 

‘local’, I attempt to distinguish existing residents and citizens of Croatia 

from a variety of non-Croatian, often racialised newcomers. In this sense, 

‘migrant’ is an analytical category. It refers to persons on the move across 

borders, or labelled as ‘migrants’ as opposed to people labelled as ‘local’41, 

even if they are no longer on the move. The term ‘migrant’ therefore in-

cludes refugees, asylum seekers and asylees. This differs both from policy 

 
41 See also Helms (2022:2) who shows that in Bihać, Bosnia-Herzegovina, the term mi-

granti refers to non-Europeans, racialised and othered in opposition to the locals, and des-

ignated like any other outsider by phenotype, dress, language, and patterns of moving 

through the town, even as these markers were not always reliable or accurate. 
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and from some local discourses which distinguish between ‘refugees’ and 

‘(economic) migrants’.42  

Emplacement 

In policy discourse, as well as in different scholarly approaches to migra-

tion, various concepts are used to describe the lives and paths of migrants 

after they moved from their origin country. These include: settlement, in-

tegration, incorporation, inclusion, staying, inhabiting, embeddedness, 

nesting, etc.43 In this thesis, I build on the concept of emplacement not only 

because it allows more space for agency in the affective making of rela-

tions in a new place, but it enables the recognition of complexities of the 

place itself that becomes imbricated in migrants’ trajectories.   

(Im)mobilities, Place and History 

Especially where journeys are fragmented, Collyer (2007:668-669) notes 

that “transit migration allows us to understand the significance of the 

places in-between origin and destination”, where migrants spend time for 

short or longer periods.44  

 
42 See also Long’s (2013) discussion of “when refugees stopped being migrants”; Crawley 

and Skleparis (2018:49) for the use of the categories ‘migrant’ and ‘refugee’ during the 

European migration crisis; and FitzGerald and Arar (2018) for the use of this distinction in 

the sociology of international migration vis-à-vis the field of refugee studies. 
43 An overview of this large and diverse field is beyond the scope of this thesis. For some 

examples see Chavez (1991); Vertovec (1993); Samers (2011); Pemberton (2020); Solano 

(2020).  
44 Migration has traditionally been studied as the way individuals are uprooted in their 

country of origin and settle in a destination country as they respond to so-called push and 

pull factors. See King (2012) and Samers (2010:55-56) for a history and critique of the 

‘push-pull’ model. Consequently, research has been undertaken in one of the two locations 

often understood as bounded entities, and this was later criticised as ‘sedentarist metaphys-

ics’ (Malkki 1992:31) and ‘methodological nationalism’ under the transnational paradigm 

(Vertovec 2009:4-12; Basch et al. 1993; Faist et al. 2013; Wimmer and Glick Schiller 

2003:308-309). The so-called ‘new mobilities paradigm’ (Urry 2000, 2007; Scheller and 

Urry 2006; Cresswell 2010) shifted the focus to movement as opposed to staticity, and 

anthropologists were called in to trace ‘routes’ instead of ‘roots’ (Clifford 1997). There is 

also a long tradition of studies of circular migration (Basok 2003; Constant and Zimmer-

man 2004; Cordell et al. 1996; Duany 2002; Elkan 1967; Vadean and Piracha 2009; Ver-

tovec 2007; Deshingkar and Farrington 2009; Clark et al. 2007; Lurie et al. 1997). I build 

on more recent approaches which consider mobility and immobility to be mutually con-

structed (Van Hear 1998; Franquesa 2011:1016; Glick Schiller and Salazar 2013:193; Baas 

and Yeoh 2019; Söderström et al. 2013). 
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Chapter 2 discusses the processes that occur when the route is in-

tercepted, and movement is stopped or slowed down by situations such as 

the strengthening of borders. New places then become entangled into the 

(im)mobility circuit45 as sites where former migration aspirations are re-

formulated.46 Parts of the urban fabric that Meeus et al. (2019:1) term ‘ar-

rival infrastructures’47, exemplified in the neighbourhood of Dugave, are 

crucial for producing and negotiating future local or trans-local social mo-

bilities.  

Furthermore, moving through or across space, understood as the 

product of social relations, allows the space to be altered (Massey 

2005:118). In other words, as Lems (2016:321) argues, by moving through 

places rather than indifferent spaces, people on the move “shape them and 

are in turn shaped by them”.48 Emphasising the importance of the broader 

historical context for understanding the multiple processes facilitating or 

hampering migration (Cf. Cingolani 2017; Blanchard 2017), I argue in this 

thesis that, during and after transit, migration, emplacement and reception 

are shaped by local and regional history. However, this historical embed-

dedness takes on particular contours in Croatia, as I elaborate below. 

The Balkan route crosses territories that, as described in the pre-

vious section, have been the site of various migrations and border recon-

figurations for centuries. Historically, this has “produced inclusive notions 

of being in common based on difference and heterogeneity” (Kurnik and 

Toplak 2021:337), such as the Yugoslav ideology of Brotherhood and 

Unity. Consequently, new migrants are emplaced in areas where many res-

idents were once migrants themselves, which Vertovec (2015:2) describes 

as “layering” ‘old’ and ‘new’ diversities. However, the region has also 

been a scene of conflict, separation of populations and exclusive notions 

 
45 A group of scholars have introduced the concept of ‘entangled im/mobilities’ to demon-

strate how mobilities of different types and pace are entangled, and how the place of arrival 

is entangled with movement. See Adey (2017:7); Menet (2020); Kleist (2020); Charmillot 

and Dahinden (2021). 
46 Van Hear, Bakewell and Long (2018:932) show how the ‘mediating drivers’ plays a role 

in maintaining and shaping migratory flows. They define ‘drivers’ as factors that influence 

people’s migration decisions and processes. Mediating drivers enable, facilitate, constrain, 

accelerate, consolidate or diminish migration. 
47 See also Robinson’s (2010) ‘arrival zones’. 
48 Similarly, Smith (2005:6-7) cautions against the macro-analytic view that transnational 

mobility occurs in a hyper-mobile “space of flows”, and suggests instead that transnational 

practices take place within the historically mediated context which “forces us to think about 

the emplacement of mobile subjects”. 
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of citizenship based on ethno-national identity.49 These legacies, related to 

the ‘crypto-colonial’ position of the Balkans (Herzfeld 2002:901), shape 

the sociocultural terrain within which practices of migrant emplacement 

are produced. They also influence how migrants are received or rejected 

by existing residents. Hence, the integrative and nationalistic, as well as 

crypto-colonial historical context of Croatia is crucial for understanding 

the changing relations of closeness and distance that shape emplacement, 

affects of reception and even migration itself. 

The above discussion of migration mediated by the entanglement 

of routes, the structures that intercept them, transit areas and their histories, 

leads to the formulation of the dissertation’s three key concepts, which are 

detailed below. 

Precarious Emplacement 

I define migrant emplacement as a dynamic and affective process of mak-

ing relations in a new place, which is entangled with urban spaces, their 

existing residents and their histories.  

In refugee studies, emplacement has often been highlighted as “a 

flipside of displacement” (Malkki 1995), referring to the (re)making of 

lives in new sociocultural environments.50 Korac (2009:1), for example, 

explores “the lived-in worlds of refugees by focusing on the different types 

of connection, emerging forms of interaction, and networks of social rela-

tions through which they forge a place for themselves in a new society, 

create meaning and form attachments”. These include the intersection of a 

range of ‘place’ and ‘home-making’ strategies (Korac-Sanderson 

2016:32). She argues that emplacement is central to any consideration of 

citizenship as a social process, rather than it being simply about acquiring 

 
49 See Koska (2011) for the evolution of the Croatian citizenship regime from independ-

ence to EU integration. 
50 See also Englund (2002); Smith (2005); Vigh and Bjarnesen (2016); Vigh (2018) for 

more uses of emplacement. Some scholars use the similar concept ‘place-making’ (Castles 

and Davidson 2000; Gill 2010; Salzbrunn 2015; Pemberton and Phillimore 2018), but more 

often emphasise how collective identity or place-based communities are forged or asserted. 

Another related concept is ‘place-attachment’, which refers to “emotional ties that people 

develop with their places of residence” (Lewicka 2010:35; Trąbka 2019; Barcus and Brunn 

2009; Lynnebakke 2021; Lin et al. 2020). ‘Home’, ‘home-making’ and ‘homing’, are sim-

ilar but narrower concepts (Douglas 1991; Boccagni 2017; Blunt and Dowling 2006; Mal-

let 2004; Duyvendak 2011; Borchard 2013; Baxter and Brickell 2014). See Giudici (2019) 

for a more detailed list of research on home and forced migration. 
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legal rights (Korac-Sanderson 2016:30). Glick Schiller and Çağlar 

(2015:5) define emplacement as “the social processes through which a dis-

possessed individual builds or rebuilds networks of connection within the 

constraints and opportunities of a specific city”. Besteman (2016:285) 

conceives emplacement as the “many ways migrants experience and en-

gage with places”, learning to navigate a new society, and knowing “how 

things work” there.  

Furthermore, for the migrants themselves, being and becoming-

of-place is often characterised by the simultaneity of inclusion and exclu-

sion in different spheres of society. This has been termed ‘differential in-

clusion’ (Casas-Cortes et al. 2015:79; Mezzadra and Neilson 2013; Könö-

nen 2018; Skleparis 2016)51, a phenomenon which I explore further by 

analysing dynamicity in the oscillating relations and affects in the Gap, as 

well as by highlighting the precarity of moving and staying. 

In addition I argue that, after transit, emplacement in Zagreb can-

not be equated with stasis-in-place or settlement. Kleinman (2019:17-18) 

stresses that emplacement can be developed through dwelling, creating 

networks and attempting to produce value, even if a person is not fully 

settled. In analysing the incompleteness and impermanence of emplace-

ment in Zagreb, I show how mechanisms of the border regime, racialisa-

tion in the city and exposure to structures of precarity and transience dif-

ferentially affect the dynamics between moving and staying. 

In Zagreb, I observed that emplacement was characterised by 

overlapping precarities. Butler (2009:25) argues that “precarity designates 

that politically induced condition in which certain populations suffer from 

failing social and economic networks of support and become differentially 

exposed to injury, violence, and death”.52 Precarity is usually understood 

as an effect of what has been called Post-Fordism (Aglietta 2000 [1979]; 

 
51 Additionally, critical citizenship studies have brought to the fore the exclusionary aspects 

of citizenship. Isin (2002) even refers to citizenship itself as alterity, or “a generalised form 

of otherness”, and the city as a “difference machine”, noting that citizenship coexists with 

borders (Papadopoulos and Tsianos 2013:183).  
52 Butler contrasts ‘precarity’ with ‘precariousness’, the latter being the corporeal vulnera-

bility shared by all mortals, not only the poor and disenfranchised. Phenomena related to 

precarity and precariousness have also been studied under the lenses of ‘social suffering’ 

(Kleinman et al. 1997; Wilkinson 2004; Renault 2010), ‘vulnerability’ (Das 2010; Marino 

and Faas 2020; Coeckelbergh 2013; Han 2018) and ‘victimhood’ (Humphrey and Valverde 

2017; Jeffery and Candea 2006; Schäuble 2017; Helms 2013; Provost and Denov 2019; 

Druliolle and Brett 2018; Hoondert et al. 2019; Jensen and Rønsbo 2014). 
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Lipietz 1992). This denotes changes in the system of economic production 

and the nature of the workforce, as well as the flexibilisation and multipli-

cation of labour since the early 1970s, when part-time, temporary, sea-

sonal and other ‘non-standard’ work started to predominate, resulting in 

increased heterogeneity, uncertainty, vulnerability and anxiety. These 

transformations took place in Croatia parallel to the dissolution of state 

socialism, the introduction of capitalism, and Europeanisation.53 Biti and 

Senjković (2021:7) cite flexibilisation, precarisation, deindustrialisation54, 

privatisation and crony capitalism as some of the markers of post-indus-

trialist and post-transition Croatia.55 

Precarity has also been investigated as an important dimension of 

post-socialist transition, especially on the peripheries of capitalism (Arp-

agian and Aitken 2016; Graan 2013; Matza 2018; Kojanic 2020; Suchland 

2021).56 The Yugoslav system of social security was already shaken in the 

1980s, but was further damaged in the era of privatisation during the war 

of the 1990s (Hromadžić and Zgaljardić 2019).57 Račić et al. (2005:51) 

and Matković (2013) highlight a significant rise in temporary labour in 

Croatia between the 1990s and 2010s.58 

 
53 However, unlike most of Eastern Europe, Croatia entered transition in the shadow of a 

bloody war for national independence. 
54 Biti and Senjković (2021:9)  give examples of the fall of the once strong Yugoslav in-

dustries centred on textiles, wood, petrol and metal. 
55 Some also see the transformative potential in precarity (Standing 2011; Hinkson 2017). 

Standing’s argument on the ‘precariat’ as a new class is the most influential. Scully (2016), 

however, criticises Standing by pointing to the longer and more widespread existence of 

these phenomena in the Global South. See Breman (2013) and Kalleberg et al. (2012) for 

other critiques of Standing. 
56 As Ridout and Schneider (2012:5) point out, “precarity undoes a linear streamline of 

temporal progression and challenges “progress” and “development” narratives on all lev-

els” which form the teleological assumptions of modernisation and transition. Dolenec 

(2016) provides a genealogy and critique of transition by examining a move from “deviant 

modernisation” to “wild capitalism”. 
57 Cvek at al. (2019) analyse (dis)continuities in labour strikes and armed conflicts from 

the late 1980s and early 1990s. Žitko (2021:48) examines steps towards the liberalisation 

and flexibilisation of labour in legislation from the 1990s onwards, and shows how it re-

sulted from a consensus between relevant social actors, supported by the IMF and Euro-

pean Commission. See also Bagić (2010:253). 
58 See also Bejaković (2019) for a discussion of precarious work in Croatia and Europe. 

Rubić (2013) studies unemployment and social and symbolic motivations in terms of for-

mer industrial workers’ participation in the ‘shadow economy’ in a Zagreb neighbourhood. 

Potkonjak and Škokić (2013) focus on the example of the once successful Sisak ironworks, 

looking at intersections of the global economic crisis, the collapse of Croatian industry 
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Bečić et al. (2019) further indicate the role of precarious employ-

ment in emigrating Croatian citizens. During my research, I saw how this 

precarious landscape had affected the new migrants who had partially or 

fully settled in Croatia, albeit in a different way. Thus, with a focus on 

Zagreb, one of the contributions of this thesis involves understanding the 

nuances of how different precarities meet, and what happens in these en-

counters.59 

Precarity has long been understood as a significant dimension of 

migrants’ lives (Standing 2011:124; Basok et al. 2015; Paret and Gleeson 

2016; Schierup and Jørgensen 2016; Lewis et al. 2015; Polkowska 2019; 

Coppola et al. 2007; Şenses 2016).60 Clearly, transformations in labour 

markets are inseparable from migrations and the ways border regimes fil-

ter individuals in a hierarchical way, a process which can expand in urban 

spaces. In this sense, precarity can be said to inhabit the microspaces of 

everyday life (Etlinger 2007). When I followed the Gap in these micro-

spaces and encounters, constructed boundaries emerged, and were often 

legitimised by racialisation, or what Etlinger (2007) calls ‘essentialist 

strategies’ which result in denial of precarity. 

Moreover, for a better understanding of how migrant emplace-

ment and precarity are linked, I direct attention to the different ways that 

both space and time inform how migrants move and stay. This has become 

a preoccupation of the so-called ‘temporal turn’ in migration studies (Rob-

ertson 2015; Griffiths et al. 2013; King et al. 2006; Cwerner 2001; Jacob-

sen et al. 2020). It emphasises not only the different temporal structures 

through which migrants and locals live, such as different work rhythms 

and legal status, but also the fact that migrants themselves may move at 

different tempos and velocities. In Chapter 5, I explore these ‘precarious 

 
inherited from the socialist era, and the narratives and hopes of the former workers them-

selves. Senjković (2021) studies memories and nostalgia in relation to work and employ-

ment during Yugoslav socialism. Škokić and Biti (2021) analyse private housing and rent 

in Zagreb. 
59 While there is little in-depth research on migrants, Pozniak (2020) discusses precarity in 

humanitarian work with refugees in Croatia. 
60 Certain scholars have connected precarity with place-making practices of immigrants, 

and I also take this view in this thesis. Hinkson (2017) discusses ‘precarious placemaking’, 

while Castillo (2015) examines place-making under conditions of uncertainty. In describ-

ing “various (usually transient) emplacements” (Castillo 2015:288) of migrants, he intro-

duces the concept of ‘precarious homing’. Also see Karlsen (2021:11) for ‘precarious in-

clusion’. 
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temporalities of emplacement’61 as migrants wait to transit further or to 

stay in Croatia. 

I argue that precarity is a crucial aspect of migrant emplacement 

in Zagreb. By this I mean that the practices involved in settling, along with 

the social interactions with other residents involved in them, occur in con-

ditions of uncertainty and social marginalisation. Thus, with the concept 

of ‘precarious emplacement’, I encompass the ways precarity shapes mi-

grants’ experiences, as well as the fabric of post-war and post-socialist 

urban spaces and relations they move through and come to inhabit. I fur-

ther demonstrate the dynamic between transience and permanence, mobil-

ity and immobility, and exclusion and inclusion, as they are related to the 

way co-existence is negotiated across social boundaries in the city. 

Wavering Reception 

This thesis considers migrant emplacement to be a relational process, and 

advocates the benefits of expanding the unit of analysis by incorporating 

a perspective of ‘non-migrants’ in the localities migrants move through or 

settle in. While few studies apply this “double-focus”, there has been an 

increase in research on so-called ‘local communities’ and ‘ordinary citi-

zens’, residents who were living in these localities before the newcomers 

arrived. Particularly in the aftermath of the “migration/refugee crisis”, 

many scholars centred on what can be termed ‘reception’, often through 

research on reception facilities, hospitality, solidarity62 networks and other 

forms of civil society initiative (Cabot 2016; Baban and Rygiel 2017; 

Youkhana and Sutter 2017; Rast et al. 2019; Rozakou 2017; Pozniak 2020; 

Carney 2021). This is sometimes also known as ‘vernacular’, ‘everyday’ 

or ‘grassroots’ humanitarianism (Brković 2017; Fechter and Schwittay 

2019:1796; Sandri 2018; McGee and Pelham 2018; Horstmann 2017). 

Van der Veer (2020) contributes to studies of refugee reception by 

exploring residents’ responses. These take the form of bottom-up activities 

oriented not only towards care, but also towards control. The focus of my 

research resonates with this broader reach, as my contribution lies in high-

lighting multiple and overlapping practices, attitudes and feelings, rather 

 
61 Similarly, Stevens (2019) links temporality and precarity in migrants’ journeys in terms 

of contested permanence. Cf. O’Kerry (2017); Nguyen-Thu (2020). 
62 See Bauder and Juffs (2019) for ‘solidarity’ in the migration and refugee literature. 
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than merely solidarity with newcomers in Zagreb. This partly includes 

what Lems (2020) terms ‘cultures of unwelcome’, which can be under-

stood as local aspects of “(non)reception” (Carney 2021:70).  

In this thesis, reception thus encompasses more than the “bottom-

up” practices and mobilisations, or different types of aid and service stud-

ied by these researchers. I argue that migrant reception is not only shaped 

by (EU) legislation on accommodation rights and facilities, but is also en-

tangled in the spaces and relations in the neighbourhood of reception and 

other spaces of encounter in the city.63 Furthermore, as I demonstrate in 

Chapters 3 and 4, reception also consists of a material infrastructure with 

its own history and social dynamic, as well as a range of local residents’ 

discourses, practices and orientations. These form a complex affective 

landscape.64  

In Zagreb, I discovered that reception in the sense described above 

was a very unstable process laden with considerable ambiguity. As well 

as encountering various, often opposing positions towards the migrants, I 

witnessed changes in individual attitudes and social atmosphere over time, 

as hospitality and hostility interchanged and overlapped depending on the 

dynamics of migration on the route and interactions in everyday life. To 

highlight the continuous oscillations between conviviality and antago-

nism, reluctance and resignation, enthusiasm and intolerance, and com-

passion and fear, which are interwoven with emplacement, I develop the 

concept of ‘wavering reception’. One of the definitions of the verb waver 

is “to vacillate irresolutely between choices: fluctuate in opinion, alle-

giance, or direction”.65 

While the overlaps between hospitality and hostility have previ-

ously been foregrounded, most notably in Derrida’s (2000) discussion of 

‘hostipitality’66, Berg and Fiddian-Qasmiyeh (2018) advocate a need to 

 
63 See also Whyte et al. (2019), who argue that asylum centres become embedded in pre-

existing relations within local communities, and between these communities and the state. 
64 In previous research, the reception of migrants in Croatia has been discussed in relation 

to ‘locals’ through feelings of compassion (Čapo 2015) or xenophobia (Pozniak and Pe-

trović 2014; Župarić Iljić and Gregurović 2013). I take these complex and seemingly op-

posite feelings as a crucial starting point, and open up a discussion of the broader, more 

nuanced and ambiguous field of diverse, co-existing and at times conflicting affects. 
65 Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, s.v. “waver,” accessed June 9, 2022, 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/waver. 
66 Derrida argues that any act of reception contains risk and the potential for violence. See 

also Pitt-Rivers (2012:501), who argues hospitality is rooted in ambiguity. 
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pay close attention to social relations and social practices, including their 

texture, spatiality and temporality. I argue that Croatia’s history of both 

refugeeness and nationalism intensifies the wavering of migrant reception 

and gives it unique contours. This is also a consequence of its position on 

the periphery of Europe, which allows for a particular dynamic of moving 

and staying, and has generated distinct forms of local precarity. I highlight 

that these processes and contents which steer vacillation are shaped by the 

border regime, local history and everyday encounters. I capture some of 

the dynamic of this unsettledness and ambiguity through the concept of 

‘precarious emplacement’, and explore the intricacies of wavering through 

the concept of ‘the Gap’. 

The Gap 

Space of Relations between Persons and Groups 

In relation to emplacement and reception, this thesis develops the concept 

of ‘the Gap’ to depict the indeterminate and ductile space between persons 

and groups in social interactions and categorisations. This in-between 

space consists of relations and affects which vacillate amid structural con-

straints and power imbalances, as well as negotiations of meaning, often 

pertaining to constructions of difference and similarity in encounters. 67 

The Gap presupposes a certain relation of distance, apartness or 

awayness,68 which produces, and is produced by, a lack of knowledge, un-

 
67 Similarly, in Bourdieu’s (1998:6) relational approach, “[t]he idea of difference, or a gap, 

is at the basis of the very notion of space, that is, a set of distinct and coexisting positions 

which are exterior to one another and which are defined in relation to one another through 

their mutual exteriority and their relative proximity, vicinity, or distance, as well as through 

relations of order, such as above, below and between”. 
68 See Strathern (2020) for a depiction of closeness and farness as ethical qualities of social 

relations. See also Ahmed’s (2004:8) argument that emotions are relational: “they involve 

(re)actions of relations of ‘towardness’ or ‘awayness’”. 
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derstanding, identification, recognition or sociality across social catego-

ries.69 In this sense, it is akin to the classical concept of ‘social distance’70 

between groups, but cannot be reduced to it. Moreover, while it can corre-

late with spatial relations, as in the case of segregation, social distance is 

not the same as physical distance.  

Arguing for a processual approach to precarious emplacement, in 

order to enhance understanding of the politics and poetics of relating in 

intersubjective negotiations, I conceptualise the Gap as malleable. Like a 

rubber band, it narrows or widens as people relate to and away from each 

other. I use the metaphors of narrowing and widening to refer to qualitative 

shifts in position, perceptions and feelings, as social exchanges and mean-

ing-making produce a closer or more distant relation. To accentuate this 

elasticity and analyse the processes and contents71 that transform the Gap, 

I describe the ways reception wavers and the dynamicity of emplacement. 

The Gap is indeterminate, so it appeared in different forms as I explored 

different sites of encounter and negotiation in the city. 

While this conceptualisation of the Gap is applicable across vari-

ous domains of social differentiation such as gender, class, ethnicity, status 

and their intersections, in my use, the Gap emerges and oscillates through 

the forms of emplacement I have outlined above, thus becoming the object 

of concern in terms of studying the transformation of transit migration. 

 
69 Svašek (2012:4), who also studied migrants and members of the local community, con-

ceives the space between them as ‘misunderstanding’. She states that “local people’s ideas 

of migrant others and migrants’ ideas of local others may be informed by misinformation 

or one-sided press reports. Such misunderstandings may be reinforced or undermined 

through actual engagement” in local encounters. While misunderstandings, or lack of 

knowledge, are an element of the Gap and how it is negotiated, I discovered other phenom-

ena which characterised this dynamic. 
70 Building on Simmel’s writings about the stranger, Park (1924:339) developed this con-

cept as a disposition that could be measured (Cf. Bogardus 1933), to account for “the grades 

and degrees of understanding and intimacy which characterise personal and social relations 

generally”. See also Sahlins (1972); Schutz (1964:229); Bourdieu (1995); Fortes (1969) 

for distance in social relationships. Cf. inter-group ‘proximity’ (Tarde 1962 [1903]; 

Homans 1950). 
71 The concept of ‘relations’ has been central in anthropology (Radcliffe-Brown 1952 

[1940]:188-204; Strathern 2018; 2020; Wilson 2016), as well as in migration studies, par-

ticularly regarding migrant networks (Portes 1998:3). Classic social network theory for the 

most part understands relations between actors as abstract socio-metric lines “bereft of 

complexities involved in their emergence and continued existence” (Azarian 2010:325). In 

contrast, Mitchell (1969:20) and the Manchester School cautioned looking at the “content 

rather than pattern” of ties and networks, a direction from which I depart and further de-

velop through the concept of the Gap. 
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The next section will conceptualise additional processes that influence the 

Gap. 

Negotiating ‘Difference’ and ‘Similarity’ 

The Gap is an optic which reveals processes of identification and othering. 

Its dynamic is dependent on constructions of difference and similarity.72 

In fact, Lacan (1964) uses the term, suggesting that the subject is essen-

tially divided and constituted by a gap. As well as understanding it as an 

intrapsychic process, he gives an example of relationships between the 

sexes, showing that “in the relation between man and woman... a gap al-

ways remains open” (Lacan 1957).73 However, Lacan uses the term to des-

ignate a different process to the one analysed in this thesis.  

In Zagreb, I discovered that attributing racial content widens the 

Gap towards newcomers. According to De Genova (2017:21), in the Eu-

ropean context, “the very figure of migration is always already racialised”. 

Omi and Winant (1986) define racialisation as a culturally and historically 

specific ideological process whereby racial meaning is extended to partic-

ular relations, practices, individuals or objects.74 As Bjelić (2018) states, a 

critical discourse on race barely exists in the Balkans, on the grounds that 

they did not have, and never were colonies75, and because discourse on 

ethnicity and religion predominates in the region (Baker 2018). Neverthe-

less, racialising prejudice has a longer history, as exemplified by majority 

attitudes towards Roma minorities (Sardelić 2014). 

Stereotyping, racialisation and othering can lead to stigmatisation, 

which reduces a person (Goffman 1963:3-4) and plays a crucial, negative 

 
72 Arguing against essentialist understandings of culture, Bhabha (1994:34) emphasises 

that difference is socially articulated, and not a given. He understands these enunciations 

of culture to be constantly in a process of becoming, and locates them in the interstitial 

spaces of negotiating meaning. For Bhabha, otherness is produced through stereotyping 

which operates through processes such as fetishising skin colour. 
73 Lacan (1977:21) also uses the term ‘dehiscence’, as synonymous with ‘the gap’. It is a 

botanical term used when mature seed-pods burst open, and is used in medicine when pre-

viously approximated wound edges separate as they have not healed properly. 
74 For more conceptualisations of race, racism and racialisation as historical, relational and 

embodied, see also Du Bois (1994 [1903]); Fanon (1967:109); Miles (1989); Fassin 

(2011a); Essed (1991); Murji and Solomos (2005). 
75 Cf. Sayyid (2018:421) regarding islamophobia in East Central Europe, which involves 

former parts of empires ruled by dynasties such as the Habsburgs, Hohenzollerns and Ro-

manovs in relation to the current crisis of Europeanness. 
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role in the dynamic of the Gap. Building on anthropological approaches to 

gossip and rumour, and their role in creating bonds and boundaries (Gluck-

man 1963; White 2000:65; Caldeira 2001), Chapter 3 describes talk of 

“azilanti” that was common during my fieldwork in Dugave.76 I indicate 

how these discourses are intertwined with urban transformations related to 

(post-)socialism, war and socioeconomic marginality. Equally, I show 

how this often negatively charged talk shapes emplacement, as it creates 

intimacy and binds Dugave residents together in an imagined community 

of shared values, narrows Gaps within it and widens the Gap towards new-

comers. In turn, for the migrants, stigmatisation may open a space for ‘im-

pression management’ (Goffman 1952) practices which aim to influence 

perceptions of Croatian citizens and narrow the Gap. 

Amin (2002) argues that a great deal of negotiation of difference 

occurs at the very local level, through everyday experiences and encoun-

ters. Many analyses known as ‘neighbourhood studies’ focus on the rela-

tions between people of different backgrounds, as well as patterns of ‘eve-

ryday multiculturalism’ (Wise and Velayutham 2009) and ‘super-diver-

sity’ (Vertovec 2007).77 One crucial concept in this literature is convivial-

ity.78 Approaches to conviviality are influenced by Gilroy, who 

conceptualises it as processes of “cohabitation and interaction that have 

made multiculture an ordinary feature of social life”. In other words, it 

involves experiences of “contact, cooperation and conflict across the sup-

posedly impermeable boundaries of race, culture, identity and ethnicity” 

(Gilroy 2004:xi-xii). However, Amin (2002) stresses that habitual contact 

 
76 Based on a study in São Paulo, Caldeira (2001:1-19) argues that opinions formed, and 

perceptions shaped through fear and talk of crime not only generally express but also pro-

duce certain simplistic and stereotypical types of interpretation and explanation. They in-

corporate racial and ethnic anxieties, class prejudices and references to poor and margin-

alised groups. They organise the urban landscape and public space, shaping the scenario 

for social interactions and creating new patterns of urban segregation. 
77 See also Wessendorf (2013); Nowicka and Heil (2015); Neal et al. (2013: 310); Nowicka 

and Vertovec (2014:2). 
78 The etymology of conviviality as it is used today stems from the Spanish term conviven-

cia, which was originally coined to describe pluri-cultural and pluri-confessional “living 

together” in mediaeval Spain (al-Andalus) (Gutiérrez Rodríguez 2020). Illich (1973) sees 

localised, post-industrial society as ‘convivial society’. See Hemer et al. (2020) for a criti-

cal overview of the concept of conviviality vis-à-vis concepts of cosmopolitanism and cre-

olisation. These researchers regard conviviality as a perspectivising notion which is re-

quired in order to understand how to cope with social tensions in contemporary cities.  
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in itself does not necessarily lead to cultural exchange. Instead, it can “en-

trench group animosities and identities, through repetitions of gender, 

class, race, and ethnic practices”. For this reason, Valentine (2008) points 

out that “positive encounters with individuals from minority groups do not 

necessarily change people’s opinions about groups as a whole for the bet-

ter”.79 Instead, related to the biopolitical processes of classification and 

homogenisation, misrepresentations often emerge from encounters, or 

even from a lack of encounters, and lead to the reproduction of precarity 

among disadvantaged groups (Etlinger 2007:319-326). 

Thus, while migration and emplacement bring different individu-

als and groups together, spatial proximity sometimes also leads to a variety 

of separations, especially in the era marked by what Vertovec and Wessen-

dorf (2010) call “backlash against difference”.80 I expand on this below. 

Boundary Work and Bordering 

As Collins (2011:320) argues, emplacement “is both facilitated and 

blocked”, and people can “live together” separated by different types of 

boundary. Boundary work affects the Gap, and is often related to both 

governmental and vernacular bordering practices. 

Barth (1969) points out that ethnic groups are a form of social or-

ganisation based on processes of self-ascription and ascription by others. 

Furthermore, the nature of continuity of ethnic groups depends on bound-

ary maintenance and cultural features which signal that the boundary can 

vary in different contexts (Barth 1969:13-14). Analysis of boundary work, 

for example in widening the Gap between groups, provides insight into 

how ‘difference’ is socially organised and produced, whether this be be-

tween nation states or groups within them (Dahinden 2016:2216).  

Although migrants in Zagreb come from various countries, my re-

search does not suggest that ethnic affiliation is a central axis of group 

membership. The numbers of new migrants are still quite small, and the 

 
79 This is also a central principle of classical inter-group contact theory (Allport 1954; Wil-

liams 1947). See Wessendorf (2013:409) for an overview of quantitative social-psycho-

logical studies on the relationship between contact and intercultural understanding. 
80 Modest and De Koning (2016:101) define the current political moment in Western Eu-

rope as one of “anxious politics”, and argue that the affective and highly personal nature 

of anxious politics should be addressed. They describe this as a “particular structure of 

feeling that stresses loss of control, a sense of being disregarded and dominated, a loss of 

familiar surroundings as well as of rights”. 
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problems they face require daily knowledge-sharing with local intermedi-

aries and migrants of other nationalities.81 Instead, I highlight the social 

boundaries which Lamont and Molnár (2002:168) understand as objecti-

fied forms of social difference. These can be revealed in a number of 

forms, such as unequal access to resources and stable behavioural patterns 

of association. As Jones (2009) suggests, boundaries of categories should 

be understood as constantly inchoate, only partially formed and incom-

plete. A focus on the dynamics, incompleteness and betweenness of 

boundaries could help counter the tendencies to “take discrete, sharply dif-

ferentiated, internally homogeneous and externally bounded groups as 

basic constituents of social life, chief protagonists of social conflicts, and 

fundamental units of social analysis” which Brubaker (2002:164) calls 

‘groupism’.82 

A processual approach to boundaries is in line with a constructiv-

ist understanding of borders, border regimes and bordering practices de-

veloped by researchers in ‘critical border studies’.83 These approaches go 

beyond the metaphor of the wall or the line in the sand, and consider bor-

ders to be performative and productive. Balibar (2003:1) argues that bor-

ders are “dispersed a little everywhere, wherever the movement of infor-

mation, people and things is happening and is controlled”, as in cosmopol-

itan cities.84 As Darling highlights, cities are “central to the diversification 

of borders into everyday life” and for translating “policies and enforce-

ment measures from the nation-state to specific urban contexts” (Darling 

2017:183). Thus, in the city, migrants can become “subject to numerous 

lines of demarcation and exclusion” (Franck 2019:16). This does not nec-

essarily involve only governmental policies and police surveillance. Hos-

tility at the local level can be a component of “practices that extend border 

 
81 This is in line with Grubiša’s (2019) finding that for migrants in Zagreb, “experiences 

of life in the city” are more relevant to “feeling integrated” than identifying with a group 

on an ethnic, regional, local and/or national basis. 
82 See also ‘methodological ethnicism’ (Vertovec 2009). 
83 See Parker and Vaughan-Williams (2012:728-729); Rumford (2012); Konrad (2015); 

Watkins (2017:962); Khosravi (2010); Casas-Cortes et al. (2015); De Genova (2017); 

Laako (2016); Mezzadra and Neilson (2013); Anderson et al. (2009). 
84 I agree with Jonson and Jones (2017), who consider it too simplistic to suggest that 

borders are everywhere, since this view fails to acknowledge that particular sites are sig-

nificant nodes where border work is carried out, and that it is more likely to be carried out 

by certain people than by others. For example, it is more likely to involve people who own 

property close to the reception centre for asylum seekers, as I show in Chapter 6. 
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politics across social, political and cultural boundaries” (Farahani 

2021:667; cf. Fassin 2011b). Through various forms of social differentia-

tion and the spatial inscription of migrants, cities can perform a type of 

social sorting (Flipo 2020:240). The border regime not only operates on 

the borders of territories, it also takes the shape of what Altenried et al. 

(2018) call ‘logistical borderscapes’. In other words, it involves an infra-

structure of intermediation that filters the migrant population. 

Building on this conceptualisation, this thesis examines how the 

European border regime is entangled with Zagreb’s urban spaces, local 

hospitality and hostility, as well as migrants’ own agency, to mould further 

mobility to other parts of Europe. I follow how the border diffuses from 

the edges of national territory to the reception centre for asylum seekers 

(Hotel Porin), the surrounding streets and spaces of the neighbourhood of 

Dugave and other sites of encounter. I show how it even permeates my 

own body as a researcher, and the bodies of my interlocutors.  

During my fieldwork in Zagreb, refugee accommodation took the 

form of ‘campisation’ (Kreichauf 2018) with various degrees of ‘confine-

ment’ (Jefferson et al. 2019). Sites of refugee accommodation have mainly 

been conceptualised as characterised by ‘liminality’ (Turner 1969), ‘total 

institutions’ (Goffman 1961) or ‘non-places’ (Augé 1992), where sover-

eign power proclaims a ‘state of exception’ (Schmitt 2005:5), imposing a 

distinction between ‘bios’ and ‘zoē’ (Agamben 1998). I understand Hotel 

Porin as more than this, and build on approaches which consider ‘camps’ 

to be ever-changing social institutions ridden with ambivalence, and sites 

of agency, encounter, exchange, resistance and existential meaning (Ber-

nardot 2008:43; Kreichauf 2018:3; Agier 2002:322-3; Ghorashi et al. 

2018:387).85 Along with my approach to emplacement, Chapter 4 analyses 

Hotel Porin as a space of both securitisation and home-(un)making. It is a 

type of ‘heterotopia’ (Foucault 1998)86, embedded in the often contradic-

tory relations with other spaces, such as the border or the neighbourhood. 

It can mirror or contest the relations in these spaces, thus becoming a 

unique site for studying the Gap. 

 
85 See Kreichauf (2018:3) for a systematisation of the literature on ‘camps’. 
86 See also Lafazani (2013) for an analysis of a migrant squatter settlement in Patras as a 

‘heterotopia’, where borders, migration and urban spaces are seen as processes with a num-

ber of levels of conflict, power and resistance. 
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Camp-like accommodation separates populations and creates a 

distinction between those inside and outside.87 However, the sharp distinc-

tion between inside and outside becomes difficult to uphold, as relations 

of emplacement in local complexities are entangled crossways, and as a 

result of persisting ambiguities of affect in interactions both inside the re-

ception centre and across urban spaces. While the Gap is not a physical 

space, and social distance is not the same as physical distance, the spatial 

separation of migrants influences the Gap by reducing encounters and pro-

ducing the particular affects I describe in Chapters 2-3. 

Affective Interactions 

There are important ongoing debates on the conceptual distinction be-

tween emotion, feeling and affect.88 Although there is no consensus on this 

matter, the crucial opposition is that of non-representational “forces” like 

affects, and socially constructed emotions.89 In this thesis, I am less con-

cerned with this opposition, and more with what emotions or affects actu-

ally “do” in social encounters, particularly how they are involved in forg-

ing and changing the emplaced relations of proximity and distance.  

The starting point for my approach to the Gap lies in what has 

been termed ‘the emotional turn’ in migration studies (Mai and King 

2009). Conradson and McKay (2007:167-169) suggest that geographical 

mobility induces “complex forms of subjectivity and feeling”. However, 

as Boccagni and Baldassar (2015:73) note, relating migration studies to 

 
87 For Agier (2002:320), keeping life at a distance is “the experimentation of the large-

scale segregations that are being established on a planetary scale”. Following Douglas and 

Malkki, Turner (2016) argues that controlling people through camps is an attempt to con-

tain the “matter out of place”, and re-stabilise “the national order of things”. 
88 See Stewart and Lewis (2015:237); Massumi (2002); Gutiérrez Rodríguez (2010) for 

conceptual differences between emotion, feeling and affect.  
89 The understanding of emotions as currents, or forces, has been advanced in theory on 

affect, mostly within the Deleuzeian or Spinozian framework. Clough (2007:2) argues that 

“affect refers generally to bodily capacities to affect and be affected or the augmentation 

or diminution of a body’s capacity to act, to engage, and to connect”. Ridout and Schneider 

(2012:6) suggest that affect is “constitutively relational—or between bodies”. Leavitt 

(1996:515) provides a model of emotions which involves both cultural meaning and bodily 

feeling. See also Massumi (1995); Seigworth and Gregg (2010); Stewart (2007); Skeggs 

and Wood (2012); Svašek (2012); Wulff (2007). 
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studies of emotion “does not entail only a focus on the emotions of indi-

vidual migrants”, but also “of their “sedentary” counterparts”.90 They sug-

gest that migration “entails change and transformation and the consequent 

(re)negotiation of self and others”.91 

The three concepts I develop capture the affective, historical and 

spatial qualities of urban co-existence in the context of migration. Simi-

larly, Bondi et al. (2005:3) are concerned “with the way they coalesce 

around and within certain places”, and put forward the concept of ‘emo-

tional geographies’,92 which conceive emotions as “socio-spatial media-

tion and articulation rather than as entirely interiorised subjective mental 

states” (Bondi et al. 2005:3). Equally, Boccagni and Baldassar (2015) re-

call that “emotions are simultaneously embodied and socially circulating: 

in a nutshell emotions and place are mutually co-constructive of social re-

lations”. Bondi et al. (2005:3) provide what they call a “non-objectifying 

view of emotions as relational flows, fluxes or currents, in-between people 

and places rather than ‘things’ or ‘objects’ to be studied or measured”. 

Similarly, Barbalet (2002:4) states that “emotion experienced in my body 

as a subjective feeling is part of a transaction between myself and another”. 

Ahmed (2004:10) also suggests that: 

emotions create the very effect of the surfaces and boundaries that 

allows to distinguish an inside and an outside in the first place. So 

emotions are not simply something ‘I’ or ‘we’ have. Rather, it is 

through emotions, or how we respond to objects and others, that 

surfaces or boundaries are made: the ‘I’ and the ‘we’ are shaped 

by, and even take the shape of, contact with others.  

To reveal affective nuances in migrant reception and emplacement, I use 

emotions as analytical and heuristic entry points (Ahmed 2004; Hall 2010; 

 
90 See also Zembylas (2012). 
91 In anthropology, emotions are usually conceptualised as a bridge, a liminal space, or a 

crucial link between micro and macro, private and public, mind and body, individual and 

social, bodies and places, and structure and agency (Lutz and White 1986). There is a 

longer, growing tradition in anthropology on ‘embodiment’ (Mascia-Lees 2011; Scheper-

Hughes and Lock 1987), which denotes an anti-positivist perspective on the lived experi-

ence and “being-in-the-world”, and draws heavily on phenomenology (Beatty 2013:414). 

Embodiment is about “understanding” or “making sense” in a pre-reflexive or even pre-

symbolic, but not pre-cultural, way (Csordas 1990:10) at the level of intersubjectivity 

(Wolputte 2004:259). 
92 See also Navaro-Yashin (2012) for ‘affective geographies’. 
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Durham 2011) for understanding the dynamics of the Gap. During field-

work, I traced emotions in narratives, observed their manifestations in 

public spaces through body positions and gestures, and paid close attention 

to facial expressions, tone of voice and other non-verbal modes of com-

munication. Equally, I kept track of my own emotions as they emerged in 

the field, and worked actively with them. I describe this in more detail in 

the section on methodology below.   
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Method and Site 

Zagreb is one of a number of important stopping points on the route where 

migration aspirations are re-formulated.93 Given that it is simultaneously 

inside and outside the multifaceted European border system, it offers 

unique insights into the dynamics of moving and staying which are pro-

duced by the intersection of migration, bordering, local history and every-

day encounters. As I had lived in the city before, insider knowledge and 

contacts gave me access to sites and networks that could be explored eth-

nographically, a method which helped understand these phenomena in ac-

tion, as lived processes in transformation imbued with affect. 

The fieldwork on which the thesis is based consisted of several 

trips to Zagreb. In April 2016, I went to the neighbourhood of Dugave to 

start preparing my research by attending a football game where the coach 

of one of the teams was an asylee. The game was accompanied by cooking 

activities organised by Taste of Home, a social cooperative run by refu-

gees, migrants and Croatian volunteers.94 My interest was sparked by local 

men in the audience who were mostly standing separately from the mi-

grants and volunteers. In January 2017, I returned to Zagreb and spent 

three weeks observing the site, meeting with local researchers, conducting 

initial interviews and making connections for my upcoming fieldwork. 

The majority of fieldwork for the thesis was carried out between June 2017 

and June 2018, when I moved into Dugave and volunteered at Hotel Porin 

as a cleaner. I later volunteered as a teacher of Croatian, and participated 

in life in other parts of the city of Zagreb. I made short return visits in 

October 2018 and May 2019.95 

I used non-probability judgement sampling and snowballing, re-

lying on serendipitous encounters and the network I was building in the 

field, to conduct around 80 semi-structured interviews. I also had many 

informal and spontaneous conversations with city residents of different 

ages, genders, nationalities, legal status and education levels. My gender 

nevertheless influenced my fieldwork. The majority of participants in this 

 
93 For other sites see, for example, El-Shaarawi and Razsa (2018); Čapo (2015); Rexhepi 

(2018); Hameršak and Pleše (2018). 
94 See Jurković (2018) for a study of this cooperative. 
95 In the meantime, I would occasionally travel to Croatia to visit my family and friends. 

Sometimes, these trips would turn into spontaneous fieldwork as the line between home 

and field blurred. 
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study were men, which reflected the demographics of migrants in Zagreb. 

I interviewed Croatian and Bosnian women in Zagreb, and even several 

migrant women mostly from Syria. I had met them either through volun-

teering at the hotel or with the help of women with Croatian citizenship 

working for organisations specialising in migrant integration.96 However, 

I did not share a language with many other migrant women, and this rein-

forced the barrier between us. For a minority of interviews, mainly with 

Dugave residents, I enlisted the help of a female friend with whom I had 

studied anthropology in Zagreb as a BA student. I took this step because I 

had noticed that some of the residents I approached in public spaces ini-

tially looked uncomfortable when I asked questions about their life in the 

neighbourhood, as to them I was an unknown man on his own.  

The length of these interviews varied from a couple of minutes to 

more than an hour or even two hours. All the interviews were in Croatian 

or English. In the few cases I had conversations with people who could 

not speak either of the languages, I relied on an informal translator who 

happened to be available. Some interviews were conducted in hotel rooms 

of the reception centre, others in public spaces like parks, café bars, in 

front of residents’ houses, by the railway, in the car, on the bus or at other 

urban sites. I used an audio recorder when the interviewee agreed. I was 

able to make observations as well as listen to narratives in these social 

interview settings. To understand the narratives and situate them in the 

biographical trajectories of my interlocutors, I relied on a life-history ap-

proach which focused on particular aspects of their mobility and being in 

Croatia. Interviewing members of vulnerable populations like refugees 

can be an intrusive endeavour. I ensured that I established trust and a rap-

port prior to their consenting to be interviewed, and was careful when I 

“probed” on sensitive subjects such as the reason they had left their coun-

try, their experiences along the route and discrimination when they ar-

rived.  

 
96 I was interested in participating in activities organised by the “Women to Women Col-

lective”. Through workshops, gatherings and excursions, the collective sought to facilitate 

the integration of migrant women by connecting women “who call Zagreb their home, for 

whom Zagreb is home, who want Zagreb to be their home”, as the person who had initiated 

these activities explained in an interview about their attempt to overcome the constraints 

of labels like migrant, refugee and native. Unfortunately, although I was simply trying to 

understand the gendered nuances of migrant emplacement, I could not access these gath-

erings as a man. 
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In line with my argument that emplacement is emotional, I used 

emotions as methodological tools. Acquiring knowledge often involves 

“bodily and emotional means of intersubjective communication, rather 

than verbal communication” (Maček 2014:8).97 In the field, I was attentive 

to the way my interlocutors expressed their feelings in narratives, but also 

to their body positions, gestures and facial expressions. I have tried to cap-

ture some of these complex expressions using thick description (Geertz 

1973) in the thesis. Furthermore, I used my own emotions as research tools 

in an affective type of ethnography which González-Fernández (2018:57) 

calls “feel-work”, or “a specific form of corporeal attention and attentive-

ness or tuned-in mode of being in the field (…) that demands the ethno-

graphic commitment of feeling and thinking from the ground up”. This 

proved to be useful in studying the Gap as a dynamic space. I argue that 

researchers who “follow” their feelings in terms of how they move to-

wards and away from certain people in the field, combined with a reflexive 

attitude towards their own positionality (Rosaldo 1989:167), can unveil 

some of the ways individuals and groups are placed and move towards and 

away from each other. I describe this process in more detail in Chapter 4. 

The names of my interlocutors have been changed for reasons of 

confidentiality, unless they specified otherwise and consented to the use 

of their real names. Some of them became field gatekeepers for certain 

sites where I relied on participant observation. I elaborate below on how 

my positionality influenced the fact that I chose Croatia rather than other 

countries on the Balkan route, and how I designed my research as a type 

of ‘anthropology at home’. 

The Familiar and the Different 

Croatia is my country of birth and citizenship. Conducting fieldwork in 

one’s own country is often considered to be a type of ‘anthropology at 

home’ (Jackson 1987; Peirano 1998). As the insights of researchers like 

Mughal (2015) and Strathern (1987:17) have demonstrated, I found that 

conducting anthropology at home could have certain advantages in terms 

of field practicalities and overcoming linguistic and cultural barriers. 

 
97 See Stoller (1997:xv) for ‘sensuous scholarship’, and Holmes (2013:34) for ‘embodied 

anthropology’. 
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However, it was not without its challenges, as my position was one of both 

insider and outsider, depending on the situation.98 Given that ‘nativity’ is 

a contested concept (Narayan 1993), I describe below my entry into the 

field, and reflect on my positionality and selection of field-access points. 

I lived most of my early life on the coast in the region of Istria, 

but moved to Zagreb as a BA student of sociology and anthropology in the 

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences (2009-2013). During that time, 

migration on the Balkan route was still relatively small scale, and I had 

never been to the neighbourhood of Dugave. I only remember hearing sto-

ries from some friends in Novi Zagreb who were more aware of the in-

creasing presence of asylum seekers. The latter had started to be accom-

modated at Hotel Porin in 2011. One story, for example, involved a mi-

grant man who had followed a young Croatian woman into her building. 

Another example was in 2013, when I was going from Zagreb to my home 

town Pula on the coast to visit my family. The bus was stopped by the 

police in Rijeka city and a few young Syrians attempting to enter Slovenia 

were taken from the bus to the police station. The same year, I enrolled in 

an informal one-year education programme organised by the NGO Centre 

for Peace Studies (CMS), where I met some activists working with migrant 

integration, as well as two former migrants now living in Croatia who later 

helped me with my research. One of them was Prince.  

Prince and I met just a few months after he was granted asylum in 

Croatia. He was from Nigeria, and had been the sixth migrant from outside 

Europe to be granted asylum in Croatia after national independence. I con-

tacted him when I returned to Zagreb for fieldwork, and we continued to 

meet frequently as he became my fieldwork gatekeeper for a number of 

spaces, and a crucial interlocutor who appears throughout this thesis. 

Prince had founded the African Diaspora in Croatia (DAH)99 in 2013, and 

opened the first African restaurant in the centre of Zagreb in September 

2017 (Chapter 7). Through DAH, he had also helped refugees with various 

issues. Furthermore, before his shift in the restaurant, he worked as an as-

sistant at Hotel Porin and was employed by Doctors of the World (MDM). 

 
98 Jahan (2014), for example, following Rosaldo, discusses partial membership arising 

from researchers’ ‘multiplex subjectivity’ with many cross-cutting identifications. Cf. An-

thias (2012). 
99 DAH (Društvo Afrikanaca Hrvatske) stands for Society of Africans in Croatia. Literally, 

“dah” means breath. This will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapters. 
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His duties included driving hotel residents to hospitals across the city. 

Given the range of his activities, and our rapport, Prince was a crucial 

gatekeeper for my fieldwork. 

The general knowledge I had gained about life in the city as a stu-

dent in Zagreb, and specifically the connections I had made with migrants 

and activists, assisted me when I returned to the city for fieldwork after 

spending several years in Belgium and Sweden to complete my education. 

My absence from Zagreb and time spent abroad influenced my perspective 

in the field. Arriving in Dugave for the first time in 2016 to prepare my 

research, I experienced Zagreb as different from when I had lived there as 

a student. In late summer 2015, Croatia had become an important point on 

the Balkan route. As I watched an African woman getting off a bus and a 

Middle-Eastern man sitting on a bench, I recalled the time I had spent 

walking in Brussels and Stockholm as an international student. I remember 

thinking how the diversity associated with post-colonial cities now existed 

in Croatia too, and this sparked my curiosity. However, as a young Croa-

tian man, I was also aware of how widespread negative attitudes were to-

wards these migrants among my co-nationals. I wondered whether, had I 

not been to university and specifically studied anthropology and migra-

tion, I might ultimately have shared the prejudices of these young Croatian 

men. In addition, given that an Orientalist fascination is not an antidote to 

xenophobia, I was careful throughout my research to ensure that my curi-

osity did not evolve into exotification, which would essentialise and de-

politicise the lives of the people the thesis explored. Thus, I chose to im-

merse myself in a variety of perspectives in the field, to place them in 

dialogue and to understand how the Gap was changing in places of en-

counter. In this context, Hotel Porin and Dugave were important starting 

points. 
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Dugave and Hotel Porin as Starting Points  

A number of places in the city of Zagreb formed the methodological sites 

for this study.100 Initially, my research design focused on the neighbour-

hood of Dugave, where I had found an apartment not far from Hotel Porin 

in September 2017.101 I immediately applied to volunteer alongside Prince 

and DAH, which operated at the hotel. I will return to the question of ac-

cess to the hotel after a general reflection on studying Dugave. 

During the first months, despite my Croatian nationality, I felt like 

a stranger to the people in the neighbourhood. This was firstly because I 

had grown up in a different city, and secondly because of my experience 

of Zagreb in my undergraduate years, which had been more aligned with 

the young, upper-class people in higher education who lived in parts of the 

city closer to the centre. I was further influenced in my perception of the 

place, and made to feel more uncomfortable in the field by stereotypes 

about Novi Zagreb as a post-socialist wasteland, and particularly Dugave 

as a “boring” but “dangerous” place on the city periphery, full of drugs, 

crime and xenophobic football fanatics. At the same time, I discovered 

that Dugave residents felt a strong attachment to the area, and claimed it 

was the best neighbourhood in the city. It took me a while to relate to this 

sentiment, as I did not share their memories and experiences of growing 

up in Dugave. I had changed addresses many times during my childhood 

in Croatia and during my years of higher education across Europe, and 

 
100 Although the Balkan route is a type of “transnational assemblage” (El-Shaarawi and 

Rasza 2018:6), and much is to be gained from methodological transnationalism in the study 

of this phenomenon, all the sites in my study were in Croatia. My argument is that an in-

depth understanding of the complexity of a locality entangled with migration requires 

longer-term immersion as well as profound engagement, which is sometimes difficult to 

achieve in multi-sited ethnography across borders (Marcus 1995; Hannerz 2003:209). 

Thorough ethnographic descriptions are lacking in studies of migration and the reception 

of migrants in Croatia. Even though the concept of ‘place’ as a bounded site of culture has 

been scrutinised (Gupta and Ferguson 2013:354; Appadurai 1988:16), the study of em-

placement undoubtedly requires researchers’ prolonged presence in the place of study. 

However, I did include elements of multi-sited ethnography within the city as I re-focused 

my study from the neighbourhood of Dugave into following people, their biographies and 

routes, which I describe below. 
101 Administratively, Hotel Porin is located in the Hrelić area, but as Tkalčić Simetić 

(2015:30) argues, the line is blurred, as there is a discrepancy between the administrative 

definition of the place and the meanings involved in identifying with it. Most people refer 

to this area as Dugave, and identify as Dugavljani. 
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could not connect emotionally to a single place like a neighbourhood.102 

My biography and the lack of resonance with the sense of attachment to 

Dugave initially limited any empathy I felt for local concerns, especially 

for anyone wishing to oust asylum seekers from their “once great” neigh-

bourhood. These aspects even shaped my study in terms of prioritising the 

concerns of migrants.103 This position was not a consequence of being di-

rectly “accused” to be in favour of migrants staying in Dugave, rather it 

was exacerbated by negative discourses about the place, firstly in the me-

dia, secondly among the mostly upper-class youth from central Zagreb, 

thirdly through the lenses of the migrants living on the very margins of the 

neighbourhood, and finally by migrant activists critical of the locals who 

wished to displace the reception centre.  

Regardless of this, I attempted to understand residents’ concerns 

in their own right. I continued using my old contacts to link me to their 

Dugave connections, and simultaneously began to take part in everyday 

activities in the life of the neighbourhood, such as going to the local gro-

cery shop, hairdresser’s and cafés, taking the bus, and walking in the parks 

and streets, including more focused walks in the residential area closest to 

the hotel. The fact that I often accompanied migrants in these same spaces 

did not cause me problems with Dugave residents I had interacted with. 

However, it did shape my study in a sense that I chose not to spend pro-

longed time doing participant observation with individuals and groups 

with extremist positions toward the migrants. 

Studies of urban neighbourhoods as key sites of encounter, con-

viviality and conflict are popular in diversity studies (Berg and Sigona 

2013), as the research interests they involve echo those of the Chicago 

School of urban sociology, which championed so-called ‘community stud-

ies’. However, this thesis is not a community study per se. I understand 

Dugave more as an entry point for studying precarious emplacement, and 

relations between migrants and non-migrants. The complexities of the 

lives of around ten thousand neighbourhood residents are beyond the 

 
102 It should be noted that Dugave residents are mobile within the city, country or even 

across borders. Interestingly, one of my neighbours in Dugave studied with me in the same 

town in Belgium. 
103 Helms’ (2022:3) research in Bosnia-Herzegovina followed a similar pattern, as field 

activities which were read as “pure activism or humanitarian work on behalf of migrants” 

(…) “limited access to residents who opposed the provision of any form of aid to migrants”. 
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scope of this thesis. I nevertheless highlight aspects of living in Dugave 

which relate to interactions with the new migrants.  

Dugave is a complex place which overlaps with neighbouring ar-

eas, and is not a bounded spatial unit. Therefore, instead of essentialising 

the neighbourhood, I use the term ‘Dugave resident’ or 

‘Dugavljanin/Dugavljanka’ with caution, and depict situations and con-

texts based on the relation between the place and a particular person (such 

as whether they live there, work there or used to live there). Berg et al. 

(2019:5) highlight the latent ‘methodological neighbourhoodism’ in diver-

sity studies, which assumes that neighbourhoods are natural entities, and 

reifies places where it problematises groups. To address this critique, I 

highlight the histories and diversity of the place, and point to the role of 

spatial proximity to the reception centre within the neighbourhood as an 

important factor in shaping encounters with the migrants.  

Furthermore, given that Dugave was being transformed while dif-

ferent migrants were living in it, I approach space as a product of social 

relations, criss-crossed by (trans-)local mobilities of different types (Ma-

sey 2005:118). I also consider it a site of multivocality and polysemic 

meanings (Rodman 1992). Similarly, I address the issue by including other 

sites in the city in my study, and use a technique Marcus (1995:106) calls 

‘follow[ing] the people’, to trace the mobilities of my interlocutors in a 

way characteristic of a ‘mobilities turn’.104 The routes of the migrants I 

followed often spread out from my main site, so I found myself “scaling 

out horizontally” (Salazar et al. 2017) to other sites they considered useful 

or meaningful as I constructed my field. An important field technique in-

volved walking with my interlocutors, or what Ingold and Lee (2006) call 

‘fieldwork on foot’. I combined walking with attuning my impressions to 

other people’s practices (Pink 2008). These included walks in the centre 

or other parts of the city, apartment hunting, NGO spaces, the mosque, the 

African restaurant, the health clinic, Dugave library, bars and clubs.  

Given that I was not only studying the migrants, but also the 

spaces and relations with other residents, I constructed methods for stud-

ying the Gap in spaces of encounter. As well as including migrant and non-

migrant perspectives from the start, I often returned to the main places in 

 
104 See, for example, Flipo (2020:238); Clifton (2004); Wolch and Rowe (1992); Buhr 

(2017); Franck (2019).  
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Dugave I had walked through with my migrant interlocutors, and inter-

viewed the locals who lived around them.  

It was clearly impossible to form a full understanding of the ever 

evolving and changing nature of life in the city, so many sites were not 

included in the study. Further research could encompass more specific 

sites of encounter, like spaces of bureaucracy and encounters with public-

sector employees or NGO organisations. These did not fit the aims of this 

thesis, but are crucial for questions of migrant emplacement. I visited a 

number of NGO offices and institutions such as the Croatian Tax Office, 

but a more thorough study of these dynamics would require additional 

time for fieldwork and further negotiation of access. 

During my fieldwork, I participated in life in Dugave and social-

ised with Hotel Porin’s residents during and after my hours as a volunteer. 

In studying a neighbourhood, as Hannerz (1982:30) points out, “it is nec-

essary to make multiple entries into the social system, at different points, 

and in the long run to manage several relatively separate miniature field-

work processes side by side”. As early as June 2017, I organised a meeting 

with Prince who acted as an insider in helping me gain access to Hotel 

Porin. When I learned that Prince and DAH organised cleaning inside and 

around the hotel, I saw it as a good opportunity to negotiate access. In 

Chapter 4, I explore the importance of these activities. Some days later, 

Prince and I went together to meet the officer in charge of hotel admin-

istration, and explained my research. I was then granted permission to con-

duct research at the hotel, but only during working hours and through 

DAH. Thus, my study lacks first-hand insight into the life that unfolded at 

the hotel outside these hours, and relies on narratives about it.  

Despite obtaining permission to be at the hotel, I had to identify 

myself several times to Security when I went in, and had to show I was 

affiliated to DAH. Often, because of my darker skin colour and my asso-

ciation with migrants living at the hotel, security officers would categorise 

me as one of the residents rather than as a Croatian citizen until I started 

speaking fluent Croatian. At other times, I would be recognised and al-

lowed to enter the premises without presenting my ID, though I would 

have to repeat the whole process when a new security officer came on 

duty. In the autumn and winter of 2017, Prince was busy opening his new 

restaurant and his morning work with MDM, so I went alone to Porin. The 

constant circulation of people arriving and leaving the place, which 
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marked daily life at the hotel, also made it difficult to forge lasting rela-

tions. For some time, I attempted to observe the hotel spaces from as neu-

tral a perspective as possible, and postponed any participation. This al-

lowed me to grasp certain patterns of everyday life, but I found that a dis-

engaged position in a marginal place like this reception centre would not 

provide me with very much information.  

At the same time, I enrolled in a course in basic Arabic at Dugave 

library close to my flat. The course was organised by Nizar, a 29-year-old 

Syrian man who had learned Croatian, and had noticed that Croatians to 

whom he had presented his country at a gathering in the library had shown 

an interest in Syria. Nizar also worked for the Red Cross as a translator at 

Hotel Porin. I regularly encountered him in hotel hallways during the pe-

riod when Prince was too busy to “gatekeep” me, so I approached Nizar, 

and decided to volunteer for the Red Cross as a teacher in the informal 

Croatian language class for hotel residents, which needed a new teacher. 

In order to do so, I had to attend a first-aid workshop which was compul-

sory for all RC volunteers. Teaching not only gave me access to other hotel 

residents who were interested in staying in Croatia, it was also a more re-

ciprocal field activity than the observations I had been making in the pre-

vious phase. The coordinator of RC activities at Hotel Porin, became a 

valuable new informant who connected me with many other people work-

ing or living at the hotel, as well as people from other organisations and 

institutions she had met over her years of work with integration.  

Access to Hotel Porin was an activity which had to be negotiated 

constantly, and required changing gatekeepers. In the limited time and 

scope of my study, I left out many sites within the hotel itself, as it was a 

place where hundreds of people lived, and membership fluctuated con-

stantly. My network of contacts was shaped by my previous connections 

as a former student in the city of Zagreb, in other words, my nationality 

and my proficiency in Croatian and English. It was also shaped by my 

gender and serendipitous encounters, as I frequented the hotel at the spe-

cific times for which I had permission. 
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2| From Border to City 

Introduction 

In order to study the changing contours of the emerging Gap between new-

comers and other Croatian citizens in terms of bordering and racialisation, 

and to show how migration and place shape each other, this chapter fol-

lows the arrival routes and urban spaces in Croatia central to precarious 

emplacement. 

The Central and Eastern Mediterranean route reaches Croatia 

through its Adriatic and (Western) Balkan sections. The first part of the 

chapter will outline migrants’ experiences of arriving via these routes be-

fore, during and after the so-called “long summer of migration” (Kasparek 

and Speer 2015) of 2015-16. Approaching the route “from below” (El-

Shaarawi and Rasza 2018:2), I highlight the precarity in migrants’ ac-

counts of border crossings and deportations, in other words their encoun-

ters with the European border regime. The regime affects the Gap through 

its mechanisms of filtering and separating individuals and populations in 

the borderlands of Europe. I argue that mediating migration is crucial, and 

trace the effects of precarity and bordering on migrants’ aspirations to con-

tinue moving. Attentive to the relation between borders and temporality, I 

note how transit migration on the Balkan route, specifically in Croatia as 

a member state of the EU but not of the Schengen area, transforms into 

something more. Firstly, movement is blocked and leads to ‘prolonged 

temporariness’ and being ‘stuck’.105 Secondly, as this transient emplace-

ment drags out, involuntary immobility causes migrants to rethink their 

 
105 The concept of ‘stuckness’ has been discussed in relation to at least three different, 

though sometimes related conditions: as confinement (Jefferson et al. 2019), as existential 

immobility (Hage 2005), and in relation to transit and involuntary immobility in territories 

in the border areas (Suter 2012; Schapendonk 2011; Hamood 2006; Papadoupoulou 

Kourkoula 2008; Lubkemann 2008; Chu 2010; Carling 2002; Alpes 2011). The concept of 

‘waiting’ covers similar themes (Bandak and Janeja 2018; Vogt 2018:9; Jacobsen et al. 

2020). 
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aspirations, opening a space for agency and therefore resulting in a more 

permanent, albeit still precarious, emplacement in Croatia. 

The second part of the chapter depicts how the Gap emerges be-

tween migrants and locals in relation to these forms of emplacement, as 

the mobility of migrants moves from the border into the city of Zagreb. I 

describe how the neighbourhood of Dugave where they arrive was incor-

porated into the European border regime, and how it is being shaped by 

the dispersion of borders into the city (Balibar 2003; Darling 2017:183) as 

racialised categorisation emerges. I highlight these negotiations of differ-

ence as examples of how the Gap is widening as a result of ‘essentialist 

strategies’ which, through “a denial of precarity” (Etlinger 2007), obfus-

cate migrants’ vulnerability and legitimise the constructed boundaries that 

separate larger societies and populations. I show how racialisation re-

shapes the urban spaces as ‘non-white’ and ‘undesirable’, and generates 

affects which impede local hospitality and make it more difficult for mi-

grants to form a sense of belonging.  

Furthermore, I emphasise a need to embed the study of migrant 

emplacement in local history, and to focus attention on legacies of Yugo-

slav socialism, the 1990s war and nationalism, and post-socialist precarity. 

In doing so, I indicate the heterogeneity and ambiguity of meanings sur-

rounding places of encounter, which can both bolster and contest raciali-

sation. I foreground the ways in which current migrations intersect with 

previous ones, as well as with histories of mixedness, ethnic exclusion and 

precarity, in order to show that the Gap between migrants and non-mi-

grants is unstable, and that these categories are blurry, as are the bounda-

ries between them.  

“I Didn’t Know Zagreb Even Existed” 

As we sat down in a café in central Zagreb, Prince said to me in 2017, 

“I’ve told my story so many times. It’s boring, I’m sick of it, but it’s nec-

essary. People don’t know. We had a talk in Dugave with the locals. Peo-

ple talk nonsense. They think we’re all rapists. They don’t know”. Prince 

had often appeared in the media to showcase a successful story of integra-

tion where the majority were grim, and he would highlight the arduous 

trajectories of migrants in Croatia. In fact, his own journey had been far 
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from easy. Prince took hold of my voice recorder in a confident gesture 

indicating that this was not the first time he had used a microphone. He 

started telling the story of when he arrived, the tale he was tired of telling 

but needed as many people as possible to hear so that he could help unset-

tle common prejudices and narrow the Gap with Croatian citizens. 

Prince was born in 1985 and grew up in Jos in Nigeria, which he 

called “the only Christian city among many Muslim cities in Nigeria”. As 

he was in danger of religious persecution by Boko Haram, a jihadist ter-

rorist organisation, he left his country suddenly, and underwent a difficult 

and unplanned journey. “I hid in the water when they were shooting. I 

watched as my brother was killed”. Prince knew people had difficulty un-

derstanding why many migrants arrived without documentation, so he ex-

plained the sudden nature of his escape, “I left Nigeria towards Niger. No 

papers, nothing. When your life is in danger, that someone can shoot you 

… or that the soldier that was looking for me captures me, then I can lose 

my life. Nowhere to go, just a bag. And a couple of thousands of dollars”. 

Prince’s emphasis on the difficult and dangerous conditions of sudden 

flight and moving along the route demonstrates how “illegality” and “be-

ing undocumented” are constructed upon arrival and en route.106 His fam-

ily and church helped him access some money in order to, as he put it, 

“(…) buy the trip. And buy my life.” The plan was to reach the Vatican 

with the papers his church had given him, but unfortunately this document 

was not sufficient to enter the European Union. To cross the border from 

Nigeria to Niger, he was told to dress in the clothing usually worn by Mus-

lims, and to say “Salam”. He said he used this greeting “as a visa”, paid 

around three thousand dollars and got into the boot of a Jeep where he 

spent most of his time until he arrived in Benghazi, Libya. He did not ex-

pect to find himself in the aftermath of the Libyan civil war. Prince de-

scribed the rest of the hardship that followed as he was approaching Euro-

pean borders: 

They had rifles, guns, Kalashnikov and everything. And they 

asked us, saying, “Police, police”… they wanted money. I paid 

another three thousand, put the rest in my socks. We took a boat 

 
106Andersson (2014) argues against reifying “illegal migration”, saying that migrant ille-

gality is not a given, but is produced instead by interaction between humans, technology 

and the environment, the so-called “illegality industry”, which seeks to eliminate “illegal 

migration”. 
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that was supposed to take us [from Libya] to Italy. Just the five of 

us. They put us in the boxes for fish … I threw up so much … I 

cannot get out … It is not far from Italy, but when we got close, 

the border police in the sea, you know, with the war in Libya, there 

are many boats, they can’t go in. The fishermen change flags. In 

the end they had the Croatian flag. We got to some island before 

Split. They told us to get ready. I thought they would throw us in 

the sea. This was my first time on the boat. I didn’t know, but we 

weren’t in Italy anymore. 

When he reached Croatian territory, he took a taxi in the city of Split which 

was supposed to take him to Italy. The driver said the trip would cost a 

thousand EUR, but the journey so far had left Prince with only six hundred 

and 30 EUR. The taxi took him as far as about 20 kilometres from Zagreb. 

This is how he described his arrival in the city which would become his 

home: 

I thought I was in Italy. The police asked me, I told them I have 

papers for the Vatican. They said this is not Italy. “We are not in 

the EU and no, you cannot go”... So … That is how my trip to 

Croatia was … It was Christmas, 25th of December 2011. After 

that, I asked for asylum. (…) I didn’t know Zagreb even existed. 

Croatia is not a destination country for migrants. Prince, like the vast ma-

jority of new migrants, did not intend to move there, and was not even 

aware of its existence. He was, however, familiar with Yugoslavia, as Ni-

geria had been a member of the Non-Aligned Movement. Prince was stuck 

against his will in Croatia, which at the time was outside the European 

border.107 He requested asylum, giving up on his initial plan to reach the 

Vatican.  

Croatia joined the EU in 2013, thus moving the EU’s external bor-

der south-east towards Serbia and Bosnia. The same year, I moved to Bel-

gium for my studies, made possible by the opening of the same borders 

that had prevented Prince from migrating further. When I returned and met 

with Prince in 2017, he told me he had had the opportunity of a job which 

would help him leave, but that he had decided to stay because he felt at 

home in Zagreb. Between 2011 and 2017, Prince had an interesting and 

 
107However, Croatia, along with other “buffer countries”, had already been incorporated 

into the European border regime prior to full accession, as I discussed in the previous chap-

ter. 
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unusual trajectory which transformed his involuntary immobility or 

‘stuckness’ into voluntary settling, which I explore in later chapters.  

Valenta et al. (2015:111) designate Croatia as a “rest stop” in the 

EU, and note that “migrants end up in Croatia due to circumstances be-

yond their control and become reluctant asylum seekers who feel trapped 

in the country and aspire to leave”. Additionally, they point to “the tension 

between aspirations to continue the journey and restricted opportunities to 

translate this into practice” (ibid 2015:111). In fact, I met many migrants 

who were not planning to stay in Croatia, or were reluctant to do so, after 

they had become stuck there after encountering the Schengen border. The 

violence that the border regime commits against migrant bodies and 

dreams during precarious journeys, such as the increasing practice of 

pushbacks (Hameršak 2021), should not be occluded. However, for some 

migrants, being stuck in Croatia was also a period when they could re-

evaluate their options for migration, and experience an unexpected new 

beginning.  

In this thesis, I understand mobility and immobility, as well as 

transience and efforts towards permanence, as dynamic phenomena sus-

ceptible to change, as they are linked to the interplay of practices of bor-

dering and place-making in the city. Therefore, I stress the need to go be-

yond ‘stuckness’ to understand this migration, and follow the processes by 

which migrants move from reluctance to acceptance in terms of staying in 

a place they may not even have known existed. While practices involved 

in place-making will largely be addressed in later chapters, I continue to 

discuss bordering below in relation to precarity, and its effects on aspira-

tions to stay in Croatia or move on. 

“Fast-Forwarding” and Dizzy Transits through the Balkan Corridor 

“Croatia? Nothing, nothing. Less than zero,” replied Izad to my question 

on whether he had known about Croatia before he found himself living in 

the country. Like Prince, he had not intended to settle in Zagreb, but the 

story of his arrival was quite different, as it marked a new period in the 

pattern of migrations to Croatia. “We just passed through in … November 

2015,” he said as we were talking at Hotel Porin in 2018, remembering the 

time when hundreds of thousands of people on the move had passed 
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through camps and transit points in Eastern Croatia such as Opatovac, To-

varnik, Bapska and Slavonski Brod. I could relate to what he was saying 

about being briefly in the country, not having time to learn about the place, 

because a month after Izad had passed through, I had volunteered at the 

same camp. The speed and brevity of these arrivals had made it difficult 

for me to get to know the transiters, just as it had made it difficult for them 

to meet us, as Croatia was just one of the stopping points. The Gap be-

tween us was too great to make an affective connection. I describe these 

transits briefly below. 

In December 2015, I arrived at the border in Eastern Croatia to 

volunteer and conduct pilot research in the “Winter Transit Centre” in the 

city of Slavonski Brod, to prepare for my later fieldwork in Zagreb. Many 

people I met in Zagreb had either passed through Slavonski Brod or ar-

rived via similar arrangements at other border points. I remember walking 

alongside police, military and press vehicles, passing the security check at 

the first camp entrance, having my photograph taken at the second one, 

and entering the fenced-off territory where a large tent had been set up 

between the train arriving from Serbia and another train leaving for Slo-

venia. In the week I spent there, hundreds of different faces passed before 

me. Men, women and children. Old and young. Afghanis, Pakistanis, Syr-

ians, Iranians, Iraqis and many others, passing through Croatia for only a 

couple of hours as their hopes of reaching Western Europe seemed to be 

achievable with the suspension of the Dublin Agreement. I felt lightheaded 

and dizzy as I repeated the same activities, seeing new groups and faces 

arriving and having their fingerprints taken, asking me for items of cloth-

ing, receiving them from me and then heading for a carriage on the train. 

And this was merely a fraction of the total number of migrants on the route.  

The Balkan route has been conceptualised as a “transnational as-

semblage” (El-Shaarawi and Razsa 2018:6), and described as “a major ge-

opolitical corridor of transitional and transient sites of migrant mobility 

with multiple actors ranging from EU and state-based containment and 

controls (such as the EU–Turkey deal) to ordinary people enacting or con-

testing the borders along the route” (Rexhepi 2018:2218). Hameršak et al. 

(2020) note that the Western Balkan states were incorporated into the EU 

design of border control at the Thessaloniki European Summit in 2003, 
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but they also show that the route has a longer history.108 Over the last few 

decades, the discourse on security revolving around Frontex activities has 

associated the Balkan route mainly with arms, drugs and people smug-

gling. However, as Hameršak et al. (2020) point out, the governance of 

transborder mobilities, migration and flight in the Balkan region can be 

traced back to the times of the Habsburg and Ottoman empires, when the 

Balkans were connected with Western Europe and the East through pro-

jects such as the Orient Express, the Berlin-Baghdad railway and the Yu-

goslav Highway of Brotherhood and Unity. Taking into account growing 

research on diversity and multiculturalism in the Habsburg (Feichtinger 

and Cohen 2016; Prokopovych et al. 2019) and Ottoman empires (Aščerić-

Todd 2018; Zarakol 2020), a historical perspective on the Balkan route 

reveals broader histories of migration and living with “difference” which 

are often invisible in the hegemonic nationalist discourse. Centuries of 

population movements and mixing demonstrate that inter-group antago-

nisms have a longer regional history, and were not simply imported from 

Europe when Croatia acceded to the EU, although the involvement of Eu-

ropean Empires in the region consistently reshaped these relations. This 

history also unveils hidden potential for co-existence and solidarity. This 

could be based on experiences of war and refugeeness (Chapter 3), or the 

legacies of anti-colonial alliances such as Yugoslavia’s involvement in the 

Non-Aligned Movement, or pan-Islamism (Chapter 7). 

Croatia can be understood as one of the “post-Yugoslav nodes of 

the Balkan Route” (El-Shaarawi and Razsa 2018:2).109 In the period be-

tween September 2015 and March 2016, 658 068 people were registered 

passing through Croatian borders. Only 39 of them requested asylum in 

Croatia, and all the others moved on further west in a way one activist I 

met at the camp described as “fast-forward”, and which scholars call “fa-

cilitated transit” (Čapo 2015:398; Kasparek 2016b:26). I experienced it as 

a dizzy sensation of repetitive social sequences. These were compressed 

by a feeling of obligation to distribute aid to as many people as possible in 

as short a time as possible. This obligation was followed by a feeling of 

 
108 See also Kurnik and Razsa (2020) for a similar overview. 
109 See Bužinkić and Hameršak (2018) for a more detailed discussion on the camps, routes 

and borders during the formation and disintegration of the Balkan refugee corridor gener-

ally, as well as a specific focus on Croatia. See also Beznec, Speer and Mitrović (2016) for 

Macedonia and Serbia. 
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remorse for the lack of a human “touch”, in what resembled marketplace 

distribution to anonymous subjects rather than engaged face-to-face inter-

action with someone like Izad. 

As transits continued steadfastly through the winter of 2015, the 

optimism of the news of open borders during this very specific period in 

migration management was beginning to transform into caution and doubt. 

Behind the dizziness, I was hearing a rumour among the volunteers and 

NGO workers in the camp that the Croatian authorities were not finger-

printing all the individuals in transit, but were intentionally missing out 

every second or third one. They feared the other EU member states would 

soon backtrack on the “welcome culture”, re-establish the Dublin system 

and deport these people back to the first EU country in which they had 

been registered. As early as September 2015, Zoran Milanović, the Croa-

tian Prime Minister at the time, warned that Croatia would not become a 

hot spot.110 These fears that were circulating in the camp were ultimately 

realised, as people like Izad, who had already started to settle in another 

country, found themselves deported back to Croatia. Thus, for many, ar-

riving in Croatia was a second arrival. 

The Second Arrival: “Fingerprint in Croatia. Dublin. You Must 

Go.” 

Samir came to Europe through the Balkan corridor in 2015-16, and was 

one of the transit migrants who had not been fingerprinted. Nevertheless, 

like Izad and many others whose fingerprints had been taken, Samir was 

returned to Croatia after Austrian, German and other government officials 

assumed from the date of his arrival that he had come from Croatia. He 

did not even remember being in Croatia, only arriving for the second time. 

Samir was finally fingerprinted and registered on deportation, receiving a 

biometric mark which would anchor him in Croatia for the coming years. 

Unlike in the case of Prince, who decided to stay despite an opportunity to 

leave, the biometric anchor produced by the border regime reinforced 

‘stuckness’. When I met Samir at Hotel Porin, he was sitting on a chair in 

 
110https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/18/croatia-refugees-zoran-milanovic-

migrant-hotspot 
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the room where Prince and DAH had arranged cleaning activities. When I 

asked Samir how he had arrived there, he sat kicking his leg back and forth 

as he explained how he had been deported from Austria. He had boarded 

the train in the border camp in Croatia with many others, and passed 

through Slovenia and Austria in an organised way. At the border with Ger-

many, Samir had been stopped by police who had asked him why he was 

trying to enter the country. The following ensued:  

And I told them everything. And they told me OK, stay here. I 

stayed for three, four hours and then... they tell me no, you cannot 

come into Germany, and then I am sent to jail for two days. I 

stayed in jail, and the police in Germany sent me to Austria. And 

in Austria, again, I was in jail for two days. They took fingerprints, 

took everything. “Okay, you must stay here,” they said. Okay, 

what could I do? I stayed in Austria for seven months, and then I 

got a letter. “You have fingerprints in Croatia. Dublin. You must 

go.” (…) After all this time, here I am learning the language, eve-

rything, why must I go? All these people are coming to Germany, 

four million, I don’t know. “No,” they said, “You cannot stay 

here”. And then, after six months, police said at six a.m. they were 

coming into the house. They took me and put me in the aeroplane 

and sent me to … Croatia. I came to Croatia. I ask, in Hotel Porin, 

I ask this policeman at the interview, here I have fingerprints? No. 

Why did you send me here like this?... Okay. I’m staying. No 

choice. I’m going to stay. 

Although Croatia was not his first choice, Samir had decided to stay be-

cause he considered it a safe country. However, after this decision, his 

struggle to move on turned into a struggle to stay (Chapter 5). 

This reversed eastward direction of movement enabled by the 

Dublin and EURODAC regulations, deporting people like Samir who have 

passed through the corridor, has been called the “counter-corridor” 

(Hameršak and Pleše 2018:22). In fact, Hess (2012:436) argues that in-

stead of stopping movements altogether the European border regime trans-

forms border-regions into zones of heightened circulation.111 Samir’s body 

movements, kicking his foot, communicated what De Genova (2002) calls 

 
111 See Golash-Boza’s (2015) argument on the relationship between deportation practices 

and neoliberal global capitalism in terms of controlling surplus labour. Nyers (2003) coined 

the term ‘deportspora’, meaning “abject diaspora”, to depict abandoned people pushed into 

these “transnational corridors of expulsion”. 
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‘deportability’. To be more specific, this is what Picozza (2017) nuances 

as ‘dublinability’, involving the “Dubliner” as a particular type of border 

crosser who is “stuck in transit” or “caught in mobility”. There is consid-

erable research on deportation and detention but, as Khosravi (2018:1) 

notes, little academic research on what happens after deportation. Even 

deportation into a country where the deportee is actually a citizen “engen-

ders an abject social status, a position in the society, formed by practices 

that continue long after the forced removal” (Khosravi 2018:2), and it is 

no different when they are deported into a third country. While deportees 

are not the only mobile subjects discussed in this thesis, the role of multi-

ple movements and expulsions, along with the illegality and deportation 

fatigue caused by them, is significant in producing the ties and feelings of 

attachment to the places where my interlocutors involuntarily found them-

selves. Some of these ties and feelings can transform ‘stuckness’ into ac-

tive settling. 

*** 

The above stories of arrival are very personal, affective and biographic. 

Wulff (2022) suggests that arrivals are ambiguous, and move into em-

placement that can take many forms and change over time. Some stories 

are charged with strong emotional and moral meaning and, as Prince said, 

it is important that they are told and repeated. Arrivals become stories 

which are meaningful in terms of settlement and conviviality. Despite dif-

ferences in meaning, time and place in a person’s life trajectory, these nar-

rations and accounts share certain experiences and themes. Whether they 

arrived in small, confined spaces by sea or land112, in a boat, train carriage 

or the boot of a car, for Prince, Izad and Samir, their arrival in Croatia was 

an encounter with the border. More specifically, it was an encounter with 

the opening and more often closing of borders, enforced by coast guards, 

fingerprinting technologies and deportation. Furthermore, some of the 

border areas in the Balkans are still covered in minefields from the 1990s 

war, demonstrating how the journeys of migrants overlap with histories of 

 
112 This chapter has highlighted two routes to Croatia, the Adriatic and the Western Balkan 

route through Serbia, as this is how many interlocutors had arrived in Zagreb. However, 

towards the end of my fieldwork, I started meeting people who had arrived through the 

Bosnian route in the Balkans. See Tareq’s arrival story in Chapter 5 for an example. 
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transit areas in ways that generate further vulnerability. I convey these 

kinds of overlaps through the concept of precarious emplacement. 

Many who are stopped in transit in Croatia wait there and make 

additional attempts to cross the border. Sometimes, however, these periods 

of waiting and repeated attempts to cross the border transform transit mi-

gration into something more complex. In discussing transit migration, Col-

lyer and De Haas (2012:476) argue “that the line between permanent and 

temporary is largely arbitrary”, and point to “the impossibility of objec-

tively determining when a transit migrant becomes a (semi-)permanent 

settler”. The blurred line between temporary and permanent has been con-

ceptualised in different ways by a variety of authors. These include: ‘pro-

longed involuntary transit’ (Missbach and Tanu 2016:297), ‘long-term 

temporariness’ (Mares 2017), ‘permanent temporariness’ (Boersma 2019; 

Collins 2011; Vosko et al. 2014; Tize 2019; Steigemann and Misselwitz 

2020) and ‘permanent transience’ (Isin and Rygiel 2007), understood both 

as a legal status and subjective state between transience and permanence, 

marked by uncertainty, precarity and exclusion.113 

 While these are important contributions, they emphasise either 

temporariness or permanence. I argue that the precarity of migrant em-

placement in Croatia transforms people’s life trajectory in an uneven way, 

and I highlight the need to study these trajectories as individual cases, re-

maining attentive to the ways they are entangled in other relations and 

fragmented in stages. These practices of staying are relational, temporal 

and continuously negotiated (Pemberton 2020:15; Stockdale and Haartsen 

2018; Ryan 2018), and the resulting negotiations and decisions demon-

strate the instability and open-endedness of aspirations in terms of migra-

tion (Carling and Collins 2018). At certain stages in life trajectories, how-

ever, these can be more stable and closed, such as when Prince decided to 

stay in Croatia despite an option to move. Equally, as migrants’ past mo-

bility and new immobility differentially embed them into inhabited local-

ities with their hierarchies of classification, the ways in which they stay 

distinguish them from how the existing residents they encounter stay. 

 
113 Like ‘stuckness’ and ‘waiting’, the concepts of ‘limbo’ or ‘liminality’ (Turner 1969) are 

often used to understand the space between temporary and permanent. See the contrast 

between Brun and Fabos (2015) and Richter (2016). Cf. Gomes (2019) for ‘transience’ as 

a conceptual lens. 
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While the power of the border and its violence should not be ig-

nored, migrants are not simply passive victims. Although they may have 

been forced into Croatia when the border interrupted movement towards 

their intended destination, their life trajectories become entangled with 

complex local histories and relations en route. These transform them, and 

are in turn transformed by them. Chapters 5-6 trace changes in these aspi-

rations in particular spaces and relations as a result of the interaction be-

tween migrations and place. However, in order to explore events when the 

arrivals move from the border to the city, a detour will first be necessary. 

To demonstrate how the border regime merges with local dynamics, I de-

scribe below the complexities of the place of arrival and reception which 

had shaped migrants’ further trajectories. I begin with how Dugave, the 

neighbourhood of arrival which had become a contact area, was under-

stood to have been changed by the new migrant residents, and I highlight 

how prejudice and racialisation operated in the Gap and were shaping re-

ception. 

The Neighbourhood of Arrival in Zagreb 

“In Dugave? There with the Azilanti?” 

I took blue bus 220 to begin my first walk in Dugave in late 2016, and 

experienced a different Zagreb from the one I had left in 2013. The first 

association I made in terms of these observations was not my time as a 

young student in Zagreb surrounded by mainly Croatian students on the 

campus or spaces in the city centre, but rather the time I had spent walking 

through the streets of Brussels and Stockholm as an international student 

between 2013 and 2016. While the new migrants in Zagreb evoked images 

of the globalised and post-colonial diversity of Western European cities, 

in the rest of the Zagreb I encountered different attitudes towards these 

newcomers.  

Before I found a flat in Dugave, I stayed at my friend Sara’s flat 

on the opposite side of the city. At dinner, my friend’s boyfriend Mirko, a 

26-year-old Zagreb resident, commented on my choice of topic. He re-

membered how some of his friends had discussed the first large groups of 
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migrants to cross Croatian borders in the summer and autumn of 2015. He 

said, “They got really angry. They wanted to go and beat them all at the 

border … beat everybody, even the women and the kids …”. Mirko did 

not approve of their actions and violent racism. When I asked him why 

they wanted to hurt them, he answered, “I don’t know. Those guys are just 

crazy”. Although Mirko did not share the aggressive attitude of his friends, 

when he heard that I planned to conduct some of my fieldwork at Hotel 

Porin, he responded with disbelief, saying, “You actually plan to go in-

side?” Mirko paused, then continued, “I would never go in there”. Then 

he looked down and shrugged his shoulders, “I don't know why”. Mirko 

realised Sara and I did not feel the same way, and seconds later when she 

asked, “But, why?” he looked ashamed of his prejudice and lack of 

knowledge, and was silent. Although he condemned the extreme views 

and intentions of his friends, he felt as if he could not be physically in the 

same space as these migrants. I encountered this embodied need for dis-

tance, indicative of the Gap, throughout the city. It manifested in his 

friends as racist extremism and in Mirko as a sense of discomfort. Most 

people had difficulties explaining the reasons for their position. 

Another acquaintance took a more extreme position than Mirko. 

Around a week after the dinner with Sara and Mirko, I reunited with my 

old friends from Zagreb for a drink in a bar in the Trešnjevka neighbour-

hood. I briefly met a friend of a friend, Dora, a Croatian woman in her 

twenties. She had spent some time in Dugave as a social worker. As I was 

still looking for an apartment, we talked about the difficulties of renting in 

Zagreb in general. Dora asked me, “You want an apartment there, next to 

the Blacks and Arabs (Crnci i Arapi)?”. I was startled to hear the racist 

undertone in Dora’s follow-up question. She said she hated going to 

Dugave for her work, and seemed to be uncomfortable with the very idea 

of being there. The combination of surprise, fear and disgust in her ques-

tion and subsequent narration implied that Dugave was not a good place 

to live precisely because of the migrants. Mirko wished to avoid Hotel 

Porin, but Dora wished to avoid the entire neighbourhood of Dugave. The 

conversation went no further when I said I did not have a problem with it. 

I asked another friend who had grown up in central Zagreb if he 

knew anyone from Dugave. He replied, “No, no. I always avoid those 
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places … the periphery, Dugave … Dubrava as well”.114 Later, throughout 

my fieldwork and in similar short or longer encounters, whenever I said I 

lived in Dugave a common question would be, “In Dugave? There with 

the azilanti?”, implying a sense of danger, or at best curiosity. After I 

moved into Dugave, a young man from my gym asked me, “So, have you 

seen those Mujahideens?”. He was subsuming the diversity of migrants 

under the blanket term for Muslims engaged in jihad.115 Finally, I met with 

Hana, a young woman living in Dugave whom I had known for a few years 

during my earlier studies. In terms of a perception of Dugave as a place 

full of “dangerous” asylum seekers, she told me, “I mean, I know about 

these kinds of position, but … in my circles, mostly people with [univer-

sity] degrees, people don’t have anything against them”. Hana’s position 

was also influenced by the fact that she lived in Dugave, and had first-

hand everyday experience of non-threatening encounters with the new-

comers. She went on to say that in the beginning people had not had too 

many negative opinions because there were only a few migrants in Croatia 

at the time. She then mentioned a shift as the numbers of migrants started 

growing. “You started to hear people speaking about ‘groups of dark-

skinned men’ walking the streets, and some in a Facebook group talked 

about organising and going to beat them up.” 

Many people remained silent and felt uncomfortable, but could 

not describe with any precision an embodied need for distance from the 

azilanti. Others would fill the silence with terms such as “groups of dark-

skinned men” or “Blacks and Arabs”. The latter term is not exclusive to 

Croatian experiences with the new migration. De Genova (2018:1777-

1778) notes that these “overtly racialised and relatively exclusive terms” 

are present all over Europe. The narrative of the “Blacks and Arabs in 

Dugave” puzzled me because, outside the subject of territorial borders, it 

 
114 Dubrava is a neighbourhood on the eastern periphery, similarly associated with danger 

and a settlement of Janjevci (Kosovo Croats). 
115Ahmed (2004:80) argues that “in post 9/11 world order, the recognition of persons who 

appear ‘Middle-Eastern, Arab, or Muslim’ as ‘could be terrorists’” is created by a slide of 

the metonymy that ‘sticks’ particular signs to particular bodies. This “violent slide between 

the figure of the asylum seeker and the international terrorist works to construct those who 

are ‘without home’ as sources of ‘our fear’ and as reasons for new forms of border policing, 

whereby the future is always a threat posed by others who may pass by and pass their way 

into our communities”. 
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was uncommon to hear this type of discursive migrant categorisation in-

volving places in Croatia. Hotel Porin in Dugave was the first, and is still 

the only, reception centre in Zagreb where migrants from Africa and the 

Middle East can be seen in relatively large numbers.116  

These ways of grouping migrants from Africa and the Middle East 

are more characteristic of Western European post-colonial and global cit-

ies, and Dugave is the first neighbourhood in Zagreb to be associated with 

the phenomenon. However, there are crucial differences. These are a result 

not only of the particular (post-)socialist and post-war histories of coun-

tries like Croatia, but also of the different (geo)political, economic and 

moral context that permeates current global migrations, which are increas-

ingly characterised by mixedness (Cf. Van Hear et al. 2019). Furthermore, 

the duration of their stay, and the fact that the new migrants have been 

jointly accommodated in Dugave, differentiates their situation from the 

more “concentrated” and more permanent settling of migrants after the 

Second World War. Nevertheless, the scale and intensity of contacts be-

tween older Zagreb residents and the newcomers makes Dugave an im-

portant site, and an entry point for studying migrant emplacement in the 

city. 

Since their incorporation into the European border regime, the 

spaces of Dugave have undergone racialisation, and become associated 

with terms like “azilanti”, “Blacks and Arabs” and “Mujahideens”. These 

terms simultaneously influence the undesirability of the neighbourhood 

and exacerbate the alterity of migrants. They are indicative of the Gap, but 

also reproduce it, and prevent inter-personal closeness by creating feelings 

of fear and discomfort. They can actively be used to maintain distance, 

and result in the further exclusion of already marginalised people living 

on the edge of Dugave. The next section will expand on how these nego-

tiations of difference relate to racialisation. In other words, if the new mi-

grants are perceived as “black” or “brown”, does this mean that the Croa-

tian residents are then “white”? The next section unpacks the narrative of 

whiteness which sometimes emerges in terms of widening the Gap, and 

 
116 However, it must be borne in mind that other parts of Zagreb have been similarly asso-

ciated with different migrations and categorisations, such as the still present association of 

Dubrava with the Janjevci, Savica and Borovje with Bosniaks and Kajzerica with the Chi-

nese. The categorisations and boundary-making in the case of the new migrants who mostly 

dwell in Dugave suggest a classification based on different ethno-racial underpinnings.  
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situates it in relation to both the local history and global politics of race as 

it is manifest within Europe and at its edges. 

“Where Everyone is White” 

While we were sitting in a bar in Dugave one evening, Hana, who lived a 

block across the road from me in Dugave, commented on what she thought 

was the reason people were making such a fuss about this new migration, 

“People here [in Croatia], especially older people, were generally moving 

only in other places in Yugoslavia, where everyone is white”. Some 

months later, I attended a lecture on asylum seekers at the Faculty of Law 

in central Zagreb. The Croatian law scholar who presented her research 

about the challenges of these asylum seekers in Croatia in comparison to 

the West, addressed an audience composed mostly of young Croatian stu-

dents. She said, “Look around here. We are all pretty, white. No one has a 

different skin colour. We all speak Croatian; we are still a very homoge-

neous society”. 

Both narratives suggest that Croatia, in terms of being a receiving 

country, is different from Western European countries. One assumption 

underlying these narratives is that, because Croatia was on the opposite 

side of Europe to the capitalist West, people in former Yugoslav countries 

have not been exposed to “differences” in the same way, and this has re-

sulted in a type of ignorance which can make life challenging for migrants 

arriving from non-European countries. Another assumption is that “every-

one is white”. Unlike these two women, I considered it strange to take this 

Croatian whiteness for granted. Hana, who had lived abroad for a while as 

an exchange student, was a Croatian woman with lighter skin and blonde 

hair. As a Croatian man with darker hair and skin, who had combined my 

studies with low-skilled work while I was abroad, and a minority, I had 

had different encounters with Western European racialising discourses. 

This made me more reluctant to assume that Croatians were unequivocally 

white. 

The heavily bordered European space has been designated a 

“white fortress” (Gilroy 2000:247), implying that the control of movement 

of specific populations, and related territorial enclosures, cannot be sepa-

rated from issues of race. As De Genova (2018:1769) points out, in the 
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European context “the very figure of migration is always already racial-

ised”. He suggests that “the borders of Europe are entangled with a global 

(post-colonial) politics of race that redraws the proverbial colour line, and 

refortifies Europeanness as a racial formation of whiteness”, as much as 

with the politics of labour mobility or subordination which produce “such 

spatialised (and racialised) differences, above all, to capitalise upon them”. 

Similarly, Anderson (2019:8) suggests that when migration is no longer at 

the border it becomes ‘race’, as borders can disperse into the urban tissue 

(Balibar 2003; Darling 2017:183) and generate discourses of racial differ-

entiation. 

Their location between West and East means that the Balkans 

have always been a region of ambiguity in terms of both geopolitics and 

racial discourses. Populations in the Balkans predominantly understand 

themselves to be “white and non-colonial Europeans” (Bjelić 2018:2), 

with the less civilised located east and south, even within the Balkans 

themselves (Bakić-Hayden 1995). This is despite the fact that the region 

has been subjected to civilisational othering by European powers. Further-

more, it has been perceived mainly through the lens of ethno-political and 

religious, rather than racial conflict (Baker 2018)117. Baker (2018) high-

lights ambiguous ways in which the Balkans identify with Europe as a 

space of modernity, civilisation and whiteness, but also draws attention to 

analogies which exist between ‘Balkanness’ and ‘blackness’ in imagined 

solidarity118, as well as the race-blind anti-colonialism of Yugoslav Non-

alignment. As Bjelić (2018) highlights, although a critical discourse on 

race barely exists, on the grounds that Eastern Europe and the Balkans did 

not have, and never were colonies, the region “has been as entangled in 

 
117 See Bjelić (2018) for a genealogy of Balkan discourses on race, including the way class 

and ethnicity have been instrumentalised as race in the struggle over sovereign space. Uti-

lising Foucault’s distinction between internal and external colonialism, Bjelić argues that 

the Balkan ‘race’ is a “thing” of discourse rather than a “thing” of nature. For another 

nuance in terms of ambiguity in racial discourses on the Balkans, see Yeoman’s (2007:110-

115) discussion of discourses which add an oriental dimension to Croatian identity by con-

sidering its origins to be Iranian, where Iranians are seen as an ancient, pure-blooded civi-

lisation who have kept their land rather than an oriental one. See also Božić-Vrbančić 

(2006) for an account of Croatians categorised as “non-white” in New Zealand, and even 

as “dirty whites” or “black fellows”. Cf. Wolff (1994:332-355) for the role of race in the 

invention of Eastern Europe. 
118 See, for example, the parallels drawn between balkanitude and négritude by Jović 

Humphrey (2014), who explores the mutual influence of Aimé Césaire and Petar Guberina 

in imagining solidarity between Martinique and the shores of Dalmatia. 
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global ‘raciality’ as any other part of the planet” (Baker 2018). Bjelić 

(2018:2) argues that “by becoming a part of the EU’s legal system, the 

Balkans cannot any longer claim colonial and racial exceptionalism”. 

Drnovšek Zorko (2019:1576) points out there is an emerging in-

terest in “the racialised dynamics of settlement experiences” among for-

mer Yugoslav migrants in Western multicultural cities. However, I argue 

that constructions of race and whiteness remain unexplored in Croatia, 

specifically in the context of encounters with other, newly arrived individ-

uals and groups which undergo racialisation.119 I found that the subject of 

whiteness was assumed among Croatians in Zagreb, and was mostly pre-

reflexive and unspoken prior to contact with these other groups. Some of 

these contacts do result in greater associations of Croatia with Europe and 

civilisation120 vis-à-vis the new migrants, similar to the findings of Fox 

and Mogilnicka (2019), who argue that Eastern European migrants in the 

UK use racism to insert themselves more favourably into Britain’s racial-

ised status hierarchies.  

However, while assertions of Croatian whiteness in relation to the 

non-European migrants have implied that the country is homogeneous, on 

deeper investigation into how difference is negotiated, I discovered a more 

complex picture in Dugave, which showcased legacies of “mixedness”. In 

terms of my aim of embedding migration and emplacement in local history 

and relations, I present below some responses to the racialising narrative 

that homogeneity has preceded the current wave of migration. While a 

 
119 Studies of ‘whiteness’ as a social construction have proliferated in the last few decades. 

Some have pointed out ‘shades of whiteness’ as race intersects with class, ethnicity, gender 

and nationality (Hartigan 1999; Moore 2013), noting that some individuals and cultures 

are “not quite white”. See Hartman (2004) for the rise and fall of Whiteness Studies, 

providing an overview of this field and pointing to how, for the most part, it has failed to 

take class into account. The challenge to, and assertion of boundaries of whiteness have 

been frequently discussed with regard to Eastern Europe or Eastern European migrants in 

Western cities (Imre 2005; Böröcz and Sarkar 2017; Lapina and Vertelyte 2020; Par-

vulescu 2015). As Razsa and Lindstrom (2004) argue, Croatia’s position in global symbolic 

geography proved to be quite changeable. 
120 As Razsa and Lindstrom (2004:649) highlight, references to belonging to Central Eu-

ropean and Mediterranean cultural circles, as well as Catholicism were significant in as-

serting Croatian Europeanness, particularly in the 1990s, although there existed percep-

tions of being defenders of Europe long before, as contained in the notion of antemurale 

christianitatis (“defence walls of Christianity”). 
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discourse of disrupted homogeneity facilitates social exclusion of mi-

grants, a history of mixedness produces a potential to narrow the Gap wid-

ened by racialisation, and to further social inclusion. 

“A Strange Pot of Everything”: Dugave’s Old and New Mixedness 

In January 2017, very close to the Liberty Bridge connecting old and New 

Zagreb, I met with Anton in a bar on Većeslav Holjevac Lane, named after 

the mayor who started the expansion of the new city in 1953. Anton was 

a 30-year-old local from Zagreb who had lived in Dugave for many years 

before recently moving out. He worked as a barman in a Dugave bar, and 

gave me a very vivid description of the place. According to Anton, in 

Dugave great wealth, great poverty and everything in-between can be 

found. He confirmed to me what I had also heard elsewhere, that Dugave 

had a strong presence of Bad Blue Boys, fans of the Croatian football club 

GNK Dinamo Zagreb who were often reported to be intolerant of migrants 

as well as of other minorities. Anton emphasised the national and religious 

mixedness, mainly with regard to the Bosnian community, as well as the 

presence of crime and drugs, and the influence of peripheral villages in 

terms of what he depicted as a “more rural mentality”. He told an interest-

ing anecdote of a life full of contrasts in Dugave. He had apparently met 

the famous actor Rade Šerbedžija in this same bar where a “Bosnian/con-

struction worker/mobster”, as he described him, had threatened him with 

a gun. It was common in the bars to see people with very different socio-

economic backgrounds sitting together at a table. He explained, “Like, 38 

to 42-year-olds, who grew up together, and now one is an electrotechni-

cian. His friend is a loan shark. The third friend is some kind of a “kombi-

nator”, like a smuggler, and the fourth friend has a PhD”. Describing this 

as “surreal”, a blend of everything, Anton continued, “But, then again, on 

the other hand, people are very close there, because somehow they are 

together in shit, everybody in the hood, separated from the city. (...) A 

strange pot of everything. I can’t even explain it to you.” 

Anton’s account illustrated some of the ways daily life was expe-

rienced in the neighbourhood. I also heard many different stories and de-

scriptions about Dugave as a safe, family-friendly place, from residents 

who would have been surprised by these descriptions. The next chapter 

highlights more of these ambiguities. Below, I situate the (post-)socialist 
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(class and ethnic) mixedness referred to by Anton in Dugave in its histor-

ical context, and juxtapose it with the new mixedness resulting from the 

absorption of the area into the European border regime. 

The neighbourhood of Dugave is located in the south-east of the 

city of Zagreb. Its name comes from the term “dugave” which means low, 

flooded terrain. It is the name the famous poet Gustav Krklec gave to the 

place in conversations with natives (starosjedioci) of the area, which was 

rural at the time. Dugave is surrounded by the urban neighbourhoods of 

Travno and Sloboština, and the more rural Hrelić, Jakuševec and Buzin. 

This entire part of the city south of the Sava river is known as New Zagreb 

(Novi Zagreb).121 The themes of national and socioeconomic heterogene-

ity, solidarity, precarity, crime and violence in Anton’s narrative hint at 

the processes related to the construction, as well as the dissolution, of the 

Yugoslav socialist project in the city. The construction of Novi Zagreb 

began in 1950s Yugoslavia as a solution to increasing urbanisation and 

immigration into the city of Zagreb. Gulin Zrnić (2009:37), who gives a 

detailed historical analysis of the meanings of the city and urban localisms 

in Novi Zagreb, designates it as “part of the city of a new society of a new 

man of a new time”. This immigration was “(...) encouraged by projects 

and actions by the socialist government, namely, deagrarisation and indus-

trialisation, pillars of the political, economic, social and cultural trans-

formative potential of a new society after the Second World War” (Gulin 

Zrnić 2009:41). The result is Novi Zagreb, “a city of modern architecture 

and functionalist urbanism” (Gulin Zrnić 2009:61) which consists of spa-

tially independent settlements, the so-called residential communities 

(stambene zajednice) which act as basic organisational urbanistic units of 

around ten thousand people (Gulin Zrnić 2009:49-50). These settlements 

have been characterised as “Yugoslavia writ-small” (Gulin Zrnić 

2009:169), implying their ethnic heterogeneity.  

The decision on the urban action plan specifically for Dugave was 

brought forward in 1975 by the Novi Zagreb municipal assembly 

 
121 The Sava River, as pointed out by Razsa and Lindstrom (2004:637), sometimes serves 

as one dividing line where the less prosperous, socialist-era, southern suburbs of Zagreb 

are considered Balkan vis-à-vis Zagreb’s old “European” centre. 
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(skupština općine). The cornerstone which marked the beginning of con-

struction was laid in 1977, on the 25th of May, Youth Day.122 The archi-

tects in charge of the Dugave project, Ivan Čižmek, Tomislav Odak, 

Tomislav Bilić and Zdenko Vazar, moved to the neighbourhood them-

selves. Čizmek, now in his eighties, had spent his entire life in Dugave. 

He was born in Zagreb, studied in Paris, and was shaped by the work of 

Le Corbusier, whose influence can be seen throughout Novi Zagreb, par-

ticularly his emphasis on the quality of mass residence by making the best 

use of sun, space and green areas (Gulin Zrnić 2009:65). The neighbour-

hood was constructed quickly, and by 1981 11,600 people had already 

moved there. Following a doctrine of mixing social classes, some of the 

apartments were intended for the socially disadvantaged, some for officers 

of the Yugoslav National Army (JNA), and some for other sectors of the 

population. 

In terms of the communist state, the Yugoslav ideology of “Broth-

erhood and Unity” advocated that each national identity be maintained 

alongside a supranational identity123, so the mixedness in Novi Zagreb has 

always carried an undertone of commonality. Generally, its residents de-

scribed the social ambience of the settlements as follows: “There is every-

thing, but we are all the same”. They described a type of levelling of social 

classes, which Gulin Zrnić (2009:168) conceptualises as ‘heterogeneous 

homogeneity’. The interlocutors in her study highlighted a sense of com-

monality and local urban belonging despite differences, which many con-

trasted with the centre of Zagreb where they sensed animosity towards 

immigrants, the so-called dotepenci. Regardless of their origin, in Novi 

Zagreb everybody was an immigrant (doseljenici). Their background was 

not a source of conflict or animosity, even though some groups on the rural 

edge of Novi Zagreb were native to the area (starosjedioci) (Gulin Zrnić 

2009:125). Nevertheless, she points out that “the tone of imaginary social-

ist equality is after all dissolved by the perception of ‘Others’ and different 

- those from a rural background, those ethnically stigmatised, those newly 

arrived” (Gulin Zrnić 2009:19). Generally, as Čaldarović (1985:58) 

 
122 This day was proclaimed the birthday of Josip Broz Tito, although Tito was born on the 

7th of May, and a number of dates were given as his date of birth. 
123 Sekulić (2004) suggests that Yugoslavia, alongside balancing particular nationalisms, 

developed a specific type of nationalism. This was not ethnic, but based on anti-fascism 

and the legacy of the partisan movement which had enabled the federalisation of Yugosla-

via.  
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notes, urbanisation policies in the Yugoslav socialist system aimed to pro-

ject social relations into spaces, but often resulted in a set of non-socialist 

urban phenomena such as social differentiation. Despite the ideology of 

Brotherhood and Unity, group distinctions were always present and chang-

ing.  

A significant change took place after Tito’s death in terms of ne-

gotiating difference, specifically in the 1990s when nationalist ideologies 

strengthened and state socialism collapsed. Just a few kilometres east of 

Dugave, next to the neighbourhood of Travno, is the largest military base 

in Croatia, known as “Maršalka”, after Marshall Tito. It is where, after the 

declaration of independence of Croatia and Slovenia in 1991, motorised 

JNA columns started moving into Slovenia, and the citizens of Zagreb 

tried to prevent the column from leaving on July 2 by attacking it with 

Molotov cocktails. I was told by some Dugave residents that this was when 

the first civilian died in the Homeland War.124 With the collapse of Yugo-

slav socialism, and the war that followed independence in the 1990s, eth-

nic belonging took on greater importance in Novi Zagreb. It was also a 

decade when the property market opened up, new housing was built and 

new residents arrived (Gulin Zrnić 2009). Furthermore, because socialist 

urban planning had not included religious buildings in the city, new 

churches were built throughout Novi Zagreb in the 1990s, and the church 

of Saint Matthew still stands in the centre of Dugave’s main park. Inter-

estingly, because the church is round, some residents joked that it would 

only take a minaret to make it into a mosque, since Muslim migrants had 

started to arrive in the neighbourhood in increasing numbers. 

Novi Zagreb has previously been labelled undesirable by residents 

of central Zagreb, with a reputation for “bedroom neighbourhoods” 

(spavaonice) or “white zones”125 with no cultural activities. However, 

when I inquired about moving to Dugave, I encountered a different mean-

ing behind its undesirability. In the previous section, I showed how some 

did not consider it a desirable place to live precisely because of Hotel Porin 

and the refugees. One news article, relying on the narrative of a single 

Dugave resident, attributed the cynical label of “Refugee Afrocommunity” 

 
124 There are other accounts of the beginning of the war. For example, the death of Saško 

Gešovski, a Macedonian soldier, on May 6th 1991 in the city of Split. 
125 In this context, white refers to a space emptied of content, and not to race. 
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to the neighbourhood.126 The more recent rumours of burglaries and sexual 

assault I heard in Dugave exacerbated the already racialised and gendered 

representations surrounding the newcomers. I argue that these everyday 

negotiations of difference in Croatia, a peripheral EU state outside the 

Schengen area, are inseparable from the broader, structural process of dif-

ferential inclusion into Europe produced by the sorting mechanisms of the 

border regime. The Gap created by these rumours and representations can 

occlude similarities, impede hospitality, and prevent migrants from feeling 

welcome and developing a sense of home. 

In this thesis, the concept of precarious emplacement encom-

passes the overlaps between migrant and local precarities. I have noted 

that the marginality of Dugave has multiple meanings. On the edge of the 

city, the neighbourhood emerged as marginal in socialist urban planning, 

and was marginalised further in the post-socialist and post-war era with 

privatisation of housing, as well as with a rise in crime, violence and drugs. 

When Hotel Porin became a reception centre for asylum seekers, Dugave 

became important as a mobility hub on the margins of the EU, and mi-

grants arriving in the neighbourhood exacerbated its increasing precarity 

vis-à-vis other parts of Zagreb. The concomitant racialisation affected not 

only Dugave’s undesirability, but also further changed relations of precar-

ity within the neighbourhood, by homogenising existing residents and 

widening the Gap between them and the new migrants. 

Gulin Zrnić (2009:125) asks what will happen when the people 

who moved into Novi Zagreb when it was constructed become natives 

themselves. How will they become natives and towards whom will they 

feel animosity? In an attempt to answer this question, the next chapter will 

highlight the animosity between Dugave residents and residents of Hotel 

Porin, and situate it in the broader space of co-existing affects. 

 
126https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/%E2%80%98nismo-rasisti-ali-nije-ugodno.-ti-

ljudi-tumaraju-bez-cilja-i-gledaju-nase-cure%E2%80%99-stanari-dugava-nakon-

tucnjave-azilanata-1192805 
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Conclusion  

This chapter has analysed the new migration on the Balkan route as it was 

shaped by bordered spaces and practices on the one hand, and local nego-

tiations of difference in Croatia on the other. I further described how cer-

tain places of encounter were being shaped by this migration, and how 

racial categorisation was taking place.  

With reference to migrants’ stories about how they had arrived in 

Croatia by crossing the border or by being deported, I indicated the effects 

of bordering practices on migrants’ aspirations, as well as the existential 

precarity which marked their transit and transient emplacement during in-

voluntary immobility. Moreover, despite the violence of the border, I ar-

gued that it did not completely constrain agency but rather, as Mezzadra 

and Neilsen (2013) suggest, multiplied subject positions and possibilities. 

In recent years, Croatia has become a place not only of transit migration, 

but also of more permanent forms of migrant emplacement which deserve 

to be studied in their own right. The dominant research focusing on asylum 

seekers in transit, portraying them as reluctant, stranded or stuck, requires 

a complementary focus on the changing aspirations, choices and tactics of 

migrants who sometimes, contrary to their plans or expectations, settle in 

places where they once simply passed through. However, this ‘perma-

nence’, and even ‘being in place’, is contested by permeating uncertainty 

and social marginalisation. Therefore, to describe the experiences of stay-

ing in Croatia, I proposed the concept of precarious emplacement, which 

I analysed in this chapter with reference to the bordering and racialisation 

involved in widening the Gap between migrants and Croatian residents.  

Furthermore, consideration should be given to the racialisation, 

exclusion and precarity moulded in migrants’ encounters with the border 

regime, even after the newcomers move from the edges of the territory into 

the city. Arguing the need for migrant emplacement to be studied as a phe-

nomenon embedded in local space, its relations and its histories, the chap-

ter shifted attention from border crossings to urban areas of encounter, in 

order to unpack how migration and place were shaping each other. I fol-

lowed how racialisation related to bordering reverberated locally in nego-

tiations of the Gap. Equally, I situated discourses of race, undesirability, 

mixedness and marginality in the context of broader changes in post-so-
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cialist, post-war and post-EU accession Croatia, to show that the Gap can-

not be reduced to a fixed sets of relations of distance between individuals 

and groups. Rather, these relations are entangled in ambiguous histories, 

some of which contain the potential for relations of proximity. The fol-

lowing chapter explores this dynamic in the Gap further, and in greater 

detail. 
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3| Affective Landscapes of Reception and 

Refugeeness in Dugave 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I argue that migrant reception is an important aspect of 

emplacement, and focus on the ways existing residents of Dugave made 

sense of, and oriented towards the asylum seekers and other migrants.127 I 

highlight how the interplay of bordering, racialisation, precarity and soli-

darity produces ambiguous affects which enables different ways of nego-

tiating the Gap. By analysing a variety of affects in encounters, I fore-

ground the concept of wavering reception, and describe nuances in chang-

ing opinions, perceptions and direction towards the migrants. I conceptu-

alise this affective landscape as a relational space of circulating emotions, 

which shapes individual and collective bodies and their boundaries (Ah-

med 2004:1) as these emotions “coalesce around and within certain 

places” (Bondi et al. 2005:3).  

Rumours, gossip and talk of “azilanti” play an important role in 

this process, and are privileged sites for studying the Gap. Building on 

anthropological approaches to gossip and rumour, and their role in creat-

ing bonds and boundaries (Gluckman 1963; White 2000:65; Caldeira 

2001), I analyse the talk of azilanti in Dugave. This often negatively 

charged talk consists of everyday conversations, commentaries, discus-

sions, narratives and jokes. It emerges out of social interactions, and pro-

duces frameworks within which to interpret future interaction. I consider 

this to be intertwined with urban transformation related to (post-) social-

ism, war, socioeconomic marginality and producing new forms of exclu-

sion. Moreover, the talk of azilanti establishes a level of intimacy, binding 

 
127 For general attitudes towards migrants and asylum seekers in Croatia, see Župarić-Iljić 

and Gregurović (2013); Baričević and Koska (2017); Ajduković et al. (2019); Medlobi and 

Čepo (2018). 
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Dugave residents together in an imagined community of shared values, 

narrowing Gaps within it and widening the Gap with these newcomers.  

 In accordance with the way I conceptualise precarious emplacement as 

inherently relational and embedded in local space and history, I unveil the 

local, pre-existing notions of victimhood, refugeeness and precarity 

wrapped up in the reception of newcomers. In the process, I trace how the 

figure of the refugee shifts, fractures into gradients and subcategories 

(‘real refugee’, ‘fake refugee’, ‘privileged refugee’, ‘our refugee’) or dis-

appears altogether when approached from different sites and angles in re-

lation to space and affect. The Gap appears in different forms depending 

on these categorisations. 

To show how the concepts of the Gap and precarious emplace-

ment can help understand transit migration, I argue that the affective land-

scape and local history are important aspects of migrant reception, and 

thus migrant emplacement. Furthermore, wavering between hospitality 

and hostility facilitates or hampers emplacement, and is sometimes even 

incorporated into processes which influence migrants’ aspirations to stay 

or to move on from Croatia to other parts of Europe. 

Safety and Danger in the “Most Beautiful Neighbourhood” 

“Dugave? It’s the most beautiful neighbourhood,” Petar said to me as we 

were driving through the neighbourhood of Sopot towards Dugave in May 

2018. “Novi Zagreb in general is prettier,” he said. “And people … I much 

prefer people from Novi Zagreb to people from the centre. Everything is 

more relaxed.” Petar worked as an Uber driver.128 He was in his early 

twenties and from Dugave. Many of the Dugave residents I met expressed 

a strong attachment to their neighbourhood, coupled with a sense of pride 

 
128 A lack of job opportunities means that many people have turned to platforms like Uber 

in the last decade. Precarity has been highlighted as a central characteristic of platform 

work (Vallas and Kalleberg 2018; Scholz 2016; Ravenelle 2019). Although there are no 

official statistics or research on platform labour in Croatia, some estimates state that around 

40 thousand people work through online platforms in the country. See, for example, 

https://www.poslovni.hr/hrvatska/preko-online-platformi-radi-40-000-hrvata-sto-im-do-

nose-izmjene-zor-a-4276940. Furthermore, there is even less discussion on the migrants in 

Croatia who find employment in the ‘gig economy’. I met several migrants working as 

drivers as there was no (or minimal) requirement for proficiency in Croatian. 
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and solidarity. Generally, people regarded it as a place away from the noise 

and norms of central Zagreb, and a peaceful and safe place with lots of 

parks and green spaces, the remnants of socialist urban planning. The large 

park in the middle of Dugave was an important reference point when peo-

ple evaluated the neighbourhood as safe.129 The elementary school lay at 

the edge of the park. Despite overall perceptions of safety, there was often 

a traffic jam by the park in front of the school, because many parents drove 

their children to school even if they lived close by, as I discovered from 

speaking to a teacher. Similarly, parents would tell their daughters not to 

go out alone at night on foot. The vulnerability of children and women 

opened a space where feelings of safety were replaced by fear. While this 

may also have been the case in other parts of the city, in Dugave the space 

was sometimes filled by prejudices involving racialisation. People ex-

pressed these fears when they spoke of azilanti. It was a product of the 

Gap, which was reproduced locally by circulating the rumours I contextu-

alise in this chapter. Below, I discuss the simultaneous presence of dis-

courses of danger and safety before and after Hotel Porin became a recep-

tion centre for asylum seekers. 

After telling me that Dugave was the best and safest neighbour-

hood, Petar talked about its bad reputation. “Ah. People don’t know (…) 

If you’re not cocky, no one will touch you. Everybody knows me here. 

There are problems like everywhere else …”. He stopped for a moment to 

think about a possible scenario where his sense of safety, backed by his 

position as a young, local man with social ties and recognition in the neigh-

bourhood, could be threatened in the streets. He continued, “Even if some-

one says something to me, I have an older brother. First a slap, and if that’s 

not enough, a knockout”. The possibility of these kinds of encounter kept 

some of my friends from central Zagreb away from this part of the city, 

and revealed a different picture.  

As a new resident, an unfamiliar face in the neighbourhood, I no-

ticed I was often subject to uncomfortable looks from local men. Petar 

probably did not have this problem because “everybody knew him”. The 

only person I knew there told me not to worry about it, and that they were 

just checking me out, wondering who I was, or at worst, whether I was 

 
129 See Gulin-Zrnić (2017) for an analysis of the role of green spaces in (post-)socialist 

Zagreb. 
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dealing drugs where someone else was selling. Unlike Petar, I and other 

newcomers lacked the connections and experience of growing up in the 

neighbourhood that made him feel safe. However, unlike other newcom-

ers, Petar and I shared the same nationality and were the same age. Street 

encounters of this type reminded me of encounters in the neighbourhood 

where I had grown up in the 1990s and early 2000s, where older brothers 

expected to be treated with respect and not arrogance by visitors of the 

neighbourhood, and there was an underlying chance of macho physical 

aggression.  

Certain anti-migrant sentiments I heard, and even stories about at-

tacks on migrants, were wrapped into these masculine codes of behaviour, 

as well as transgressions of more general social norms. I argue that some 

of the hostility towards the migrants in Dugave was an effect of the social 

changes which had produced ‘precarious masculinities’130 in post-socialist 

and post-war Croatia.131 Many local men and women claimed that the mi-

grants were disrespectful or ungrateful, which they exemplified with ac-

counts of their behaviour in public spaces, such as polluting, taking up 

spaces on the bus, being loud, and particularly, looking at women. One 

asylum seeker living at the hotel told me that his co-residents purposely 

made noise on the bus to provoke this situation. He gave me an example 

of how a few men had shouted “Allahu Akbar” as a joke, but with the 

intention to provoke. While these feelings of irritability and intolerance 

among the residents were shared across gender and age group, to my 

 
130 See van der Berg (2018) and Vandello et al. (2008) for similar uses of this concept. See 

also McDowell (2003) for ‘redundant masculinities’ in relation to post-Fordism. 
131 While much has been written about the impact of neoliberalism on reconfigurations of 

gender (Allison and Piot 2014; Schild 2000; Inoue 2007; Creed 2011), and particularly 

masculinity (Cornwall 2016; Besnier et al. 2018; Isidoros and Inhorn 2022; Poiscitelli and 

Simoni 2015; Nayak 2006; Salzinger 2016; Zheng 2015; Tereškinas 2018), research on 

masculinity in Croatia is scarce, and mostly in relation to war and ethno-nationalism. See, 

for example, Milićević (2018); Schäuble (2017); Olujić (1998). Dumančić and Krolo 

(2016) argue that many scholars understand the patriarchal structures, aggression and in-

tolerance which are seen as characteristics of traditional Balkan masculinities as a con-

servative bulwark against modernity. Instead, they present a more complex history, and 

note the liberalisation of gender norms in the Yugoslav period and the re-traditionalising 

of society and gender roles during the Yugoslav wars of succession. Moreover, they argue 

that the generalised instability attending new market economies and post-war political tur-

moil have created a context where national gender norms have entered a state of flux. Mi-

gration in Dugave certainly contributes to the sense of uncertainty and anxiety introduced 

by these social transformations.  
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knowledge only young men have converted them into physical violence.132 

I return to the way migration and responses to it were gendered in the sec-

tion that follows. 

Many upper-class residents I met regarded these adolescent men 

with contempt (“losers”, “hood bums”, “hooligans”). My friend from 

Dugave, who had studied at university and had lived abroad, said she did 

not spend much time in the neighbourhood, and not in the above circles. 

She considered that people in Dugave were mostly “pregnant hairdressers” 

and people in a rut, unable to leave the neighbourhood. She said, “They 

haven’t moved from the spot”, insinuating that the type and range of their 

urban mobility reflected their social immobility. She contrasted them with 

her own life, with a university degree and an office job in the city centre, 

where she usually stayed after work. In other words, her exposure to these 

scenes was mostly in terms of stories she had heard from neighbours and 

in the media. Despite the sense of safety surrounding Dugave, its spaces 

were infused with perceptions of danger and the potential for aggression. 

These emerged in the relations and encounters between locals and mi-

grants, but it is important to highlight that threats to safety had preceded 

the arrival of migrants, even though they received most of the blame for 

the neighbourhood’s dangerous reputation. These issues, connected to the 

socio-spatial marginality exacerbated by post-war and post-socialist trans-

formations, were historically inscribed in the neighbourhood.133 

Another issue which endangered residents’ sense of safety, and 

which preceded migrant arrivals, was related to the presence of crime on 

the periphery of the city. Marko was a 26-year-old I met at the gym I had 

started to attend in Novi Zagreb. He had been to school in Dugave, but 

now lived in the adjacent neighbourhood. As we were driving towards 

 
132 Baričević and Koska (2017) point out that men in Croatia are more likely to be xeno-

phobic than women. This is why I argue that hostility against migrants should be studied 

in relation to ‘precarious masculinities’ in a local context. 
133 Discussions about violence, drugs and delinquency in the neighbourhood often refer to 

the presence of football hooligans and a youth facility (“Centar za pružanje usluga u 

zajednici”) in Dugave. While I have observed more tendencies towards anti-migrant senti-

ments among younger men who do not have a university education, I am hesitant to make 

stronger claims since the complexity of these issues is beyond the aim of this thesis. See 

Vrselja (2017); Matić and Groznica (2008) for research on deviant behaviour and delin-

quency in Croatia, and Mikšaj-Todorović and Singer (2004) for a comparison between pre-

war and post-war Croatia. 
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Dugave after the training, he told me, “Over there”,  and pointed to a cross-

road near the supermarket, “one guy got stabbed and sliced from kidney 

to kidney... in his bowels … a few months ago. Yeah, the guy left him to 

die in a ditch (…) It’s a neighbourhood full of criminals and drug dealers”. 

I heard many similar stories and anecdotes about “autochthonous” crime 

on the city’s periphery. However, it was interesting how the dynamics of 

these stories and a sense of safety were negotiated in relation to the new-

comers. 

When I moved into Dugave, I asked the taxi driver, a man in his 

late fifties who had lived there for more than 30 years, if the rumours about 

crime were true. After a pause, he said, “You know why it’s like that … 

there, not far from you is, if you’ve heard, this Porin, where the refugees 

and other scum are. That’s why there’s a lot of police and all that”. He did 

not share the opinion that crime rates preceded the arrival of migrants, and 

instead linked danger and crime to their actions. People in local bars told 

me that Dugave had always had a reputation of being “a kind of a ghetto” 

place, but the presence of asylum seekers had “raised the level”, as one 

young man described it to me. Interestingly, a waitress in the local bar told 

me half-jokingly, “Whenever there’s some problem, people say it’s their 

fault, but you know, this is the type of neighbourhood where everybody is 

like that”. She gave examples of break-ins residents had assumed were the 

work of asylum seekers, but it had later transpired that Croatian citizens 

were responsible. Offences committed by the migrants seemed more emo-

tionally charged to locals, less forgettable, and were attributed more to en-

tire groups, to the azilanti. Crimes committed by the locals, on the other 

hand, were usually the result of individuals’ characteristics, and were more 

easily normalised. Criminal behaviour in the newcomers, even when it was 

similar to that of locals and took place in the same space, was somehow 

marked as different, and was often essentialised as a cultural trait of par-

ticular peoples such as “Muslims” or “Arabs”. 

In this thesis, I use the concept of precarious emplacement not 

only to refer to the precarious trajectories of migrants, but also to highlight 

that the spaces and relations within which they move and build connec-

tions and feelings of belonging are permeated by post-war and post-social-

ist precarity. To contextualise talk of “dangerous asylees”, I have de-

scribed the way Dugave’s residents talked about it in relation to feelings 
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of safety and danger. I emphasised not only that these feelings were sim-

ultaneous, but that threats to safety had preceded migrant arrivals. They 

were related to life on the city’s periphery and transformations after the 

collapse of socialism, as well as the post-war socioeconomic turmoil. 

These resulted in a local increase in crime, transformations of masculinity, 

and delinquency in young people. Significant perceptions of threat had 

been influenced by transformations in the neighbourhood since 2011, 

when Hotel Porin was turned into a reception centre for asylum seekers.  

‘The Groups of Dark-skinned Men’ in the Streets: Fear and 

Discomfort 

Lana was 26 and lived a few minutes away from the hotel. My friend, who 

also lived in Dugave, arranged a meeting for us in the café bar near her 

place of residence sometime in the autumn of 2017. A third friend joined 

us. We sat down a few hundred metres from the road to Porin. After a 

while, Lana started to talk about the asylum seekers:  

I don’t have anything against them, but... I would like them not to 

be here (laughs) … No, it’s uncomfortable (nelagodno je). I had 

two situations. First time, it was on the bus. They yelled something 

at me. Another one was after I got off the bus, when I was heading 

home, and they usually walk the same way. It was at night. They 

were walking behind me and followed me. That was the first time 

I got scared here. 

Lana talked about life in Dugave during her childhood with warm feelings 

of familiarity. “When we were younger, you know, growing up, you took 

the same route”, but something had changed. Now, the same route from 

the bus stop to her home, which she had used all her life and which she 

associated with familiarity and safety, was being used by azilanti, making 

her feel uncomfortable and afraid. 

Some months ago, I went alone to this same bar. The barista I 

talked to told me something similar. Her name was Katarina. She was in 

her twenties and had worked in Dugave for a few years. She also lived 

quite close to the bar. Two men had followed her into one of the alleys 

between the hotel and the bar. “I heard them and started running. They 
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were laughing. Luckily my friend came so they just left. I’m scared …”. 

Katarina told me other stories I had heard already, such as tales of thefts 

in the neighbourhood, but despite her uncomfortable experience, she had 

counter examples and did not express unambiguous anti-migrant views: 

There are also really good people. One [Croatian] girl came here 

with three of them. She had fallen in love with one. They were 

great … The Blacks were great. They helped us bring the tables 

inside after the shift. But they left. One was an architect … he 

went to Norway. We really connected. I’m not prejudiced, just this 

experience, so I’m careful. You don’t feel comfortable when there 

are ten Pakistanis or Algerians in a group and you’re sitting alone 

at the bus stop. 

Dugave residents commonly described living close to the newcomers as 

uncomfortable or unpleasant (neugodno/nelagodno). They found it diffi-

cult to put this visceral feeling of discomfort into words, and details often 

remained unsaid. The feeling of nelagoda could be translated as a state of 

discomfort, discontent, tension, uneasiness, fear or anxiety. While it could 

not easily be explained, it was expressed as a reaction to unwanted prox-

imity to specific migrants. The fear these young women felt was exacer-

bated by the gap in communication.134 The difficulty in contextualising the 

migrant men shouting at Lana and the men laughing behind Katarina 

points to how a linguistic gap had opened up a space where other dis-

courses and markers of difference (gender, ethnicity) were perceived as a 

threat. 

This description of newcomers as “groups of dark-skinned men” 

or “hordes in the night” was often to be heard when people were express-

ing or explaining a feeling of discomfort in relation to the changing 

streetscape of the neighbourhood. This was also one of the main ways it 

was represented in the media. One of the first articles on the subject when 

the hotel opened was entitled “We are not racists, but it is not pleasant. 

These people wander around aimlessly and look at our girls.”135 By joining 

specific social forms (groups) to ethnic and racial components (dark-

 
134 See Blommaert (2014) on the importance of language as an infrastructure of superdi-

versity. 
135https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/%E2%80%98nismo-rasisti-ali-nije-ugodno.-ti-

ljudi-tumaraju-bez-cilja-i-gledaju-nase-cure%E2%80%99-stanari-dugava-nakon-

tucnjave-azilanata-1192805 
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skinned) and gender (men), imaginaries ‘stick’ (Ahmed 2004) to bodies in 

urban spaces. These three components of the narrative “groups of dark-

skinned men” contributed to calls for keeping migrants out of Dugave. 

First, the narrative invoked groups or hordes.136 Some residents of 

Dugave referred to the migrants as “scum, “cattle”, “cockroaches” or gen-

erally “animals”. Other feelings were present in these de-humanising rac-

ist narratives, such as hate, anger and disgust, along with fear and discom-

fort. Appadurai (2006) demonstrates how particularly small groups of mi-

norities induce fear. However, any group of people in public can generally 

cause fear. In other words, it is easier to feel overpowered in a situation 

like the one Katarina spoke of, where there are ten people against one. I 

talked to several Croatian women about these issues, and many said they 

also felt afraid when there were ten Croatian men in a group, indicating 

that patriarchal structures more generally produce fear and discomfort, ra-

ther than the supposed cultural essences of non-European migrant groups. 

It should be noted that moving in groups could be safer for the migrants 

themselves, given that they also experienced fear, especially after inci-

dents of violence against them by local men.137  

Second, this narrative tied gathering into groups with gender. Alt-

hough the presence of “women with headscarves” was uncomfortable for 

some people, indicating the presence of other cultural and religious bound-

ary work in the Gap138, the feelings I discuss here were largely about 

groups of men. While I lived in Dugave, I also observed migrant men in 

groups, mostly walking the streets towards bus stops or the park. This was 

not so shocking given national reception policies and the demographics of 

migrants on the Balkan route. Hotel Porin accommodated a greater pro-

portion of single men than the reception centre Kutina, for example, where 

families were prioritised. Nor did the small number of migrant women in 

 
136 Additionally, the term “horde” is reminiscent of the vocabulary of nineteenth-century 

cultural evolutionism, in the context of discussions on stages of evolution from savagery 

to civilisation. This thinking is often present in modern-day racist discourses. 
137 During the time I was in Dugave, an attack on a group of migrants took place following 

an attempt to sexually assault a woman on behalf of one asylum seeker. Their fears were 

reinforced. Migrants also often moved to the same spaces in other parts of the city, such as 

the tax office, translation agencies, aid offices and hospitals. They all had to return to the 

hotel by 11 p.m., so it made sense to share routes.  
138 This boundary work also has its historical significance. In Chapter 7, I explore the 

meanings of Islam in the Balkans in greater detail. 
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Dugave leave the hotel as often as men.139 Therefore, these few women 

moved around less in the neighbourhood. However, given that migrants 

moved in and out of the country as opportunities to cross the border ap-

peared or disappeared, demographic trends of arrivals changed too. During 

one period during my stay in Dugave, larger numbers of women and chil-

dren arrived than in 2011 and 2012, when the negative perceptions men-

tioned above had started to form. The result was a relatively calmer period 

as “groups of dark-skinned men” were not the only newcomers walking 

the streets. 

Third, there was a racial and ethnic component in the othering of 

newly arrived men. The groups in question were people arriving mostly 

from the Middle East and Africa, and were perceived to have a darker skin 

colour, even though many other Croatians, including myself, were not par-

ticularly lighter than some. The ethnic and racial boundary constructed 

here strengthened the perception of threat. This was noticeable in the nar-

ratives of Croatian women which referred either to azilanti generally or to 

specific nationalities such as Pakistanis and Algerians. The co-presence of 

young Croatian women and migrant men, especially when they moved in 

groups, led to the racialisation of (the possibility of) sexual assault. While 

vulnerability of women should not be kept out of sight, it must also be 

borne in mind that, what Ticktin (2008) terms, the myth of the immigrant 

rapist, often uses women’s bodies to police borders. In this sense, fear and 

discomfort in Dugave resembled other cities in Europe where these affects 

are entangled with racial content and are mobilised to exclude entire pop-

ulations.140 However, in Croatia they had taken another shape. Many 

Dugave residents complained they were not asked about opening a recep-

tion centre near them and considered themselves victims of European, 

 
139 Some Porin residents, as well as aid workers there, told me it was because many spoke 

neither Croatian nor English, or that they stayed inside “because of their culture”. Moreo-

ver, some volunteers focused on working with women at Porin, and one of the activities to 

help them spend time outside the hotel involved picking them up with organised transport 

and taking them to events elsewhere in the city (such as Women for Women workshops). 
140 Korac (2020:76) further shows “how the construction of migrant (Muslim) men as mis-

ogynistic and violent towards women, shaped by gendered interpretation of cultural and 

religious differences, help to enforce external and create internal borders”. The resulting 

racialised politics of fear, which is shaped by the coloniality of power, has “produced a 

powerful social script of victimisation”. See also Rozhdestvenskaya (2018) for a discussion 

of collective sexual violence in Germany, for example. 
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state and municipal politics. It should also be noted that the particular dy-

namics in the relationship between victimhood and nation, which is made 

apparent through the logics of gender, is widespread in post-war Balkans 

(Helms 2013; Schäuble 2017).141  

Regarding (post-)war nationalism, Helms (2013:10) points out 

that “the claim to victimhood is ultimately not about the wretched position 

of actual victims but about moral purity”. In this sense, among many peo-

ple whom I heard expressing anti-migrant attitudes, claims to victimhood 

absolved them of responsibility for racism. Often, when listening to these 

narratives, I tried not to intervene, but my sceptical expression would lead 

people to doubt I agree with them regarding desires to get the migrants out 

of Dugave. To get me to understand their “side”, some would often say 

statements such as, “Well, look at what they are doing around the neigh-

bourhood”, implying their attitudes emerge out of real problems and not 

out of racial prejudice. 

There had been a few sexual assaults in the neighbourhood which 

had significantly increased tensions. I often heard people reference an in-

cident in August 2017, when an Afghan man, recently deported from Aus-

tria, had followed an older woman from the bus to her building, where he 

attacked her. It was a Sunday morning, and the neighbours heard her 

scream for help, so that the man ran away.142 There was another report of 

an attack a week later at the central station,143 which exacerbated tensions. 

In contrast to many narratives I heard in Dugave bars, which considered 

these events proof of antisocial migrant behaviour, a young Croatian 

woman living close to the street of the first attack said, “In all these years, 

I’ve known of only two attacks”, pointing out how easily her neighbours 

generalised. 

Feelings of discomfort in relation to newcomers could be under-

stood as a form of anxiety. Wilton (1998) points out that the presence of 

 
141 See Olujić (1998) for a discussion on how metaphors and acts of rape in peacetime are 

transformed into symbols and acts of rape for wartime purposes. The argument is that dur-

ing peacetime the individual body, especially its essence--sexuality and reproduction--be-

comes the symbol of everyday domination and aggression. Wartime then transforms indi-

vidual bodies into social bodies as seen, for example, in genocidal rapes or ethnic cleans-

ing, which are thought to purify the bloodlines. 
142https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/azilant-dugave-zagreb-napao-zenu-i-prijetio-joj-

skalpelom-vikala-je-upomoc-upomoc-1188588 
143https://riportal.net.hr/nakon-novog-napada-trazitelja-azila-na-zene-uhvatio-me-je-za-

grudi-psovao-i-nazivao-kuvom/ 
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others triggers anxiety, as well as attempts at spatial distancing and draw-

ing boundaries. In fact, the described anxious narratives about asylum 

seekers in Dugave, that were characterised by intersectionality of gender 

and race, went hand-in-hand with widening the Gap between these groups 

in public spaces and categorical hierarchies. Moreover, anxiety about the 

newcomers in Dugave was permeated by ambiguity, and by opportunities 

to narrow this Gap which had their roots in history. Below I discuss some 

nuances through the example of the category of ‘refugee’.  

“I Was … a Privileged Refugee”: Compassion and Humility 

Ksenija was one of the active residents in the neighbourhood. She had 

moved to Dugave in 2010. As a refugee herself, she had fled from Bosnia 

to Croatia in 1992, first to Zadar, and then to Zagreb four years later, where 

she had lived ever since. I met with her in a cafe in the city centre in Feb-

ruary 2018 to discuss the activities she organised in Dugave through the 

Dugave Civic Initiative, which she had founded with her friend around a 

year before. It was modelled on a similar initiative known as Vestigium in 

the Špansko neighbourhood on the opposite side of Zagreb, and she de-

scribed their work as situated in the transition from a consumerist society 

to one where knowledge and skills were shared in an attempt to remedy 

some of the ailments introduced by capitalism. Their initiative was trying 

to approach this goal by organising different activities such as eco markets 

in the neighbourhood. With the help of Dugave library, she also organised 

seminars called “Raising Awareness through Literature” (Književna sen-

zibilizacija), which aimed to introduce asylum seekers and refugees to 

Dugave residents. Before she told me how she had started to connect Hotel 

Porin with the neighbourhood, she was surprised to hear stories like the 

ones Anton, Petar and Marko told me about Dugave as a dangerous place 

of drugs and crime. 

Really? Do we have such a bad reputation? Really, I haven’t heard 

of that … Nor about the break-ins. Just recently, when there was 

this incident with the junkies’ syringe in the neighbourhood, the 

little girl that got stung in the preschool playground. (...) People 

say that they [the junkies] have their spots, some say we need more 
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police, and the patrols have increased because of Porin. My chil-

dren are still small, so I haven’t really started to deal with this 

topic yet. 

Ksenija did not think Dugave was very much different from other neigh-

bourhoods in the city. Her experience of Dugave was quite different from 

that of the young men of my own age I had met first. Many people re-

garded it as a safe place. Even though she had moved to Dugave late in 

life, Ksenija loved the neighbourhood and was spending much of her free 

time trying to make it a better place. She described her first contact with 

the new migrants at Porin: 

That was around 2012, maybe 2013. I know that my boy was 

small. We realised that these new people were the asylum seekers 

at Porin. Then we took some things to the reception centre for 

them. My little one was surprised. It was snowing that year … it 

was March, and a small baby of a year and a half, a small African 

boy, was barefoot. And to my little one, this was carved in his 

memory. He asked why he was barefoot. So one day we bought 

two chocolates, one for him, one for my son. Mainly, I wanted my 

children to see what it was like to lose your home and find yourself 

in such conditions. I’m from Bosnia, so I’ve been a refugee for a 

period of my life, but I would say I was … a privileged refugee, 

who wanted for nothing, who went to her family, and was in her 

own cultural and linguistic environment. So this cannot be com-

pared, but here you have it. Let’s say that after all, maybe, I was 

from the start, maybe, a bit more sensible than the Dugave resi-

dents (…) I started wondering how to make the local community 

more aware of these topics, to get them to think about why these 

people had left their homes, why they had chosen Croatia.  

Ksenija was working as a literary translator, so she thought this could be 

an avenue for fulfilling her goal. She contacted the local library and started 

to moderate discussions about the particular countries asylum seekers 

were arriving from. She invited guest speakers, people related to the book, 

writers or the country, such as Prince who came and talked about Nigeria, 

and Nizar who talked about Syria. By motivating people to read a novel 

or a book thematising the issue of asylum, Ksenija’s hope was that “people 

[would] stop and think more about their problems and perceive them (…) 

as people with their own life stories, professions, knowledge and skills, 
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people who [could] offer something to us as well, to teach us something 

as well”. 

Getting to know the refugees invoked memories of her experience 

of refugeeness in the 1990s which, as she said, perhaps from the start made 

her more compassionate than her neighbours. Despite cultural differences, 

accounts of Ksenija’s exile resonated with the stories she was hearing to-

day, but only to a certain degree. She noticed that, while they shared the 

experience of being forced to flee to another country, it was not quite the 

same. The historical and geographical context had made re-settling easier 

for her because of family ties between Bosnia and Croatia, as well as the 

cultural and linguistic similarities in the former Yugoslavia. Placing these 

different experiences of refugeeness in a relation helped her re-evaluate 

her memories. While Ksenija was the only one who used the term ‘privi-

leged refugee’ to describe herself, feelings of compassion and humility 

were common among people who had direct experience of being refugees 

in the 1990s. Describing themselves as “privileged” is an interesting con-

trast to mainstream public, humanitarian and scholarly discourses, which 

often understand refugees as passive victims (Fassin 2005; Malkki 1996) 

rather than privileged subjects. In Zagreb however, a different, parallel 

view of refugees appeared, one that related refugeeness to privilege, as it 

involved empathy. On the other hand, in exploring feelings of resentment 

below, I discuss how the idea of a ‘privileged refugee’ was turned on its 

head when people claimed that “Croatian refugeeness was worse”, and 

that current refugees were privileged. In Dugave, two different versions of 

the figure of the refugee appeared, corresponding to two distinct histories 

which overlapped in the same space. 

Mindful of the distance between the groups, at the time of our 

conversation Ksenija was planning to organise “The Living Library”, an 

event in the park in Dugave where people from Porin could tell their sto-

ries in person. They had previously organised an Afro Market, where 

Prince and others had told stories to the children. She described it like this: 

The reactions were fantastic. (…) Several cultural events like that, 

it’s easier to open people’s horizons. We [locals and newcomers] 

don’t know each other so well. We have no platform for meeting 

the asylum seekers or they us, so we tried out these types of fair. 
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While I was conducting my fieldwork, there were few activities like this 

in the park. Ksenija recognised the need for more of them but said, “You 

need people for that. I’ll hardly be able to do it alone, and again, no one 

else is getting in contact. Maybe it’s my fault. Maybe I should put out more 

information …”. The lack of resources and the effort involved in main-

taining ties to reduce the distance between groups made Ksenija question 

herself and feel guilty because she was not giving more. Similarly, she 

talked about how the initial donations to welcome refugees to Hotel Porin 

in the beginning had stopped:  

I don’t know what to say. Everybody maybe remembers them 

around Christmas. Sometimes we maybe overstuff the organisa-

tions with unnecessary things (…) I’ve realised that I can’t help 

everyone at Porin. So I know only one family who found an apart-

ment in Dugave. They were granted asylum, an Iranian family, 

three little girls. I can’t help everyone, but I can help her … take 

the child to preschool when the mother is doing her shift at the 

restaurant. Or pick her up in the afternoon. It’s very important 

when they get asylum and the apartment, because to me it seems 

they’re happy when they finally get out of Porin, but then very 

soon feel isolated. 

Realising and admitting that she could not help everyone, Ksenija focused 

on activities which were smaller in scale but not in importance, such as 

helping one family.  

In this section, I have explored feelings of compassion towards the 

new migrants in relation to the history of the region and memories of ref-

ugeeness. I have also noted that feelings of compassion co-existed with 

feelings of privilege, humility and guilt. In the next section, I demonstrate 

a different way in which similar affects overlap. 

“Am I Right to Complain?”: Between Compassion and Xenophobia 

During one of my walks home to the flat I had rented in Dugave for the 

year, after I had finished my voluntary hours at Hotel Porin, I met Gor-

dana, a woman in her forties who lived in a house two hundred metres 
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from the hotel. When we met, I was using the same muddy shortcut the 

asylum seekers used daily to move through the area. Taking a break from 

cleaning the fence, she said, “The experiences we’ve had have been really 

bad, I clean the mud from the shoes they wipe on our fence every day. 

They walk here 24 hours a day, 15 times a day. I clean every day.” Moving 

the fingers of both hands, pointing them towards each other in a circular 

movement to indicate endless repetition and resignation, she described the 

transitory place of Croatia in current European migration movements, and 

the constant circulation of new asylum seekers who went there, stayed for 

a while, (attempted to) leave and returned. With fatalist acceptance, her 

gesture described daily concerns and what she called “the movement that 

cannot be stopped”, making it difficult to establish long-term relation-

ships. After she realised that the way she had vented her frustration might 

be understood as xenophobia, Gordana tried to soften her position. She 

said she would not mind if someone came from another and moved into a 

house down the street, which she pointed to as we spoke. “If we get to 

know each other there’s no problem. Everybody is an immigrant (dosel-

jenik) in Dugave”, indicating how histories of migration may foster rela-

tions of proximity. However, the hundreds of constantly changing name-

less faces accommodated at the hotel affected her differently, especially 

given that her house was one of the closest to the hotel. Gordana’s family 

had lived in the street for 19 years and was planning to sell the house for 

half the price because no one would buy it. Many other neighbours com-

plained about the drop in property prices since Hotel Porin had become a 

reception centre for asylum seekers.144 Echoing other voices I heard in the 

neighbourhood, she suggested isolating the migrants even further from the 

 
144 Most apartments in Croatian urban areas were in social ownership in Yugoslavia. The 

housing market in Croatia grew most significantly in the mid-1990s after the end of the 

war. The conditions for it were enabled by restructuring ownership from the socialist pe-

riod, and by intensifying the sale of apartments which had been under the socialist right of 

occupancy (stanarsko pravo) (Tica and Boras 2012:323). In the 1990s, the role of workers’ 

organisations and housing attributions was abolished, which had far-reaching negative ef-

fects on housing rights and policies. Most people could not afford private housing or have 

a decent standard of housing (Bežovan 2003:94). Given its location on the edge of the city, 

as the city was expanding, many residents of the former rural areas of Dugave, Jakuševec 

and Hrelić sold their land and made a profit. This point was often made in discussing the 

current drop in property prices in the vicinity of Hotel Porin, as well regarding the new 

wealth in the neighbourhood. 
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populated parts of the city, and explained how her life had changed be-

cause her family lived so close to the reception centre: 

It was nice before. Now they pass the time walking around, and 

reduce our quality of life … We no longer sit in the back yard. 

Kids don’t play on the street. I don’t feel comfortable. Smugglers 

are in front of the house almost every day. The police come at 2 

a.m. It’s disturbing. It’s not possible to talk to them … they have 

headphones. They’re drunk. I can tell them, but the new ones will 

come, and then again?... Our refugees [from Vukovar in the 

1990s] were also here back then, but they didn’t do this, they 

didn’t walk here and leave rubbish lying around … cigarette butts, 

cups, food … 

Given that the asylum procedure took from months to up to two years, she 

thought the hotel residents had too much time on their hands to spend wan-

dering close to local houses, just as I had experienced walking around with 

my interlocutors who lived at Porin. The temporality involved in refugees 

waiting for the state’s decision on their application for asylum seeped into 

the urban fabric and transformed the daily life of Gordana’s family. She 

referenced and differentiated current refugee movements from those of the 

1990s, and claimed to have had better experiences of the latter. She told 

me how tired she was of it all after one incident. The story was similar to 

the many I heard constantly throughout this residential area during the 

year. The following quote depicts events that were retold as a rumour: 

One night, around 6 a.m., a few Porin residents entered Gordana’s 

backyard. They were loud. One young man took a photo, climbed 

on top of the car and dented the roof, causing four thousand 

HRK145 of damage. The other young men in the group took their 

dog out of the yard. The loud barking woke the family and upset 

them. The men left. 

In some versions, the men tried to open the car. In another, the dog was 

stolen. Regardless of differences in the details, the underlying theme of 

migrants entering the yard remained. They were considered to have trans-

gressed a socio-spatial boundary. The other neighbours usually told me 

this rumour in the context of a narrative about what the refugees from 

 
145 1 EUR amounts to around 7.5 HRK. 
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Porin were “actually” like, implying that they were not “real” refugees. In 

contrast, Gordana referred to them as a particular group among many to 

make me understand that she felt compassion for them, despite her frus-

tration. Her first-hand experience made the Gap smaller. Pausing after she 

had spoken negatively about the asylum seekers in an angry and upset 

tone, Gordana continued convincingly, “I’m not xenophobic. I know these 

people have been through a lot...”. The next time I spoke to her some 

months later, a child was coming home from school in the neighbourhood 

of Travno, passing by her house towards Porin. Gordana smiled to her, and 

said, “Hello!”, and seemed to be touched. After the child left, the corners 

of her eyebrows turned upwards and sadness replaced the smile on her 

face. She commented on how hard it must have been for them and said, 

“I’m sorry for them … but not those guys. They’re not refugees”. 

She showed empathy with the people fleeing misfortune, and 

largely blamed national and local government, which she thought should 

have organised a better reception for the migrants. However, further on in 

the conversation she slipped into more xenophobic narratives, like the 

ones I had heard from less compassionate locals who reduced the new-

comers to “savages”, “Mujahideens” “rapists and terrorists”, non-human 

beings and objects. Throughout our talks, she channelled her irritation, an-

ger and defeat through discursive descriptions such as the “loud, uncivi-

lised hordes”, pointing to their movement in groups and their disregard for 

social norms in public spaces. This discourse led her to claim they were 

not refugees, and come closer to depicting them as ‘fake refugees’.146 Re-

lying on her past experiences of migrant men in front of her house, and 

gendered and national distinctions, Gordana drew a line between Croatian 

refugees and Syrian children on the one hand, and these young men on the 

other. 

The simultaneity of compassion and xenophobia was quite wide-

spread in Dugave, and while I was struggling to understand Gordana’s ac-

count of it, she herself was struggling to articulate it. She told me that she 

had contacted the municipality, and said, “I’ve asked myself more than 

once whether I’m exaggerating. Am I right to complain? Are these just 

small problems?... But it’s an everyday matter for me.” Her xenophobia 

 
146 See Freedman (2015:2) for more discussion on the gendering of deservingness with 

regard to concepts such as ‘false refugees’ or ‘economic migrants’. 
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was milder and more nuanced than that of a young man I had overheard 

on bus 220 for example, when I was sitting close by with my Iranian in-

terlocutor from Porin. He looked at us and told the girl next to him how he 

would kill them all. Even the most compassionate people could be irritated 

by the problems Gordana mentioned.147 However, as these concerns be-

came wrapped in more xenophobic discourses, they could significantly af-

fect the lives of asylum seekers.  

Both empathy and anger emerged from Gordana’s encounters 

with the newcomers, and these feelings continued to co-exist. The in-

trapersonal conflict also resulted in feelings of confusion and even guilt. 

She was weighing the quality of the everyday life of her family against the 

moral right to complain about people in need. Other Dugave residents also 

expressed these types of affective ambiguity and moral confusion. Months 

later in my home town, I talked to a Croatian man in his fifties who had 

just watched a news story on the increasing numbers of migrants on the 

Bosnian-Croatian border. “You don’t know how to position yourself. They 

talk about sending the military to the border. If I lived in Lika [a region], 

and a migrant came into my house, I can understand … But who knows 

… Maybe he just wanted water, to eat something … Croatians can also 

walk into your house. Us-and-them divisions are made … You really don’t 

know what’s right”.  

I commonly encountered this switching back and forth between 

compassion and fear, emphasising similarities and pointing out the differ-

ences, sometimes through racist categorisations.148 The above examples 

show some of the ways in which the heterogeneity and complexity of the 

current migrations, and the way competing public discourses interacted 

with everyday encounters and experiences, resulted in affective paradoxes 

and ambiguities which could cause moral confusion. The uncertainty and 

sense of bewilderment exacerbated a need for categorical distinctions in 

 
147 Much has been written on this phenomenon (Maney and Abraham 2008-09; Dear 1992; 

Ferwerda et al. 2017). It is known as NIMBYism, coming from an acronym for the phrase 

“not in my back yard”, and describes a community’s protectionism and opposition towards 

unwelcome development in the neighbourhood.  
148 Similarly, Helms (2022:9) writes that in Bihać, she met people “who otherwise ex-

pressed great empathy towards the migrants, who may have bought some of them food 

outside a bakery or collected used clothing for them, who nevertheless avoided public 

places frequented by migrants or stopped buying fruit and vegetables at a certain market 

because, they said, they saw migrants shopping there and touching the produce”. 
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the figure of the refugee. During this process, just as in other countries, 

global distinctions between real refugees and asylum seekers, and ‘bogus’ 

or ‘fake’ refugees temporarily resolved some of the confusion, in the same 

way as distinctions between ‘refugees’ and ‘migrants’. However, given 

that this same reception centre once accommodated Croatian refugees, lo-

cal history was also wrapped up in the process. Interestingly, when I talked 

to Gordana a few months later she said, “It’s calmed down. We haven’t 

had any problems. So either we’ve got used to it or they’ve got better”. 

This account indicates that, on the one hand, conviviality was processual, 

periodic, that is, related to the rhythms of migrant arrivals or dynamics at 

the hotel and around it. On the other hand, it points to a potential for 

change and improvement, though this was not without uncertainty. 

“Something is Strange Here, Somebody is Lying”: Suspicion 

between Whispers and Silence 

A warm day in June 2018. A football game had been organised for the 

Porin residents and staff in a stadium in Novi Zagreb, around 20 minutes’ 

walking distance from the hotel itself.149 Not many asylum seekers turned 

up, but I recognised the few young men who took an active part in activi-

ties at the hotel, including the language class I held. Watching the game as 

we stood behind the goal, I asked Jelena, who was working at Porin, if she 

knew anything else about the bad reputation of Maghrebi migrants that I 

kept hearing. A few days before the game, I had heard a story about the 

so-called Algerian Superman, the nickname given to a man who had sur-

vived a jump from the fourth floor of the hotel. Suicides were occasionally 

attempted, and in Chapter 5 I discuss them in relation to the way asylum 

seekers hoped to influence the asylum decision-making process. This man 

seems to have had an issue with drugs. The “Superman” was also known 

for having frequent loud disputes in hallways at Porin, but Jelena, who 

 
149 Jurković (2018) conducted a case study of NK Zagreb 041, a football team invested in 

refugee integration which included asylum seekers and asylees in its ranks. This team often 

had matches in Dugave, and during one period, before my fieldwork started, the team coach 

was an asylee. NK Zagreb 041 had connections with the NGO CMS, which facilitated 

gatherings with asylum seekers. The connection was also strengthened through the core 

values of anti-racism held by the team and its fans (White Angels). See also Vukušić and 

Miočić (2017) for a discussion of NK Zagreb 041 as a “leftist” football club. 
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knew him slightly better, said, “He’s a good guy”. After he survived the 

suicide attempt, people started calling him Superman and joking that “he 

thought he could fly” in jocular retellings of a grim event. However, I 

found one thing about Jelena’s answer more interesting than its content. 

In the same way as Prince had talked to me some months before about 

Porin residents who consumed drugs, Jelena lowered her head slightly, 

looked over her shoulder and lowered her voice to a whisper. Then she 

said, “You never know who’s listening”. Her concern mirrored those of 

other volunteers and former migrants who feared that Dugave residents 

would overreact to hearing stories out of context, and have an exaggerated 

reaction or use them as evidence of prejudice. Below, I delve into the lack 

of communication between the hotel and the people living in the area 

around it, and trace how meanings were produced and feelings were cir-

culated across the group boundary. 

The majority of Dugave residents had little direct contact with the 

newcomers. Apart from what they had heard in the media, the people I 

talked to, who lived in a large cross-section of the neighbourhood, knew 

little about life inside the hotel. Sometimes, when I told them I volunteered 

there, they would ask me about life inside, to which I would reply with 

caution like Jelena and other volunteers. Those working at Porin, or in 

other organisations addressing integration, would often say that people 

who thought about the newcomers in terms of stereotypes were unin-

formed. There were no official communicative exchanges between the ho-

tel administration and the surrounding residential areas. Nevertheless, de-

spite our caution, information about the hotel and its new residents was 

frequently “leaked”, and was constantly exchanged through informal con-

duits in the neighbourhood. Stories were told, rumours were spread and 

impressions were made through direct encounters and experiences, but 

also by word of mouth through informal conversations in the many café 

bars around the hotel, or by people walking their dog in the park, talking 

over the fence or through the window of their residence.150 In local resi-

dents’ narratives, several channels emerged through which rumours spread 

outwards from the hotel. One woman’s daughter, a volunteer at Porin, had 

 
150 There was also a Facebook group on which Dugave residents occasionally posted when 

there was an incident with the newcomers, but these public groups were not very active 

during my time in the field. See Medlobi (2018) for a study of social media and attitudes 

towards migrants, refugees and asylees in Croatia. 
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talked to her uncomfortably about “the hallways full of men smoking 

hookas and watching her”. An older man I talked to in the park said he 

knew what was going on because his friend worked as a security guard at 

Porin. A school counsellor I talked to in the neighbourhood of Travno told 

me that at the parents’ meeting, a concerned Croatian mother who worked 

at the infectious diseases ward had asked how they could allow refugee 

children with tuberculosis into the school. Attempts to be cautious on be-

half of volunteers about stories and events that might not fit the image of 

a “good refugee” were interpreted as intended silence or occlusion of facts, 

giving rise to feelings of suspicion about what was “really” going on. 

On hearing Jelena’s cautious whispering, I remembered my con-

versation with Marina, a Dugave resident, one month earlier. She had been 

walking her dog alone that afternoon in a car park around 50 metres from 

Porin. Marina had lived in the street close to the hotel for the previous four 

years with her husband. They had had no problems with the migrants per-

sonally, but she had heard rumours about other neighbours’ problems. She 

proceeded to tell me these stories, and I recognised some of them from my 

talks with the other residents in the nearby streets, such as the reports of 

the migrants entering someone’s back yard. Although she apparently felt 

safe walking her dog alone alongside Hotel Porin during the day, she said: 

It's not pleasant. Especially at night, when there’s a horde in the 

darkness … But the people are changing, circulating … They are 

also of different types … The individuals are savages. I wouldn’t 

mind them being here if they were normal. But they need to fit in 

… or at least respect.  

Her friend’s son had been mugged in front of the Dugave elementary 

school. Some asylum seekers had stolen his phone. Marina repeated a sen-

sitive story about a sexual assault during the summer, which had fuelled 

tensions in the neighbourhood. “The girl attacked was a girlfriend of one 

of the Bad Blue Boys, so they [the football fans] threatened to set Porin on 

fire”. In the months after this incident, a police van was stationed in front 

of the hotel in the car park Marina and I had chatted about. Like some of 

the others who told this story, Marina used it as an example of how police 

were protecting the migrants more than they were protecting residents of 

neighbourhood, and situated this example within her larger perception of 

how the state protected migrants more than its citizens. She continued, 
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“They have breakfast, lunch and dinner for free at the hotel. And our pen-

sioners are hungry. And then they sell the cans of food they get at Porin to 

our pensioners at Hrelić [the flea market]”.151 I remembered how Ivan, a 

Ukrainian refugee in his late sixties I had met in the language class, had 

gone to Hrelić to sell some razors and a toothbrush he had received as a 

donation because it was hard to live on the one hundred HRK a month he 

received from the state. Marina and many others thought that asylum seek-

ers should be more than satisfied with their meals and accommodation, 

and that Croatian citizens in need did not receive sufficient social protec-

tion. The case of the police protecting the migrants after a sexual assault 

fit this narrative. Marina described the mismatch between what she under-

stood as expectations in terms of how to feel about the refugees, and her 

interpretations of situations on the ground: 

We are supposed to feel sorry for them … The locals complain all 

the time. We signed the petition. The neighbours wrote to the me-

dia, but they didn’t want to publish. They’re covering it up, every 

negative case. They’re protected. 

She believed the locals’ pleas for protection were being ignored, while the 

migrants were kept safe. Many asylum seekers saw it the other way 

around, that they were unsafe. For residents like Marina, the silence about 

“negative cases” was understood as a cover-up. Similar themes can be 

found in the letter sent to the media in October 2016 by a group of neigh-

bours, signed “Dugave residents”: 

With regard to the problems we are facing, and there are many, 

such as the daily vulgarities thrown at women and little girls (…) 

Someone would take our calls, and our phone numbers, promise 

that someone would answer and no one would ever answer. The 

only explanation is that no one is allowed to speak negatively 

about this subject, to make sure no one from the EU can criticise 

“us”. We are always bowing to others.152  

 
151 See Tkalčić Simetić (2015) for the contested meanings of Hrelić as a heterotopic place, 

and the conflicting meanings and marginality which reflect the historical and politico-eco-

nomic conflicts inherent to post-socialist transition. 
152https://www.zagreb.info/aktualno/moj-kvart/jecaj-ocajnih-stanovnika-dugava-azilanti-

po-cijele-dane-piju-razbijaju-i-kradu-sve-pred-ocima-nase-djece/91644/ 
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Volunteers did not want “negative cases” to be heard because the locals 

would overreact, and the locals, understanding this management of their 

impressions as a cover-up strategy, argued that they were “not allowed to 

speak”. 

In these groups, the place between whispers and silence was fertile 

ground for suspicion. Marina’s neighbour, referring to the same issues, 

said, “Something is strange here. Somebody is lying”. The authors of the 

letter provided an interesting “only explanation” for the silence and their 

not being allowed to speak. The assumption that Croatians had to remain 

silent, and accept the migrants without dissent to please the EU, is an ex-

ample of the way the marginality of the migrants, and the marginality of 

Dugave residents in the city, overlapped with the position of Croatia on 

the European periphery. However, suspicion towards the state and the mi-

gration volunteers extended to the figure of the refugee. With a contemp-

tuous smile, Marina talked about the behaviour of newcomers she had ob-

served and heard about, “They smoke Marlboro. Drink beer. That is a bit 

of an eyesore”. Marlboro is known to be a more luxurious brand of ciga-

rette, thus conflicting with the image of the poor refugee. The theme of 

beer and alcohol generally in the narratives about the newcomers was usu-

ally related to the image of a Muslim153. When they were unable to situate 

their interpretations of migrants’ behaviour into categories such as ‘poor 

refugee’ and ‘Muslim refugee’, neighbourhood residents experienced feel-

ings of suspicion about who these people “really” were, and felt a form of 

contempt which deprecated the other and elevated the self. Contempt is a 

form of judgement (Hall 2010), a matter of valuing some worth or status 

(Roberts 2003:255-6), so it has a profound socio-moral dimension. It sig-

nals an absence of respect and can mute compassion, potentiating anger 

and disgust (Gervais and Fessler 2017). Contempt extends the Gap. 

Another category that facilitates suspicion, as well as mistrust and 

contempt rather than compassion, involves ‘deserters’. The cashier in the 

small shop near the hotel raised similar questions about the Muslim faith 

and her experiences with Porin residents who were buying or stealing beer 

from the shelves. She said, “Yes, we should help the people, I understand. 

There was war here … people were leaving, but among them, there are 

 
153 See Tamimi Arab (2022) for a more complex relationship between alcohol consumption 

and Islam. 
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many young men, so, you know, take a rifle, put it on your shoulder and 

go”. She was implying that these men should stay and fight in the war as 

Croatian men had done. The contemptuous narrative about young refugee 

men as ‘deserters’ failing to defend their country was quite common. In 

discussing militarised notions of masculinity in Croatia, Schäuble 

(2014:18) argues that masculinity continues to be a central mobilising 

source for nationalist forces, influencing discourses on European integra-

tion and attitudes towards globalisation. Arguing that migration is shaped 

by the histories of the localities around it, this chapter has highlighted how 

local constructions of masculinity were wrapped into processes that wid-

ened the Gap and impeded hospitality by raising suspicion and producing 

contempt. 

“They Look Better than Us”: Resentment  

In April 2019, I was walking around Hotel Porin when a man in his late 

twenties pulled up in his car alongside one of the nearby houses. He looked 

me up and down. Recalling the stories of residents in these houses experi-

encing thefts for which they blamed the Porin residents, and that I had 

already been mistaken for an asylum seeker a few times, I greeted the 

young man in Croatian and introduced myself to avoid suspicion. His 

name was Vlado, and he was a driver who had lived here with his family 

his whole life. Because he was the same age and nationality as me, Vlado 

was very willing to confide in me, and started to tell me about his issues 

with the hotel residents. “Catastrophe. They steal clothes here. Every-

thing.” I asked if he had complained about it to anyone, and he interrupted, 

“Please. Who can I complain to? They have more rights than I do. You 

can’t do anything. Fences won’t do anything … and if I get a dog and the 

dog bites him, then I’ll get a fine. It’s like he bit Kolinda [the Croatian 

president at the time]”. Vlado made comparisons with the Croatian refu-

gees accommodated at Hotel Porin in the 1990s, saying, “Our refugees 

were here as well, and everything was all right. These ones have no culture 

(…). People fought for our country”.  

After suggesting that ‘our refugees’ had caused fewer problems, 

Vlado insinuated that his new neighbours also differed from them because 

they were not fighting for their countries and were ‘deserters’. Vlado then 
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started to expand on this, saying, like Marina, that the migrants had more 

rights than the citizens of Croatia. He said they had privileges, such as 

money, food and a roof over their heads. When I told him they only re-

ceived one hundred HRK a month (he had thought they received two to 

three hundred), he said, “Yeah, but if you’re just sitting here all day it 

would be enough for you”. He went on to complain about how he earned 

three thousand HRK a month and could not easily afford to buy the luxu-

ries he was seeing the migrants with. Katarina, the barista I talked to in the 

nearby bar, expressed a similar frustration with her own precarity. Noting 

how “they look better than us”, she brought up her own struggles with a 

low wage154: 

But they have smartphones, Apple iPhone 6, when it had just 

come out. I have to work eight months for it. And Adidas shoes. 

How? What, they came here from there, and went straight to buy 

the phone in Tele 2? I can’t afford that (…). Our people didn’t 

have anything when they were escaping war. They went shirtless, 

at least that’s what we hear from the old people. 

Vlado and Katarina could not fit these observations into the category of a 

‘refugee in need’, embedded in local history. Darinka, an older woman 

from the neighbourhood, told me, “Our people fled poverty, and these are 

coming with full wallets. (…) I can’t recognise the clothes brands, but 

others tell me they look expensive. They talk on expensive cell phones. 

They’re better off than the locals”. 

The underlying idea in these narratives is that the refugees are 

more privileged than the “hosts”. Seeing symbols of privilege among the 

newcomers led to feelings of disappointment, anger, frustration, resent-

ment and even hatred. However, in Croatia the figure of the refugee is also 

mediated by the local history of war and refugeeness. I discussed this pre-

viously in relation to Ksenija, who had been a refugee from Bosnia in the 

1990s, and who had felt privileged in relation to the new refugees because 

she had had family, as well as religious and linguistic connections when 

she arrived in Croatia. The above case relates refugeeness to history dif-

ferently, contrasting Croatian refugees as poor and shirtless in a romanti-

cised form of memory passed on from the older generation.  

 
154 Croatia’s median gross hourly earnings are the lowest in the EU (Eurostat 2018). 
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 In contrast, the concept of a ‘privileged refugee’ is turned on its head 

in this case. Like Vlado, many other young residents I met were struggling 

with low wages and faced difficulties in moving out of their parents’ 

home. They were young, mostly but not exclusively men, had no higher 

education, and were unemployed or working in unstable, low-paid jobs. 

Within this group, the idea that the newcomers were better off was quite 

pronounced. In fact, this background fuelled suspicion that the newcomers 

were not refugees at all. It also revealed how certain Croatian citizens felt 

disappointed and deprived of a certain socioeconomic standing, when they 

had struggled with precarity in a post-war, post-socialist and post-crisis 

space on the European periphery. At the end of our conversation, Vlado 

said, for instance, that he wanted to go abroad to make more money, an-

nouncing that it might even happen next week. This is an example of how 

a ‘local’ can be uprooted too. Fassin (2013:260) argues that resentment is 

a reaction to a relational situation, tied to what Pierre Bourdieu (1999 

[1993]:4) designates “positional suffering,” the misery emanating from a 

social location and the frustrations it elicits. In Dugave, resenting azilanti 

was strongly related to other local tensions, vulnerabilities and injustices. 

Interestingly, on one occasion in January 2018 I was walking with 

Reza, a Porin resident, through these same streets where the Dugave resi-

dents had complained to me about “well-off migrants”. I asked him 

whether he would like to stay in Dugave after he was granted asylum and 

had left the hotel. He replied that he thought it would be very difficult for 

him to afford, and that “the houses here all look really wealthy”. I remem-

bered this when I talked to Darinka in May 2018, and told her that her 

house and the neighbouring houses looked as if they belonged to high-

income residents. She agreed to an extent:  

The houses are nice; the cars are new and expensive. If you try 

walking around there, there are lawyers, a judge, ombudsman … 

some people who live in Switzerland, but it’s just outer appear-

ances. In fact, they’re poor and in debt.  

Another older woman down the street, who had been a refugee from Bos-

nia herself and said she had had bad relations with other Dugave residents, 

reacted more strongly and started laughing when I pointed out that the 

neighbourhood looked wealthy. She smirked cynically and said, “Yes, the 

cars look expensive, but they’re sub-tenants, barely covering the costs of 
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rent. Everybody aspires high, [but this is] only how it looks on the out-

side”. The idea of a privileged or non-privileged local was contested by 

asylum seekers as well as the locals themselves.  

I pointed out how the categories of ‘local residents’ and ‘refugees’ 

in Dugave were ambiguously related to notions of luxury and privilege, 

where both seemed to think the other was well-off, judging by appear-

ances. This further indicated what I had frequently observed in Dugave, 

that most public encounters remained brief and lacking in “deeper” dia-

logue, resulting in a reliance on visual cues and non-verbal communication 

which produced the Gap through stereotyping. The figure of the refugee 

shifted or disappeared as it was moved differently through contestations 

of privilege by different actors. The figure of a Croatian refugee appeared 

too, often from direct experience or passed down as a romanticised 

memory. The ability to make distinctions was exacerbated by the issues 

involved in living in proximity and an emphasis on negative experiences 

with the newcomers. At the same time, greater proximity seemed to induce 

an understanding of the other, also making a distinction, for example, be-

tween a ‘refugee schoolgirl’ and ‘drug-using young men’, allowing com-

passion and xenophobia to co-exist. Thus, the potential for inclusion in the 

neighbourhood can be understood as limited to certain types of migrants, 

and differences among types are infused with moral expectations, often 

related to local history. 

“We are Threatened with Contagion”: Disgust 

When I arrived in Zagreb in January 2017 to prepare for fieldwork, and 

tried to move into Dugave, I encountered stories about Croatian citizens 

being victims of migrant attacks. Equally, previous research has shown 

that asylum seekers in Croatia are considered a threat (Gregurović et al. 

2016; Pozniak and Petrović 2014; Župarić-Iljić and Gregurović 

2013:209). Many Dugave residents complained about the refuse around 

Hotel Porin, as in this excerpt from the above-mentioned letter sent to the 

media in October 2016 by a group of neighbours, and signed “Dugave 

residents”: 
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In fact, one of the burning problems is REFUSE, and we present 

evidence in the form of photographs. We frequently call 

“Čistoća”, but they say they can do nothing until they obtain a 

warrant from the authorities in charge of the reception centre for 

more frequent waste removal, and waste removal in general, be-

cause part of the refuse is not being removed, and we are threat-

ened with contagion and rats, etc. Flying cockroaches have al-

ready appeared, so we disinfect 4 times a year and sometimes 

more often, for which we have proof. 155 

While the letter largely blamed the city authorities and the manager of Ho-

tel Porin, it recommended teaching “these people civilised behaviour (kul-

tura ponašanja)” and “not to throw rubbish around in the street”. Fears of 

contagion were common among the people I met who lived nearby. In 

December 2016, a discussion was organised on experiences and chal-

lenges in the relationship between Dugave and Hotel Porin residents, mod-

erated by NGOs present at the hotel. An activist who had taken part in this 

discussion recalled it when we talked some months later. She said:  

All they [Dugave residents] talked about was refuse, rapes and 

hysterical out of touch things... like, “What if someone [from 

Porin] bites my daughter and she gets AIDS” … I mean … People 

have no idea … 

Along with the lack of information, a sense of fear which this activist 

deemed irrational, security issues and a desire to “disperse” the migrants 

into several “spots” in the city, one of the main concerns expressed by the 

Dugave residents at the discussion was cleanliness. Interestingly, I once 

saw refuse collectors at work in one of the streets near Porin. Out of curi-

osity, I asked if they had noticed more rubbish around the hotel. The an-

swer was a decisive, “No. If anything, the locals produce more refuse,” 

one man said. Indeed, as I walked around in a radius of one or two kilo-

metres, I saw at least two “local” dumping grounds of aggregated refuse 

bags, old washing machines and other waste products. The city of Zagreb 

 
155https://www.zagreb.info/aktualno/moj-kvart/jecaj-ocajnih-stanovnika-dugava-azilanti-

po-cijele-dane-piju-razbijaju-i-kradu-sve-pred-ocima-nase-djece/91644/ 
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in general has a number of issues with refuse collection and infrastruc-

ture.156 However, Dugave is one of the neighbourhoods near Jakuševac, 

the city’s refuse disposal site, sometimes also referred to as Hrelić, which 

has been a long-standing issue for many people living in southeast Zagreb. 

Particularly in the summer months, there is a smell of refuse in the air, 

even inside apartments, and I struggled with it myself while I lived there. 

I remember talking to Nikolina, a young woman living in Dugave, about 

the future of the neighbourhood and she said, “That depends now on two 

things only: Jakuševac and Porin”. In June 2018, I heard similar concerns 

as I was walking around Porin again and met Laura, a woman in her for-

ties, who lived in a small street close to the hotel. In discussing how the 

local residents had had no say in the decision to turn Hotel Porin into a 

reception centre for asylum seekers, she said: 

People have all sorts of destinies, don’t get me wrong. But it was 

already a done deal … The property values have dropped … And 

Hrelić [refuse disposal site] is here as well. Do we have to carry 

all the burden? There are other locations. (…) They drive around 

in the bus. You get home from work exhausted. The bus is already 

full and then they are here on top of it.” 

This is an example of how Hotel Porin and Jakuševac were often used by 

Dugave residents as two neuralgic points when they expressed their dis-

satisfaction with life in the neighbourhood. Both points reflect the rela-

tionship of the neighbourhood with the rest of the city and with the city 

authorities that did not consult them upon opening the reception centre. 

The association of migrants and refuse resulted from the circum-

stances of life on the city’s periphery, as well as urban planning which 

aimed to keep refuse disposal and the reception centre away from the city 

centre. Importantly, the feelings of fear and disgust were instructive of the 

ways newcomers were not only spatially but socially marginalised. For 

Douglas (1966:18), dirt is “matter out of place”, and fear of pollution is 

related to the maintenance of social categories. Building on this, Malkki 

(1995:4) argues that “in the national order of things, refugeeness is itself 

 
156https://faktograf.hr/2020/06/09/problem-otpada-u-zagrebu-usluga-sve-losija-i-skuplja-

a-kontroverzni-poduzetnici-sve-bogatiji/ 
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an aberration of categories, a zone of pollution”.157 In addition to the sym-

bolism and materiality of dirt, comparisons of azilanti with seljaci (villag-

ers/peasants) and cigani (gipsies) also indicate their outsider position.158 

Many more extreme racist terms were present, some of which even posi-

tioned the newcomers outside the social sphere (scum, cattle, garbage, sav-

ages, hordes). Anderson (2017:6) highlights metaphors of pests and inva-

sion in relation to asylum seekers: “(...) there are three interrelated conno-

tations of invasive vermin that are of relevance to anxieties about asylum: 

waste, numbers and threats to the home”. These metaphors are employed 

to make sense of an unwanted co-presence. Anyone who has “invaded” 

the social sphere, whether they be designated vermin or other non-human 

metaphors, can find themselves on the receiving end of a desire to elimi-

nate, in line with the metaphor of extermination. As Anderson (2017) 

states, “[t]he etymological origin of ‘exterminate’ is to put beyond the 

boundary or the frontier”. 

Similarly, the feeling of disgust which frequently accompanied re-

actions to dirt implies that a social, symbolic and or spatial boundary had 

been transgressed. Ahmed (2004:86) notes that “[t]o be disgusted is after 

all to be affected by what one has rejected”.159 Through disgust, “bodies 

‘recoil’” from their proximity (Ahmed 2004:80).160 Durham (2011:135) 

recommends that disgust should serve as a heuristic, to prompt questions. 

 
157 A large body of literature addresses the relationship between pollution and migrants as 

outsiders. See Arendt (1973) for the concept of ‘scum of the earth’; Turner (1969) for an 

understanding of liminal individuals as polluting, and thus dangerous; Bauman (2004) for 

‘human waste’ and ‘superfluous population’; the concept of the ‘parasitical’ refugee 

(Laachir 2007:177; Germann Moltz and Gibson 2007:9-10) and a discussion of ‘urban pol-

lution’ by Dürr and Jaffe (2010). 
158 I even heard the term domaći (locals) being used to talk about Porin residents. However, 

it was not a reference to asylum seekers being integrated. On the contrary, it would be 

uttered with an ironic smile, implying that the new residents were local, but not accepted. 

In other words, it implied that the asylum seekers were spatially present but socially re-

jected. 
159 Ahmed (2004:86) argues that “bodies that are disgusted are also bodies that feel a cer-

tain rage, a rage that the object has got close enough to sicken, and to be taken over or 

taken in”. 
160 See also Bauman’s (2000:101) concept of ‘emic spaces’ which, building on Levi 

Strauss, he depicts as consisting of “‘vomiting’, spitting out the others seen as incurably 

strange and alien”. 
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She analyses it as “a sentiment that unites physical experience with emo-

tional force and moral evaluation”.161 Moreover, Durham claims that dis-

gust monitors the boundaries of the self and marks boundaries, or creates 

them, both in the material and the social world. It naturalises differences 

and distinctions through its physicality. Disgust thus reproduces the Gap. 

Overemphasising elements which invoke disgust, such as refuse, as well 

as terms such as migrantsko smeće (migrant scum) allow distance to be re-

established in conditions of unwanted proximity, distance that precedes 

hostile reception and rejection.  

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have discussed the relations and feelings which consti-

tuted certain aspects of co-existence between the newcomers and existing 

residents in Dugave, a neighbourhood deemed to be a place of both danger 

and safety. I observed minor differences depending on the part of the 

neighbourhood where residents lived. Arguably, people living in the areas 

further from the hotel regarded it as safer, even though some who were 

living closer to it also felt safe, just as some who were living on the oppo-

site side to the reception centre were sometimes against it being in Dugave. 

Proximity to Hotel Porin only partially explains these attitudes. They 

should equally be seen in the context of interplay with other variables such 

as the personal values, prejudices and exposure to rumours. These attitudes 

also depended on particular incidents, and changes in the numbers of mi-

grants.  

In relation to migration, and forms of giving between citizens and 

non-citizens that are encompassed through the concept of reception, schol-

ars of hospitality have pointed out asymmetrical aspects (Rozakou 

2012:563), but also its flexible and shifting nature (Herzfeld 1987; Cabot 

2016:159; Rozakou 2012). Rather than understanding reception as either 

hospitable or hostile, the concept of the Gap allowed me to highlight the 

instability of reception by following the “shiftiness” of it, in other words 

by tracing wavering relations and affects in the ways migration interacted 

 
161 Durham (2011:32) emphasises that disgust is “(...) often directed against lower classes 

in a social hierarchy to suggest baser, coarser, more animalistic characteristics”. 
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with everyday situations at the local level. Reception of migrants in 

Dugave was both hospitable and hostile. 

I analysed the talk of “azilanti” in Dugave as entangled with urban 

meanings and changes, and in relation to how it widened or narrowed the 

Gap between groups. I explored the affective landscapes involved in the 

reception of newcomers which accompanied this talk. Although it is by no 

means an exhaustive list, the juxtaposition of feelings of safety, fear, dis-

comfort, compassion, humility, anger, guilt, confusion, suspicion, resent-

ment and disgust attempted to highlight some of the ambiguities in the 

local reception of migrants.  

My observations also accounted for an interplay between border-

ing, racialisation, local precarity and solidarity, and demonstrated how this 

interaction produced ambiguous affects which enabled different ways of 

negotiating the Gap. Interaction between spaces and feelings in Dugave 

opened up new opportunities for negotiating the figure of the refugee (‘real 

refugee’, ‘fake refugee’, ‘privileged refugee’, ‘better refugee’, ‘our refu-

gee’). 

Given that the neighbourhood of Dugave is a crucial site in medi-

ating transit migration, the local affective landscape may influence mi-

grants’ aspirations to stay in the neighbourhood, city or country. Continu-

ing with the theme of rejection of newcomers with which this chapter ends, 

the next chapter turns to migrants’ strategies in terms of home-making in 

the context of securitisation at the reception centre, as well as the practices 

involved in actively attempting to contest some of the local representations 

discussed above. 
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4| Hotel Porin: Bordering and Home-

(Un)making at the Edge of the City 

Introduction  

The previous chapter addressed the theme of migrant reception and em-

placement. It described affective nuances in how Dugave residents made 

sense of the presence of migrants in the neighbourhood, and negotiated the 

Gap in relation to local history, bordering, racialisation and precarity. As 

a necessary counterpart to this discussion, the current chapter presents Ho-

tel Porin in Dugave, Zagreb’s only reception centre for asylum seekers, 

and describes life inside it from the point of view of the migrants. 

I emphasise that Hotel Porin, like other types of ‘campicised’ 

(Kreichauf 2018) refugee accommodation on the outskirts of cities, partic-

ularly in countries on the fringes of the EU, cannot really be separated 

from the European border regime. Hotel Porin is a securitised place, and 

at the same time a ‘waiting zone’ (Bandak and Janeja 2018:7)162 for asy-

lum status, and for continuing the journey to other parts of Europe within 

the Schengen area. Therefore, it is a place where people re-evaluate, and 

weigh up the risk of moving in other directions or enduring the precarity 

of waiting and staying in Croatia.  

I accentuate Hotel Porin’s multiple functions and meanings163 as 

a ‘camp’, but also as a dynamic and ambivalent social institution, or site 

 
162 Bandak and Janeja (2018:3) highlight waiting as power over other people’s time, fol-

lowing Bourdieu. In other words, they see it as an “instrument to elicit particular forms of 

subjectivities, or as a weapon to make existence intolerable for certain groups”. Khosravi 

(2018) conceptualises this as “stolen time”, taken through a strategy of “lifetime seques-

tration”.  
163 Agier (2002), who follows Foucault, points to the partial inclusion and exclusion of the 

camp as a single place, with several use values (as a refuge, as an asylum or as confine-

ment). These values can be seen at Porin, and are characteristics of spaces Foucault (1998) 

calls ‘heterotopias’, worlds within worlds ridden with heterogeneity, contradiction and dis-

turbance, where the inside mirrors the outside but is capable of disturbing it.  
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of agency, encounter and reworking of identity (Bernardot 2008:43; 

Kreichauf 2018:3; Agier 2002:322-3; Ghorashi et al. 2018:387). In this 

sense, I demonstrate how it is a crucial site for studying the precarious 

emplacement of migrants. Although the risk, the state apparatus, the secu-

rity measures and the techniques of the European border regime permeate 

most daily life inside and around it, Hotel Porin is part of the landscape 

and architecture, enmeshed in the urban space, local history and variety of 

social relations both within and around the hotel. It is a meaningful place 

of conflicting feelings, encounters and memories. For those who are forced 

to move on as migrants into Europe, as well as those who have decided to 

stay, it is a threshold for accruing various forms of capital, and a stepping 

stone towards new beginnings, friendships and belonging. 

I approach the bordered, heterotopic and sequestered spaces at 

Hotel Porin (entrance, rooms, office, hallways, yard, quarantine) from a 

reflexive perspective which is “process-oriented, person-based, and al-

low[s] for agency and new possibilities” (Low 2009:22). I also point out 

the multiple meanings, layers and relationships to other places in the city. 

I follow how particular actors navigated the slowness of Croatia’s weak 

asylum infrastructure, and negotiated their identity, ties and feelings in a 

securitised and marginalised space. I specifically focus on practices un-

derstood as ‘tactics’ (De Certeau 1984), such as waiting, socialising, 

cleaning, resisting and home-making. Practices emerged in terms of re-

appropriating spaces as a ‘home’ within the hotel, especially among those 

who had been living there for a long time. However, a discussion of ‘po-

rosity’ directs attention to the ways securitisation could undermine these 

practices. 

In this chapter, I further emphasise Hotel Porin’s importance for 

understanding of the Gap, due to the important meanings it generates with 

regard to how migrants are perceived across Croatia. Moreover, it is im-

portant in terms of the migrants’ perception of a possible life in Croatia, 

and their position in it. By exploring how migrants coped with stigma and 

engaged in the informal economy I highlight how migrant emplacement is 

mediated by local context, its history, precarity and emerging stereotypes. 
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“The last building on the city map” 

 

 

Figure 4. Map of Dugave and Hotel Porin. Adapted from Google Maps.
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Figure 5. Hotel Porin. 
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Hotel Porin: The Camp on the Edge of Zagreb 

Hotel Porin is located on the edge of Dugave, bordering the area known as 

Jakuševac. During Yugoslav state socialism, it was a hotel for single travel-

lers, mostly employees of the state company Croatian Railways (Hrvatske Žel-

jeznice), as it is located directly opposite the Zagreb marshalling yard 

(ranžirni kolodvor). During the 1990s, the hotel was repurposed for accom-

modating refugees, mostly from Eastern Croatia (Vukovar) and Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, indicating an overlap between the local history of refugeeness 

and current refugee migration in the neighbourhood. After the war, the refu-

gees moved out and the hotel was used for weddings and other celebrations. 

In 2011, it came under the jurisdiction of the Croatian Ministry of Internal 

Affairs, and was once again repurposed for refugee accommodation. To date, 

Hotel Porin remains Zagreb’s only reception centre for asylum seekers, host-

ing between two and seven hundred people who come mostly from the Middle 

East and Africa. Hotel Porin is a semi-open camp. Entry is regulated by cur-

few, and the hotel closes at 11 p.m. 

Around six months before I gained access to Hotel Porin, in January 

2017, I took bus 220 to Dugave from the central station (Glavni kolodvor). 

Only a few days before this, around 40 asylum seekers had organised a protest 

in front of the hotel to publicise the fact that they felt unsafe. They specifically 

highlighted the fact that the Croatian police had not reacted to violent baseball-

bat attacks several of them had experienced on New Year’s Eve. The first at-

tack was at Glavni kolodvor in the city at 4:40 a.m., and the second was an 

hour later at the last bus stop (Kauzlarićev prilaz) in the neighbourhood of 

Dugave. A few Croatian men in their thirties had injured three Porin residents 

from Iraq, Syria and Libya. This attack on foreigners in the name of Croatian 

nationals contrasted with the stories about dangerous azilanti attacking Croa-

tians, described in Chapter 3. In conversations with other Zagreb residents, as 

well as with some former migrants who had settled in Croatia, Hotel Porin 

surfaced as a place described through discourses of crime, illness and despair.  

To learn more about it, I got off the bus at Hrelićka, one stop before 

the Kauzlarićev prilaz where the attack had happened. Two young men speak-

ing a foreign language had been on the same bus, and had got off moments 

before me. I walked about 15 metres behind them to ensure I was going the 

right way. It took ten minutes to walk from the station through Matunova street 

to Hotel Porin. The road to the hotel led away from the socialist-era architec-

ture of Novi Zagreb’s apartment buildings, and the landscape started to look 
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more rural, with a village-like smell to counteract the noise of the city. Look-

ing exhausted, with documents in their hands, the two men walked into the 

hotel via the stairs on the right-hand side.  

I later discovered that there were several ways to enter the hotel. The 

main entrance, surrounded by a glass wall of windows, led to the hotel recep-

tion where private security officers oversaw keys and communicated infor-

mation, and where every visitor had to identify themselves and register. The 

stairs at the side entrances led to additional security checks, where residents 

could go through the barriers using their residents’ identity cards. In front of 

the main entrance, surrounded by bushes and flags (EU, Croatia and the Red 

Cross), were four benches where the asylum seekers usually sat to smoke or 

just to talk. On the left-hand side, between the main entrance, some refuse 

containers and a restaurant, was a small park for children and some outdoor 

gym equipment, set among pine trees and separated from the road by a white 

picket fence. On the inside, the residential part of the hotel was roughly di-

vided into a family section and a section largely for single men. However, to 

gain access to the hotel, I had to wait for an official permit. I did not wish to 

intrude without the permit, so I returned to the bus stop, where I met Javid, an 

electrical engineer from Iran who had been living at Porin for two months. He 

had been deported from Austria after a nine-month wait for asylum there. We 

exchanged contacts for when I returned to Zagreb, but by the time I started 

volunteering at Porin, he was already back in Iran, as he had decided there was 

no point in waiting there when so many asylum seekers were being rejected.  

Prince, who now worked at the hotel, arranged a meeting with the 

reception centre administrator in June 2017 to discuss my access. During this 

waiting period, I walked around the hotel alone a few times. On the first oc-

casion night was falling, and the discourses of danger and risk surrounding the 

reception centre were invading my mind and my stomach, replacing my curi-

osity with fear. On at least three similar walks, I questioned whether these 

feelings made me into just another xenophobic Croatian man rather than an 

open-minded anthropologist preparing research, or whether there really were 

objective risks. Were these fears the effect of borders in the city fabric spread-

ing from the territorial edge to the camp, within and around which constructs 

of dangerous Others were communicated among the residents of Zagreb from 

whom I had heard them? Was there a way to understand life inside Hotel 

Porin, and the relations involved in the reception of migrants, without repro-

ducing these discourses? How had these discourses emerged and changed? 

Below, I delve into the complexities behind these questions as I explore what 

it means to be immersed as a third in the Gap. 
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“It Was Good in the Beginning” 

September 2017. It was six years since Hotel Porin had become a reception 

centre for asylum seekers. I met with Firash at a cafe in the centre of Zagreb. 

He was one of the migrants from the first group to arrive at Hotel Porin in 

2011. Firash was a 28-year-old Afghan I had met in 2012 while I was still a 

student in Zagreb. He had arrived in Croatia through Serbia and Macedonia 

after spending five years in Greece. His initial plan had been to go to Germany, 

but he had decided to stay when the policeman at the border told him he could 

also apply for asylum, go to school and university, and work in Croatia. This 

was a very different border crossing story from the ones involving violent 

pushbacks by the Croatian police after the number of migrant arrivals in-

creased and the borders strengthened.164 Speaking to me in Croatian, Firash 

talked about those early days at Porin with nostalgia. “It was good in the be-

ginning. Forty to 50 … maybe 60 with children … of us came to Porin, a full 

bus. Before that I was briefly in Kutina, then a little while in Pula”. Firash 

paused and searched through his phone for photos from the time, but could 

not find them. He proceeded to tell me about the people who had arrived with 

him: 

Now almost all of them have left. One Turkish family and one Arme-

nian are the only ones still here. It was very different. There were not 

so many of us, and people were friendly towards us. A bit later, some 

Algerians and Moroccans came too. They were causing a lot of prob-

lems. 

With a sad look of disappointment on his face, Firash started to describe what 

had happened: 

Yes, stealing, fighting … drugs … weed … pills for sleeping, yes. It 

even happened to me. Once I was walking in the hallway, on the stairs, 

and they tried to open my backpack. I noticed and told them, “What 

are you doing? I’m from Afghanistan, Porin”, so they pulled back and 

left me alone. I never wanted to get into crime. One Iraqi now drives 

a BMW X600. He used to be poor. He sold me his wristband then... 

These guys were going after girls in clubs, asking for sex. Then they 

 
164https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/oct/21/croatian-police-accused-of-

sickening-assaults-on-migrants-on-balkans-trail-bosnia 
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went to Austria, and some have returned. Yes, I saw one of them re-

cently (...) The locals used to come with donations to Porin. Then 

these guys ruined it … Maybe ten out of a hundred people ruined it. 

Firash lived at Porin for around seven months. He was granted subsidiary pro-

tection three months after he applied for international protection, but like 

many others who were granted asylum, he remained at Porin for a while. In 

his case he stayed an additional four months until the state office found him 

an apartment. After the two-year period during which the state finances ac-

commodation for refugees who have been granted asylum, he could not afford 

a place of his own, and spent some time in the homeless shelter. Now he rents 

an apartment from a friend for an affordable price. He occasionally works as 

a translator, since he learned a number of languages during his long journey. 

With no stable employment or income, Firash considered leaving Croatia, as 

some of the friends he had made at the hotel had reached Austria, and often 

informed him how much less precarious life was there. However, he was 

aware that movement west of the border was not particularly easy, and he 

considered the option of conceding defeat and going southwards back to Af-

ghanistan.165 We finished our tea and went for a walk towards Glavni ko-

lodvor. As we walked by Tomislav Square, he said he did not socialise much 

with migrants anymore. “I avoid them. I do not want to be associated with 

them”. I had heard something similar from Warsan some months earlier. 

Like Firash, Warsan had come to Croatia in 2011 and also lived at 

Hotel Porin in the early days of its use as a refugee centre. He was from So-

malia, but had lived and studied in Syria before embarking on his journey to 

Europe. We met when I first gained access to Hotel Porin with Prince as a 

cleaner, as I describe below. On this occasion we were cleaning and standing 

in front of the hotel’s main entrance. He started to describe to me how Porin 

residents were perceived by the locals residing in the area around the hotel. In 

this situation, the hotel entrance represented a physical and symbolic boundary 

space between these two groups as he gestured to the left when he talked about 

asylum seekers, then to the right when he mentioned Dugave residents. Mix-

ing Croatian words with English, he talked about the way the perception of 

refugees had changed from welcome to unwanted after the new migrants ar-

rived. He sounded very like Firash. “Before, it was the best. People were do-

brodošli (welcome). Then some Arabs came … bad people. There were thefts, 

 
165 Lindquist (2009) discusses the shame and embarrassment of failure, or ‘malu’, which ham-

pers migrants from returning to the Indonesian island of Batam. In contrast, I heard migrants in 

Zagreb telling me that if their current plan for asylum failed, after the first or second rejection 

they would return home. 
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drug problems, raping girls. People then started to think tražitelj azila (asylum 

seeker) and azilant (asylee) [were] the same”. Warsan explained how gener-

alisations about azilanti had influenced the way Croatians saw him:  

Before I had this work contract, when I introduced myself as “Warsan. 

Azil” … people think of them (points to the left to some migrants 

inside the Porin hallway)... negatively... Some people that know me, 

they see me as Warsan. When someone doesn’t know me, they don’t 

see me as Warsan... This tears my heart. I saw one (points towards 

Porin) in the club, trying to steal. I told him “Don’t do it when I’m 

here, you know, guards then won’t let me in”. 

Warsan now had a job involving a contract with a company in Zagreb, and 

wanted “to stop his asylum”, as he phrased it. He did not want to be associated 

with azilanti, and thought he could prevent people from stereotyping him as a 

“problematic asylum seeker” by identifying as a foreign worker. Warsan went 

on to convey the trouble and sense of confinement that came with being la-

belled as azilant. “It’s a prison. I cannot travel, I cannot visit my family. There 

is no respect in that term”. 

According to Firash and Warsan’s narratives about the early days, the 

affective landscape of reception towards the newcomers had changed from 

initial hospitable compassion to one more marked by suspicion, fear and re-

jection. Some Dugave residents I talked to also stressed that relations had been 

better at the beginning, and referred to these early days as an idyllic lost past. 

While trouble caused by a few asylum seekers had affected hospitality towards 

them, there is evidence to show that prejudice towards asylum seekers had 

existed from the start (Petrović 2013; Župarić-Iljić and Gregurović 2013). 

These shifts in the affective landscape which influenced the prevalence of gen-

eralisations point to the elasticity of the Gap. Relations of distance that ac-

companied initial prejudice were transformed as people started to feel com-

passion, but were established once again after the behaviour of some “prob-

lematic” individuals was deemed to be disrespectful and ungrateful.  

In contrast to the early days for which they felt a level of nostalgia, 

these two men who had decided to stay in Croatia with low-paid jobs now felt 

stigmatised, and tried to avoid being affiliated with other asylum seekers or 

even the legal framework of asylum. As Goffman demonstrates, stigma is an 

“attribute that is deeply discrediting”, and reduces the bearer “from a whole 

and usual person to a tainted, discounted one” (Goffman 1963:3-4). However, 

the narratives of Firash and Warsan point to a more dynamic negotiation of 
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the azilant stigma, as it appeared in a particular moment in local history re-

sulting from the deviant behaviour of individuals. The fact that both of them 

were struggling to earn a living in Croatia makes it understandable that they 

were nostalgic for a previously more hospitable attitude towards people with 

their status. 

Warsan said people thought “asylum seekers” (who were awaiting the 

decision on their asylum request, or who had applied for asylum in Croatia but 

were waiting to make another border crossing) and “asylees” were all azilanti, 

where the term azilant should be reserved for people who have received asy-

lum and wish to settle and live peacefully in Croatia. In these and many similar 

narratives I heard from other migrants, Dugave residents (Chapter 3) and even 

volunteers at Hotel Porin, Maghrebi migrants appear as ‘bad refugees’, either 

contrasted with ‘good refugees’ or representing reasons why no refugees 

should be accepted. They imply a distinction between ‘refugee’ and ‘eco-

nomic migrant’. The behaviour of some asylum seekers may have contributed 

to entrenching stigma, and in fact some locals referred to these cases of steal-

ing in terms of ‘fake refugees’ or “Arabs”, framing it like Warsan. However, 

a number of other processes had contributed to this. In Chapter 3, I noted the 

complex emotional nuances surrounding the reception of migrants by Dugave 

residents, and in Chapter 2 I highlighted the role of larger national and Euro-

pean border structures and racial content that is inscribed into specific indi-

viduals and groups. 

In addition, it is worth mentioning that in the early days recalled by 

Firash and Warsan, there had been fewer asylum seekers, and they had re-

mained in the country for shorter periods. The dynamic at the local level (from 

compassion to rejection) took place in parallel with a rise in anti-migrant sen-

timent across Europe, increasing arrivals on the Balkan route and the concom-

itant fortification of borders. Incidents outside the hotel coincided with several 

violent cases within it, which resulted in a stricter curfew, room checks and 

the imposition of barred gates to seal off spatial sections in the event of riots. 

The transformation of the reception centre from an open refugee shelter to a 

semi-open “insecurity domain”, as noted by Pozniak and Petrović (2014:67), 

parallels the change in the emotional landscape I traced, and points to the Gap 

as a dynamic space of fluctuations depending on the interplay of complex 

structural and emotional processes. The increasing securitisation certainly im-

pinged on hotel residents’ sense of home. It did not negate it, but rather trans-

muted it as I describe below. 

As a response to the pressures of carrying the stigma and experiencing 

the Gap, Firash’s change of social circles and Warsan’s change of legal status 
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were tactics, or what Goffman (1952) calls ‘impression management’, aiming 

to influence the perceptions of Croatian citizens. However, regardless of their 

wish to distance themselves from asylees and Hotel Porin, the social ties and 

practices at the reception centre still influenced their lives. For example, after 

the cleaning we did that day, Warsan needed to submit documents for another 

job he was talking about, and needed help with translation. In the office space 

inside, Prince, some volunteers and I helped him phrase the letter.  

I have highlighted above some aspects of negotiating exclusion and 

coping with stigmatisation which widened the Gap between Croatian citizens 

and the new migrants. Furthermore, the feelings and stories of these two young 

men demonstrate that Porin was not merely a sequestered logistical space 

serving as an enactment of the European border in Zagreb’s urban fabric, but 

also a historically and affectively laden place of change connected to local and 

global processes. The nostalgia experienced by Warsan and Firash in relation 

to Hotel Porin also indicates that the reception centre was a place of memory 

rather than merely a ‘non-place’, which Augé (1992) conceptualises as transi-

tory and emptied of meaning. Memory, or more specifically nostalgia, has 

been related to processes of change, uncertainty, and alienation (Creighton 

2015), and in this case was an effect of the precarious experiences of emplace-

ment. Below, I further explore the situation within Hotel Porin in relation to 

the discourses outside it. 

“If Something Spreads, the Neighbours Will Go Crazy. We Clean 

Tomorrow”  

Late June 2017. Ramadan. I was waiting for Prince to discuss how I could 

gain access to Hotel Porin where, six years after he had arrived in Croatia, he 

was working and helping in a number of areas. As he walked towards me at 

the big white clock in Ban Josip Jelačić Square, a well-known meeting point 

in the city centre, he began to apologise:  

Sorry I’m late. I was at Porin. We were cleaning. They don’t clean. 

People from Dugave are complaining that it’s dirty, so we’re cleaning, 

educating them [the hotel residents] … telling them to cut their nails 

and so on, you know … We need to be extra careful … God forbid 

something spreads. The neighbours will go crazy. We clean tomor-

row. 
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Prince pointed out to me that what happened at the hotel could affect the ways 

migrants were viewed and treated across Croatia. Indeed, as he mentioned, 

many Dugave residents were complaining about the refuse around Hotel 

Porin, and this was often moulded through a discourse of contagion, as I elab-

orated in Chapter 3. Given that he had decided to stay in Croatia, contrary to 

his plans, Prince was actively trying to change the negative perceptions of 

asylum seekers and refugees. He said, “If they keep causing problems, it will 

be worse for them and for the rest of us, those that [were] here before them 

and those that will come after, even the students that come … an image is 

created”. I could understand that the way he was perceived had become very 

important to Prince after he had decided to stay in Croatia as a refugee. He 

always dressed neatly, with clean clothes. He drove a nice car and once said 

to me that he wanted to be an example, so that people (both Croatians and 

asylees) would look at him and think, “He’s a refugee, and he made it. He has 

a car, a job …”. His feeling of pride was apparent when we were cleaning the 

hotel, and he was upset that asylum seekers were throwing refuse around. He 

saw it as threatening his efforts to come closer to Croatian society. This ten-

sion was indicative of the differing concerns and interests of ‘long stayers’ 

and ‘short stayers’, as Hotel Porin was a space of multiple temporalities, an 

issue I explore further in Chapter 5. 

In Chapter 2, I described Prince’s interesting journey after his arrival 

in Croatia. He was granted asylum in the country after a six-month wait at the 

reception centre in Kutina city. He picked Croatian up quickly with the help 

of volunteers. The period in Kutina was difficult for him, and he experienced 

racism and discrimination in many situations, which he would later reveal to 

me was his main motivation for opening an inclusive restaurant. After his asy-

lum was granted, the state found him an apartment in Zagreb. He changed jobs 

several times, starting in an IT company which focused on the African and 

Asian markets. He joined the Peace Studies course organised by the NGO 

CMS, which is where we met in 2012. With their help, some years later he 

founded DAH (Society of Africans in Croatia). Prince appeared in the media, 

including a number of documentaries discussing the struggles of the few new 

refugees in Croatia at the time. Interestingly, he was offered a job by Ante 

Gotovina, a famous general from the 1990s war,166 who had seen him in the 

 
166 For his role in the 1995 Operation Storm, the International Criminal Tribunal for the former 

Yugoslavia (ICTY) indicted Gotovina on war crimes and crimes against humanity, but in 2012 

the convictions were overturned, resulting in his release. Pletenac (2014) has traced the multiple 

meanings of Ante Gotovina (‘convict’, ‘hero’) in relation to the changes in Croatian society. 
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film and decided to take him on at his tuna farm on the coast.167 When arrivals 

on the Balkan route intensified in 2015-16, he returned to Zagreb to help by 

working for MDM at Hotel Porin. With the money he had saved from work-

ing, Prince opened the restaurant. At the time of writing, he still occasionally 

worked as a DJ at AfroBeat parties in Zagreb nightclubs. He continued to ap-

pear in the media, advocating migrant rights and fighting prejudice, and he 

still organised new activities to include migrants into Croatian society, such 

as the cleaning activities at Hotel Porin.  

When I discovered that Prince and DAH organised cleaning, I saw it 

as a good opportunity to “follow the metaphor” (Marcus 1995) of dirt which 

tended to appear in anti-migrant narratives of contagion. Equally, it was an 

opportunity to “follow the affect” (Maček 2017) of disgust and fear as a “heu-

ristic” (Durham 2011; Hall 2010). This helped me start to explore the Gap in 

relation to the navigation of migrant spaces, social ties and the negotiation of 

stigma through managing impressions. Cleaning was a meaningful prevention 

measure in terms of health risks, where the cleaners were not only concerned 

about the refugee population in this accommodation setting, but also about the 

way Dugave residents might react if disease broke out. The labour of cleaning 

was also intended as a tactic in contesting the widespread stereotype of “the 

dirty asylum seeker”. I refer to it specifically as labour because of the im-

portance people like Prince attached to hard work in terms of making Croatia 

a more hospitable country and changing the meanings that affected the Gap. 

Thus, volunteering to clean also became an entry point for fieldwork. As a 

form of participation, cleaning entailed moving through the sequestered and 

gated spaces within the hotel and the immediate space around it, offering a 

lens through which to observe securitisation. This space was a significant site 

of intersubjective engagement for both co-residents of the hotel and other ac-

tors, such as former migrants, volunteers, hotel staff, state officials and wider 

society. Cleaning enabled the migrants who volunteered to make connections, 

and allowed me to make connections for future field encounters. Ultimately, 

following the metaphor of dirt through cleaning helped me unravel the mys-

tery of why refuse was thrown out of windows. It transpired that it was a form 

of resistance against the hotel security officers, and against the restrictive asy-

lum policy and bureaucratic ‘slowness’ of the state. The latter cut through and 

reconfigured everyday life at Hotel Porin, and affected the dynamics of mov-

ing and staying in Croatia. 

 
167https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/gotovinin-africki-sime-sreca-mi-se-osmjehnula-kadasam-

upoznao-generalaon-je-najbolji-sef-na-svijetu-481825 
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Cleanliness Contested 

The day after I met with Prince, after an hour in a crowded bus to Dugave, I 

entered Porin for the first time. A great deal had changed since the first refu-

gees had arrived in 2011. In the summer of 2017, there were between two and 

three hundred people living there, a great deal fewer than during my brief visit 

in January. When I had first walked around Hotel Porin alone at night, I had 

felt the fear spread by narratives about the place. After a few walks and estab-

lishing contacts, however, I had managed to shake off these prejudices, and 

this time the place seemed more jovial than scary. Many people were sitting 

on the front benches and socialising, and several languages could be heard 

simultaneously: English, Croatian, Arabic, German and Italian, showing that 

this was not the first European country some migrants had been to. Prince was 

already inside, on the third floor where DAH had a small office to coordinate 

its activities, and he explained to me by phone how to get in. I first showed 

my ID at the reception, saying I was there to volunteer for cleaning, then again 

at a second security gate at the entrance to the stairs. Around 15 men in the 

hallway scrolled through their phones. The Wi-Fi signal was not usually as 

strong in their rooms as in the hallways. Some were passing time, mostly in 

silence, just sitting with an occasional exchange of words in front of the DAH 

office, from which the upbeat music I could hear seemed to be emanating. I 

passed by the door of the next room, the “barber’s shop”, where Kaden, the 

barber, was cutting a man’s hair. Some children, speaking their newly learned 

Croatian, were gathering in front of the door, smiling and asking for the juice 

and snacks that Prince was distributing from the office. These were all dona-

tions, mostly from the Red Cross whose office was on the other side of the 

hotel, behind closed doors with additional access requirements. Prince had 

bought some donations of his own to contribute, and to motivate people to 

clean with him, not only in order to keep the place clean, but also to give them 

something to do while they were waiting for the decision on their asylum, just 

as he had done. However, it was Ramadan, and we were not expecting many 

to join us. Whether they helped with the cleaning or not, Prince gave soap and 

juice to most of the people who came to ask for them. Those who had just 

arrived in Zagreb and intended to cross the border as soon as possible were 

not expected to join in. Generally, people at Porin stayed in their rooms most 

of the time, suffering from depression, stress and exhaustion. We knew this 

and were therefore not surprised when only a few of us went to clean. Volun-

teers and hotel staff often commented on the rubbish thrown around, and won-

dered why the residents did not clean up after themselves. Reza, an Iranian 
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man in his thirties, whom I met a few months later, gave me an example of 

why this was the case: 

If I have the feeling, I will help clean the hotel. Now I have other 

things to do, no free time. Yes, I would like the place to be clean. In 

Slovenia, they pay the migrants for cleaning … but here, there is no 

motivation. The government hired three women for cleaning inside 

the building, but they don’t pay for cleaning outside the building. And 

the boss of the hotel said, “I paid 50 thousand HRK for garbage mi-

grant throw around the hotel building”. I argue that you could spend 

this amount of money to the migrants as salary, to persuade them to 

clean the place. So, maybe again it happens, and you pay another 50 

thousand, but you don’t want to pay it to the migrants? It’s not logical 

(...) The officer replied, “Ah, you only want money”. I asked him, “Do 

you work for free?” 

Although Reza was preoccupied at this time with learning Croatian and find-

ing a job, so he did not have time to clean, he was also angry and irritated with 

the expectation that he would clean for himself and other co-residents for free 

when Croatian workers were paid. When I inquired further about the reasons 

why hotel residents were not taken on and paid for work they were able to do, 

a member of the hotel staff told me it was difficult to employ asylum seekers 

formally since most of them still did not have work permits.  

While we were preparing for the cleaning in the DAH office, I met 

Warsan and Samir. We turned off the music which had been playing on the 

office computer to cheer the place up, put on our volunteer shirts and rubber 

gloves, took the plastic bags and headed outside, picking up the rubbish in the 

corridor on the way. Two other men, speaking only Arabic, joined us on the 

way out. Mehmed, a Turkish man who spoke mostly in German with some 

Croatian words, joined too, but he always cleaned the area to the left of the 

entrance as he and Prince divided the space and labour. I always saw him in 

that section, routinely cleaning on his own. Despite the language barrier, one 

day we spent an hour in his room eating tangerines I brought and exchanging 

some of the basic Croatian words he had learned. He was a baker, and Prince 

was considering hiring him at his new restaurant. I encountered him at Porin 

for a few months after this, but after a while I did not see him again. I am not 

sure whether he moved out to an apartment, left to go abroad or was rejected 

for asylum. On the other hand, Samir, who was also cleaning with us, ulti-

mately found work at the African restaurant with Prince, who considered him 

reliable. Within these spaces and in similar activities, contacts could be made 

which were useful for work and life in the city, and which alleviated precarity.  
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While I was cleaning, a guard approached me and was surprised to 

see a new face speaking Croatian. “I thought you were an azilant”, he said, 

and started laughing. Prince called me to one side as we moved around the 

hotel corners, and told me to keep an eye on the brooms and shovels we were 

using, and to keep them behind locked doors, so that no one could steal them 

and later sell them at the nearby flea market in Hrelić. I was told this was 

something some asylum seekers had done previously when they were in need 

of money, as they were eligible to receive only a hundred HRK a month and 

had to wait nine months for a work permit. This was an example of how the 

weak infrastructure of the Croatian asylum system was pushing people into 

the informal economy and exacerbating precarity.  

Among the coffee cups, old bread and other refuse, I was curious to 

discover pieces of ripped paper that looked like torn documents. Rumour had 

it that as soon as the asylum seekers were registered, some of them destroyed 

their papers to try and reach another country, as the Dublin agreement stipu-

lated that they had to claim asylum in the first EU country they reached, and 

they would be deported back to Croatia if they were stopped at the border. 

There was even a legend about a Russian who had been moving across the EU 

for the last 26 years, repeatedly applying for asylum. 

Prince organised cleaning activities as a meaningful practice respond-

ing to the image of “dirty asylum seekers” reproduced throughout the city. 

The intention was to prevent “something spreading”, as concerns had already 

been voiced about contagion in a letter to the media by the hotel’s neighbours. 

Prince also wanted to keep Hotel Porin residents occupied, as he knew what 

it was like to have to wait a long time for a decision on asylum, and he was 

motivating them with donations. Cleaning was also a social activity, where we 

all met up as cleaners and discussed various aspects of living as an asylum 

seeker in Croatia. Some of the contacts made during activities like these as-

sisted a few asylum seekers in finding work or advice on everyday obstacles 

in the city. Although some residents refused to clean the residence, or inten-

tionally dirtied it, which other residents and hotel staff failed to understand, I 

discovered through taking part in the activity that there were many reasons for 

their behaviour. Most hotel residents were still in transit and waiting to make 

a further move across the border, so they did not form strong attachments to 

the hotel, which was understandable. Many of those who wanted to move on 

but were currently stuck in Croatia were too preoccupied with psychological 

distress to participate in hotel activities in general. The co-residence of ‘short 

stayers’, ‘stuck’ migrants and ‘long stayers’ at Hotel Porin manifested itself 
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in contestations over cleanliness, which was an important facet of home-mak-

ing at the reception centre, and place-making and identity formation in relation 

to outside society in general. 

Danger and Vulnerability 

On the right-hand side of the main entrance to Porin were administrative of-

fices which were closed to unauthorised individuals. On the left-hand side 

were the stairs and a lift leading to the offices of the Red Cross, JRS and other 

organisations. However, there was another way in from the ground floor, 

which went through a locked door opposite the main entrance. Prince had the 

key. As well as founding DAH and opening the African restaurant, he worked 

part-time for MDM-BE (Médecins du Monde – Belgique) helping with vari-

ous activities, but mostly driving asylum seekers from Porin to hospitals 

throughout Zagreb and back. He unlocked the door, and we went in and 

walked towards the DAH office, avoiding the secured gate from the side en-

trance which I had used the previous week when we were cleaning. Just behind 

the door was the so-called karantena (quarantine) section,168 a hotel area by 

the room transformed into a small clinic. Since August 2016, MDM, had been 

conducting initial medical screening and providing health care for Porin resi-

dents in this doctor’s office, also called ambulanta. When someone new ar-

rived, they usually spent the first week in this part of the hotel, separated from 

the other residents.  

A report by MDM covering the period between April and October 

2017 pointed out that migrants often began their journey in good health, and 

that most symptoms were due to the difficult journey they had undertaken and 

the conditions in their places of arrival. The majority of the migrants reported 

health needs similar to most EU citizens (respiratory, skin, digestive, muscu-

loskeletal, psychological pathologies). Furthermore, it was noted that in Cro-

atia, their “access to health care [was] limited” (Médecins du Monde 2017:2), 

but that most problems could be treated easily with “adequate housing condi-

tions, malnutrition prevention, protection measures, adequate sanitary facili-

ties and early access to healthcare” (Médecins du Monde 2017:11). However, 

this population demonstrated “higher mental health needs and multi-trauma 

than an average EU citizen”. The main issues cited were an uncertain future 

 
168 See Malkki (1995:498) for an analysis of the refugee camp as a standardised, generalisable 

technology of power in the management of mass displacement, with connections to earlier 

forms of confinement such as quarantine and concentration camps. 
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and long waiting times, with no opportunities to work or integrate (Médecins 

du Monde 2017:11).169 

During our third cleaning, Prince said to me, “Igor, better put on the 

face mask … You know why … Some of them have tuberculosis. I drove them 

to the hospital earlier, and I’m getting checked later just in case”. The last two 

times I had cleaned, my face had been uncovered. I paused for two or three 

seconds as it occurred to me how exposed I had been, which made me feel 

worried. I put on the mask, recalling that a widespread perception of asylum 

seekers as “spreaders of disease” was an integral aspect of xenophobic narra-

tives in Croatia (Župarić-Iljić and Gregurović 2013). Indeed, a little while 

later, I was on bus 220 with Reza and he happened to cough. He explained 

himself by saying that he smoked 40 cigarettes a day because of the stress of 

waiting for asylum. One passenger, a young Croatian man, commented to the 

girl next to him, “This one has tuberculosis, he’s coughing blood out here”. 

Although Reza’s cough had been misinterpreted, which was a clear indication 

of the Gap, it was in fact true that many migrants had serious health concerns. 

The fears about Hotel Porin I thought I had left behind after my reflective 

walks and participation had returned. Below, I sketch how I tried to find a way 

to engage with the risks and vulnerabilities by negotiating the fears without 

reproducing a discourse of “dangerous asylum seekers”.170 

Prince, who spent every day at Porin and worked with the sick, put on 

the mask. I mimicked him, but Samir and Warsan, who were cleaning with us 

and lived at Porin, did not. The Gap between us increased. Copying Prince 

was a methodological move which reduced the guilt I felt in terms of being 

perceived as a Croatian who feared migrants. Half an hour into cleaning to-

gether in front of the cafeteria at Porin, Warsan opened up to me about why 

he had decided to go to Europe. “I was studying to be a pharmacist in Syria 

for four years. Then the war began. I don’t want to kill or be killed”, he said 

as he stood a metre away from me looking into my eyes with his brown eyes 

wide open. Warsan had trusted me enough to share sensitive personal experi-

ences even though we had known each other for only a short while, and in the 

intimacy of the conversation, although the fear of catching a disease had been 

uppermost in my mind for the past half an hour, I lowered the mask under my 

chin. The Gap was reduced. Even though I did not reply much as he talked, I 

 
169 Studies of ‘waiting’ have pointed out that waiting can cause “stress, depression, unease and 

frustration” (Mains 2007:666-667), and that prolonged waiting is “associated with deterioration 

of physical and mental health” (Jacobsen 2020:47).  
170 Like myself, Pozniak, who had also volunteered and done research at Hotel Porin, “devel-

oped the feeling of fear from possible danger – threat constructed by the rhetoric of protection 

and atmosphere in the reception centre” (Pozniak and Petrović 2014:64). 
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felt that, to keep the communication going, my nose and mouth should not be 

obstructed by a barrier. He stopped talking to continue cleaning, and I pulled 

the mask back up to regain a measure of safety and control, knowing that there 

was not much I could control about potential tuberculosis. After the cleaning, 

we went back inside the hotel, where we washed and disinfected our hands in 

Prince’s office. He took off the mask and rubber gloves, and played some club 

music on the computer. As we all relaxed, washed our hands, sat down and 

talked over the sound of the music, I felt safe again. I took the mask off. 

This encounter demonstrates how emotional, social, as well as meth-

odological distance is negotiated within face-to-face interaction in terms of 

the interplay of ideological discourses, the researcher’s embodied self and 

feeling afraid. It also shows how they interact in the relations between inter-

locutors themselves. I attempted to balance out the proximity and distance by 

taking the mask on and off depending on the situational context and its level 

of intimacy. Putting the mask on was an action which involved shielding my-

self by mimicking Prince. Wearing the mask as Warsan was opening up be-

came irreconcilable with the level of trust emerging in the encounter. I took it 

off so that he would not think that I, like the racists, considered him a health 

hazard. Putting it back on was my irrational attempt to gain control over my 

body as discourses of danger flooded in to question my tolerance. Taking it 

off in the office where we relaxed was a moment of letting go, partly because 

I realised I had already lost control, and partly to continue ethnographic mi-

mesis and remain in the conversation. I overcame the feeling of vulnerability 

at Hotel Porin as time went on, by engaging with others and reflecting on how 

the sensations I had were related to ideological concepts of danger surround-

ing practices of exclusion towards the asylum seekers. Even though I disa-

greed with the stereotypes about disease being spread by asylum seekers, my 

body needed more time to shake off these preconceptions. Even if the reality 

behind the stereotype was of one sick person in a few hundred, was it worth 

taking the risk of becoming ill? Was shielding myself from these people xen-

ophobic where shielding myself from groups of Croatian patients in hospital 

waiting rooms was just a precaution? If my right to be cautious and protect 

my body in the field was not xenophobic, then perhaps the Croatian citizens 

who had told me they stayed away from Hotel Porin were not xenophobic 

either. What is the line between fear and prejudice? Would writing about (the 

few cases of) tuberculosis at Hotel Porin fuel existing fears and prejudices? 

Would silence about it fuel them even more if it were to give way to suspicion 

about what was being hidden, as I discussed in Chapter 3? While I cannot give 

unequivocal answers to these important questions, I discovered that fears and 
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ideological frames were inconstant, and that the relations of proximity and 

distance in the Gap were akin to a pendulum swing and dependant on affective 

dynamics. 

Although I managed to negotiate my fears while I was cleaning, the 

sense of being exposed returned repeatedly during my later visits to the hotel. 

I was reminded of the possible risks each time I showed my ID at reception, 

passed surveillance cameras and several secured gates between floor levels, 

and saw the poor conditions and level of control people had to live under. I 

developed strategies to cope with the feelings shaped by the securitised insti-

tutional setting. For the first few weeks, I stayed inside the hotel for around an 

hour, then left after feeling too “exposed”, to regain control and return another 

day. At the end of my fieldwork, in the summer of 2018, after spending months 

volunteering and talking to residents and staff workers, I had no problem being 

inside and outside Porin for longer periods of time, feeling comfortable 

enough not to worry about the risks or strict regulations.  

The vulnerability I had experienced after spending only a few hours a 

week inside the hotel should be seen in the light of how people working full-

time experience it, especially those who live there for months or even years. 

Occasionally, asylum seekers arrived with more serious health conditions like 

tuberculosis, and other residents complained about the fact that the area des-

ignated for medical isolation significantly overlapped with the living space. 

For example, there was a gym on the lower level. While some asylum seekers 

used this, I also came across some in a gym I attended at Velesajam outside 

Dugave. One interlocutor said he did not feel comfortable using the Porin gym 

because of health concerns. During later fieldwork, when some of the volun-

teers were talking about how their work conditions there were not perfect, and 

how they had to interact daily with asylum seekers, they mentioned a doctor 

who had refused to work there. Just as I had felt exposed at certain times at 

the hotel, he feared for his health. One volunteer commented on his decision: 

“But what about others here? They work for more than a year. They’re fine”. 

She was implying that it was not particularly risky after all, and if it were, 

someone would already have been ill at some point over the years. 

A feeling of safety is crucial to home-making. I have depicted above 

the porosity between hotel living areas and medical quarantine in terms of 

discourses of danger and experiences of vulnerability, using my own body as 

a tool to question the dynamic relations and affects in the Gap. As I visited 

Hotel Porin over the course of several months, my feelings of safety fluctu-

ated, and I had the impression that this was also the case for many other resi-

dents. Furthermore, porosity can be seen as an example of home-unmaking 
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(Baxter and Brickell 2014:136). The discourses and experiences that threat-

ened safety were not only tied to relations with the outside, but also to relations 

between co-residents of the hotel. The bundle of these relations, shaped by the 

intersection between securitising and home-making practices in the case of 

cleaning, for example, crystallised around the question of cleanliness and 

safety. The next section will follow these issues further in relation to resistance 

in the form of throwing refuse out of windows. 

Throwing Refuse Out of the Window: Resisting Securitisation  

While he was cleaning, Prince repeatedly warned people not to throw rubbish 

out of the windows. It would make him angry if he saw it when we were clean-

ing. One security officer showed me a place behind the stairs where he said 

the residents sent children to throw rubbish out. Prince’s concern was that this 

kind of behaviour fed into the negative stereotypes he was trying hard to 

change. There was almost a layer of rubbish right around the hotel, but mostly 

from the back.  

A number of rumours circulated about why some people were throw-

ing rubbish out of the window. Their neighbours in Dugave frequently raised 

the issue. Some attributed it to “ungrateful”, or even “uncultured” behav-

iour.171 One of the staff members at Porin said she had heard it was “their way” 

of throwing things out of the window onto trucks in Iraq and Syria. However, 

many agreed that the problem could be solved if the hotel administration or-

ganised more frequent visits by municipal refuse collectors. It should also be 

noted that, in order to get to the dumpsters, Porin residents had to exit through 

the security gates, so it did not just involve a simple trip to take out the rubbish. 

However, another story painted a more complex picture of life inside. Reza 

verbalised what I had heard from many others. “Yes, many, some migrants 

are angry about the behaviour of the authorities. They intentionally throw rub-

bish outside. They’re angry about [asylum] decisions, about the behaviour of 

staff. Most of them throw the rubbish around the hotel to express their anger”. 

When I asked how he knew this, he said:  

I know because some of them told me. Because of the illogical behav-

iour of the staff, like... why don’t they allow us to cook in our room 

 
171 Interestingly, Gulin-Zrnić’s (2009:108) study of meanings of the city in New Zagreb refer-

ences that “the garbage is being thrown out the window (…) like in the village” was a common 

narrative among city residents in relation to urban-rural distinctions. 
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… to bring food outside the kitchen? Why they don’t allow us to come 

back after 11 p.m.? (…) But majority are angry. Sometimes because 

of electricity … half of hotel doesn’t have electricity. I think it’s very 

important [to understand] why the government doesn’t … make it an 

appropriate place to live.  

Another asylum seeker commented on how throwing rubbish around could be 

seen as resistance related to this anger, frustration and resentment. “Yeah, I 

know why. Because police people, security, they make people crazy. Okay, I 

don’t do that. (…) But people, yes.” He gave me one example of guards’ strict 

directives. Sometimes, each resident received a litre of milk with their meals. 

This particular resident described what had happened when he wanted to take 

milk to his room to drink it later. He was leaving the restaurant, and the guard 

stood at the door and said, “You cannot take this milk out. You must drink it 

inside”, to encourage people to finish their meals inside and reduce the 

chances of them throwing food outside. My interlocutor tried to explain how 

situations like these were upsetting. “How can I [drink the litre]? I ate food. 

How can I drink one litre of milk? It is not possible, so when people come out 

[of the cafeteria] they destroy everything”.  

Alongside the asylum situation itself, the regulation of daily life and 

security officers exercising their authority made most residents very dissatis-

fied. Hundreds of people resided in, and constantly circulated around the ho-

tel. Although many residents complained about the prison-like atmosphere, 

some expressed a need for rules and thought that some sort of “system” was 

lacking which would enable new residents to adjust more effectively. I de-

scribe below some of the rules and forms of systematisation which had been 

established. 

Hotel Porin was guarded by private security. UNHCR had insisted on 

private contractors because, as one of the UNHCR employees told me, asylum 

seekers had freedom of movement, so the officers needed to be civilians and 

not government officers. Police officers could intervene only in special cases, 

such as when fights occurred. Security had been increasing gradually. Each 

floor was separated by prison-like doors which were left open and served as a 

security measure to prevent potential riots, fights or similar incidents. They 

had not always been there. According to Pozniak and Petrović’s (2014:22-23) 

findings, the increased need for security had emerged after physical violence 

where one security officer was seriously hurt.  

There was one particular rule which upset people. Porin residents had 

to return to the hotel by 11 p.m. If they were late, they had to wait until 6 a.m. 

the next morning. While I was living in Dugave, I saw people running from 
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the bus stop to the hotel in the evenings to make it before 11. Exceptions could 

be made if residents let the staff know in advance they would be late. After 

11, it was sometimes possible to see people climbing over the balconies and 

windows. A story I heard from Reza suggested that this schedule had been 

introduced to discourage asylum seekers from spending nights in the city. 

Firash told me that in the early days at Porin they had had to be back by 10 

p.m., but that it had been easier to negotiate with the guards in those days. 

Stronger enforcement of the curfew, according to both Reza and Firash, was 

because of incidents such as thefts and sexual harassment, again attributed to 

the small groups of Maghrebi migrants. Reza mentioned this timeframe when 

he talked about going into the city: 

During the weekend, sometimes I go to the city centre and spontane-

ously find some people, especially girls, and start communication. (...) 

I managed to get Facebook or some other application, so we meet each 

other. (...) I met one Argentinian, but I just left in the middle of it, 

because I live in a restricted place. 

He told me he was not allowed to bring anyone to his room, as there had been 

a case that had ended up in the media172, where a woman had accused some 

asylum seekers of rape when she went to Porin with them.  

After the gates closed, the guards went around and carried out room 

checks between 11.30 and 12 in the evening, knocking on each door and not-

ing whether anyone was missing. If asylum seekers were not in the hotel with-

out informing the staff for three days in a row, their asylum procedure was 

suspended under the assumption they had left the country. Sometimes, as one 

resident told me, if they did not open the door because they were sleeping, for 

example, the guards would just pass by, especially if they had been living at 

the hotel for some time, which indicates that there were cases for bending the 

rules. In addition, however, more thorough room checks for drugs took place 

every two weeks, and these contributed most to a feeling of imprisonment. It 

was the most invasive home-unmaking practice. One Iranian couple I met as 

a volunteer had been living at Porin for two years waiting to be granted asy-

lum. Here is how they commented on the strict rules:  

Woman: It is so hard for us, sometimes we are in the room, and they 

just knock open the door and come in immediately. Heey!!! 

I am going to take a shower … 

 
172https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/azilanti-silovali-djevojku-u-porinu-20170220  
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Man: Maybe I don’t have clothes because the weather is hot. How can 

you just come in? 

Woman: Yes, just knocking, and after ten seconds coming in. It is 

not... a beautiful thing … please, five minutes, two minutes 

stand there. They are just, like “Heey, security, please open 

the door”. At night, we are sleeping at 12, and when security 

comes (knocks) I am … Oh my god what (sighs expressing 

fear, shock). I just want ten minutes. “Hey, Hey, this is se-

curity”. Please, when you come to a family, just knock. 

Don’t go in.  

The conflict between this couple and the guard showed the tension between 

Hotel Porin as a home for people and a securitised facility. Guards entering 

the room were an example of the blurred line between the inside and outside, 

private and public space. From the residents’ perspective, these actions were 

violations of spatial boundaries, and threatened the autonomy of their private 

living space. The Iranian woman saw their room as a family space, and felt 

intimidated and humiliated by the presence of guards. From the guards’ per-

spective, conducting room checks prevented possible drugs and weapons vio-

lations, and was an effective measure in registering when a migrant had left 

Croatia. The requirement to check hundreds of rooms a night left no space for 

patience or respecting residents’ own time. Moreover, many residents told me 

it was mostly one security officer who had caused problems, but that with the 

new hotel leadership this had been resolved. This indicated that the role of 

individuals was important in the dynamic between groups. There were also 

positive stories of relations with guards. For example, one asylum seeker and 

a security officer trained together at the same sports club. 

 The above account traced a connection between the practice of cleaning 

and the practice of throwing rubbish out of windows. Following the way 

Dugave residents associated dirt with their disgust and fear, and the way they 

framed throwing away rubbish as “uncultured” behaviour, helped me discover 

the hotel residents’ anger about the hotel management and life in a securitised 

place. Far from being simply the result of a “different mentality”, some in-

stances of throwing rubbish out of windows could be seen as everyday forms 

of resistance, or what Scott (1985) calls ‘weapons of the weak’. They repre-

sented resistance to being governed while they were waiting for a decision on 

their application for asylum, and they were a way of channelling outbursts of 

emotion, on the one hand about enforced discipline and on the other about 

frequent rejections of their application for asylum, a topic I return to in the 

next chapter. The many rules and regulations at Hotel Porin influenced the 
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fact that it was not experienced as a home. The next section describes some of 

the ways spaces were reappropriated at the hotel through home-making prac-

tices in the face of securitisation and transience. They serve as an example of 

the blurred line between ongoing migration and settling, which characterises 

the transformation of transit migration in Croatia. 

Reza’s Liberland  

Reza was sitting on the floor rolling a cigarette in his small, modest Porin hotel 

room, visibly damaged from the years of use by the many people who had 

moved in and out, just like many other rooms I had seen. There were no pos-

sessions or decorations in the room, and this reminded me how temporary their 

stay was. I was reminded of stories of sudden departure, sudden decisions to 

move on, difficult journeys and frequent moving within the hotel. One day in 

September 2017, Reza and I met in front of the stairway at Porin. After wash-

ing my hands, I left his bathroom where I could see soap, toilet paper, shaving 

cream, razors and a toothbrush, recognisable as the items given by the RC to 

all asylum seekers on the 1st and 15th day of each month. The air was full of 

cigarette smoke. I asked if I could open the window a little, and Reza replied 

with a smile: “Of course. This is Liberland. Do whatever you want.”  

Reza made this joke a couple of times when I visited his room if I 

bumped into him in front of the hotel or in the hallways. He was referring to 

“the Free Republic of Liberland”, the disputed land between Croatia and Ser-

bia which was proclaimed a sovereign state in April 2015 by Czech libertarian 

politician and activist Vit Jedlicka. The idea behind the joke was that this room 

was a small space of freedom within the hotel. On one of the walls, he had 

written “Charlie Hebdo – freedom of speech”. As an atheist, Reza had escaped 

from Iran in search of greater freedom. He showed me on many occasions his 

debates about secularism and religion on Facebook, and told me about face-

to-face arguments he had had with hotel co-residents about Islam. Before he 

was granted asylum in the summer of 2018, he would sometimes joke that 

Croatia might not be the best choice of country for applying for asylum, as he 

was an atheist persecuted in Iran and Croatia was a Catholic country. “Liber-

land” was the second Porin room where I had visited him, and the third one 

he had had after his period in karantena after he was deported to Zagreb in 

March 2017. He had also changed room-mates several times, and had even 

lived on his own during a period when there were not many asylum seekers at 

Porin. His experience demonstrates how a resident’s living space could move 
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and transform depending on the dynamics and demographics of new arrivals. 

It is also an example of how initial room allocation at the hotel was often based 

on nationality, but allowed for a certain flexibility when the hotel was not at 

full capacity. Room allocation was the responsibility of the Red Cross and a 

Ministry officer. When I talked to the RC, they told me that they were aware 

that two individuals from Syria might not necessarily get along, so they tried 

to accommodate them differently if problems arose. While we were sitting in 

Reza’s second room, he described his move from the first room as follows: 

I was in the room with another Iranian, from a Turkish minority, for 

almost seven months. After the interruption in electricity or damage 

in the electricity system in the camp, I talked to authority and they 

gave me a separate room in the family section, so I can use this room 

until they have families. After, I should choose another room in single 

men section.  

In his second room, in the family section on the third floor and the first where 

I had visited him, he was sharing with a young Kurdish Iranian man who 

would sometimes leave the room when we came in. He did not speak much 

English, but spoke quite good German and even had a German flag on the wall 

above his bed. Reza told me his roommate’s plan was to try to reach Germany 

again, where he had converted to Christianity before he was deported.  

While Reza was living in this room, he spent considerable time inside, 

mostly reading, drinking coffee and smoking. He told me he had been afraid 

to go outside after an attack on asylum seekers on New Year’s Eve in 2017. 

Furthermore, in the months before he was granted a work permit and found a 

job, Reza had been inside even more often as he had had less money. An ex-

ample involved an occasion when he was late collecting his monthly allow-

ance of a hundred HRK from the state, and had to wait until the next month 

for it. On another occasion his sister, who sometimes helped him by sending 

him money, clothes or a phone from Germany, could not support him. One 

day he told me, “I have no relation to Croatian society. I’m here all the time. 

I want to get inside Croatian society, but I can’t”. The fear of precarity and 

xenophobic Croatian attackers contributed to his exclusion and widened the 

Gap. 

In November 2017, he moved out of his second room on the third 

floor when a newly arrived family moved in, as he had been expecting. At the 

time of our talk, he was in his third room, “Liberland”. Initially, he avoided 

being in this room too much, as he suspected his roommate of smuggling and 

did not trust him. This roommate eventually left and was replaced by two 
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young Iranian men who had just arrived. Reza described one of them as “reli-

gious, constantly [talking] about Jewish conspiracies”, and he did not stay 

more than a few weeks. He went back to Iran to try to enter the EU again, but 

legally with a student visa. As he rolled another cigarette, Reza said, “I told 

him to stay here. You need either money to go abroad, or patience”. The next 

chapter returns to the question of patience and the role it played in transform-

ing aspirations. 

As we talked, Reza was constantly rolling cigarettes. There were at 

least 50 cigarettes in the plastic bag he was filling. He had bought the tobacco 

cheaply at the Hrelić flea market and said, “It’s probably smuggled”, referring 

to how the locals would sell it and then hide it when the police passed through 

the market. As Reza had no money at the time, he pawned a packet of coffee 

to Kaden the barber for 15 HRK. When he had the money, he would retrieve 

the coffee. With the 15 HRK, Reza bought cigarette filters in the shop close 

to Porin where we went on one of our walks. One day in front of the hotel, 

alongside the tower where some asylum seekers had attempted suicide (Chap-

ter 5), I saw him talking to an Eritrean man who had been relocated from Italy. 

The three of us went to Reza’s room, where he took out two cigarettes, and 

sold them to the Eritrean man for one HRK. 

Korac (2009:7) argues that “the loss of place, or displacement, re-

garded as an abrupt loss of basic material sources of livelihood as well as a 

radical challenge to one’s sense of identity and belonging, has become central 

to the notion of refugeehood”. Cresswell (2004:122) suggests that there is a 

need to move beyond seeing refugees as “constituted by their displacement”. 

Equally, Borchard (2013) shows that, while refugees may not be able to buy 

or re-build what we think of as a typical home, they are creative and resilient 

in setting up places that meet their need for a sense of home. In fact, De Cer-

teau (1984) notes that ways of doing, such as naming (Liberland), narrating, 

redecorating and daily uses of space, are ways in which people reappropriate 

space. While my account of Reza’s room highlights its idiosyncrasies, it nev-

ertheless points to a more widespread tendency to negotiate the living space 

alongside the atmosphere of security at the hotel. I visited several other resi-

dents’ rooms during my fieldwork, and noticed how they had adapted and 

decorated spaces with writing and significant objects. Likewise, in describing 

Hotel Porin, Grubiša (2022) emphasises the “complex, blurred, and versatile 

boundaries between a feeling of imprisonment and confinement on the one 

hand and a sense of home and belonging on the other”. Similar to my discus-

sion of room checks, she further notes that, from the perspective of hotel res-

idents their rooms are considered a home where Porin is not, and the door to 
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the room serves as a boundary. I have highlighted windows as another bound-

ary imbued with different meanings. 

Conclusion 

Where the previous chapter explored precarious emplacement and the Gap 

mainly from the perspective of Dugave residents, this chapter has comple-

mented the discussion by describing migrants’ own experiences and practices. 

I have analysed Hotel Porin as a reception facility, as a ‘camp’ embedded in 

the European border regime, enmeshed in the local landscape and history, and 

a nexus point where migrants re-evaluated their aspirations in terms of migra-

tion in transit. It was also shown to be a social institution where questions of 

identity were negotiated. Thus, I emphasised that Hotel Porin was imbued 

with existential meanings, where relevant knowledge and connections were 

made which were necessary both for further border crossings, and for life in 

the city.  

In this thesis, I argue that transit migration often consists of significant 

periods of immobility and waiting, mainly initiated by border mechanisms, 

but that these periods can assume a dynamic of their own and develop into 

something more, as transience is prolonged and migration becomes entangled 

with the transit areas. I have paid attention to the agency of migrants in making 

affective relations in a new place. I have also pointed out the role of memory 

and affect, and shown how emplacement practices emerged at the intersection 

between bordering and home-making. I have elaborated on the porous nature 

of hotel rooms and other spaces, as related to security practices, produced 

home-unmaking and thus caused resistance. Porosity generated humiliation 

and anger, and impinged on residents’ ability to feel safe. It also allowed dis-

courses of danger to protrude and widen the Gap. In addition, by emphasising 

the practices and ties at Hotel Porin, I have demonstrated how bordering, pre-

carity and social exclusion could gradually allow a space for practices of in-

clusion as the Gap was negotiated. However, I stress that this inclusion, or 

emplacement, was differential, imbued with uncertainty and not necessarily 

permanent. Therefore, I describe the emplacement of migrants in Hotel Porin 

as precarious, characterised by distinct vulnerability and social marginalisa-

tion.  

 This chapter has stressed the heterogeneity of hotel residents and the pre-

carity in their lives. The next chapter takes these points further and elaborates 
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on different types of migrant, such as ‘short stayers’ and ‘long stayers’. It ap-

proaches emplacement from the point of view of patience, active waiting and 

fatigue, as transits turned into more permanent stays. 
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5| Between Transit and Settling: Migration 

Aspirations and Precarious Temporalities of 

Emplacement 

Introduction 

I previously argued that precarity is inherent in acts of arriving in Croatia, 

reception and waiting, and in various forms of exclusion. In this chapter, I 

direct attention to some of the processes which shape migrants’ decisions to 

stay in Croatia, by highlighting patience, fatigue, active waiting and steps to-

wards inclusion as crucial components in migrant emplacement. These take 

place in the shadow of continuous transit migration through Croatia. 

In mapping some of the different experiences of emplacement and 

temporality at the reception centre and throughout the city, I trace ‘migration 

aspirations’ (Carling 2002, 2014) as they endure, fade or take new shape. I 

highlight several points on the blurry and shifting continuum of heterogeneous 

and precarious temporalities between the temporariness of transit migration 

and the permanence of emplacement, which characterise migrants’ trajectories 

in Croatia. These include stuckness, long-term temporariness, reluctance, ex-

perimentation, indecision, hopeful reconciliation and acceptance of staying. 

To demonstrate different ways of negotiating the Gap and capture some of 

these nuances, I analyse the emplacement of so-called ‘short stayers’ and ‘long 

stayers’,173 highlighting the heterogeneity within these categories. In this way, 

I depict Hotel Porin as a space where migrations of different pace buffer. Peo-

ple could be living in different temporal structures under the same roof, and 

this could be different from other city residents, with whom the migrants were 

not “in time with” (Khosravi 2014). This is akin to what Cwerner (2001) de-

picts as the ‘asynchronous’ time of migration. As Bastian (2011:18-19) notes, 

 
173 Cf. Richter (2016:76), who studied transit migration in Morocco using the French emic cat-

egories ‘anciens’ (those who have been there for a long time) and ‘passagers’ (migrants who 

immediately try to make their way into Europe). Building on this, I use the distinction analyti-

cally to make sense of heterogeneity in the temporality involved in migrants’ stay. However, I 

emphasise that in practice, former ‘short stayers’ may become ‘long stayers’ as the border be-

comes difficult to cross and aspirations change. 
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shared time builds bonds but also boundaries, so exploring distinct and entan-

gled temporalities can reveal further dynamics of the Gap. 

I point to the role of patience and active waiting, as well as what I call 

illegality and deportation fatigue in the loss of aspiration to migrate further, 

and in coping with the enduring precariousness of prolonged waiting where 

their requests for asylum might be rejected. Moreover, continuing the analysis 

of precarious emplacement as locally mediated, I highlight the overlap be-

tween local and migrant precarity in the labour market and in smuggling. 

The precarious temporalities of staying in Croatia, where bordering 

practices intersect with people’s hopes and aspirations, indicate an unsettled 

relationship between mobility and immobility. During the period of immobil-

ity when they are forced to wait in Croatia, transit migration entangles heavily 

with localities. As a consequence of this entanglement, a decision is constantly 

being negotiated in terms of whether to move or stay. 

“I’ll Stay a Few Weeks as an Experiment”: ‘Short Stayers’ 

“Igor, you have to see this!” Nuhan said to me as he returned from a failed 

attempt to cross the Croatian-Slovenian border. We closed the door of the ho-

tel room in case someone heard what he was about to say. On the phone he 

pulled out of his pocket, he showed me a video he had recorded in the forest 

and said, “It was crazy, man”. The shaky camera footage displayed the three 

of them moving through the bushes.174  

Two days before, Nuhan and two other migrants from Hotel Porin had 

taken the bus from Zagreb to Rijeka, bought some food and water supplies at 

the station and walked north through the forest for several hours. As they 

passed a house close to the border, a resident heard them and called the police. 

They were apprehended and held in the Rijeka police station for a few hours, 

but when they were released they attempted to cross the border one more time 

and were caught again. Nuhan said the atmosphere in the police station had 

been very relaxed, by which he was implying that these attempts to cross the 

border and being returned were common. Many other migrants at the hotel 

believed that the Croatian police, aware that Croatia was not the migrants’ 

destination, tacitly wanted them to succeed and leave Croatia, to keep their 

numbers low. During my fieldwork, I encountered Nuhan at Porin for some 

 
174 See Hameršak and Pleše (2021) for a discussion of migration routes in forests in Croatia, 

understood as weaponised landscapes of exclusion and death. 
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time afterwards, and then no more. The last I heard of him, he was working as 

an English teacher in France.  

Nuhan had a Pakistani passport, and for six months he had been living 

legally as a student in Cyprus before going to Croatia. We met on the benches 

in front of Hotel Porin on his first day in Zagreb. He had a visa which allowed 

him to remain in Croatia for 90 days. He told me he was a fan of the HBO 

series Game of Thrones, and had wanted to visit the Croatian city of Dubrov-

nik where parts of the series were filmed. At Dubrovnik airport, however, he 

was approached by the Croatian police. Profiling at the border is common, and 

I frequently experience it myself, even when I come into Croatia. It is often 

based on racialisation, as the experiences of my interlocutors suggested. Nu-

han said the officers had picked him because of his “foreign-looking appear-

ance”, in another example of how bordering and racialisation affect the Gap.  

The police had claimed his arrival story was a cover for “illegal” entry 

into Europe. He told me, “They assumed I wanted to go to Italy like most 

people, and told me, ‘Go back or take asylum’. Okay, I’ll take asylum and see. 

They gave me the address of this place and I took the bus”. Nuhan had trav-

elled from Dubrovnik to Porin on his own, and told me he would stay for a 

few weeks as “an experiment”. He did not have a clear destination in mind or 

a plan for the future. During his “experiment” in Zagreb he was weighing up 

his options, but when he learned about the experiences of others at Porin, he 

was discouraged by the length of the wait for asylum and decided to leave. 

Though more migrants are beginning to stay in Croatia longer than 

Nuhan, the country has for the most part been, and remains a transit country 

and a “rest stop” in the EU (Valenta et al. 2015:111). However, the duration 

of resting and waiting in transit varies, and thus leads to different subcatego-

ries of migrant such as ‘short stayers’, ‘reluctant stayers’ and ‘long stayers’. 

During the opening of the Balkan corridor in 2015-16, people on the move 

spent only a few hours in Croatian territory, mostly on the train. Otherwise, 

for most other ‘short stayers’, the time can vary from days to a few weeks. 

The unpredictability of border crossing opportunities, the lack of resources, 

being sent back from the border or being deported, means that the stay can 

extend to months or even years in some cases. Those who stay wish to rest for 

a while, acquire resources or “gain time” before continuing the journey at the 

first opportunity. The main reason for leaving is that Croatia is not a destina-

tion country. The migrants I spoke to about their aspirations to move on gave 

reasons such as a lack of family and ethnic networks or communities, low-

paid jobs, and particularly the long, difficult and uncertain waiting process for 
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asylum. Although some migrants had a particular country in mind like Ger-

many or France, for many, their aspirations in terms of migration and destina-

tion were not fixed or final. Even when they were not sure about their desti-

nation, they were often encouraged to move on when they arrived at Hotel 

Porin and heard about the unlikely prospects of being granted asylum, such as 

the tale of the Iranian couple who had been waiting for two years. 

Nuhan’s story is an example of a self-organised attempt at crossing 

the border. This strategy for leaving is relatively affordable, very risky and 

often unsuccessful, because of the likelihood of being caught by the Croatian 

authorities or returned by the authorities of a neighbouring country like Slo-

venia. Nuhan and his group had reached Rijeka by bus, and then tried to cross 

the border on foot. Others may attempt to hire a taxi driver using an app like 

Uber. One driver told me the police had stopped his colleague during an inci-

dent like this. Another strategy involves hiring a smuggler. Some asylum seek-

ers told me that the cost of transport from Croatia to other parts of the EU was 

around 800-1200 EUR. People who can afford it do not stay in Croatia for 

more than a few days, and they leave as soon as they have recuperated from 

the previous part of the journey. The facilities at Hotel Porin, such as a roof 

over their head and free meals, are often enough for their needs, and some 

compared it to other countries with much worse conditions.  

The hotel spaces are also permeated by channels for smuggling. Some 

migrants described to me the recruitment process which took place between 

smugglers and migrants through an intermediary. One described the actions 

as follows: “They look at people like things, products, with prices. Sometimes 

they come into your room and search for possible candidates. They get re-

wards for types of people. They collect people. If there’s a lot of people, price 

per head rises”. One hotel resident told me he had faced allegations of assisting 

smugglers, and had issues with the police, but he claimed he was merely help-

ing with translation. Another migrant told me that some people at the hotel 

knew and contacted smugglers. They would give them information about a 

meeting place somewhere close by. Several Dugave residents complained that 

smugglers would circulate around the neighbourhood in a car or van. Once, as 

I was walking around with an Afghan interlocutor around 1 p.m. by the car 

wash a few hundred metres away from the hotel, a car slowed down behind us 

and drove past us in first gear. The window was lowered, and two male faces 

peeked out. They said nothing, as if their look was enough for us to understand 

what was happening. They ultimately drove away on seeing we were not in-

terested, and my interlocutor said that was how someone might be smuggled 

out of the country. 
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In this thesis, I argue that migration and migrant emplacement are 

shaped by localities en route, and are embedded in the histories of places. The 

example of smuggling is indicative of overlapping precarities. Prior to an in-

crease in migration in 2015, the Balkans had long been the site of smuggling 

networks. In fact, the name “Balkan route” was coined by Frontex, which in-

fused it with “overtones of the region’s putative criminality” (El-Shaarawi and 

Rasza 2019:2).175 As Augustova et al. (2021) argue, “smuggling, illicit trade, 

organised crime, corruption, and the ‘shadow’ or ‘grey’ economy have been 

especially visible in the region since the 1990s wars”. As an aspect of ‘survival 

economies’, they “are embedded in deeper historical, international and capi-

talist structures and developments”. Strazzari (2007) points out that the post-

World War II “Balkan Route” for drug smuggling was partly facilitated by 

Yugoslavia positioning itself geopolitically between the two power blocks. 

Hozić (2004) goes further back in history and traces smuggling and the ‘grey’ 

economy to the region’s position as a transit zone during the Ottoman Empire, 

caught between fluid trade routes and taxation systems.176 Moreover, as the 

Balkans are situated between Western Europe and poorer countries in the east 

of the continent, they have emerged as a nexus point for human trafficking 

(Friman and Reich 2007). There is little ethnographic research on smugglers 

in the Balkans, but media reports on arrests of smugglers indicate that they are 

often nationals of former Yugoslav states cooperating with (former) mi-

grants.177 I heard the same story from some Porin residents. Augustova et al. 

(2021:6) argue, however, that present-day migrant smuggling “appears to 

have little operational connection to historic and existing regional networks”. 

In other words, “local networks and actors are involved”, but “often in mar-

ginal ways”. 

Many people who arrive in Croatia are adamant about wanting to 

leave, but they are “stuck”, either because they have no money or because 

border-enforcement measures are becoming stronger. It should be noted that 

simply arriving at this point in their journey has already cost the migrants con-

siderable money. Many of them cited the border between Turkey and Greece 

as a difficult and expensive crossing point. Some received the money from 

 
175 As Rexhepi (2018:2222) argues, European, as well as local tropes of criminality in the Bal-

kans also often relate to the fear of the historical presence of Islam in the region, which resulted 

in stricter mobility regulations. The identification of Balkan Muslims with criminality and rad-

ical Islam, and the fear of their convergence with transient refugees, seemed to have reignited 

the discourse of the Islamic Trojan horse from the 1990s. 
176 See Leman and Janssens (2018); Mandić (2017); Schloendhardt (2019) for more details on 

smuggling in the Balkans.  
177 See for example: https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/hrvatski-i-srpski-krijumcari-preba-

cili-vise-od-100-migranata-trazili-400-eura-po-osobi-15104645. 
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contacts abroad through means such as Western Union. This is an example of 

how the emptiness left by a lack of pre-existing migrant networks in Croatia 

is filled by transnational ties and transactions which enable further movements 

across borders.178 

Being stuck in Croatia without the ability to move on results in what 

Mares (2016) calls ‘long-term temporariness’, which leaves migrants with few 

options other than to wait. Waiting is a type of engagement with time which 

can even become a way of life when it extends from temporary to more per-

manent (Daas 2016; Bandak and Janeja 2018; Khosravi 2021). As a concep-

tual lens which attempts to capture both the structural and existential dimen-

sions of being stuck, waiting “enables us to critically approach the precarious-

ness of existence” (Bandak and Janeja 2018:5). Migrants waiting for asylum 

in Zagreb frequently cited a particular regulation about the requirement to wait 

nine months before a work permit could be granted. Those who had previously 

lived in Greece noted this rule did not exist there, and they could work while 

they were waiting. Here they had fewer options. This period of waiting im-

posed by the state exacerbated social exclusion and precariousness. Being so-

cially excluded and stuck in transit was pushing certain migrants into crime in 

order to access some “quick cash”. I often heard stories around the neighbour-

hood and the hotel about thefts in Dugave shops or city clubs. Food, deodor-

ant, smartphones and other items were resold at the hotel and became part of 

its informal micro-economy. A lack of understanding among Dugave resi-

dents of the structural conditions (waiting for asylum, economic precarity, so-

cial isolation) which could steer migrants towards crime was a manifestation 

of the Gap. It was reproduced and even widened by emerging discourses on 

“dangerous azilanti”, who were damaging property around Hotel Porin. 

Other migrants might be pushed into the broader informal economy 

in the city, forming overlaps between migrants’ distinct precarity of emplace-

ment and local precarity. For example, one migrant told me that through a 

contact at the hotel he had found a job in a Chinese shop owned by a Lebanese 

employer, meaning there was no requirement for him to speak Croatian. How-

ever, employment in these places was often without a contract, with long hours 

and little security.  

 
178 The complexities of the ways transnational social spaces intersect with migration (Faist et 

al. 2013) unfortunately did not fit within the scope of this thesis. Although I mention cross-

border economic and kin relations in certain examples in Zagreb, there is a further need for a 

nuanced study of these phenomena. 
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Thus, precarity was compounded by migrants’ lack of legal and local 

knowledge and connections, a feature of the status of newcomer which pro-

duced the Gap. One result was that social marginalisation, in turn, reproduced 

the Gap. During our talk, an employee of an NGO which helped migrants find 

jobs revealed to me that, after years of work, they had compiled a blacklist of 

employers (crna lista poslodavaca) who had previously exploited migrants, 

and they now recommended migrants did not work for them. This type of me-

diation aimed to combat the ways the Gap could be used for exploitation, 

steering migrants towards safer contracts that could reduce precarity. 

The predominating patterns of transit migration and structures of 

waiting which shaped the actions of some ‘short stayers’ within and outside 

the hotel affected further relations with other migrants, but also with other 

residents in the city, feeding into the existing stereotypes and attitudes in the 

Gap described earlier. 

At the hotel, I observed the dynamic which emerged as a result of the 

relations between ‘temporary residents’ and ‘exhausted volunteers’. One ‘long 

stayer’ at Porin often complained about the bad behaviour of the volunteers 

and other hotel staff. He said, “Some don’t even say hi to us.” Later, when I 

talked to the volunteers, I was told it was very easy to become demotivated. 

They had tried to organise some activities, but not many residents were inter-

ested, and there was a constant turnover of people, so after a number of at-

tempts they just gave up and lost interest. One hotel employee called a subset 

of ‘short stayers’ jebivjetri, a vulgar jargon term referring to someone super-

ficial, who teases and does not take things seriously. In this context, because 

they know they will not stay in Croatia. This mutual misinterpretation of be-

haviours, and the affects of frustration, anger and exhaustion it created, pro-

vide an example of how the Gap took shape at the hotel as a result of the co-

presence of ‘short stayers’ and ‘long stayers’. 

The experiences and motivations of ‘short stayers’ show that migra-

tion aspirations endure after arriving in Croatia, as they are fuelled by imagi-

naries of Europe involving high living standards and migrant networks which 

cannot be found in Croatia. I have also noted how migrant emplacement was 

embedded in local history through examples of smuggling, as well as informal 

and precarious work. I demonstrated that, alongside ‘short stayers’, migrations 

buffered at Hotel Porin proceeded at a different pace, and that in any one space 

there were people living in different temporal structures. Below, I trace and 

further nuance other types of precarious temporality which existed simultane-

ously, sometimes in tension with one another. 
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“Time Will Decide for Me” 

I was standing in front of the hotel’s main entrance in March 2018 while some 

asylum seekers inside had interviews with the case workers about their asylum 

requests. As construction workers replaced broken glass in the hotel windows, 

a young man with some documents in his hands arrived and waited alongside 

me. His name was Tareq and he was from Libya. I asked him if he knew what 

had happened, and he replied, “They always break everything”, implying that 

Porin residents had little consideration for the place since they were not likely 

to stay. After I had introduced myself and the purpose of my research at Porin, 

he went on to tell me his story. Tareq had had a difficult experience of crossing 

borders through the Balkans. In 2018, a new route through Bosnia became a 

major entry point into Europe. Tareq told me that the Serbian and Hungarian 

people he had met were racist, and that his movement towards Croatia had 

been redirected through Ljubuški and Mostar in Bosnia and Hercegovina. Ex-

cited and eager to talk, he told me what it had looked like. “Oh, the stories I 

have. It was terrible, cold. We suffered. I saw a young Syrian boy in the wa-

ter... We swam the river. One guy, Hamza, stayed there, couldn’t cross it …”. 

Tareq took out his phone and showed me a photo of the river Glina, a forest 

and a Croatian village. He stressed that he had already been in Croatian terri-

tory, meaning that he could legally have asked for asylum. However, like 

many stories I heard of people being pushed back from the border (Hameršak 

2021), Croatian police officers forced him back to Bosnia and Hercegovina, 

and he found himself in Velika Kladuša. After some attempts, he had finally 

managed to cross successfully into Croatia ten days before our talk. As we 

spoke, a Kurdish man whom Tareq recognised came out of Porin close to 

where we were standing. They exchanged a short conversation in Arabic. 

Later, Tareq explained that this man had helped translate for him in a Serbian 

prison where they had met. He was now asking him if he was hungry, and 

offered to give him some food in return. The man thanked him for the offer 

and left. Tareq continued his story. His sister was living with some people in 

an apartment in Paris without documents. His brother lived in Austria, and the 

rest of the family was in Tunisia. He wanted to go to Austria but no longer 

wanted to do it illegally. Knowing how hard it was for his sister without doc-

umentation, and bearing in mind his own experience of crossing the border, 

he reconsidered his attempt to enter the Schengen area north of Croatia. He 

was still not sure about the initial plan to go to Austria and was weighing up 

his options. This is how Tareq described his current ideas about moving and 

staying:  
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My brother needs me, but I need to figure out my situation first. If I 

try, and get caught on the Slovenian border, it will not be good. People 

look at you differently. If you do illegal things … Croatia treated me 

well. I do not know. I need to wait a bit. I do not know if I will stay 

here in the future or will go abroad. Time will decide for me. 

Unlike Nuhan who had decided to leave, albeit after brief experimentation, 

Tareq was more undecided. His initial plan changed after his experience of 

the border. He faced dilemmas, knowing he would be ‘illegalised’ by another 

border crossing, and this was reinforced when he learned of the hardship his 

undocumented sister faced in France. These factors prolonged the temporari-

ness of his stay in Croatia. Even though he had made an active decision to 

stay, his future was too uncertain. His decision was different to Nuhan’s, 

which suggests there is agency in staying. In imagining this future, he imbued 

time with the ability to make the decision for him. Many others in a similar 

position have claimed that remaining in Croatia requires patience. 

Asylum seekers in Croatia are aware that, even if they manage to 

move on and request asylum in a wealthier country, they will have to wait. 

Ivan, a Ukrainian man in his forties who had already spent a year at the hotel, 

talked to me about his rationale for not trying to move abroad despite the un-

certainty of being granted asylum in Croatia. He said it was better to wait in 

one place. The chances of being granted asylum were greater. Trying another 

country like Italy or the Netherlands would require a lot of money, effort and 

waiting with little certainty.  

Procupez (2015) explores patience as a political stance involving a 

shift in perspective from the immediate to the long-term. Patience is described 

as “waiting while working to make something happen” (Procupez 2015:S56–

S64). It is simultaneously imbued with hope and uncertainty. To enter Croa-

tia’s territory, migrants must cross difficult border space, one instance of 

which was described by Tareq. However, although entering Croatia means 

entering the European Union, the equally difficult border of the Schengen area 

remains. The precarious and life-threatening conditions involved in this jour-

ney produce what I call ‘illegality fatigue’, a type of physical, emotional and 

existential exhaustion which decelerates migration and, by ‘pausing subjects’ 

(Eliot 2016), can move the temporality of emplacement from transience closer 

to permanence.  

Patience is one way of engaging with this structure of temporality 

which generates precariousness. Being patient may require longer, open-

ended periods of waiting, living on only one hundred HRK of state support. It 

can mean working in a low-paid job with long hours in a different part of the 
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city, or having insecure and unregulated employment status. Patience may also 

allow migrants to accrue economic, social and cultural capital such as social 

connections and language proficiency, which can be used to negotiate the Gap 

and facilitate emplacement. 

To summarise, staying in Croatia, in other words “staying in one 

place” as opposed to starting again “from zero” as waiting extends across 

countries, can thus be understood as an attempt to compress time. It can even 

be understood as resistance to the border regime’s strategy of sequestering life 

trajectories by keeping migrants in a condition of prolonged waiting (Khosravi 

2018). Staying in Croatia stands in opposition to the time structures of transit. 

I further elaborate on this below as I discuss the multiple deportations experi-

enced by many migrants. 

“Every Time I Wait, Wait, Wait, Wait.” 

I met Abdul in June 2018 in the Croatian language class I taught at Hotel 

Porin. Abdul was a 27-year-old Afghan who had found himself in Croatia for 

the third time. His journey had started in Afghanistan and taken him through 

Iran, Turkey, Bulgaria and Serbia. In 2015, he had passed through Croatia for 

a few hours like many on the Balkan corridor, and stayed in Austria for a year. 

It was a sunny afternoon after our language class. We were walking towards 

the railway next to Hotel Porin where a number of Porin residents gathered in 

warmer weather, and where I talked to several interlocutors on separate occa-

sions over the year of fieldwork. This type of activity, sitting or walking in 

public spaces around the hotel, was condemned by many locals. It was an ex-

ample of how waiting and migrant temporalities seeped into the spaces of the 

neighbourhood179, and showed how ‘asynchrony’ (Cwerner 2001), or time 

which was not shared, created boundaries rather than bonds (Bastian 2011:18-

19) and widened the Gap. 

To the sound of cargo trains passing, he told me about his conversa-

tion with an Austrian police officer before his first deportation: 

I don’t know Croatia. Where is Croatia? I say I haven’t been finger-

printed. Because when I came in 2015, this way was open. And it went 

 
179 Similarly, Eliot (2016:103-104) argues that in the emigrant areas in Morocco: “(…) the 

waiting entailed in migratory endeavours expands beyond the singular mobile bodies of mi-

grants, becoming part and parcel of the fibre of everyday life in the region”. See also the concept 

of ‘timepass’ (Jeffrey 2010). 
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directly to Austria. I don’t know Croatia. But they say no, you came 

by this way. You must go to this country. 

Abdul spent six months at Hotel Porin after applying for asylum. I had met 

him in Glavni kolodvor some weeks earlier, and we had shared a bus ride to 

Dugave. He showed me a document the Austrian authorities had issued him, 

stating that he could return to Austria if he was rejected in Croatia after six 

months. He returned to Austria, and after two days in the police station he 

stayed with his sister in Vienna for four months. The lawyer warned him that 

they would deport him again, and that he would have to go to another country. 

He spent the next seven months in France where he applied for asylum again. 

During that time, he lived in a park until he was told to go back to Croatia, 

this time by the French authorities. Abdul took a short break in telling me his 

story, while a Croatian man, most likely an employee of the railway company, 

walked down the steps we were sitting on by the tracks. The man understood 

that we did not wish to be a nuisance, as we stood up to let him pass, and he 

said, “It’s okay boys. Just sit and enjoy”. He probably thought I was an asylum 

seeker too. His pleasant reaction stood in sharp contrast to the reaction of other 

local people who condemned it as “sitting around”. Abdul continued to de-

scribe his ongoing wait:  

Every time I go to reception [at Porin], I want to ask to give me my 

answer. I don’t know here, [will] they give me negative, positive? 

They treat me like a football (laughs). Four months in one country, 

six months in another country. I don’t know what I do now... here. 

Last interview I told them, when you don’t give me answer, what do 

I do? Because I don’t know now. Where I go? Uhm, when I want to 

go other country, they deport me again here and you also not give me 

answer, so what do I do? For this better I go to my country (laughs). 

The metaphor of “the ball” was frequently used to frame the agency-constrain-

ing dynamic of migrating and deporting which shaped attempts to settle in the 

EU under the Dublin regulation. As I walked through the spaces of Hotel 

Porin, the occasional emptiness and constant new faces often evoked a sense 

of transience which permeated its hallways, while the Dutch and German 

sounds uttered by the new arrivals would echo life histories of deportation.  

Ebrahim, who had also been deported from Austria after a long wait, 

told me how it felt to receive a negative response in Croatia after having been 

deported already. “Deadline to leave Croatia is eight days. And when you at-

tempt to leave, you come to the border and they return you here to Porin. Then 

again. Like a ball”. Similarly, migrants attempting to cross from Bosnia to 
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Croatia referred to these repeated attempts as “the game”.180 At Hotel Porin, 

the game implied that those in power were “playing” with migrants’ lives, 

causing them the pain of being kicked around between countries, with all it 

entailed. 

 After a negative decision, asylum seekers often filed a complaint, usually 

with the help of NGOs familiar with the legal procedure. After four negatives, 

they were placed in the closed detention centre at Ježevo outside Zagreb. I 

asked Abdul how he felt about staying in Croatia this time. He replied:  

No, for me it’s not a problem. I say I need just to live in one country. 

Because when I came from Afghanistan … that’s four years of going 

from one country to another country, from another country to another 

country. What is this? (…) Why do they joke with me? Tell me posi-

tive or negative. Now I am waiting for my work permission, I don’t 

know if they give me permit or not, but when I came from Afghanistan 

to Europe, every time I wait, wait, wait, wait. 

In Abdul’s case, the exhaustion brought on by multiple periods of waiting had 

led to a sense of hope, reconciling him with the idea of staying in Croatia 

despite his awareness of how hard it would be to be granted asylum after hear-

ing of so many negative decisions. At the point when we talked, he had been 

at Porin for four months waiting for his decision. After a series of trial and 

error, he wanted to stay as he had little choice. He was more or less obliged to 

stay, as he had repeatedly been returned to Croatia, so he began to hope he 

would not be rejected and deported back south. He said, “I need to, I want to” 

stay, demonstrating an ambiguity between necessity and desire. 

The six months he had accrued during his last wait in Croatia no 

longer counted because he had to reapply for asylum, and his waiting time had 

to be restarted. This made life more difficult, because he was hoping to obtain 

a work permit, which would now take another nine months’ wait instead of 

three. Abdul said, “And now I am bored here. What do I do? Nothing.” When 

I asked him how he spent his days, he laughed and said, “You know what 

Porin is”, referring to the noise, fights and marijuana smoked every night. 

“They don’t give me permission. I want to go outside to work. In here, all the 

time I only sleep, eat … It is also no good. I go to help with RC as a volunteer. 

Sometimes I translate for people here.” I talked to a RC worker who told me 

Abdul was different and more motivated this time. He took part in activities 

 
180https://www.aljazeera.com/gallery/2021/1/29/in-pictures-stranded-migrants-live-through-

bosnias-winter-cold 
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like cleaning, helping in the library or helping with children, alongside attend-

ing the language course.  

Abdul’s story is an example of how the European border regime was 

experienced through deportations, time resets and serial waiting. It had trun-

cated his life trajectory in a number of locations. As a consequence of the 

‘deportation fatigue’ which had begun to mould agency in his case, his former 

aspirations in terms of migration had started to shift towards a desire to stay 

in Croatia. Abdul’s activities at the hotel could be described as ‘active waiting’ 

which, as Marcel (1967:282) states, “keeps open what is anticipated, and 

therefore entails hope understood as generative of action”. Voluntarily enlist-

ing in activities at Porin was one of a range of practices asylum seekers en-

gaged in to resist the hegemonic regime of transience which kept them moving 

back and forth as they struggled to remain. The emotions Abdul was experi-

encing were connected to the way he was trying to move closer to Croatia and 

close the Gap as he tried to make his emplacement less precarious. Below, I 

explore how some migrants made sense of the state’s restrictive asylum poli-

cies, and how they made an active effort to influence them while they were 

waiting. 

Who is Allowed to Stay?  

“The situation is very, very bad”, said Samir from Iraq as he was taking a 

break from working in the kitchen of Prince’s new restaurant (Chapter 7). He 

still lived at Porin, where we had met some months earlier when we were 

cleaning. It had been a year and a half since he had applied for asylum. Alt-

hough he had not been fingerprinted when he passed through Croatia for the 

first time, he was deported back to the country after spending seven months in 

Austria. His asylum request had repeatedly been rejected. Here is how he de-

scribed waiting for the decision: 

I got two negatives. I am applying again for the High Court. They told 

me because you have two negatives, you must ask again for asylum. 

I have everything [documents]. Why I have to ask again? I am here 

one year and a half. Now I wait, what can I do, now I have fingerprints 

here. Where am I going? Any country I go, they send me here. (…) 

Nobody likes Porin. After three weeks, believe me, after three weeks 

you get crazy here at Porin. You get crazy. [Next time] my case 

worker will be the same as last time. This man. Policeman at Porin. I 

am sure this man will again give me negative. I mean last time he gave 
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me negative and now he would give me positive? I have, three organ-

isations I am working for, three organisations, organisation for Prince, 

MDM and Red Cross. I take the paper for all these. They don’t care.  

When Samir used the powerful “they”, he was referring to the “decision-mak-

ers”. The official term is “eligibility officers”, a group of state employees who, 

at the time of my fieldwork, consisted of 15 officers of the law trained by 

UNHCR to evaluate individual asylum requests.181 

The uncertainty of waiting and a strong chance of rejection could lead 

to a sense of despair which was noticeable in the spaces of the hotel. For a 

long time, each time I saw Samir he was silent, looking hopeless and de-

pressed. On some occasions I would arrive at the hotel and be told someone 

had attempted suicide the day before. A volunteer told me that asylum seekers 

often waited up to ten months after their arrival before they even had their first 

interview about a claim for asylum. An Eritrean man who had been transferred 

from Italy months before was an example. He had climbed the tower next to 

Hotel Porin and threatened to jump. The rumour around the hotel was that, if 

migrants did something radical, they might attract attention to their case, thus 

shortening the waiting period as they tapped into the time of the decision pro-

cess, which was otherwise outside their control.  

The overall sombre affective atmosphere generated by asylum rejec-

tions, living conditions and a precarious existence was punctuated every once 

in a while by news of someone receiving “a positive”. In these moments the 

mood lightened, not only for the ones who had been granted asylum, but also 

for their co-residents, who shared their happiness and their hope of receiving 

a positive outcome after the struggle of the waiting period. After waiting more 

than a year, Kaden received a positive response, and I happened to meet him 

on the hotel stairway in February 2018. As we started talking, a man he knew 

greeted him cheerfully and said jokingly, “You’ve become so arrogant since 

you got the papers, but its only Croatian papers, not American”. The joke im-

plied it was good news, but that everyone knew Croatia was not the country 

of first choice for the majority. 

Hotel residents often talked about how the state’s decision-making 

process seemed arbitrary in the way it selected some and not others, and they 

often said, “It does not make any sense”. On the other hand, hotel residents 

shared information about positives and negatives through social ties, and 

 
181 I did not have access to the decision-makers for interview purposes, therefore their perspec-

tive is lacking in this thesis. Instead, from a “bottom-up” perspective, I focused on how asylum 

seekers and other actors at the hotel made sense of their decisions. 
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claimed there were certain patterns. Kaden was from Egypt, and while he was 

still waiting he noted that some other Egyptians had had a positive result a 

year before, but now it seemed only Syrians were being granted asylum. The 

hotel residents speculated on the state’s tacit politics of asylum through these 

observations. One observation suggested that Syrian asylum seekers were 

granted asylum more readily than others, particularly Syrian women. I met 

Rima, a Syrian woman, through a psychologist working for the RC who or-

ganised meetings and activities for women at Porin. I talked to Rima about her 

experiences. She was a mathematics teacher who lived on the third floor in the 

family section with her husband and daughter. She talked about waiting for 

the decision on her application for asylum:  

I am waiting for five years. Two years in Istanbul, two years in Aus-

tria, and I start here in Croatia again. (…) This is what I am tired of. 

(…) Actually, even if I get negative, I will get positive. If in the future 

I get negative it’s ok. After negative I will get positive. There is no 

other solution. I am from Syria. There are many people here. I hear 

from stories here in Porin, many families got a negative but after few 

months, they got a positive. Or two negatives, after two negatives, one 

positive. There is no other solution. Yes, it just takes time, only time.  

Her awareness of the cases of fellow Syrian families at the hotel made Rima 

confident she would be granted asylum, and she had faith in the idea. 

Another speculation posited that, because Christianity was a dominant 

religion in Croatia, Christians would have greater chances of receiving a pos-

itive decision. One asylum seeker I talked to believed decisions also varied 

according to the time of the year, saying, “They must have some quotas. They 

fill them in the beginning of the year, then you can see more negatives as the 

year goes on”. Another one told me that because they were expecting higher 

numbers of migrant arrivals in the summer, when it was easier to pass along 

the route, the state gave negative responses in the winter and spring as a prep-

aration for the season. Moreover, I was told by a volunteer that on the day the 

decision was made, it was possible to tell whether it would be positive or neg-

ative even before it was announced. If it was negative, the official from the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs would bring in the document. If it was positive, 

the woman working with integration procedures would hand it to the claimant. 

Samir believed that the outcome of the decision on asylum could be 

influenced by engaging in activities set up by organisations operating at Porin. 

Similarly, Reza thought “good behaviour” could help his case. Many assumed 

that when the decision-maker saw that an asylum seeker was virtuous, had 
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made an effort and helped rather than causing problems, and had perhaps 

learned Croatian, they would be more compassionate and allow them to stay. 

Given that the majority of migrants arriving in Croatia left before they had the 

interview, one asylum seeker believed, “If they see I waited this long, then it 

means I really want to be here”. He believed patience would be rewarded with 

mercy. In contrast, some said the state kept people waiting longer in the hope 

they would give up and leave Croatia. In both examples, time was understood 

as a resource which both the migrants and the state used to their advantage.  

Rouse (1992:36) analyses how, as a consequence of bordering and its 

non-discursive influence, Mexican migrants without papers in the United 

States not only become cautious about attracting unnecessary attention but ac-

tively make an effort to become “good” citizens, consumers and proletarian 

subjects.182 Patience, as well as aspirations towards “good behaviour”, are ex-

amples of how socially excluded individuals attempt to manage the Gap in 

conditions where agency is constrained. However, migrants were not the only 

actors who resorted to this. For example, the RC sometimes accompanied asy-

lum seekers to interviews on decisions regarding asylum, if they had psycho-

logical issues and needed support. RC staff prepared an additional document 

with a list of activities the asylum seeker had undertaken while they were wait-

ing. They presented this document to the decision-maker in order to “soften” 

the process, as one of their employees put it, so they could see asylum seekers 

as people, not just traumas and legal cases. The RC employee told me, “They 

just say with a cold face, ‘This is not relevant’, and put it aside. It depends on 

who is making the decision”. This attempt to influence the process did not 

seem to affect the bureaucratic procedure, but nonetheless represented efforts 

to bring the asylum claimant and state bureaucracy closer to each other. Some 

believed there was leeway in the procedure which could make some decision-

makers merciful and others strict, but further research is needed to shed light 

on the norms and values that shape the decision-making process on asylum. 

The Croatian asylum system occupies an important place on the mi-

gration route, as the country is outside the Schengen area but within the Euro-

pean Union. Thus, it is a socio-legal structure which heavily mediates transit 

migration and has an important meaning for the migrants. I have outlined 

above some of the ways in which asylum seekers made sense of this, com-

monly describing their predicament as waiting in a system “where nothing 

makes sense” in relation to their expectations for staying. I explore this further 

 
182 Schinkel (2010) differentiates between formal and moral citizenship with regard to integra-

tion. Citizenship of the “unintegrated” shifts from an actual to a virtual possession, and becomes 

defined as a ‘virtue’. Hence, he calls this process ‘virtualisation of citizenship’. 
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below through the example of language learning as an important aspect of 

emplacement. 

“I Speak Croatian Now” 

Although the state was obliged to organise language courses for refugees, in 

practice there were many difficulties. I was told by NGO workers that for a 

few years, the official language course did not take place at all for lack of 

funding. UNHCR funded the class when they recognised a need for it, but 

because most asylum seekers were in transit, only a few enrolled, so it was not 

worth continuing it. The continuous turnover at Hotel Porin possibly made 

emplacement of the fewer ‘long stayers’ more difficult, as the Croatian asylum 

system was still grappling with the country becoming more than a transit state. 

Other organisations like RC, CMS and RYS had volunteers at Porin, and or-

ganised informal classes to compensate for this lack. Just like the class I taught 

on behalf of the RC, attendees received no certificate of language proficiency, 

so it was understandable that very few had joined. Nevertheless, Mirela, the 

RC coordinator, thought it was still useful and defined the course as “pre-

integration”. She meant that, although it was not an official certified course 

and the majority of Porin residents were still waiting for their decisions, they 

could pass the time and learn something useful for their life in the city, and 

learn some of the basics to prepare them for the official course if they stayed 

in Croatia.183 

I started to give classes in January 2018, most Mondays and Wednes-

days until June. The class was a good access point for meeting new interlocu-

tors and for looking into new themes such as the desire to settle in Croatia and 

the way motivations changed. The class was very small, and seldom had more 

than ten students. More often it was two, three or even only one. I met the 

teacher who had given the class the previous year, and she told me there were 

sometimes around 30 students, as there were more people at Porin in general. 

Teachers from other NGOs told me they had had similar experiences. There 

were fewer residents at Porin in general during the winter I was teaching, but 

 
183 However, in the final stage of my fieldwork, in March 2018, a Croatian language course 

started at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences where I had obtained my BA degree. 

The faculty was also known for being the seat of Croaticum, an educational centre with over 

50 years’ experience of teaching Croatian as a foreign language. One of the initiators of the new 

course for refugees was the sociologist Dragan Bagić, my former professor, who had pushed 

the idea after his students’ research on migrant integration had shown that language was one of 

the biggest obstacles they were facing, as I discovered when I visited him. 
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other reasons for the low attendance can be illustrated by what Mohammed, 

who only came to the class once, told me when I met him at the hotel some 

weeks later:  

It is a difficult language, but please don’t get offended … it is your 

language... I don’t think it is nice, and it is not very important. It is a 

small country, and I get by with English. You know, a lot of people 

here say it is important to learn German not Croatian.  

I met Mohammed when I was walking around Porin with Prince. Three years 

had passed since he came to Europe from Syria, and another year since he was 

deported from Austria. Although some months had passed since he was 

granted asylum, he was still grappling with the change in his initial plans to 

go to Austria. As time went on, he came to realise it would be very hard to 

stay in Croatia without speaking the language. Several months later, as we 

were standing in the doorway to the classroom, he told me, “I need to forget 

German now. I need this language”. Mohammed then started listing the verbs 

he had already learned, and asked me to correct him. More than a year later, 

in December 2019, I returned to Zagreb for a holiday and ordered a taxi one 

night. To my surprise he was my driver, as he had started working for a driving 

company. In the meantime, he had moved out of Porin, his family had arrived 

from Syria and they had been taking language classes regularly. I started 

speaking English to him as we had done before, but he interrupted and said 

with a smile, “I speak Croatian now”.  

 Language proficiency is an important tool which, in principle, helps to nar-

row the Gap in encounters in the country. As temporariness moved towards 

permanence, the perception of Croatian as a “useless language” changed to a 

perception that it was needed to navigate and settle in the city. Some who had 

stayed in Croatia, however, did not speak the language. This, of course, re-

duced the number of conversations and interactions they had which could lead 

to the connections crucial to emplacement. On the one hand, language and 

cultural knowledge have been highlighted as facilitators of integration and in-

clusion, and crucial for belonging (Ager and Strang 2004; Mesch 2003:344; 

Morrice 2007; Hou and Beiser 2006; Sorgen 2015). Moreover, Blommaert 

(2014) has argued that “small talk” is an important part of the infrastructure 

of superdiversity at neighbourhood level. Those who have learned Croatian 

often meet with positive reactions from locals, who may be impressed that the 

migrants have stayed in the country and learned this difficult language. How-

ever, this differs greatly depending on the situation. Migrants’ accent and 

grammar can still produce the Gap in encounters with police officers and civil 
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servants, for example. While language use provides them with more opportu-

nities to express and explain themselves, it does not guarantee they will be 

accepted as citizens. On the other hand, a lack of language proficiency can 

exacerbate isolation and precarity. In turn, it could be argued that migrants’ 

precarity discourages them from starting to learn Croatian; some told me that 

finding work and solving their legal issues were greater priorities. 

Below, I discuss further how language learning can be positioned in 

relation to short-term work and further mobility projects which aim to allevi-

ate precarity. I analyse it in the context of active waiting and changing migra-

tion aspirations. 

“I Would Like to Stay Here … For Now” 

When I met Reza, he said he did not want to learn Croatian properly until he 

had received a positive response to his application for asylum. Many migrants 

questioned the point of the effort involved in learning a difficult new language 

when it was very likely their request for asylum would be rejected. When I 

asked whether he would like to stay in Croatia, Reza replied, “I would like to 

stay here … for now”. This is an answer I would often hear from people who 

had a greater chance of staying in Croatia, even after they had been granted 

asylum. It resonated with me, as it was similar to the answer I had given people 

who had asked me if I wanted to remain abroad. The aspiration to stay “for 

now” referred to the fact that it was useful to remain in a place in the short 

term, while “projects” such as obtaining asylum in Croatia were underway 

which would enable them to move on to other countries.184 However, it was 

neither ideal nor very likely to be permanent.185 Reza was not in transit, but 

neither had he completely settled. His plans and motivations were different 

each time we met. In one conversation, he evaluated as follows his options 

and scenarios while he waited at Hotel Porin for asylum: 

Honestly, I read news about situation in Croatia and how the govern-

ment behaves with the migrant applications. (…) Now I am waiting 

for the decision. The most important thing for me in Croatia is the 

decision. But I do not waste my time. I try to use this opportunity to 

 
184 Being granted asylum in Croatia allows the asylee to move out of the country, but they 

cannot spend more than ten months in total outside Croatia. Most ultimately go to other parts 

of the EU for temporary work in higher-paid jobs, and then return. 
185 See Guyer’s (2008) discussion of how the near future is reinhabited by forms of punctuated 

time. 
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learn something and have some achievement. So, if I get negative de-

cision, I didn’t lose anything. I can go to another country and show 

my experience and evidence, and another country may accept me … 

If I have positive decision, and if I get citizenship or [temporary] res-

idence permit, but I need permanent resident permit in the EU. If I get 

residence, I have opportunity to work anywhere, like Arab Gulf states. 

So I can figure out what to do … What should be the next step. (…) I 

am just a little bit worried about money, because I want to leave the 

country if I get a negative, so I need money to leave. So I am focused 

on my job permit, finding the job and save money for … if everything 

negative happens. I must prepare myself for everything today, be-

cause I am not sure about the positive decision of the government. So, 

it depends. If I feel like I can get a positive and change the negative 

decision to positive, yes, I will pay the lawyer to defend, but if I don’t 

feel it, I will leave.  

His narrative portrayed staying in Croatia, and Hotel Porin specifically, as an 

example of active waiting, infused with calculated evaluation and strategies, 

contrasting emotions and changing aspirations, all of which interplayed with 

legal constraints. Language learning was positioned in relation to practical 

short-term work opportunities, which themselves were positioned in relation 

to potential projects for moving on beyond Croatia. Language proficiency has 

multiple aims, some involving transit and some involving staying. It would 

have helped Reza to work in Zagreb and accrue cultural and economic capital, 

useful both for further transit and more permanent emplacement, albeit with 

no assurance he would be accepted as a citizen. Even though Germany was 

Reza’s first choice, he said that if he received a positive response, and if he 

would be able to afford living in Croatia, he would stay. 

Reza started coming to the language course soon after I started to give 

the classes, as he hoped it would increase his chances of receiving a positive 

response if he could also show “good behaviour”, as noted above. Even when 

he was not attending the class because he was anticipating the work permit 

and hoping to start working, I would visit him in his room, and I would see 

notebooks full of the Croatian vocabulary he was learning. He would also 

show me his conversations in Croatian with some women on the dating apps. 

He presented these as communication practice while he was spending most of 

his time in his room, because he had no money and lacked the confidence to 

interact freely in the city. 

In January, his application for a work permit was rejected on a tech-

nicality, because he had applied only eight months after his arrival rather than 

the nine months required before an asylum seeker could apply for permission 
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to work. Having to wait an extra month to start looking for jobs was a setback, 

and he lost the motivation to learn the language. He would say, “I will start 

actively when I get the job”, focusing on one step at a time. One day during 

this stage of his waiting, I saw him in the hallway. Reza was returning from 

the restaurant saying, “I didn’t sleep much. I woke up very early”. He could 

not fall asleep again, and said it happened often because he could not work 

and was stressed. At a later point, he received the work permit and his moti-

vation returned. Here is what he said:  

I woke up in the morning with the sound of knocking on my door 

loudly. I thought it was either the negative, or the work permit. I was 

ready for everything. It was the work permit. (…) I have motivation 

now. Next step is getting the personal number, bank account …  

A few days later, he asked me to go to the tax office with him, and to pick up 

the money from Western Union that his sister had sent from Germany, and 

which he needed to pay for the translation of documents required for obtaining 

a personal ID number. After that, I did not see him for several weeks. I heard 

rumours that he had had some problems, and had had a fight with a resident 

at Hotel Porin. One of the RC employees told me that the last time she had 

seen him, he seemed to have lost his motivation and was acting as if he were 

preparing to leave the country. However, ten days later I saw him in the hotel 

hallway, and he said the reason he had not been there much was because he 

had started working long hours. A neighbour close to his room at Porin had 

told him about a job in a delivery warehouse, where a few other asylum seek-

ers were working. This was another example of how encounters at the hotel 

could assist in navigating the city. He was still considering options of going 

abroad temporarily if he was granted asylum, for example, possibly for three 

months to work in Germany, because it was difficult to manage in Croatia, 

even with the new job. 

Reza’s example shows the multiple and constantly changing decisions 

in terms of his moving and staying in a situation where his options were lim-

ited. Coulter (2008) discusses similar multiplicity and change in making deci-

sions under duress and heavy pressure, referring to ‘choiceless decisions’, 

where agency is heavily constrained but nonetheless contains room for ma-

noeuvre.186 Being granted asylum allows more options, but is not without ob-

stacles, as I demonstrate below. 

 
186 See also Utas (2005); Maček (2014); De Brujn and Both (2018) for more thoughts on 

‘choiceless choices’. Cf. Honwana and Gordadze (2000) for ‘tactical agency’. 
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‘Long Stayers’ 

So far, this chapter has presented the life trajectories of ‘short stayers’, reluc-

tant, undecided migrants stuck in prolonged temporary states or actively wait-

ing to settle for longer periods. Their experiences of (im)mobility are crucial 

for understanding the dynamics of bordering and transit on the Balkan route, 

but they are not the entire picture. For a more comprehensive understanding 

of moving and staying in Croatia, and to emphasise the blurriness and muta-

bility of various categories of migrants, I explore below the narratives of sev-

eral young men who had been in Croatia for five years or longer at the time of 

our talk, and had decided to stay. I outline how their aspirations to migrate 

further had been replaced by emerging ties and feelings relevant to emplace-

ment and alleviating precarity, which also narrowed the Gap with Croatian 

society and its citizens. In other words, it is an account of how they stopped 

being transit migrants. 

 

“For me, Zagreb is like Damascus” 

Nizar was a 29-year-old Syrian man who had arrived in Croatia by plane in 

2012 on a student visa.187 He had first lived with his uncle, then briefly at 

Hotel Porin after he requested asylum, and until he was granted subsidiary 

protection around four months later. Very soon he found a job, rented an apart-

ment on his own and learned Croatian. Nizar was now employed as a translator 

and coordinator in an organisation helping to integrate new migrants. At the 

time of our talk in spring 2018, he had applied for permanent residence status, 

as it had been five years since he was granted subsidiary protection. Nizar now 

saw Zagreb as his home and wanted to stay there, “until I retire”, as he put it, 

implying that he wished to spend his whole life there even though this had not 

been the original plan. He described in Croatian how his plans had changed:  

When I was in Syria, I had my own plans before the war … but un-

fortunately, those failed, because it all … like … stopped because of 

war. (…) Then when I came here, I was shocked, because what I 

planned for myself, like, in Syria how and what to do, then it got like 

this … When I arrived here now, I had to do it all from scratch, the 

language, society. (…) Now, of course, I’ve already integrated into 

 
187 Nizar's uncle was already living in Croatia. He had arrived in the 1970s in connection with 

the exchanges between Yugoslavia and Syria. See Chapter 7 on the role of connections with 

the Non-Aligned Movement in facilitating emplacement. 
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society. I managed to learn the Croatian language, with a few mis-

takes. It’s not a big deal for foreigners because it’s not their mother 

tongue. Zagreb is, like this, I say to people, for me, Zagreb is like 

Damascus. We have, in Damascus, a similar mountain close to the 

city. It’s called Quasioun. Here in Zagreb, we also have the mountain 

called Sljeme. It’s more or less the same as this. People here are polite, 

social, very kind. In the beginning I missed Syria more, but yes, yes, 

let’s say, I’m here now … it’s a little to me … how do you say it? I’ve 

forgotten it [Syria]. I’ve been here for a long time in Zagreb. People 

behave like this towards me. I’m more balanced somehow.  

Nizar planned to stay in Croatia until the war ended, given that it was still too 

dangerous to go back. He had already spent a long time in Zagreb and consid-

ered it his home. He described this feeling as being “more balanced”, by which 

he meant that he had already spent a significant portion of his adult life in 

Croatia and people treated him like a local, so he felt less like a foreigner and 

his memories of Syria were fading. In this case, the Gap was narrowing so 

markedly that he had even inscribed memories of Damascus into Zagreb’s 

geography. Learning the language, experiencing sociability and kindness from 

Croatian citizens and making friendships had transformed his plans of a tem-

porary stay into a desire to remain, and not return to Syria or attempt to move 

further into Europe.  

“I’m here. Here’s my life, I’m here” 

Vahid was 38 years old. He had been living in Zagreb since 2014, and had 

come from Iran via a route through Turkey and Greece. Migrants often took 

the route through Macedonia and Serbia, or more recently Bosnia, but Vahid 

had not even seen these countries as he had been in a truck for three days. I 

asked whether he wanted to move on beyond Croatia, and he replied:  

That was my plan, and it’s not … that I [had] another … But when the 

police officer said … here is your fingerprint … they said, “You can-

not go to other countries because of Dublin. If you go to other coun-

tries, then you will be returned again.” … I say, okay. I’ll stay here. 

That is my new life here in Croatia.  

Vahid told me he wanted to stay “one hundred percent. I’m here. Here’s my 

life, I’m here”. At first, Vahid had attempted to find work as a welder, but the 

job he was offered was outside Zagreb and the salary was too low. These kinds 

of precarious conditions were frequently mentioned by migrants, as well as 
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unemployed locals who were trying to find work in Zagreb. The position Va-

hid was interested in would have required him to work six days a week for 12 

hours, and commute daily outside the city with no travel expenses to cover 

bus tickets. It would have been extremely difficult and unaffordable. Luckily 

for Vahid, he received a call when the Balkan corridor was opening, saying 

that there was a need for a translator who spoke Farsi and Croatian. Initially 

he volunteered at the border, but was then offered a full-time job as a transla-

tor.  

Like many others who had attempted to live in or travel around West-

ern Europe before or after living in Croatia, Vahid described how it was easier 

to live in Croatia, and he could relate to it better because the people and cli-

mate were “not so cold”, as he put it. He particularly began to appreciate this 

after learning Croatian. His original plan changed as his aspirations to move 

were stopped by the EU border regime. In the four years he had lived in Cro-

atia, he had learned the language, found a job, and forged a number of close 

relationships. Vahid did not want to go back to Iran, nor was he thinking of 

moving elsewhere. His first decision to stay in the country was influenced by 

a fear of being deported back there if he tried to cross a border, but when he 

decided to stay, he began to feel that Croatia was his home. In other words, 

the very conditions which introduced involuntary immobility could ultimately 

bring the sense of a new home, making immobility voluntary when new 

choices to move presented themselves.  

“When you know the language, you know the crew … then to have to start 

from scratch again” 

Farzaad was a 23-year-old Afghan who had grown up in Iran and started mov-

ing at the age of 13. He approached me at the reception centre on hearing from 

his co-workers that I had grown up in the city on the Croatian coast where he 

lived. I was surprised to hear him speaking Croatian with an accent from my 

region. Farzaad had arrived in Croatia in 2011 as an unaccompanied minor, 

and had completed his secondary education in my home town. Coincidentally, 

my old high school teacher was the one who was of the most help in terms of 

learning the language and feeling integrated. This common ground helped us 

connect very quickly. Farzaad told me how he had decided to stay in Croatia. 

“I didn’t plan to be here. I wanted to go further, but I didn’t have the money. 

I waited around three, four months to get the money, but in the meantime, I 

got asylum. Among the fastest ones, yes. I decided to stay here”. At the time 

we spoke he was working as a translator in Zagreb, and had enrolled at the 
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university. Farzaad wanted to stay, but his aspirations in terms of moving re-

mained open-ended while he still weighed up potential futures and where he 

would like to live:  

Yes, Yes, here … Sometimes I think, for example, when I graduate, 

and everything, then get some work experience, in some company and 

so on, then I’ll leave. But, then I think, when you see the situation in 

a country, when you know the language, you know the crew … then 

to have to start from scratch again, you have to start in some new 

country, totally from scratch. Then I’d be around 27, 28… You know, 

then it’s hard to adjust. When you’re young, you get used to all sorts 

of situations quickly. When you’re older, maybe married by then, who 

knows … then you have to think about yourself and your wife. Then, 

my wife, for example, if I get married here, and if she’s Croatian it’s 

ok. If not, if she’s from Iran, for example, then she has to learn the 

language, get used to the situation, and crossing to another country 

will be chaos then for her.  

Interestingly, the way Farzaad talked about the dilemma of staying or leaving 

Croatia in some future (“You never know, it’s possible later”) resonated with 

the dilemmas and future considerations of many young Croatians in terms of 

staying, but not completely abandoning the idea of moving to more developed 

EU countries. However, he juxtaposed this aspiration with his own experience 

and efforts of “starting from scratch” in a new country, which would be pos-

sible for him, but more difficult with age and marriage.  

 

“We’ll see how things go” 

Simran was a 33-year-old man who had arrived in Croatia in 2013 by plane 

from Sudan, on a visa which was easier to obtain as it was just before Croatia 

joined the EU. Two months after he was granted asylum, he went to work for 

five months first in Sweden, then in Norway. He returned to Croatia to “sort 

out some documents” and then the refugee crisis started at the border and he 

received an offer to work as a translator. Simran described his changing aspi-

rations. “I had a plan to go back [to Norway], even though I don’t like it, but 

at that time there was no chance to work in Croatia. It was hard you know, so 

when they called me, I decided to stay, and am working now as an interpreter”. 

When I asked him if he wished to stay in Zagreb, he replied:  

I’m here now. I’m here, so … I’ll apply for permanent residence next 

year, in January, yes, so we’ll see how things go. (…) No, no, no, no. 

I told you, because there was no job opportunity here I planned to 
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return, but now, yeah, it is, I got used to it, and I don’t want to go 

anywhere. I mean I was there. I didn’t like it, except you can work 

there, but no, it’s hard. (…) I mean, here you don’t earn a lot, but you 

can survive. 

Finding employment, and then making friends and becoming engaged to a 

Croatian woman had led him to abandon the idea of going back to Scandina-

via, although the uncertainty of his legal status continued to challenge the per-

manence of his stay. The government was very strict about the rules for per-

manent residence. Simran explained it like this:  

(…) everything depends on permanent residence. If you don’t get it, 

how will you apply for citizenship? That’s the first step. And it’s 

weird that no one got it, I don’t know why, but we’ll see, I mean so 

many people apply, but no one got it (…) no one, no one. People even 

older, seven years here, they applied. No one answered them. I don’t 

know why. They passed all the exams.  

Although he did not have permanent residence, he wished to stay in Croatia. 

Like Vahid, who had said, “I’m here. Here’s my life, I’m here”, Simran em-

phasised that he was “here now”, but would “see how things [went]” in the 

near future. It was not the “one hundred percent” certainty with which Vahid 

had expressed himself, but it was more certain than what he had been thinking 

when he returned from Norway.  

Like others, Simran made comparisons with other countries in Europe 

he had attempted to live in. Others would often compare interactions with lo-

cals in other European countries, and highlight greater similarities between 

Croatia or the Balkans and their countries of origin and ways of life. This usu-

ally entailed a generalised opposition between “cold” and “warm” cultures 

and climates. In other words, everyday encounters, communication styles and 

people’s habits in Croatia resonated more with their own than those in western 

and northern Europe. For example, one Iraqi Zagreb resident told me, “You 

Croatians spend entire days drinking coffee and smoking cigarettes. In the 

Middle East, we drink tea and smoke hookahs”. Simran pointed out that there 

were larger, established communities of diaspora in Scandinavia which were 

lacking in Croatia, but also mentioned that being in that kind of “bubble” 

could, in his words, make “integration more difficult”, whereas in Croatia he 

was “forced” to interact with the majority. 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have demonstrated the complexity of decisions, aspirations, 

emotions and temporalities underpinning the relationship between transit and 

more permanent, but precarious emplacement. In conversation with migrants, 

it became apparent that their aspirations were not fixed states which had been 

defined prior to their journey. Instead, they were more open and dynamic, im-

bued with ambiguity, and susceptible to changes resulting from the various 

encounters en route.  

The above examples have further shown that navigating borders, reg-

ulations and policies played a significant role in their decisions to stay. The 

trajectories of ‘long stayers’ demonstrate not only that Croatia is more than a 

transit country, but also that borders can produce new subject positions (Mez-

zadra and Neilsen 2013). They also show how the Gap shifts according to the 

relations and emotions involved between migrants and different types of local 

people, policies and work opportunities. Depending on the distinct temporal-

ities of their emplacement, migrants experience and reduce the Gap in differ-

ent ways. They use different strategies to negotiate their predicaments and al-

leviate precarity, such as “quick cash”, “working black”, waiting actively, 

sharing information, hoping and making connections. 

While migrant networks and pre-existing communities are considered to 

play a role in encouraging further migration and facilitating emplacement 

(Arango 2004:291-292; Deléchat 2001:457: Ayalew 2017:223), a phenome-

non which will be explored in Chapter 7, many ‘long stayers’ in Zagreb ex-

pressed how important smaller local networks and close social ties were for 

emplacement, such as romantic relationships, friendships and co-workers (Cf. 

Povrzanović Frykman and Mozetič 2019) across the migrant/non-migrant bi-

nary. They also stressed the role of language skills, employment and the hos-

pitality of other citizens as important aspects of their stay. These experiences 

of connection which constitute emplacement were crucial for narrowing the 

Gap. However, becoming emplaced in Croatian society did not necessarily 

imply that migrants would settle permanently. Discussing temporality and 

precarity in migrants’ journeys, Stevens (2019) demonstrates how migrants 

with temporary plans may become permanent settlers, yet their ‘permanence’ 

is tempered by factors such as uncertainty and precarious employment.  

These challenges to permanence, which they experience after decid-

ing to stay in Croatia, may result in them moving on into secondary migration. 

In this thesis, I also stress through the concept of precarious emplacement the 

more widespread precarity which characterises life in Croatia as an emigration 
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country outside the ‘core’ of the EU, and which is wrapped up in migrants’ 

distinct experiences of precarity. Therefore, at first glance, migrants’ potential 

plans to migrate again resemble those of many Croatian citizens. Nevertheless, 

it should be noted that even when ‘migrants’ become ‘local’, their emplace-

ment trajectories continue to differ from Croatian nationals, thus making the 

relationship between precarious emplacement and the Gap more complex. In 

unique ways, migrants are often subject to pervasive processes of racialisation, 

stigmatisation and various forms of differential exclusion which should be un-

derstood in their own right. The next chapter describes some of these experi-

ences as I discuss paths and obstacles to emplacement, and different ways of 

negotiating the Gap. 
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6| Paths in the City and Obstacles to 

Permanence 

Introduction 

In previous chapters I delineated an approach to migration that considered 

ways in which it was mediated, exploring how new migration in Zagreb en-

tangled with borders, histories, relations and affects in the urban spaces of 

transit areas. I highlighted the necessity to look beyond the lens of transit to 

understand the dynamic of moving and staying which occurs in the European 

borderlands. I emphasised how aspirations to stay or leave Croatia fluctuated 

in relation to practices of bordering, local reception and migrants’ experiences 

of emplacement. 

 While Dugave and Hotel Porin were important sites for understanding these 

issues, the next two chapters explore other spaces which emerged as relevant 

to emplacement as I accompanied my interlocutors through the city. 

In line with my argument that encountering the Gap in its various 

forms is an essential component of migrant emplacement in Zagreb (Cf. Col-

lins 2011:320), this chapter traces instances of exclusion and inclusion 

through the negotiation of boundaries related to material spaces, ethnicity, 

race, legal status and citizenship. Moreover, I stress that these various forms 

of exclusion open a space for precarity. 

Although some sections highlight opportunities and demonstrate how 

challenges can be overcome, this chapter focuses more on hindrances to being 

part of the place. Instead, Chapter 7 goes on to explore connections as means 

of tackling obstacles to emplacement.  

I argue that emplacement is characterised by ‘differential inclusion’ 

(Casas-Cortes et al. 2015:79), and begin this chapter by showing how fences 

were constructed in Dugave around Hotel Porin to prevent and redirect mi-

grants’ urban mobility. I exemplify other barriers through situations relating 

to policing, spatial segregation, obstacles to finding an apartment, and being 

banned from night clubs, as well as other instances where the Gap emerged 

and was negotiated through separations, discrimination, subordination and 
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racism. In other words, I follow how the Gap was (re)produced as migrants 

crossed ‘internal borders’ (Balibar 2003:1; Darling 2017:183; Garcés-Masca-

reñas, 2015:139; Franck 2019; Gielis and van Houtum, 2012:797), and sug-

gest that border politics sometimes operates across other types of boundary 

(cf. Farahani 2021:667) in a more subtle way.  

While this type of boundary work, which limits the extent to which 

migrants are made welcome, is not the same as border controls or deportations, 

I emphasise how encountering obstacles at different levels and in different 

spaces in Zagreb creates challenges in acquiring permanence. These difficul-

ties and constraints impinge on migrants’ decision to stay in Croatia, even 

after their aspirations to migrate have faded. In other words, tendencies to-

wards social sorting, which can take place in a city (Flipo 2020:240) through 

various types of exclusion, steer towards impermanence, thus complicating 

the dynamics of transit through Croatia. 

The Fence Was (Not) Here Before 

In the immediate streets surrounding Hotel Porin, a growing number of fences 

had been erected since the building became a reception centre for asylum seek-

ers. Porin residents were free to move in the city, but had to return before the 

hotel closed at 11p.m., and dissatisfied Dugave residents often considered this 

freedom of mobility surprising and controversial. They would have preferred 

the asylum seekers to be either removed from the neighbourhood or confined 

to a greater extent, in order to reduce uncomfortable feelings emerging from 

encounters. During the coronavirus pandemic, a fence was built around the 

hotel as early as March 2020,188 strengthening the tendencies I had noticed in 

Dugave years earlier to enclose and separate asylum seekers from the rest of 

the population. There was a smaller white picket fence at the front, separating 

the small park for children in front of the hotel from the main thoroughfare, 

Sarajevska Street. Between Hotel Porin and the first set of buildings there was 

a small private basketball court which was surrounded by a small fence, and 

everyone I talked to told me it had been fenced off before the first group of 

asylum seekers arrived. I heard the same about the other fences deeper in the 

 
188http://komunal.org/teksti/542-welcome-to-prison-we-are-treated-like-animals-in-the-

zoo?fbclid=IwAR20Y3VlB_eGrb_TOIJ0jWMxBrlsCKpm0GZMyENNOOdttt-

GDMRwtzpcMFvI 
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neighbourhood, but these were not the only explanations. Instead, some neigh-

bours told me the new fences had been built specifically to prevent the asylum 

seekers accessing or approaching their property.  

 It took between 10 and 15 minutes to walk from Hotel Porin to the nearest 

bus stops in Dugave. There were two main public roads to the bus stop. Porin 

residents more often took shortcuts that went through private land or between 

neighbouring private buildings. In June 2018, I was walking past one of the 

fenced buildings on the street corner when I met Ana, a retired woman in her 

seventies who was gardening in front of the entrance. She had not had any 

issues with the Porin residents, and her grandson even went to school with a 

child who lived at the hotel. However, she told me that her neighbours had 

built a fence between the hotel and the buildings the asylum seekers walked 

past, which redirected the migrants’ mobility. “They used to walk this way, 

ride their bikes. It did get loud. They talk loudly, but it is a way of speaking, 

their temperament. Now they don’t walk through here anymore”. 

A few buildings further along was another fence separating a park and 

a residential area from the road to the hotel. Some of the residents of these 

buildings contested the idea that the fence was there because of the asylum 

seekers. One woman told me, “The fence is there because it’s private property, 

and not because of the migrants”. Another man argued, “These buildings have 

been here for 15 years. The fence is not there for them”. The majority did not 

know when or why the fence had been built. However, others laughed when I 

told them that some of their neighbours had told me the fence was there before 

Porin was a reception centre. A middle-aged woman living across the street 

with the fenced-off park said, “They built that to stop their movements there 

of course. But the migrants found a path between the bushes anyway 

(laughed)”. Another man in his forties told me he remembered they had been 

raising money for the park, and had fenced it off very soon afterwards. He 

said:  

It was when … when Porin started, yes … They walked here through 

our street. It was the easiest shortcut into the city. Well, they can still 

sneak through, but not so directly, but it still happens, almost daily … 

I mean, I do know a few cases where someone climbed up the balcony 

into the apartment, but maybe two, three times in all these years. 

In Chapter 3, I discussed how some of the opinions expressed against migrants 

were partly related to concerns over property prices. Furthermore, I discovered 

when I inquired about the fences in the neighbourhood that many Dugave res-

idents presented the new enclosures within a framework of the right to private 
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property, another example of how post-socialist processes and values had be-

come involved in widening the Gap. Although they discussed the construction 

of the fences through narratives which appeared legitimate and based on com-

mon sense, these specific changes in the urban landscape had indisputably be-

gun to develop at a specific time, when Hotel Porin became a reception centre 

for asylum seekers. The proliferation of fences in the neighbourhood points to 

a tendency for group boundaries to materialise in certain parts of the urban 

fabric in proximity to migrants. Some fences may have been there before, 

some may have been erected for other reasons, but others were certainly there 

from a desire to curb migrants’ mobilities. These “benign” fences had the 

same effect of acting as intentional fencing to prevent and redirect urban mo-

bilities. The fences in Dugave therefore functioned as “defensive architec-

ture”, a physical manifestation of the Gap sustained by the negatively charged 

talk about “azilanti” which I outlined in Chapter 3. They prevented further 

interaction. It was noteworthy that the tendency to keep migrants away from 

locals by fencing private property correlated with a tendency to keep migrants 

in Hotel Porin, as the latest fence encircled the hotel. Although the migrants I 

met did not attach great importance to these fences, they were nonetheless an 

indication of the discourses of undesirability surrounding the presence of asy-

lum seekers, and showed that Dugave residents who lived close to Hotel Porin 

tended to separate themselves from the migrants. The spatial proximity re-

sulted in tension and retreat, which was indicative of a more hostile reception. 

While migrants could jump over fences or tear them down, they ex-

perienced other obstacles as they became emplaced in the city, especially in 

the struggle for permanence. These difficulties followed a similar logic to 

boundary-making and exclusion like the fences, but operated at different lev-

els and allowed for other kinds of negotiation, as I present below. 

“Can We See Your ID?” 

January 2018. Reza and I met after lunch at the hotel, and walked towards his 

room. He rolled a few cigarettes, and we went for a walk in the neighbour-

hood. He had recently been spending considerable time in his room and had 

avoided going outside. Firstly, he was afraid because he had heard some asy-

lum seekers had been attacked by a group of young Croatian men. Equally, 

however, he did not have much money or any reason to go outside, and was 

focusing on learning Croatian while he was thinking about his options as he 

awaited the decision on his asylum. We went down the hotel stairs and outside. 
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Several streets connected Porin to the centre of Dugave. I asked him to lead, 

and he chose the paved street. He stressed that he did not like using the muddy 

path which some asylum seekers used through the corn fields on, or close to, 

private property, as this annoyed Dugave residents. When I asked him why he 

usually used this road which took a few minutes longer, he said, “This one is 

not irregular”, stressing again how he felt someone with his “irregular” status 

needed to be on their best behaviour. In other words, his response demon-

strated how daily walks could become imbued with perceived moral expecta-

tions regarding his legal status. Reza did not interact much with the local res-

idents on these walks. He told me he only greeted them with “dobar dan” 

(Good Day), indicating that he understood they were probably angry. He nev-

ertheless greeted them in Croatian to show respect and to signal closeness. We 

stopped at the small store nearby where he bought cigarette filters, and he paid 

with the small change he had received from selling cigarettes to his co-resi-

dents at the hotel. As the cashier was slightly irritated by him counting out all 

the coins, and the fact that he was a couple of HRK short, I paid for the rest 

and we proceeded towards the main park. 

 As we walked along the main street, Ulica Svetog Mateja, a few 

minutes away from my apartment between the church and the bus stop, we 

heard a car closing in. It was a cold workday, around 2 p.m., so there were not 

many people on the streets. The vehicle approaching was a police car. It al-

most drove past us, but I noticed the startled reaction on the face of the young 

policeman in the passenger seat when he saw us through the window, two 

young men with darkish skin. The car stopped and two police officers got out 

asking for our identification. I had been stopped once before on the same street 

when I was on my own. Young Croatian men in Novi Zagreb told me this 

often happened to them too, because of the presence of drugs in the city. Reza 

and I greeted the officers politely in Croatian. They checked Reza’s ID first. 

The young policeman turned the yellow asylum seeker card around and asked, 

sounding confused, “What’s this?” Reza replied in Croatian, “I’m a refugee 

(izbjeglica)”, using the term which usually refers to former Croatian refugees. 

Although I was very tempted to use this opportunity of being mistaken for an 

asylum seeker in order to find out how a non-Croatian might be treated, I 

quickly jumped into their conversation in my native Croatian to diffuse any 

potential unpleasantness, such as Reza possibly being taken to the police sta-

tion. I said I was a volunteer in the reception centre and that we were out for 

a walk. The officers returned our IDs and left us, and we continued our walk.  

“It was because of our skin colour,” Reza said immediately with con-

fidence, giving me to understand that encounters with the police were frequent 
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for people like him.189 He assured me it was nothing to be worried about, and 

that he was not as irritated as I was. He said it was good to maintain security, 

as he knew some asylum seekers caused problems. He went on to tell me how 

he had often been stopped by the morality police in Iran for ordinary activities, 

and told me a story about a date he had had. He had been with a girlfriend in 

a car when the police had approached them. Using this example to justify his 

decision not to go back, and assuring me he wanted a new start, Reza talked 

about his decision to migrate and compared it to war. “It’s like going to war. 

You must be ready for everything. Discrimination, racism … being careful, 

alert. All the time”. Although he was cautious and calm during and after the 

above encounter in Dugave, he was happy I had been with him, as it had 

avoided potential language issues arising from his still basic Croatian, which 

could have prompted the police officers to behave differently.  

Some months later, after he had received his work permit, we went to 

the tax office in the Sopot neighbourhood for his OIB (personal identification 

number). We filled in the residence form together, and even though his Croa-

tian was improving, he wanted me to do the talking with the woman behind 

the counter. He did not have a passport, but he brought a copy of his military 

registration document, driving licence, ID and birth certificate. The woman 

working there was nervous, and told him the translation of his ID was missing. 

In the end, she accepted his request and issued him the number, but told him 

to email her the translation of the ID later. Although the woman was under-

standing, as she saw many asylum seekers with similar issues, Reza felt inse-

cure about these potential problems, and worried about navigating them alone 

in Croatian, as he suspected it could result in him not receiving the number he 

needed to get a job.  

On these walks with Reza, which showcased some experiences in the 

everyday life of an asylum seeker in Dugave, the Gap had manifested itself in 

different ways. This was apparent in the simple fact that he usually avoided 

going outside the hotel, which left him spatially and socially isolated. He 

 
189 In November 2019, a story was published in the media about two Nigerian students who had 

gone to the city of Pula for a table-tennis tournament. They had a travel visa for Croatia, and 

were supposed to fly from Zagreb back to Lagos via Istanbul. On exiting the tram in Zagreb, 

they were arrested by the police for not having documents. Soon afterwards, the police van 

drove them to the Bosnian border and deported them from the country, along with several other 

people. The Ministry of Internal Affairs refuted these allegations. 

https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/policija-studente-iz-nigerije-zamijenila-za-ilegalne-mi-

grante-i-deportirala-u-bih-mup-odbio-komentirati-slucaj-20191203 

https://www.jutarnji.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/mup-se-oglasio-u-slucaju-nigerijskih-studenata-u-

hrvatsku-je-uslo-pet-nigerijskih-drzavljana-samo-njih-dvoje-su-na-legalan-nacin-napustili-

hrvatsku-9700972 
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feared aggression from residents who had become more hostile, but his reclu-

siveness was exacerbated by his having to wait for asylum and employment, 

and this reproduced relations of distance. 

As described above, for the migrants, encounters with the police were 

examples of bordering in the city. Police officers’ perceptions of someone’s 

“foreign-looking” appearance could lead to racial profiling. The encounter we 

experienced began with the Gap as a wide space. Reza’s, as well as my own 

“foreignness”, were constructed by the police from our skin colour, gender, 

and the fact that we walked around Dugave. I was able to avoid being othered 

any further, but Reza was othered once again when they saw his yellow doc-

ument revealing his asylum status. To manage their impressions, we spoke 

Croatian, and Reza said he was an izbjeglica, not an azilant. This differentia-

tion, the document and my native use of Croatian aimed to reduce the potential 

issue of being taken to the police station, and had narrowed the Gap in this 

encounter. 

Asserting my native Croatian fluency and nationality was also useful 

and comforting to Reza in the encounter in the tax office. The fact that these 

interactions could play out differently depending on whether a migrant was 

accompanied by a Croatian citizen or not points to the dynamicity of the Gap. 

It depends on contents which can establish a relation of proximity and on the 

way they these are communicated to counteract possible stereotyping, dis-

crimination and exclusion.  

Separation in the Clinic Waiting Room 

April 2018. I went to the African restaurant for a drink just before Prince’s 

shift began. In the mornings he was busy with his other job for MDM, where 

most of the time he drove asylum seekers from Hotel Porin to hospitals and 

doctors around the city. Tired from waking up at 5 a.m., he came to the other 

side of the bar, sipped his coffee, and started describing the difficulties of his 

morning job. “It’s difficult to find doctors for them … the older ones lie that 

they’re full, that they have no space for new patients. It’s a lie”. I immediately 

remembered the same argument about “things being full”, which I had heard 

at other sites of encounter. “The buses are already full”. “The schools are al-

ready full”. “The preschool in Dugave is full”. Local children are already be-

ing rejected and have to register in other neighbourhoods”, even though there 

was only several hundred of asylum seekers in Zagreb at the time. Two months 

later, I attended a public forum, “The health system’s response to the needs of 
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people under international protection at the local level”, part of the 2018 Ref-

ugee Weeks/Weeks for the Refugees (Tjedni IZBJEGLICAma!). I discovered 

that many doctors had difficulties registering asylum seekers, for example, 

when the patients had no insurance but had the right to it. The doctors at the 

forum agreed that the main issue was translation, and even when translators 

accompanied the patients, the problem of translating medical language re-

mained. These situations often resulted in asylum seekers being sent from one 

doctor to another.  

Given that the health clinic at Hotel Porin was under-capacitated, a 

new clinic for seekers of international protection had opened at Dugave com-

munity health centre, and two doctors had been appointed who could speak 

English proficiently, and who had experience of working at Hotel Porin. This 

clinic sparked controversy when they introduced a separate waiting room and 

toilet rooms for asylum seekers in January 2018. At the time, I lived a few 

hundred metres across the street, so one morning I went to see the waiting 

room for myself. I entered the ground floor of the health centre, which looked 

very similar to other Croatian family health clinics I had seen all my life. Very 

soon I noticed the sign by the stairs, “Clinic for seekers of international pro-

tection, 1st floor”. I went up and saw the lines of orange chairs in the waiting 

room, the clinic itself, and a couple of other medical offices including the den-

tist’s. There were two toilets, one for men, another for women, and on the 

doors were printed A4 notices saying in Croatian, “For seekers of international 

protection”. Within the waiting room, there was a smaller, separate cubical 

with glass walls which acted as a waiting room, and the door was open every 

time I visited. 

The director of the Zagreb Community Health Centre, Dr Antonija 

Balenović, was present at the forum I attended, and addressed the question of 

the separate waiting room. She said, “It’s a special, additional clinic for asy-

lum seekers. It is above standard service (nadstandard). If people who have 

toothache are sitting next to someone with tuberculosis, we could be sued”, 

and she repeated some arguments she had given to the media.190 In the article, 

Dr Balenović had been quoted as saying:  

Seekers of international protection had been given beyond standard 

[service], because before this clinic was set up, they received health 

care in an inadequate room at Hotel Porin (…), which did not satisfy 

 
190https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/ambulanta-na-kraju-grada-svi-u-jednoj-cekaonici-

osim-azilanata-diskriminacija-ili-foto-20180103 
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the legal stipulations for administering health care. It is wrong to con-

clude that the toilets and waiting room are marked for separate users 

due to discrimination. Quite the contrary. [It is] so that they can use 

the available facility more efficiently according to their needs.  

A few weeks later I had conversations with employees of both UNHCR and 

the NGO RYS, the two organisations which had intervened and were advo-

cating for the removal of the separate waiting room. Both said they were 

shocked, and claimed this was open segregation. In the same news article cited 

above, Asja Krobar from RYS had stated, “As long as there are signs in front 

of the office such as ‘Waiting room for asylum seekers - waiting room’ or 

‘WC for international protection seekers’, for which there are no medical or 

technical reasons, we believe that this is systemic segregation or oppression”. 

She condemned the idea that asylum seekers and refugees were people who 

spread infections and could endanger the rest of the population. Asja pointed 

out that the number of cases of infectious individuals was minimal in asylum 

seekers, and that their presence in Croatia had never caused an epidemic. She 

stated, “Every asylum seeker undergoes an initial medical examination on ar-

rival at the shelter, with the aim of identifying or preventing infectious dis-

eases”. She ended by saying: 

Does this mean that children from Porin should be placed in special 

schools and classrooms, or that the movement of refugees around Za-

greb should be restricted, because we assume in advance, unreasona-

bly, that they could endanger us?  

Through a person I knew who had studied medicine in Zagreb, I contacted one 

of the doctors who worked at this clinic, and went to his office for a scheduled 

meeting. The separate room was still there, but the signs “For seekers of in-

ternational protection” had been removed from both the room and the toilets. 

He said that, in practice, the asylum seekers could and did sit wherever they 

liked. The separate rooms were there “just in case”. He gave me an example 

of a hypothetical case, saying that, if there were two, three or more people 

with tuberculosis at the same time, they would close the door of the glass 

room. When I asked whether it would be the same if Croatians with tubercu-

losis were waiting there, he said, “Yes, in theory, but that has never hap-

pened”. In his experience, no Croatian patients had ever had issues with asy-

lum seekers being in the same room. He backed up the need for a separate 

room by quoting a statement given recently by an ombudswoman who had 
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defended the position, confirming that there were legitimate reasons for a sep-

arate room in this case. Nevertheless, the doctor said that they had removed 

the signs because the activist organisations had complained. 

The example of the waiting room in Dugave, and the responses to it 

presented above, illustrate how certain social spaces of encounter in the city 

near the reception centre for asylum seekers had become a site of boundary-

making between social categories, resulting in material innovations and 

changes to the physical environment. The discourse of danger remained, as 

well as the perceptions of health-related risks I had noted both at Hotel Porin 

and in the surrounding streets. They also appeared in other, mundane spaces 

deeper in the city where bordering was diffused. By allowing the migrants to 

use the local clinic, the Gap was narrowed, but had to be re-established and 

widened by forming separate spaces within the clinic itself. This example also 

showed that boundary-making was negotiated and contested by different ac-

tors and, as a result, the tendency to separate groups was reduced. Neverthe-

less, the separate space continued to exist, along with the potential to split 

patients on the basis of their ethnicity and legal status.  

While these forms of boundary-making were significant, and visible 

to anyone who had a reason to visit the spaces, other ways of including or 

excluding the migrants were more hidden and subject to negotiation, as I de-

scribe below. 

“They Don’t Let You In, but You Play” 

 In July 2017, one afternoon after cleaning at Hotel Porin, Prince drove me 

into the city. We were going to a concert in Bogovićeva Street, where he was 

about to play djembe with his Nigerian friend Okoro at an art exhibition in the 

city centre organised by the humanitarian organisation “Together we can”.191 

The aim of the exhibition was to raise money to build a new school for chil-

dren in Tanzania by selling paintings by Croatian and Russian artists. Okoro 

had moved to Croatia in 2013 on a student visa, and had decided to stay. He 

had married a Croatian woman and, during my fieldwork, was working with 

Prince both in the African restaurant and as a music performer, either at these 

kinds of event or in clubs with electronic music. The two of them had met in 

Zagreb and had connected. They both happened to speak Yoruba, one of the 

many languages spoken in Nigeria. Prince would joke that Okoro’s wife 

 
191 This organisation was founded by Dejan Nemčić, a professor of geography from Garešnica, 

and equipped schools in Croatia and developing countries, especially in Africa. 
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would soon be able to understand them, and they would no longer have their 

secret language. I would often bump into him when I went to the restaurant 

for a drink or for lunch, or I would sometimes meet him at the club. In April 

2019, Okoro was standing on the other side of the counter at the restaurant, 

and was telling me how he and Prince worked as DJs. He started scrolling 

down his Instagram feed, and showed me a photo of the two of them playing 

a few months earlier at the Opera night club in the centre. Moments later, 

Prince arrived at the restaurant from his shift at Porin. I had not seen him for 

a while, and he updated me on how he had finally been granted permanent 

residence after a six-month wait from the time of submitting his application. 

He was relieved and showed me his ID, which no longer said “AZIL”, but 

“STALNI BORAVAK” meaning permanent residence. Months earlier, Prince 

had been telling me how this previous document would cause problems on 

cross-border trips, as the police would always double-check him. This time he 

explained how this old document had caused problems by creating borders in 

the city. “The security guards would not let me into the Opera before. They 

see “AZIL”, and immediately think ‘asylum seeker’”, he said, explaining how 

ordinary people in Croatia rarely differentiated between refugees who had 

been granted asylum like himself, and those waiting at Hotel Porin, who were 

often accused of stealing and causing problems. I paused a moment to process 

the fact that he had not been allowed into the Opera club, because only 20 

minutes before this Okoro had shown me a photo of the two of them there. 

Okoro, still standing across from me, noticed my head tilt to one side, recog-

nised my thought process and said, “Yes … That’s life. They don’t let you in, 

but you play. They let you play. It’s crazy”.  

Okoro was pointing to the absurdity of the simultaneity of inclusion 

and exclusion in the exact same place in the city, but in different situations. 

The invitation by a club manager to perform music made it easier to bypass 

the social and racial boundaries they experienced when they queued at the 

door of the club in a group. I heard several stories about how, in the past, the 

club’s security officers had come across asylum seekers stealing phones and 

jackets. I had also been told about other clubs throwing out foreigners. Sitting 

in the same spot at the African restaurant some months earlier, I had met 

Firash, who told me that he had been thrown out of the Medika club, but that 

interestingly, he had met the owner of the club at an event at the Tuškanac 

outdoor cinema one summer. The two of them had talked about the subject of 

not allowing asylees into the club, and the owner had said to him, “They steal, 

disturb girls, so we stopped letting them in if they had the yellow (asylum) 

card”. He had told Firash, “No foreigners”, so they could not let him in either. 
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He had since been allowed in, after he was issued a new document saying 

“DOZVOLA BORAVKA” (residence permit). It looked quite similar to the 

ID card issued to Croatian citizens. Firash said to me, “I told him not everyone 

was like that, but he replied that he had no way of knowing which ones were 

good or bad, so he didn’t let anyone in”. I also talked about this with employ-

ees of CMS, an NGO which went to Medika to mediate on behalf of asylum 

seekers. One of them told me, “We said to them, instead of banning groups, 

just send away any individuals who are misbehaving. It seems to have settled 

down since then”. This simultaneity of inclusion and exclusion, or as Okoro 

put it, “They don’t let you in, but you play”, is a form of racial discrimination 

which has occurred elsewhere. There are many examples, a notorious one be-

ing the treatment of jazz musicians in the USA in the first half of the twentieth 

century. 

 I have described above how bordering entered the urban everyday 

through racialisation, ID cards and the way they were designed. A certificate 

of permanent residence was a conduit for narrowing the Gap between migrants 

and locals at certain sites. Inclusion was enabled by musical performance, yet 

the very same individuals had experienced exclusion in the same place when 

they were categorised as belonging to azilanti. As with the example of the 

separate waiting room, NGO activists attempted to mediate and narrow the 

Gap between migrants and other citizens. I describe below how apartment 

hunting and moving out of Hotel Porin represented ways in which inclusion 

and exclusion were negotiated in an effort to achieve permanence. 

Moving Out of Hotel Porin 

People who have been granted asylum have the right to reside in an apartment 

which the government will find for them. The government takes out the con-

tract with the property owners on their behalf, and finances the cost of rent 

and amenities for two years. In addition, asylees receive a monthly allowance 

of one hundred EUR and a monthly food package. When this period expires, 

they have to finance the accommodation themselves, and if they are unable to 

do so they have the right to reside in a shelter for homeless people. The count-

down to the end of this two-year period starts on the day they receive the news 

that their asylum request has been approved. In practice, it takes up to several 

months after this two-year period begins before the asylees are actually able 

to move out of Hotel Porin into their new homes.  
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Yamen, whom I met at the language course, had waited five months 

for the state to find him a place to live. Around the end of April 2018, he had 

moved out of Porin, but had decided to come back for more Croatian classes 

as he would now need the language in order to look for jobs. Given that he 

was no longer authorised to enter the hotel, he texted me to meet him at the 

hotel reception and tell the security officers he was coming to my class. As we 

climbed the stairs, we commented on how strange it was that he could no 

longer enter the place where he had lived for over a year. He said he had been 

happy at Porin, but that it was good to move out, as he had not been on good 

terms with his roommate. However, the place he had moved into was far from 

perfect. After the class, he was meeting a friend who still lived at the hotel, so 

that he could lend him silicon to mend some items in his apartment. Yamen 

complained of damp and infestations of cockroaches. Some days before, he 

had bought a mosquito net to cover the windows, to stop the insects from get-

ting in. In the afternoon, he also had to rush to change his address at the Centre 

for Social Service (Centar za socijalnu skrb), so he could be eligible to receive 

his monthly benefits, one of the steps he had to take when he moved out.192 In 

the classroom, we met Ivan, who was waiting for the class to start. He cheered 

up when he saw Yamen. The two of them caught up on news since they had 

last seen each other. A while before, Ivan had explained to me some of the 

difficulties involved in moving out of Hotel Porin: 

If you get the asylum, you can have the hundred EUR monthly allow-

ance. They pay for an apartment, but up to two hundred euros’ rent, 

and only for two years. It’s hard to find it. Time passes. So you get 

situations that some people don’t want to work until they get an apart-

ment, because if they make more than 2500 HRK salary, they don’t 

get the allowance. If they live in Porin and work, they need to pay 

1000 HRK for accommodation, but this is only on paper. It’s rare. 

Usually, they arrange with the employer their salary is up to 2500 

HRK, and the rest is “black” (na crno), which is also less tax for the 

employer.  

What Ivan described is an example of how the informality and precarity aris-

ing from housing and employment policies, which are crucial components of 

emplacement, affect asylees. There were other options if they did not want to 

risk the long waiting period for moving into an apartment found by the state. 

 
192 Other bureaucratic steps include receiving confirmation of (un)employment from the Em-

ployment Office (Zavod za zapošljavanje), or a claim for financial aid (Zahtjev za zajamčenu 

minimalnu naknadu). 
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They could find it on their own, but language barriers made it harder than it 

seemed. The most common way of finding accommodation was to have help 

from volunteers and organisations, or to hear from people at Porin that some-

one was moving out. This could sometimes be a result of chance encounters. 

For example, when I encountered an Eritrean man in the streets of Dugave on 

one of my daily walks, he recognised me from the hotel and asked me there 

and then to translate an advertisement for an apartment he had found through 

a search on his phone. Similarly, when Kaden moved into the place he had 

spent three months waiting for after his asylum had been approved, I happened 

to meet him in Dugave. He asked me to call the landlady in his name to ask 

about problems with the washing machine, and to help organise repairs. More-

over, Prince told me he had called landlords many times on behalf of friends 

who did not speak Croatian as well as he did, and had helped them move in. 

Some people who worked in organisations helping with integration told me 

the process could be difficult, as some landlords were prejudiced. I was curi-

ous about what Reza’s experience of moving out of Porin would be like when 

he asked me to help him find a place and move out. I describe below how 

relations of distance and proximity in the Gap changed according to the vary-

ing contents in the negotiations with the landlord. 

In June 2018, Reza found an advertisement for a small apartment in a 

house close to his new job at a package delivery company in Hrvatski Lesko-

vac, an area on the south-west edge of the city of Zagreb. At the time, he was 

still awaiting asylum, but was working and was thus able to afford to rent a 

place of his own. The day before we met to see the apartment, Reza asked me 

to call the landlord and speak in Croatian on his behalf. When the older man 

on the other end of the line told me the apartment was still available, I intro-

duced myself and said I was calling for a friend who was very interested. I 

recommended him, emphasising that Reza was responsible and hard-working, 

and that he had a job close to the man’s house so he would be able to pay the 

rent. I said he was awaiting asylum, was from Iran and was progressing well 

in Croatian, but that we had thought it best that I make the initial contact and 

arrange to meet. The man first reacted by saying he had friends in the military 

who had told him the Lika region close to the Bosnian border was full of mi-

grants. Then he realised I had said Reza was from Iran and said, “Iran?... Yes, 

yes … They’re Persians … I used to work some time ago in a company where 

I had the opportunity to meet some Iranians. They were always proud to tell 

me they were not Arabs but Persians”. He emphasised that “Iranians were not 

Arabs”, as though he were relieved. At the time, I interpreted this as a conse-

quence of the bad reputation attached to people labelled as Arabs. He was 
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trying to find a way around the stigma, and was looking for a connection to 

narrow the distance. I initially wondered what would have happened if I had 

called on behalf of an interlocutor from somewhere else, but for Reza’s sake 

I did not want to challenge the man, and steered the conversation towards 

Reza’s personal responsibility and character. The landlord had no problem 

with renting his apartment to a foreigner and giving him an official rental con-

tract, provided payments were regular and Reza had a residence permit. 

Reza’s Iranian nationality and the landlord’s previous experience with Irani-

ans narrowed the Gap, which had initially been wider because of stories he 

had heard from the border. 

Some days later we met at the Dugave bus station at 2.20 p.m. to take 

two buses to the meeting with the landlord at 4 p.m. Reza had brought a num-

ber of documents (his identity card, personal ID number, work permit and 

work contract), to “make a good impression” on the landlord and to reduce the 

chances of being rejected for the apartment. We took bus 109 from Dugave to 

the Sava Bridge, where we took bus 132 to Hrvatski Leskovac, and after an 

hour we approached the house. The landlord was not able to come to Zagreb, 

so his son met us while the father joined by phone. Talking on the phone and 

mediating, I told Reza the landlord wanted to know how long Reza would stay 

in the place, and said he would prefer a long-term rental agreement for at least 

a year. I had discovered when I was looking for a place for myself that many 

landlords in Zagreb asked for this. Reza and I had anticipated it, and had talked 

about it beforehand. He said to me, “Actually I don’t know how long I can 

stay there, because I don’t know what the result of my claim for asylum will 

be. However, I can rent it for at least six months”. With this “worst-case sce-

nario” in mind, we managed to negotiate a contract for six months which, if 

his asylum were approved, could be extended for another six months. The 

landlord agreed, and his son, who was very friendly towards us, even drove us 

back to Dugave so that we did not have to take the bus(es) again.  

A few days later, Reza moved in with the help of a friend who had a 

car. He paid the rent and the deposit, but waited a little longer than he had 

expected for the contract. In the meantime, he contacted me regularly to see if 

the landlord had called me, and was afraid the reason they had not contacted 

him was that they did not want to rent the apartment to him because of the 

taxes they would have to pay for renting it out officially. It turned out that this 

was not the case. However, after a few months, Reza called me to say that his 

application for asylum had been postponed. After he moved out of Hotel 

Porin, he should have filled in a change-of-address form and submitted it at 

the police station. He had been told to do so when he moved out, but because 
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he was working long hours every day he had forgotten to go all the way into 

the city centre to the police station, and the waiting time for his asylum appli-

cation had been put on hold. Reza feared that this might lead to a rejection, so 

he found legal representation and was waiting for a court date to settle this 

issue. If this failed, he told me he would be prepared to leave Croatia after he 

had, in fact, decided to stay.  

Again, this exemplifies how migration through Croatia is entangled 

with the Croatian asylum system in an ambiguous way, causing migrants’ as-

pirations to switch back and forth. Reza informed the landlord, who became 

worried that he could be investigated for renting housing to someone with le-

gal issues. After a difficult process of finding a job and an apartment, raising 

his hopes of starting a new life in Zagreb, Reza encountered another difficult 

obstacle. He had to move back to Hotel Porin and wait once again, just as 

other former Porin residents had had to do after failing to navigate the law, as 

I discovered. The landlord understood the situation, and did not keep the de-

posit, which he was legally entitled to do according to the official rental agree-

ment. Reza told me that the landlord had even helped him move out of the 

apartment and had driven him and his belongings back to Dugave.  

The relationship between Reza and the landlord is an example of how 

the Gap narrowed, from initial hesitation, to an attempt at essentialist catego-

risation, to mediation through a local contact, to the two of them finally getting 

to know each other as time passed. 

This section on moving out of Hotel Porin has highlighted some of 

the obstacles asylum seekers and foreigners encountered in Zagreb in terms of 

emplacement. It has pointed to how emplacement with regard to housing and 

employment was both enmeshed into local precarity and generated distinct 

migrant precarity. Staying and settling in Croatia was often a difficult and un-

certain journey, leaving people in vulnerable positions. The process of finding 

a home and emplacement could be non-linear. In other words, steps like mov-

ing out of Hotel Porin were reversible. These difficulties emerged after mi-

grants had decided to stay in Croatia, rather than transiting through it, and 

could even mean that aspirations they had given up on could re-emerge. This 

dynamic is crucial for understanding the complexities of transit migration on 

the Balkan route. 
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Permanent Residence and the Struggles it Entails 

To be granted the legal status of permanent residence, a ‘third-country na-

tional’ has to reside in Croatia legally for five years. Within this period, they 

can be abroad for up to ten months if they do this in a number of trips, or up 

to six months on a single trip. The conditions for permanent residence include 

having a valid foreign passport, a means of subsistence, health insurance, 

knowledge of the Croatian language and Latin script, and not being a danger 

to public order, national security or public health. The Ministry of Internal 

Affairs has jurisdiction over decisions on applications.193 During the time I 

was doing fieldwork in Zagreb, with the exception of Prince who was granted 

permanent residence towards the end of my fieldwork, no one who had come 

to Croatia in the early 2010s had their application approved. At the same time, 

newer asylum seekers were increasingly having their applications for asylum 

rejected under the pretext of being a threat to national security, but with little 

explanation. This atmosphere of uncertainty was spreading, even among those 

who were confident of being granted permanent residence, and had started to 

feel at home in Croatia as they approached this next step in their legal status 

which would strengthen their moorings. 

When I arrived in Zagreb for my first field visit in January 2017, I met 

Prince for a coffee in Bogovićeva Street in the centre of the city. Early in our 

conversation, he told me about his definite decision to stay in Croatia, where 

he had been since December 2011. However, he had been waiting for a deci-

sion on asylum for a long time, so he still had some months to wait before he 

could apply for permanent residence. Nevertheless, he told me that he had 

travelled considerably for his work or as part of his active involvement in 

campaigning for the rights of refugees. He said he had even been offered a job 

in Austria, which he had rejected because he had already developed a strong 

attachment to Croatia and his work helping refugees there. Although Croatia 

had not been his first choice, Prince was confident he would stay, even if he 

could access better living standards in Austria. I was struck by the speed with 

which he lost this confidence as soon as he heard about recent rejections mi-

grants had been getting. 

 In September 2017, Prince and I were in his restaurant talking about his 

idea of establishing a community for Africans in Croatia, and we had just cut 

short our conversation because he had to start cooking for a customer. He went 

into the kitchen, and I sat by the bar. Soon after this, Firash came in and sat 

 
193 Zakon o strancima NN, broj 130/11, 74/13, 69/17, 46/18, 53/20. 
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down. I moved to a seat closer to him and asked him how he was doing. He 

smiled and said, “Now I’m a threat to national security”. To both of us, the 

idea that someone who had already spent years residing peacefully in the 

country could be declared a threat seemed absurd. In his case, the accusation 

was so absurd it was almost funny, which he conveyed with a smile to hide 

the serious consequences of the decision. Firash had occasionally worked as a 

translator for the government because, alongside Croatian, he had become flu-

ent in a number of other languages, many of which he had picked up moving 

from country to country and living among migrants from all over the world. 

He said, “How can I be a threat and be employed by them on a contract?”. 

After we finished our tea, we went for a walk towards the main station. We 

continued to talk about his options, and he said his case was now due to be 

heard in court. Firash had passed the language exam for permanent residence, 

and he had never been fined or had any adverse dealings with the law, so he 

thought his chances of being granted asylum were good, at least under normal 

conditions. However, he repeated to me what I had heard elsewhere: 

Apparently, everyone is now a threat, because the rate of migrants 

arriving has gone up. (…) With [the right-wing party] HDZ in power 

… SOA [the Secret Service] doesn’t let anyone stay … They don’t 

want foreigners. They won’t say why. I know some who were labelled 

a threat, but they manage to get it [asylum] in the end. I think I will 

too, but I don’t know when. 

Although it had never been established in any official policy, the idea that the 

right-wing government was purposely rejecting new migrants’ applications 

for asylum and residence permits had spread around Hotel Porin and through-

out the networks of migrants and activists. Some months later, I asked Simran, 

who had applied recently, whether he thought his application would be ap-

proved. He started laughing and said: 

For now, as now no one got it … No one. No one. People, even older, 

who have been here around seven years, they applied and no one an-

swered them. I don’t know why. They passed all the exams. They 

have B1 from Croaticum … they speak the language, everything is 

good but … no one gets it. (…) For example, everything depends on 

permanent residence. If you don’t get permanent residence, how will 

you apply for citizenship [after eight years]. That’s the first step. And 

it’s weird that no one gets it. I don’t know why, but we’ll see. I mean 

… so many people apply, but no one gets it. I don’t know why. (…) 

By law they should give a good reason [for the rejection]. I don’t 

know … for example, you didn’t pass this exam, you’re a criminal, 
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you have a problem, you do this, but there’s no … there’s no reason. 

That’s the problem. I mean, if there is a reason, we would understand, 

but there’s no reason. That’s the problem. They’re just waiting … and 

it’s weird, actually it’s strange. 

Firash was aware of this, and even though he had learned Croatian and spent 

a significant amount of time in the country, he had a plan B to move to Austria 

where he hoped to have less of a struggle with low wages and legalities. He 

told me, “In January it will be seven years and I’m still struggling with the 

paperwork”. After circling a few blocks, we returned to the restaurant. We 

stood in front of the building, and Prince joined us after taking a break from 

the kitchen. He said he also planned to apply for permanent residence soon. 

Firash told him about the situation, and advised him to have someone recom-

mend him if he had contacts at the government office, to avoid being rejected 

by default and being caught up in the same slow waiting process of the court 

drama he had found himself in. He also reminded him of all the conditions, 

like the language proficiency exam and the requirement about not having a 

criminal record. Prince had some parking fines and, at that moment, when he 

unexpectedly realised his chances of being granted the permit were reduced, I 

noticed his stress levels rising. He became upset and began to rant, “I don’t 

care. I don’t care anymore. Maybe I’ll go home”. This was the first time I had 

heard him speaking about possibly leaving Croatia. 

During the next few months, Firash was still waiting for the court de-

cision, and Prince’s motivation had begun to change. He often complained 

about the difficulty of newcomers being granted permission to stay in Croatia 

in the face of increasingly restrictive migration policies. Talking quietly and 

emotionally, visibly disturbed by the difficult obstacles, he told me how a 

friend of his had been called by the police after criticising the decision to de-

port an asylum seeker who had spent almost two years in Croatia. The pressure 

was becoming too great for him, so he again started talking about leaving Cro-

atia. “If this continues, I’ll go, I’ll go back to Africa. Nobody wants us here. 

It’s very hard”.  

Firash thought that he had been considered a threat because he was 

waiting for permanent residence, and this mirrored the opinion of many others 

in similar situations. He said that Prince would probably get it because he had 

the restaurant and had the most convincing case for staying. Firash then added, 

“But also, maybe he won’t”, and started laughing. He concluded by saying: 

“Probably, but maybe not”.  

This conversation illustrated how staying in Croatia was ridden with 

uncertainty for the newcomers, and how, even years after deciding to stay, 
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repression and precarity permeated their daily lives and made it more likely 

they would move on.  

Firash mentioned some of the contacts he had made at Hotel Porin 

who had managed to reach Austria. They had told him the situation there was 

easier than in Croatia. When we went for a walk, he talked to me about the 

first time he had gone to the Croatian employment office looking for work: 

 I saw this huge queue. I couldn’t believe it. I asked whether it was 

only today that it was like this. They said, ‘No, it’s every day’. I 

thought it would be impossible to find a job if Croatians who were 

from here, spoke the language and finished school here could not. And 

now, after six years here I can barely feed myself. I’ll leave when I 

make some money, maybe to Western Europe, maybe to Afghanistan. 

The way that precariousness of emplacement in Croatia became entangled 

with new migration trajectories was also striking in Bakhet’s example.  

Bakhet was a 31-year-old man who had grown up in a refugee camp 

in Syria with his Palestinian parents. He had started working as a barman at 

the African restaurant after he had met Prince at Hotel Porin, and talked to me 

about his situation several times during the spring of 2018. Sitting at the same 

spot by the bar, he told me, “I didn’t sleep for three days”. Eight months after 

his second arrival in Zagreb, he was still waiting for his passport so that he 

could move to Germany, where he had already lived and worked for two years. 

Describing repeated visits to the police offices, he said, “Every month they 

say, ‘Next month’. I’m a good guy … I want to do this right. Legally”. Like 

many others, he emphasised how difficult it was to make money in Croatia, 

and that prices were very high. His parents were still in Syria and were too old 

to work, but they still had to pay 300 EUR for their apartment. If he could 

reach Germany, he would send them 200 EUR out of the thousand he made. 

In Zagreb, however, this was impossible, as he only earned around 400 EUR 

in total, more or less the average Croatian salary. Fidgeting with the collar of 

his shirt, he said, “If I send them 1000 Kuna (around 130 EUR) and I work all 

the time, I can’t buy anything for myself”. Bakhet smiled a little and said, 

“And this is Europe”. He was implying a mismatch between his expectations, 

the hardship after arriving in Europe, and being pushed onto its territorial and 

socioeconomic margins, from which he would try to escape as soon as he re-

ceived his documentation. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has explored dynamic negotiations in the Gap through various 

instances of inclusion and exclusion in the city. I have stressed that encoun-

tering boundaries and other types of repeated obstacle to achieving permanent 

residence in Croatia is a feature of everyday life for the migrants. I have high-

lighted that intense uncertainty underpins emplacement of people who have 

decided to abandon their initial plans to move through Croatia and live else-

where in Europe. 

Repeated meetings and talks with my ‘long staying’ interlocutors dur-

ing my fieldwork unveiled how confidence and feeling settled transformed 

into fear, anger, despair and a sense of being unwanted. The feelings produced 

by the situations I described had shaken their decision to stay in Croatia. I 

have argued that aspirations in terms of migration are mediated in places of 

transit, and this chapter has given some examples of how being in place and 

planning to move are constantly negotiated according to the changing situa-

tion on the ground. 

The fact that their emplacement was constantly interwoven with bor-

dering practices meant that aspirations they had given up on, as I illustrated in 

Chapter 5, could reappear. While these doubts about their staying in Croatia 

did not necessarily lead to definite onward movement, they nonetheless sug-

gest that emplacement was far from stable, certain or permanent. Pervasive 

uncertainty, vulnerability and bordering in urban life occurring amid their 

struggle to find housing and employment, along with various legal and bu-

reaucratic obstacles, widened the Gap in a broad range of encounters, which 

imbued emplacement with precarity. Although their emplacement was more 

than transient, staying in Croatia was not a seamless process towards inclu-

sion, nor was it a final decision. Instead, their trajectories were often non-lin-

ear, as I have demonstrated in the example of Reza having to move back to 

Hotel Porin. 

Moreover, in a discussion of paths and obstacles in the city, this chap-

ter has also highlighted examples of other migrants or local residents helping 

to overcome obstacles and working to narrow the Gap by negotiating and mak-

ing connections in specific situations. In terms of Greece, Skleparis 

(2016:113-114) argues that the differential inclusion of migrants in various 

social fields also provides some leeway. This form of inclusion enables poten-

tial ties to be forged with others who are often also in dominated positions. I 

develop this theme in the next chapter, placing particular emphasis on the 

agency of migrants themselves. 
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7| Making Connections 

Introduction 

The previous chapter approached precarious emplacement with a focus on mi-

grants’ paths in the city and obstacles to permanence. It discussed how the 

persistent bordering, racialisation, precarity and uncertainty jeopardised stay-

ing and being included in Croatian society, as migrants encountered the Gap 

in different shapes even after they had been granted asylum. 

Continuing my argument that emplacement is relational and embed-

ded in local history, the present chapter will explore current non-European 

migration in relation to migrations and historical threads involving the pre-

Yugoslav era, the Second World War, internal Yugoslav migration, the Cold 

War and the 1990s. This develops Vertovec’s (2015:2) idea of ‘new’ diversi-

ties layering on top of ‘old’ ones, as I explore other sites of encounter and 

conviviality in the city, and present some contrasts and overlaps between old 

and new migrant networks. The aim is to show how they are involved in fa-

cilitating emplacement, mitigating precarity and narrowing the Gap. 

Social ties and networks have been highlighted as crucial to migrant 

emplacement (Korac 2009:1; Glick Schiller and Çağlar 2015:5; Menjívar 

2000).194 Building on a constructivist perspective on social relations and net-

works (Cf. Portes 1998:3), I describe the contents rather than patterns (Mitch-

ell 1969:20) of these social ties, in other words the qualities that narrow or 

widen the Gap. I also highlight the meanings and emotions that make these 

ties and circulate through them. The ties are not only central to belonging and 

emplacement, they are also sites of aid, where practical know-how is shared 

(Cf. Buhr 2017; Ayalew 2017:223) to find accommodation or employment, 

for example, and navigate different kinds of shared obstacle where the mi-

grants can encounter the Gap. 

 
194 See also the concepts of ‘bonding’ and ‘bridging’ social capital/networks (Putnam 2001; 

Korac 2009). 
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In the first part of the chapter, I use the examples of the historical ties 

between Croatia and other countries which formed the Non-Aligned Move-

ment, and the Islamic community in Zagreb,  to demonstrate how the new ties 

are embedded in the local history which has shaped them. I show how it cre-

ates relations of proximity, and fosters feelings of belonging which are crucial 

for Gap dynamics.  

In the second part, I explore the establishment of the new African net-

work and restaurant as an example of newer ties facing a different set of chal-

lenges. I point out how networks are shaped by the structural tension between 

transience and permanence, which exacerbates the precariousness of emplace-

ment, and makes these networks fragile (Riles 2010:174; Menjívar 2000, 

2002; Huschke 2014) and in need of maintenance. 

I emphasise how establishing ties is affected by the persistent circula-

tion of migrants on the Balkan route, but also show how the activities of ‘long 

stayers’ construct relations as they attempt to resist and transform transit mi-

gration.  

Unexpected Ties: The Non-Aligned Movement 

In December 2015, while I was waiting in front of the transit centre in Slavon-

ski Brod close to the border between Croatia and Bosnia, a security officer 

approached me, and we started talking about the many people passing through 

the country. He told me a story about a Syrian man who had stood out: 

Incredible. This one spoke Croatian. He’d lived here for some time, a 

long time ago before he moved back to Syria. Now he passed here 

again … Like all of them, he moved on. We told him, “Why don’t you 

stay here?” But he left … he thought about it, but he left for Germany. 

While I have noted in this thesis that the current migrations are novel on the 

Balkan route, I stress that ties do, in fact, exist between Croatia and the coun-

tries of origin of some of the migrants, and can become relevant to emplace-

ment.  

Prior to the secession of its constituent states, Yugoslavia, and conse-

quently Croatia, was part of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), a forum es-

tablished in 1961 in Belgrade which brought together developing states not 

formally aligned with or against any major power bloc. During the Cold War 

era, the Movement enabled Yugoslavia to spread its influence and strengthen 
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its foreign policy. It opened a market for its products which could not easily 

be sold on European or North American markets (Jakovina 2011).  

Jakovina (2011) points out that the relevance of the Non-Aligned 

Movement has faded with the end of Cold War and that, in the countries of 

the former Yugoslavia, it has taken on a negative connotation and been blamed 

for the disconnect with European states. In Croatia, despite its current status 

as an observer country in the movement, Bosanac (2015:7) states that NAM 

“has almost disappeared from collective memory, and the subjects linked to 

the former Yugoslavia are often avoided in both public and political discourse 

because of the violent breakup of Yugoslavia”.  

Despite the silencing of these past ties (Trouillot 1995) within the heg-

emonic nationalist discourse after the downfall of socialism, certain traces of 

the forgotten historical links remain. For example, when I talked to asylum 

seekers from countries which were members of NAM, like Iraq, Iran, Syria or 

Afghanistan, many of them said they had never heard of Croatia, but they 

knew of Yugoslavia. Furthermore, in the second half of the twentieth century, 

it was common to migrate from Yugoslavia to other countries of the Move-

ment, and vice versa, albeit on a small scale. Indeed, Mitrović (2015:115) ar-

gues that “one of the most important ‘means’ used by Yugoslavia to strategi-

cally alter its image in the world, by presenting itself as different from the 

other People’s democracy countries among which it counted” was to take part 

in international cooperation in terms of university exchanges and awarding 

scholarships to foreign students and professionals. There are few data on the 

numbers of foreigners who arrived in Yugoslavia as part of the student ex-

change programme in the context of international development cooperation, 

and little research on their experiences.195 However, Matić (2020) discusses 

the International Student Friendship Club that operated in Zagreb from 1964 

to 1991 and gathered students from non-aligned countries and their local 

friends.196 Some of them escaped during the 1990s war, but some have re-

mained, and continued to live in the successor states after the breakup of Yu-

goslavia.  

 
195 Matić (2020) notes that in 1967 there were over 4000 foreign students in Yugoslavia, and in 

1984 over 1200 of them were just in Croatia, with half of the people coming from African 

countries. See Mitrović (2015) for some statistics and experiences in terms of Serbia. Rucker-

Chang (2020) interrogates uses of Blackness in Yugoslavia and post-Yugoslav Serbia to ex-

plore how the transmission of global, social and cultural hierarchies impacted student migrants 

from the Global South whose primary defining features were manifest in their difference from 

the majority. 
196 She states that the club was evicted upon Croatia declaring independence and that the stu-

dents resisted the eviction and reoccupied the space, but in 1992 it mysteriously caught a fire, 

together with its archive, ceasing its activity. 
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Nizar’s uncle was one of the people who arrived in Yugoslavia in the 

1970s and remained. He was the reason Nizar decided to move to Croatia from 

Syria in 2012. Nizar explained to me how he had arrived in Zagreb, and told 

me about his uncle: 

I knew about Croatia because my uncle came here from Syria a long 

time ago. He told me about Croatia because he had been here for 50 

years. In Zagreb, he is retired now. I had a clue, like this, about Croa-

tia, about culture, from when he visited us. He would talk about the 

life there, culture, people, society. It is not so bad and so on. So, it 

wasn’t strange when I came here, because I had some perception of 

it. 

When the war started in Syria, Nizar’s father told him to set off for Croatia, to 

stay with his uncle. The foundation on which Nizar started building his new 

home was the family tie between Syria and Croatia which had been established 

as a result of the political and economic relations between Yugoslavia and 

other members of the NAM. These ‘old’ connections have not only enabled 

new migration trajectories, but have also been able to facilitate the emplace-

ment of newcomers. To highlight this, I present Evan’s story below. 

Evan was a 26-year-old man born and raised in Zagreb. Unlike most 

of my interlocutors, he had not migrated to Croatia. He described himself in-

stead as a second-generation Syrian. In 1985, his father had come from Syria 

to study in Croatia, and had married a Croatian woman. Before the war in 

Syria in 2011, Evan used to go to Syria to visit his relatives. He told me, “I 

was in Syria many times. I became familiar with the culture there. My father’s 

brothers and sisters are there, and I never felt like a foreigner there. I felt like 

a local”. They stopped taking these trips when the war began, but then, as he 

put it, “Syrians started to come here. Even though the people arriving were 

mixed, we said, ‘Let’s help … these people who have been through the horrors 

of war. They came here. Let’s help them’”. Evan had started to take an active 

role, first by translating at the border, and then as a cultural mediator in an 

organisation that helped with integration. He told me that, although he had 

been born in Zagreb and spoke Croatian, he had always felt different. His cul-

tural competences were useful nonetheless: 

Normally, when you grow up, you’re always different from others, by 

skin colour and by faith. Especially before... when Croatia was… That 

was the beginning of the 2000s, when I started going to school. This 

was literally a country where, when you saw a Black person, every-

body would stare. Now it’s more normal. Croatia has opened up more 
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than it used to be. Before, you would feel all sorts of things, just be-

cause you were different. (…) As far as knowing the language is con-

cerned, it helps to know it, especially for the new refugees who come 

and have, let’s say, the first contact with someone who understands 

them. That’s why I work as a cultural mediator. I speak their language, 

and they immediately feel more comfortable, and that they are not 

alone. And then, in the conversation, when they hear that my father 

came here when he was eighteen, that he integrated, it gives them 

hope. 

Evan’s story exemplifies how the historical ties between Croatia and Syria, 

which brought his parents together, continued to shape his life and work as he 

tried to mediate between different cultural dynamics. Moreover, he was using 

his proficiency in Croatian and Arabic, as well as the experience of his father, 

to give hope to people who were arriving in Croatia. Nevertheless, his experi-

ences of growing up in Zagreb highlight the fact that, even though he was born 

in Croatia, went to school there and had lived there his whole life, he was still 

subject to racialising prejudice and stereotypes largely involving ethnicity and 

religion. Despite the fact that he had linguistic and cultural competences that 

made him an insider, he still encountered the Gap. 

As Evan’s case shows, the presence of Muslims in Croatia is not new. 

To explore more of the nuances in the overlaps between ‘old’ and ‘new’ ties, 

as well as how migration and emplacement are shaped by local history, I show 

below how the Islamic community in Zagreb became involved in helping the 

new refugees. I demonstrate how they addressed the Gap by bolstering em-

placement, but also how they dealt with the changing attitudes of the majority 

population towards Muslims. 

Zagreb Mosque 

In June 2018, I took the tram to the neighbourhood of Borovje north of the 

River Sava. I walked towards Zagreb Central Mosque (Zagrebačka džamija), 

the largest one in the country, located in the area of Trstik, which incorporates 

the neighbourhoods of Borovje and Folnegovićevo. It was just before Friday 

prayer (Jumu’ah), and many people were gathering in front of the monumental 

building with smooth white walls and a green roof, under a 51 metre high 

minaret. Within the building complex stretching to around ten thousand square 

metres, there was also an Islamic secondary school, a library, common rooms, 
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the administrative building, residential and economic areas, a sports centre 

and a restaurant with a beautiful terrace. 

In the crowd I noticed Tareq, to whom I had spoken in March when 

he described his attempts to cross the border from Bosnia to Croatia. I had 

heard conversations in Bosnian, and approached an older man smoking in 

front of the entrance behind the fountain. After I had introduced myself, he 

told me how he doubted whether new migrants would come since the border 

closure, by which he meant the closing of the Balkan corridor in 2016. Prayers 

began, and I waited in the hallway. A person on duty noticed me standing with 

a backpack. To avoid further suspicion, I approached him and introduced my-

self. His name was Adin, and he had been working at the mosque for almost 

20 years. Around 40 years ago he had moved to Zagreb from Bosnia. After I 

asked whether people from Porin went there, he said, “I know 99% of the 

people here. Sometimes I see new faces, yes, but there are not many of them. 

On Sundays, we give out some food and other aid. They were known to come 

then. Not a lot of them though”.  

Indeed, several Muslim interlocutors told me they did not often go to 

the mosque for various reasons, such as having to work a shift on Fridays at 

noon when most people go. As we walked through the hallway, Adin started 

to talk to me about the history of the place. “This was all a swamp before. The 

mosque was built in 1987. For a long time, there wasn’t one in the city at all. 

So when a foreign king or a politician came to visit, they would go to Belgrade 

because there were no mosques here”. He showed me an exhibition of the 

remains of the old mosque, which had been located in central Zagreb in the 

Square for the Victims of Fascism, a place still known colloquially as džamija 

(mosque). This old mosque, also known as the Meštrović Pavilion and the 

Home of Croatian Artists (HDLU), was an art gallery before World War 2. In 

1941, under the Independent State of Croatia (NDH), it was converted into a 

mosque where three minarets were constructed around its oval base.197 The 

mosque was first used from 1944 to 1945. Four years later, the minarets were 

 
197 The idea of building the first mosque came from the Party of Rights (Stranka Prava) in 1908, 

to help include Muslims from Bosnia and Herzegovina in the Croatian national corpus. This 

formed part of the ideology of the party’s founder, Ante Starčević. Several locations were con-

sidered. In 1938, the famous artist Ivan Meštrović built the Home of Croatian Artists on the 

former square of Petar I Karađorđević, the last king of Serbia (1903-1918) and the first king of 

the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (1918-1921). The pro-Yugoslav and pro-Serbian parties op-

posed turning this space into a mosque. However, in 1941 Ante Pavelić, the head of the fascist 

NDH and the Ustaša regime, supported it to appease the Muslims, whose support he needed, 

and to oppose Serbia and the Karađorđević dynasty. See https://www.vecernji.hr/vijesti/ivan-

mestrovicante-pavelic-dzamija-hrvati-i-islam-1183673. 
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torn down and the place was repurposed as the new Museum of the Revolu-

tion. Zagreb had no mosques until the new one, which we were walking 

through, was built in 1987.  

As we talked about history, we went outside and stood in front of the 

mosque, where a memorial park commemorated around 2500 Bosniak veter-

ans who had participated in the Homeland War between 1991 and 1995, and 

1100 who had died in it. Adin presented the history of the building itself, as 

well as the importance of the participation of Bosniaks in this tragic event 

which is considered fundamental in establishing Croatian nationhood. He then 

told me about Muslims in the Balkans. The emphasis was on how, contrary to 

popular views, Islam had been present in Croatia and Europe throughout his-

tory. He said:  

The people in Europe are prejudiced towards Muslims in Europe, but 

we are European Muslims. Autochthonous Europeans, like Albanians 

and others in these spaces, even older than the Croatians. But they 

lump us all together. 

When I asked Adin about current relations with the other residents of Borovje 

neighbourhood, he said that people never complained, that the Muslim com-

munity had been there for a long time and that there had been no problems 

since he moved here. I shared with him that just a few kilometres south, in 

Dugave, some people were complaining and blaming religious differences for 

problems in everyday life. He then explained the differences between Islam in 

the Balkans and in the Middle East: 

But those are others. We’re of the same faith, but it’s different … How 

can I put it? An example. Islam is about hygiene. Look around here, 

it’s all clean … I was in Saudi Arabia … for hajj … and I saw people 

spitting there. Also, I saw people, it’s common to pray in the street 

over there. Here you shower at home and pray there … Listen, I mean 

… My father taught me that being a good man is the only thing that’s 

important. I understand problems can arise [in Dugave], but where 

there are good people, there are bad people too. 

The relationship between Islam and the Balkans has attracted the attention of 

many scholars.198 This chapter, however, focuses on the way religious simi-

 
198 See Bringa (1996); Clayer and Bougarel (2017); Rexepi (2017, 2018); Popovic and Rashid 

(1997); Elbasani and Roy (2015); Henig (2020) for research and a discussion on Muslims in 

the Balkans.  
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larities and differences are involved in building networks and shaping solidar-

ity, as well as the historical context that affects precarious emplacement and 

the Gap towards the new non-European migrants. Adin pointed to differences 

within the same faith involving ideas of cleanliness and the fact that Muslims 

in the Balkans identified as European. He also drew on his own experience as 

a pilgrim, contrasting spaces for prayer, which were relegated to more private 

spaces in a country where Islam was a minority religion. Alongside these dif-

ferences, however, there were many commonalities, and he considered “being 

a good man”, being respectful and helping others in need to be a moral imper-

ative which overshadowed the differences. He left after our conversation, and 

I contacted Anida from the Meshihat of the Croatian Islamic Community, who 

told me she would be available the following week. 

I returned to the mosque a week later to meet Anida. She was a pro-

fessor, head of the religious education service, and had been living in Zagreb 

for the last 18 years after she moved from Bosnia. We went into the library 

and sat by a very large table surrounded by bookshelves as high as the ceiling. 

Two and a half years ago, the NGO ‘Are You Syrious?’ had contacted the 

Meshihat and invited them to establish connections with Hotel Porin and its 

residents. Anida told me about the beginnings and her motivation. “We 

thought, well why wouldn’t we get involved?” She reflected on her personal 

motivation and her previous experiences with Bosniak refugees as follows: 

I don’t know … Maybe it was an inner calling, for humanity and com-

passion. I don’t know. Maybe, some experience from before … For 

instance, I was born in Zenica (Bosnia), and … Zenica was kind of 

protected in the war from 1992 until 1995, so there were a lot of ref-

ugees. I was sixteen or seventeen years old then. In Sarajevo … I went 

to school and we had a break that year … because of the effects of 

war. Then we returned to Sarajevo through that Igman tunnel, a path 

60 kilometres long that took 27 hours of walking. I spent that year 

helping those refugees. But again, the Islamic community is what 

brought us together. They invited us to help in Zenica. I know I felt 

motivated and had a sense of purpose because I could help someone 

back then. Maybe I have that from then. You relate to the situation. 

How do you know it won’t happen to you one day? 

The “inner calling, for humanity and compassion” Anida mentioned, which 

was only upon reflection considered to be a result of prior personal experi-

ences and contacts with refugeeness, was a feeling I encountered among other 

Zagreb residents who had decided to help the new refugees, regardless of their 

faith. Similarly, Li’s (2021) study involves Arab migrants working in pan-
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Islamic NGOs in Bosnia, and argues that universalist projects introduce com-

plex idioms which are notionally directed at humanity as a whole. It also sug-

gests that spiritual practices interact with issues such as transnational mobility, 

class and political action. Anida’s narrative also demonstrates that history and 

emotions are central to creating the relations of proximity and conviviality 

which ease emplacement, and are important in coping with exclusion and pre-

carity. 

The Islamic community in Croatia consists mainly of Bosniaks, but 

also of Turks, Arabs, Roma and Croats. Anida described it like this, “It’s a 

diverse community. It’s not called Bosniak. Even though spiritually we belong 

to Sarajevo, we have a common institution, Riyasat, where we belong, with 

the same spiritual leader”. She emphasised they are not a national community, 

but a multi-ethnic one, saying it is the Islamic faith that binds them. Anida 

made similar comments about religious and cultural differences from the new 

migrants: 

Everything we did, it was humanitarian or educational, so we didn’t 

pay much attention to the differences. During the wave of migration, 

we asked the volunteers what they most needed, and they said “un-

dercaps”, that the women were asking for them, and they didn’t know 

what they were. An undercap is something you wear under the hijab 

to keep the hair in. These differences are not very unusual to us be-

cause the faith connects us. The biggest difference is the language. 

Even the dialects within Arabic. What is important is the humanity, 

and the rest is easy to overcome. 

Since the Islamic community had become engaged with educational and hu-

manitarian assistance to the newly arrived migrants, there had been a greater 

range of volunteering activities as acts of goodwill. Examples Anida gave me 

included connecting a family from the community with a family who had just 

been granted asylum, caring for people with specific needs like helping with 

doctors’ visits, translation, exchanging clothes and other possessions, finan-

cial aid, food distribution through a strong, communal religious network, or-

ganising events for children, and working with school heads and offices to 

help children integrate. She gave details of communal activities during the 

previous Ramadan: 

People have specific needs in terms of diet and prayer. We cooperated 

very well with the Hotel Porin administration. They set aside a sepa-

rate space for praying. This is where we could help. For example, 

given that people did not have lunch at normal times, they needed 
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bowls to store the meals they were given, so we donated these bowls. 

It seems like a small thing, but for a month it is six, seven thousand 

bowls. If one is 1 HRK, it’s a considerable expense. For Eid we or-

ganised joint celebrations, then Eid packages for the kids. We took 

them to the theatre with other organisations, like Jesuits (JRS) and so 

on. 

Anida reflected on the temporariness that characterised the stay of most refu-

gees in Croatia. Despite all the activities they organised, Anida said she always 

had “that bitter feeling that you haven’t done enough”, especially when some 

of them left Croatia and contacted her from France or Germany. She gave an 

example of one Iraqi boy: 

I was very sad when one boy asked, “Why doesn’t your government 

want us?” When a child asks you something like this, then … This 

family returned to Iraq. They had four children and had been waiting 

for asylum for around a year or more. It was very uncertain whether 

they would receive it, so they returned. The little one has contacted 

me a few times … but the kids started school here … he was at a 

medical school, and his sister at primary school. The other two didn’t 

go to school. When he left, he was very sad he had to leave. He was 

saying he wanted to be a doctor. He called and said it was dangerous 

at home, that they had to keep their window blinds shut … 

Even though many asylum seekers were leaving Croatia, efforts were needed 

to make their stay easier, and to help those who were granted asylum build 

new lives. Becoming involved was important for another reason. Anida 

pointed out that the Muslim minority in Croatia and the Balkans had a good 

reputation, and that relations with the state were exemplary.199 There were 

fears this could be disrupted if incidents like those complained of in Dugave 

were to occur on a larger scale. Anida explained this as follows: 

Honestly, even among us, at one moment, when there was a hold-up 

with enrolling them into schools and education, Mufti said that we 

didn’t want to allow an incident. Because … what’s the saying?... An 

idle mind is a devil’s playground. People need to be occupied. The 

Islamic community has astounding relations with the state. This is 

well-known, right? The media reports on this model contract between 

the Islamic community and the state, and how, in principle, everything 

is well organised. Even Angela Merkel contacted our Mufti to trans-

late this model to see what it was about. The Mufti has been around 

 
199 See for example: https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2019/01/bosnia-offers-

model-liberal-european-islam/579529/ 
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the world discussing it. What’s important is mutual respect 

(uvažavanje). He would say that, as a community, we don’t want 

something to happen which will ruin these relations. So we need to 

direct our attention to people and integrate them. It’s sad, and a shame 

if we live parallel to each other, like two separate worlds. 

While the community recognised the concerns, Anida spoke with great com-

passion about the will to create better relations and make integration easier. 

She said she would really like me to meet some of the people she had been 

talking about, and invited me for another visit to the mosque. 

The following Friday, I went back to Borovje and met Jamal, a Syrian 

woman who now spoke Croatian and lived a few streets away from the 

mosque. The June temperatures were rising, so the three of us found some 

shade in the mosque library as Anida and I had done the previous week. Jamal 

had come to Croatia with her husband and children after leaving Syria when 

her husband was called up for the war. They had spent a year in Turkey and 

six months in Greece, and were then moved to Croatia as part of the EU relo-

cation scheme. The family was granted asylum after two weeks, and within 

two months they had moved out of Hotel Porin to the Borovje neighbourhood 

close to the mosque. Jamal said their stay at the hotel had been difficult, and 

was happy that a woman from RYS had helped them find an apartment. The 

children were enrolled in the preschool at the mosque, and Jamal worked in a 

restaurant close to their new home. She described how she felt about living in 

a country she had not known existed until they handed her a paper with a list 

of countries in a Greek refugee camp: 

We’re very happy. My children really like it here. The people are very 

kind here. Of course, there are a few people who don’t like us. We’re 

azilanti, but they don’t do anything to us. We would stay in Croatia. 

Later we can get citizenship (…) When we came to Croatia, I came to 

the mosque. I went for one month. I saw friends and we talked a lot. 

We have good people. They’re helping. They’ll help with what they 

can. (…) We’re very happy the mosque is close. 

Jamal’s neighbours were of various nationalities. She mentioned Palestinians, 

several Syrians, Croatians and Bosnians. I was aware that, after moving out of 

Hotel Porin, people who were granted asylum found apartments throughout 

the city. Nevertheless, I was wondering whether a substantial proportion of 

them found themselves living in Borovje. Anida told me that apartments were 

expensive there and that the demand was high. When she had listened to Jamal 
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and me for 15 minutes, she explained why many newcomers would like to live 

close by: 

There are various reasons. They’ll find a community here. Someone 

can help. Or for dietary reasons. We have the restaurant here with 

halal food. This is very difficult to find in Zagreb. Or because of the 

preschool, it’s convenient. But, generally, it’s a nice neighbourhood. 

So, it’s prestigious to get an opportunity to find an apartment here. 

It’s peaceful, spread out. You can go out. Recently it’s been very hard 

to find something. There are prejudices as well. People who don’t 

want to rent to an azilant. We were looking for one family now, and 

there were many obstacles, even though the state was paying the ex-

penses, so it would be safe and regular, but unfortunately people are 

scared. They openly say they don’t want to. 

Nevertheless, Anida confirmed that, compared to other neighbourhoods in Za-

greb, Borovje has the most Muslim residents. She said, “For example, in 

schools. If there are seven or more pupils at a school, they have the right to 

Islamic religious education. In this school there are around 40 kids out of four 

hundred, four hundred and 50”. A few other schools and parts of the city have 

higher numbers of Muslim residents. Groups of Bosnian and Kosovar refugees 

had moved into specific city areas after the Homeland War, but generally peo-

ple from the Muslim community resided all over the city. Anida emphasised, 

“The mosque is also a complete centre, with facilities for people at every stage 

of life, from birth … for children until death, institutionally”. There were also, 

at the time, plans for a retirement home, and once again, she mentioned the 

importance of the restaurant and food. On my way to the mosque, I had noticed 

a halal shop in the vicinity, so when Anida mentioned it, I asked her to tell me 

more about it. The owner was an Iraqi man who had been in Croatia for a long 

time, but the store had only opened the previous year. Anida said it did not 

sell halal meat, and that this was very hard to find in general since there were 

no other halal shops or slaughterhouses. There were a number of businesses 

such as Mlinar bakeries that had a halal certificate, but they all produced for 

export to countries with more Muslim citizens. She described how people 

went about finding halal in Croatia: 

It's difficult. I don’t know. Partly through our restaurant. When they 

buy for themselves, we ask them to order more. Sometimes from the 

villages, then sometimes we got veal from Bosnia. This is no longer 

allowed through the [EU] border. No meat and dairy products. 

Chicken is easier to find, but red meat is a problem. So, usually in the 

village from someone we know. There were a few attempts. There 
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was a halal butchery in the Petruševac neighbourhood, but the owner 

had to close. We attempted it at the mosque as well, with the Podravka 

company, but again it didn’t work well. Meat goes off quickly if you 

don’t sell it on the day, and the mosque is a bit far away for people to 

go there on a daily basis, especially on weekdays … There are some 

slaughterhouses in the country, in Pazin, Rijeka city, so we know how 

to order. Or people send us it. It really depends. 

It has been noted that food and diet are important to newcomers’ home-making 

practices200, and although it is not easy to find halal food in Zagreb, the expe-

rience of Muslims who were born in Croatia or who have lived there for dec-

ades can be useful in locating halal and easing emplacement for newcomers. 

The above section has argued that migration is mediated by transit 

localities, their spaces, relations and histories. It has described the involve-

ment of the Croatian Islamic community as an example of a pre-existing reli-

gious network which shaped emplacement for some of the newcomers. Help 

and solidarity aimed to bolster a feeling of belonging, make their everyday life 

easier, and provided an environment where people would not have to migrate 

further. Being included into this community helped people cope with the Gap 

in situations such as looking for an apartment. 

In describing these relations, I have also pointed to fears about the 

negative reputation of new Muslims spilling into the image of the older com-

munity, thus threatening an established history of tolerance and inclusion. 

These concerns over changing perceptions about Islam showed that affects 

and meanings in the Gap between new migrants and majority Croatian citizens 

could produce new relations of distance towards existing minority groups, as 

differences were homogenised and stereotypes formed. Furthermore, while 

some religious and cultural differences were highlighted between the ‘new’ 

and ‘old’ Muslims in Croatia, these were not perceived to be the most im-

portant. Instead, faith was singled out as a binding factor. Differences had 

been overshadowed by solidarity based on personal memories of refugeeness 

during the 1990s, and on more universalist ethics which emphasised “human-

ity” towards those in need. Although there was a possibility Muslims in Cro-

atia could be exposed to further othering by linking with Muslims from the 

Middle East, closeness was fostered by religion and a feeling of shared fate, 

exacerbated by memories of war and exile. 

 
200 See, for example, Koc and Welsh (2001); Vandevoordt (2017); Morasso and Zittoun (2014); 

Terragni et al. (2018); Mares (2012); Miranda-Nieto and Boccagni (2020). 
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The African Diaspora in Croatia (DAH)  

When I came home to Croatia from Sweden in November 2019 to visit my 

family and friends, and discovered that DAH201 was having a small musical 

performance outside Hotel Porin in a few days’ time, my visit home became 

another field trip. I was aware of DAH, had followed its activities from the 

early days of my fieldwork, and had even volunteered with them to facilitate 

my access to Hotel Porin. As my fieldwork progressed, it became clear to me 

that their activities had considerable significance in terms of emplacement in 

the city. 

 I arrived back in Dugave a little before 4 p.m., and walked towards 

the hotel along the same route through the café bars. As I approached the corn 

fields, where a new fence had been erected alongside the ones I noted in Chap-

ter 6, and as I came closer to the hotel, I heard djembe drums from the back 

which reminded me of the times I had heard Prince play. In a small park sur-

rounded by the balconies of the hotel rooms, by an old, dried-up concrete 

fountain with three dolphin statues in the back yard where we had done our 

cleaning, Prince was drumming with his friend. He waved and smiled when 

he saw me. Two security guards in uniforms were standing there, relaxed, with 

their hands in their pockets, listening to the performance. Two new hotel res-

idents were in the audience along with four children. Two women were watch-

ing the performance from their balconies, and two other men from their win-

dows across the way. Other people joined as the performance went on, includ-

ing two coordinators and intermediaries from organisations, and they recog-

nised me. Prince came to say hello, gave some sweets to the children, and 

asked a young African man standing there if he would like to try playing. He 

asked me to film the rest of the performance so that he could post it on social 

media later. Unfortunately, it started to rain, and the concert ended early. I 

helped carry the djembe to Prince’s car, and he and his friend, two volun-

teers202 and I crammed into the vehicle to drive back to the city centre. The 

 
201 DAH initially stood for “Društvo Afrikanaca u Hrvatskoj (Society of Africans in Croatia), 

but it changed its name to Dijaspora Afrikanaca u Hrvatskoj (African Diaspora in Croatia) in 

July 2019 to be more in line with its aims. These involved building connections between Afri-

cans in the diaspora and those in Africa, bolstering a return to Africa, fostering business be-

tween African countries and Croatia, and strengthening friendship, understanding, art, culture 

and human rights. DAH is now a partner of the African Institute Centre in Slovenia and an 

associate member of the Africa-Europe Diaspora Development Platform (ADEPT), a non-profit 

international association (AISBL) whose aim is to improve and enhance the capacity and impact 

of African diaspora organisations involved in development activities in Africa. ADEPT is reg-

istered in Belgium. 
202 The volunteers were from AKC Attack!, a non-partisan, non-profit, non-governmental citi-

zens’ association active in non-institutional and youth culture. It organised this performance 
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traffic was slowing, and the rain was intensifying as we attempted to move 

through the congested avenues connecting New and Old Zagreb. A year and 

a half earlier, Prince had told me DAH had had around 60 members, but as he 

was driving along he told me about changes. “Now we have eight people ac-

tive in DAH. It used to be 52 … We’re foreigners”. 

In October 2018, while Prince and I were sitting in his restaurant, he 

explained how he had decided to establish the organisation when there were 

very few Africans living in Croatia. This was sometime between 2012 and 

2013, soon after we had met, and after I had moved abroad myself. He de-

scribed the difficulties he had had looking for connections: 

When I got the asylum, then I came to Zagreb. I looked up “Africans 

in Zagreb” on my phone. Nothing. It said zero … point … zero results 

(laughs). Then, “Africa Zagreb”, then I typed, like, “Blacks in Croa-

tia”. Something popped up, this one from Mali who played basketball 

some time ago. And one more man who sings [Crvena Jabuka band’s 

song] “Đezba, Đezba”.203 Two people and that was it. Really, I felt 

like zero. No help, there’s no one here who can see that you’re the 

same. So that you can go out, so you can work together.  

I was aware of the African man Prince had mentioned, and had often seen him 

on television while I was growing up in Croatia. The way Prince conveyed his 

feeling of loneliness as he told this story painted a new picture of the experi-

ence of Africans in Croatia. Because there were no African networks, Prince 

was helped by a Croatian friend with whom he had started to go out to clubs. 

He talked about a night club which had closed several years before, and which 

I had also frequented in 2012 as a student. I remembered seeing African people 

in the crowd there. Prince related his experience of the club as follows: 

The Lemon Club. I went a few times, and one by one I started seeing 

black people in clubs. (…) I asked them if they lived here. No, they 

were tourists, Americans. They didn’t speak Croatian, just hello, hello 

and that was it. And those who were Africans, they said, “I’m just 

here for a while. I’ll be leaving”. So I had to start again. Then in 2013, 

some students came. Some got married here so there are around eight 

of us. Eight in the whole of Croatia!  

 
along with DAH as part of its project: “Step further – towards inclusive culture”, whose aim 

involved intervention in public spaces. 
203 The man in question was Ahmed Abdel Rahim, known as Antimon, a famous Croatian-

Sudanese actor and comedian on the once popular “Večernja škola” TV show. The basketball 

player’s name was Ousmane Mara, and he played for KK Zagreb. 
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Prince tried to convey how difficult he found it with only eight Africans in the 

whole country. He later explained that he had wanted them all to meet, but 

some of them lived in Split and Osijek, and some Senegalese who had arrived 

around 2006 had left and gone abroad. He repeatedly emphasised the contin-

uous migration, and said:  

Everybody was here, then they left. No way that you could pair up for 

something. It was complicated. So I had to do it. Then I started. There 

was also an organisation, Diyalli. It’s gone now. It was a Kenyan and 

his daughter … the mother was Croatian. I connected with him. (…) 

I wanted to leave at first. I, when I got the asylum, I said, if there’s no 

one who looks like I do, I can’t be the only one here. Like this. I can 

go and try Italy, Germany, if I want to go. Italy more likely. Then 

luckily, a few more people came. Then, Absko [a friend] came. But 

those who were here didn’t go out much because of the situation 

around racism and everything, then really a lot. They stayed at home 

with no job. I was maybe the first of the Africans to work (smile). 

Then I appeared in the media. I work here, I work there (…). Now we 

have a … there aren’t many of us, but we have something like a com-

munity. 

Prince repeatedly expressed the sense of loneliness which had marked his first 

years in Croatia. The first Africans he had heard of and met were mostly in 

the country temporarily, either as tourists or transit migrants, and had not 

shared his experiences or his plans to promote African culture, or to share and 

improve experiences of integration. He decided he would start something new. 

The Diyalli organisation was founded in 2005 by Kahithe Kiiru and her Cro-

atian friends. Kiiru’s father had moved from Kenya to Croatia when it was 

part of Yugoslavia. Although they described themselves as an organisation for 

cultural cooperation and the promotion of African culture in Croatia, they 

functioned mostly as a dance group. Occasionally, however, they held lectures 

about African cultures and traditions, illustrating the ongoing, but small-scale 

historical ties between Croatia and Africa through the Non-Aligned Move-

ment. For seven years in a row, they organised the “African Week” festival, 

which they cancelled in 2017 when their funding was cut, and because they 

were short of volunteers. 

 Prince had participated in the 2013 edition of the festival for the first time 

after he connected with Diyalli. In March of the same year, Prince and his two 

new African friends had founded DAH, a new African organisation focused 

initially around new African migration. Prince repeated that they did not rep-

resent all Africans, only the people who came to them. The efforts had begun 
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a year before, but their lack of proficiency in Croatian had slowed the process 

down. The NGO CMS had helped to launch the platform, assisting with trans-

lation, providing initial office space in its own buildings in the neighbourhood 

of Trešnjevka, and writing the new organisation’s constitution. DAH later held 

meetings in the African restaurant too, and was currently raising funds to open 

a new space. A room at Hotel Porin had also served as office space for some 

time, for organising cleaning and socialising (Chapter 4). Several students and 

other Africans joined the organisation from countries such as Cameroon, Ni-

geria, Congo, Tanzania, Somalia, Sudan and Senegal. In addition, newly ar-

rived asylum seekers at Hotel Porin would often ask whether there was an 

existing community, and Prince, who was there every day, would tell them 

about DAH. Equally, Red Cross employees would tell them about it, and I 

also told people who joined my Croatian language class. However, it should 

be noted that, although membership had grown over the following few years, 

many members were leaving Croatia at the same time. 

Despite the constant changes in DAH’s membership, reflecting the 

flow of both transitory migrants and more permanent settlers in Croatia, the 

organisation aimed to inform Africans living in the country about their rights 

and enable them to participate in Croatian society. Furthermore, it wished to 

bring together existing and new Africans living in Croatia, so that they could 

become a larger minority. The goal was to improve the quality of life for all 

Africans, students and migrants, as well as to promote African culture and 

African ways of life. They were funded mainly by donations from Prince and 

from friends of members, as well as by membership fees, but these were not 

regular payments. Prince said to me, “People can’t always pay … You know 

what the situation is like”, pointing to their obvious precarity. 

 DAH organised various activities and events centred around migration, in-

tegration, diversity and multiculturalism. For example, at an everyday level, 

the network provided newly arrived and more established members with a 

communication channel for sharing practical know-how, such as how to find 

and submit documents to state institutions. When I first went to the DAH of-

fice at Hotel Porin, I myself helped Warsan, a member who helped us clean, 

to translate a job application from English to Croatian. Furthermore, there 

were often musical performances like the one noted at the beginning of this 

section, and drummers changed from event to event depending on their avail-

ability. An important activity involved visiting schools across Croatia and 

holding workshops to introduce Africa to Croatian children. They told stories 

about African cultures, played djembe and narrated fairy tales from the conti-

nent, and workshops were also organised outside schools for making African 
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masks from clay. Future plans included organising annual African music fes-

tivals and opening a cultural centre for socialising.  

 Prince was still officially the president of DAH, but wanted to include oth-

ers. Linda, a Kenyan woman I met at Hotel Porin and encountered at various 

events, who was married to a Croat, had begun to take over some of the pres-

idential duties, and Prince wanted her to take charge fully. Equally, he wanted 

Okoro, his friend and business partner, to take over the African restaurant. The 

idea was that they would become more actively involved, and that Prince 

would no longer be the only one talking to the media about Africans in Croa-

tia. Handing these positions over to someone else would also give him time 

for other activities in his already busy schedule. The interesting point about 

these plans for expansion and members’ active engagement was that Prince 

hoped they would influence African migrants who arrived in Croatia and who 

did not know whether they should move on to another country, a dilemma he 

had once experienced himself. He said the following about the importance of 

DAH: 

We founded this to help each other, so the new ones who arrive know 

about the law, about integration, that we can help, so there can be 

more of us. Because I know, if we have a community, at least one out 

of ten will stay.  

I have noted in the thesis that the majority of migrants arriving in Croatia did 

not see it as a destination country. Destination decisions were not final and 

were susceptible to change en route. However, the lack of established migrant 

networks, together with the intricacies of the European border regime and na-

tional or local discrimination, functioned as push factors towards western and 

northern EU states. The meanings imbued in DAH activities and networks 

were attempting to fill this space between pushing structures and migrants’ 

agency by giving them a reason to stay, a connection and a feeling of home. 

Filling this space made it easier to combat precarity and foster emplacement. 

Sharing knowledge, such as regarding legislation, employment and which 

government offices to visit, as well as other forms of support, helped avoid 

some of the obstacles that emerged in encounters with the Gap, described in 

Chapter 6. Furthermore, the establishment of a community was also situated 

in the struggles ongoing transits were causing for those who stayed, as one of 

the intentions behind DAH was to transform the dynamics of transit migration 

on the Balkan route as much as possible. 
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From what I learned about DAH, it became apparent that establishing 

a new network of this type required a constant flow of resources, time, coor-

dination and emotional investment. However, this was not easy to maintain, 

given the small numbers of African migrants. I was struck by the way the size 

of the DAH membership oscillated, even falling from around 60 to eight at 

one point, and this could be sensed in the reduced number of organised activ-

ities. Prince told me that on average, they organised two activities in the span 

of one month. During my fieldwork, the focus was on the restaurant. The net-

work was affected by the persistence of onward migration to countries with 

larger migrant communities and higher living standards. 

As Menjívar (2000:35) has shown in the case of the reception of Sal-

vadorian immigrants in the US, structural forces such as “policies of reception 

and dynamics of local economy, together with the organisation of the receiv-

ing community, impinge on informal networks”. She nevertheless points out 

that the internal differentiation within networks limits individual action in a 

way which is “equally powerful” (Menjívar 2000:30). She suggests that mi-

grant networks are not only differentiated, but riddled with conflict which can 

weaken and even destroy them. Similarly, Huschke (2014) demonstrates that 

the social ties created by undocumented Latin American migrants to help them 

survive on the margins of German society are inherently fragile. The case of 

the African network in Zagreb paints a different picture. While it is certainly 

differentiated within, and personal conflicts arise, structural factors such as a 

continuous transit regime, precarity and limited resources have a much more 

damaging effect on the ties than internal divisions. The religious network of 

the Islamic community in Zagreb, given its longer history and larger member-

ship, was more durable than the new African network, although it also demon-

strated fragility with the changing perceptions of Islam.   

Because migrants from Africa mostly stayed for shorter periods, and 

Croatia remained a transit country, those who had decided to stay and formed 

ties often had to maintain and re-create networks through new members. This 

was done through a pan-ethnic initiative centred around activities which aimed 

to influence emplacement and the Gap. Establishing a new community net-

work required labour and resources which were difficult to find with a low 

and fluctuating membership base, especially when this base was still strug-

gling with linguistic and social competences for navigating Croatian spaces. 

The Islamic network closed this Gap more easily due to a historical relation-

ship between Croatia and Islam. Furthermore, most African ‘long stayers’ 

were still struggling to become permanent residents and were unemployed or 

in precarious employment, leaving them little time for active engagement in 
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DAH activities. I explore this dynamic between transience and permanence 

further below, in the example of the African restaurant. 

African Cuisine & Bar  

In May 2018, standing on Gundulićeva Street under a black sign with yellow 

script reading “African Cuisine & Bar”, I asked Prince if he owned the space 

where he had opened the first African restaurant in the country the previous 

September. Leaning on the wooden counters protruding from the outer wall 

where we had placed our drinks, he smirked and said, “The rent is 1300 EUR. 

Where would I get the money to buy a space in the centre? I’m not the mayor’s 

son”.204 Prince’s joke alluded to the difficulty of buying property without con-

siderable capital or personal connections, and therefore indicated a post-so-

cialist form of precarity shared by locals and migrants. Interestingly, the space 

he established, where food was used as a bridge between Africans and Croa-

tian citizens according to the aims of DAH described above, served to create 

encounters and facilitate connections between migrants from various different 

countries. It also helped me find contacts to navigate my fieldwork throughout 

the year, as I would often go to the restaurant after a spell at Hotel Porin in the 

mornings to write up my notes in peace, catch up with Prince and other em-

ployees, conduct interviews or just sit around.  

We went inside, where Okoro, Samir and Bakhet, the only other three 

people employed at the time, were measuring up a banner saying “Authentic 

Taste of African Cuisine (100% Gluten Free)”. It had photos of the food and 

drink they served, and they were going to hang it outside. On the left was the 

bar, covered in stripey wallpaper with a zebra-like pattern. Behind it, a collec-

tion of South African wines was lined up on the shelves with a djembe drum 

in the right-hand corner as decoration. On the right and in front were the tables 

and chairs, surrounded by photos of wild animals such as tigers, zebras, rhinos 

and elephants, as well as famous Africans like Nelson Mandela.  

Prince had the idea for the restaurant during visits to schools and other 

social events DAH had been organising. He had noticed people in Croatia 

knew very little about Africa. He told me about one of these visits in the fol-

lowing terms: “People ask, what do you eat in Africa? Elephant, dog, all sorts 

of animals. Africa is very big. And it has many traditions, cultures. I can’t 

 
204 Milan Bandić was the mayor of Zagreb from 2005 to 2021, and became a controversial 

figure associated with patronage and clientelist networks. See Stubbs and Zrinščak (2015) for 

a discussion of clientelism in Croatia. 
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speak for all of Africa. Not even for the whole of Nigeria. We decided … if 

there was something that we could do about this … People could come, easily, 

to try, eat African food. This is the first African restaurant. The first”. How-

ever, fighting ignorance and prejudice, and introducing African culture, were 

not the only factors which had motivated Prince. He repeated a story he had 

told me once before: 

And something else about this restaurant. I can remember. When I 

was in Kutina [waiting for asylum], I was in a couple of café bars that 

wouldn’t sell me coffee because I was a black man from Africa. And 

that made me decide. Then I didn’t even think about where I would 

get the money from. And I didn’t think that I would work in Croatia. 

But I had it in my head, if I ever succeeded here, to at least open a bar 

which could be open for everyone, as a human being. China, Asia, 

Nigeria, Africa, white. Anyone. To be able to go in, drink, eat what 

we offer. That was really in my head. I can’t forget that feeling. When 

I went into a bar and they said, “Sorry, we can’t serve you. The boss 

said not to sell you coffee.” … (silence) … It’s really terrifying. 

Prince told me he was shaking, and repeated how he could not forget this ex-

perience. The two friends he was with, one Croatian, the other Serbian, had 

both been served drinks, and he had not. They had left the drinks and left the 

bar. Prince had encountered similar situations three or four times. He tried to 

explain why this had happened. “They don’t like refugees. Don’t like the ref-

ugees. I don’t know the reason. But, then, they said that they read the news... 

If they read that something happened in Zagreb, or Germany, they will hate 

(…). Now I have this restaurant. And if someone comes here from … wher-

ever, Bangladesh … I will serve them all with a smile”. 

 On the evening of September 8th 2017, a friend and I went to the opening 

party for the restaurant, where a crowd was enjoying a free tasting session to 

the sounds of Afrobeat music. I noticed the familiar faces of friends and inter-

locutors I had met at Hotel Porin from Croatia, Kenya, Nigeria, Afghanistan 

and Iran, precisely the inclusivity and openness Prince had intended. Croatian 

guests were often surprised to see puff-puff served, a traditional African snack 

made of fried dough with a crunchy crust. They commented on the similarity 

to Croatian fritule, a festive pastry usually prepared around Christmas, which 

looks and tastes similar.  

 The restaurant was opened to be a place where migrants could make con-

nections between themselves and with Croatian society. It wished to shape the 

welcome environment by contesting prejudices and forming relations that 

would close the existing Gap. By influencing the aspirations of ‘short stayers’, 
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it further aimed to counteract the fact that the border regime facilitated transit 

migration. In this way, it hoped to make Croatia a more diverse country in the 

longer term. In practice, managing the restaurant required considerable daily 

effort and time. Prince wished to hire more people, but it was not easy. For 

example, people he would meet at Hotel Porin often had no work permit, and 

labour costs were high in a new, struggling restaurant in the centre of the city. 

Prince continued to work at Porin before his shift, and Okoro often worked 

simultaneously as barman and chef. On one occasion, when we were standing 

with a drink in the street in front of the restaurant, Prince told me that jealous 

neighbours often called inspectors, who came to scrutinise the new place. By 

2020, business income was dropping, and the rental contract Prince had signed 

was about to run out. The owner of the space intended to increase the rent. In 

2020, the centre of Zagreb was also affected by a serious earthquake, just at 

the beginning of the global pandemic and lockdown. Prince decided it was 

best to close the restaurant. I met him in the summer of 2021, and he told me 

he had plans to open a new one as soon as the opportunity presented itself. 

Towards the end of 2021, a new organisation called PADUH (Pan-African 

Society in Croatia (Panafričko Društvo u Hrvatskoj)) was founded by other 

Africans living in the country, mostly students but some of them were asylum 

seekers as well. 

 The story of the opening and closing of the African restaurant as an ephem-

eral place points to the structural transience which continues to permeate em-

placement after remaining in Croatia. However, I have shown that this imper-

manence cannot be reduced to the dynamics of seamless transits on the Balkan 

route. It is a transience produced by the entanglement of migration and place, 

out of the ways bordering, racialisation and structures of precarity interplay to 

crush aspirations at a moment’s notice. Hope nevertheless remains in the 

cracks, and in the struggle against transience old and new solidarities emerge. 

Conclusion 

Previous arrivals in Croatia and the Balkans consisted mainly of migrants 

from the countries of the former Yugoslavia, and some neighbouring Euro-

pean countries. In recent decades, shaped by processes of Europeanisation as 

well as increasing conflict in the Global South, Croatia has also witnessed 

arrivals of migrants from outside Europe.  

In Croatia, there are relatively few asylum seekers or established com-

munities of migrants from these new countries of origin. This produces further 
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social exclusion, and this chapter therefore focused on how new connections 

are made. Given these previous migration patterns, the presence of Nigerians, 

Syrians and Afghan migrants in Zagreb may seem novel. However, I sought 

out “hidden” connections and explored ties and networks, as well as the emer-

gence of new communities in terms of how they contributed to emplacement 

and efforts to influence the Gap. Special attention was paid to forms of asso-

ciation and support, knowledge-sharing and combatting prejudice, which 

aimed to foster belonging and convivial relations, cope with precarity and 

counteract regimes of transience. 

Examples of ties to Yugoslavia’s role in the Non-Aligned Movement 

and the Islamic community in Zagreb demonstrated different ways migrant 

emplacement had been shaped by local history. These ties encouraged the new 

migrants to become emotionally attached to the new place. Furthermore, I 

contrasted these social ties and networks with the emerging African commu-

nity, which was still in the process of formation, and thus struggling more with 

a lack of pre-existing ties and networks. The situation facilitated precarity and 

encouraged its members to move on to other countries. Based on his study of 

migrants in the city of Guangzhou, Castillo (2015:288) argues that precarity 

functions as a trigger, encouraging individuals to develop structures of soli-

darity and networks of support which are crucial sites in terms of ‘feel[ing] at 

home’ while they are on the move in China. In Zagreb, due to the “newness” 

of networks of African migrants and the persisting strength of the regime of 

transience, members were struggling to lift useful practices of knowledge-

sharing and support into more enduring forms of solidarity.205 

While I have focused on religious and ethnic (pan-African) ties in this 

chapter as they play a role in emplacement, I follow Brubaker (2002:164) in 

cautioning against understanding them in isolation, or as externally bounded 

or reified. The relations and networks I have analysed involve a significant 

empirical overlap. For example, Prince told me that some Iranian women had 

also applied to join DAH. Furthermore, a crucial role is played in emplace-

ment not only by intermediaries like Evan who help with the day-to-day chal-

lenges, but a whole range of non-governmental organisations and Croatian 

citizens’ associations. Given that the total number of new migrants in Croatia 

is still quite small, people with different legal statuses from a variety of coun-

tries often socialise with one another. They share knowledge useful for life in 

the city, and this results in smaller groups and ‘communities of convenience’ 

 
205 bell hooks (1984:67) differentiates between support and solidarity. The latter refers to a 

community of interests, shared beliefs and goals around which to unite, while the former can 

be occasional. It can be given and withdrawn. 
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(Kathiravelu 2013), which can last for short or longer periods. Equally, the 

historical context and precarious encounters with particular obstacles bring 

certain people together in a way which contributes to developing a sense of 

place, if not home. 
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Conclusion 

Transforming Transit 

On a hot day in late June 2018, on my way to a public discussion about refu-

gees, I met Kaden by chance in the main square. He approached me in a good 

mood, and shook my hand firmly. With a smile, he said that his family was 

arriving from Egypt the following morning, and he was going to meet them at 

the airport. When the friend he was meeting arrived, I walked to Zagreb ca-

thedral nearby where the discussion was about to begin. Around 20 minutes 

after our encounter, I saw Kaden again at the front of the venue, and he sat 

next to me to listen to the talk. Several residents of Hotel Porin appeared at 

the beginning of the educational video, and Kaden recognised them as he had 

lived there for over a year. One of participants in the discussion was a govern-

ment official. In her presentation, she addressed the issue of the Croatian asy-

lum system and its challenges vis-à-vis the continuing transit of migrants. She 

stated, “There are legal ways to enter Croatia. The experience of the Republic 

of Croatia is that the asylum system is abused. The refugees have an idea 

where they want to live. People leave before the asylum procedure is fin-

ished”. This statement, which I also heard elsewhere in the city, was often 

articulated in terms of a discourse which suggested that, when migrants did 

not stay, it proved they were not “real” refugees, because if they were, they 

would stay in the first safe country. Within this discourse, moving out of Cro-

atia to other parts of Europe, “revealed” them to be merely “economic mi-

grants”, seeking entrance to Western Europe via the Croatian asylum system. 

The official continued by saying that the task of protecting the border re-

mained because Croatia had the right to protect itself from those who did not 

comply with its laws and took unfair advantage of its asylum system. 

A month earlier, I had attended another discussion on migrant inte-

gration in Zagreb organised by several NGOs. The latter were working first-

hand with people who were awaiting asylum, many of whom had left even 

though they had decided to stay in Croatia, which had not been their first 

choice. One activist claimed, “We are no longer a transit country!” She criti-

cised the state’s position which perpetuated “the myth of transit”, as she 
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called, to justify the lack of investment in integration infrastructure, leaving 

all the work to civil society. 

Walters et al. (2021:7) argue that “routes can become sites of politics 

in their own right”. Focusing on the Sahara, Bredeloup (2012:464) writes that 

“the notion of transit migrant is not a neutral category. On the contrary, it is 

used as an ideological excuse and justifies ill treatment”, leaving transit mi-

grants “bound to accept insecure jobs with very low wages in unsafe and ex-

tremely flexible conditions” while they prepare to continue their journey. Sim-

ilarly, with regard to migration through Mexico, Basok et al. (2015) show that 

the concept of ‘transit migration’ obscures the instability, circularity and un-

predictability of this so-called transitory movement, which in most places has 

“redefined the territories through which migrants pass” (Coutin 2005:196).  

To counteract the idea that migrants are merely passing through and 

abusing Croatia, and without denying the enduring transit movement, I have 

highlighted in this thesis that, although Croatia is still a sending country, a 

transit country, it is transforming into something more, the contours of which 

I have outlined through the concept of ‘precarious emplacement’. This simul-

taneity is crucial for understanding the mediated dynamics of migration on the 

Balkan route, as is the tension between emerging categorisations and different 

kinds of (im)mobility which move at a different pace in processes of emplace-

ment.  

To tackle the ideologically laden opposition between a ‘refugee’ and 

an ‘economic migrant’, the term ‘persons on the move’ has recently gained 

popularity, especially with regard to transit migration on the Balkan route 

(Kurnik and Razsa 2020; Hameršak et al. 2020). Although it is useful in stud-

ying transit and onward migration, I discovered that many migrants’ plans to 

move from Zagreb were stopped. The European border regime not only 

blocked or facilitated migration, it also kept people in constant circulation with 

different phases of mobility and immobility. Moreover, some who were once 

on the move and were stuck for longer periods decided they would like to stay 

in Croatia. I directed attention to the processes involved in these changes to 

support an argument that both ‘short stayers’ and ‘long stayers’ in Croatia 

needed to be understood as emplaced. They were not moving in a vacuous 

corridor, or stuck in a spatio-temporal and bureaucratic limbo. I stressed the 

precariousness of people waiting to move on to build new beginnings, as well 

as that of Croatian nationals and other residents with whom they found them-

selves entangled. I further used the term ‘precarious emplacement’ to illustrate 

the local precarity resulting from social transformations which followed the 

breakup of Yugoslav state socialism, and the accompanying war for Croatian 
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national independence. It also relates to the longer history of uneven develop-

ment that has shaped the region. 

Thus, for a more nuanced study of precarious emplacement, I ex-

plored fluctuations in local residents’ discourses, practices and orientations 

towards the migrants, or what I termed their ‘wavering reception’. I high-

lighted these vacillations as they established closeness and distance in differ-

ent sites and situations through the concept of the Gap.  

Throughout my fieldwork, the Gap between my co-nationals and the 

new migrants I met became increasingly apparent. I could sense and feel it 

while I was walking along the edge of the city to Hotel Porin, witnessing the 

empty streets around it and the lack of interaction. I felt it in talks with the 

locals about the migrants, through the categories they used, and the emotions 

surrounding them. I felt it even among my friends in Zagreb when they made 

innocent jokes about my research which mimicked xenophobic attitudes, even 

though I knew they were not against migrants. This Gap could certainly be 

felt when migrants told me how they did not come out of their hotel rooms for 

fear or hopelessness, and how they were treated when they sought housing, 

employment or health services. It also became apparent that the Gap not only 

appeared in different forms, it was also very susceptible to change.  

I therefore set out to explore the Gap, that is, its ductility and its many 

manifestations, in order to understand the intricate dynamics of the processes 

involved in separating people and bringing them together in everyday life in 

the city. First and foremost, I understood the Gap to be shaped by the dynamics 

of precarious emplacement, which turned it into a space that was constantly 

narrowing and widening as people moved towards and away from each other 

in conditions which generated uncertainty and social marginalisation. Study-

ing the contents involved in the elasticity of the Gap revealed myriad pro-

cesses of identification, boundary work and othering, through stereotyping 

and racialisation which could result in stigmatisation, exclusion and the repro-

duction of precarity, but also in empathy and solidarity across social bounda-

ries. 

Increasing migration, dispersion of borders, racialisation in the city 

and migration routes that led to Hotel Porin were the starting point for dis-

cussing ‘precarious emplacement’, ‘wavering reception’ and ‘the Gap’ as con-

cepts which shed light on the intricacies of transit migration through Croatia. 

The neighbourhood of Dugave, whose spaces and meanings began to change 

when Croatia joined the EU, also formed part of the basis for this discussion. 
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I approached the route “from below” (El-Shaarawi and Rasza 2018:2), 

and it became clear that most migrants I met initially intended to reach coun-

tries in Western Europe, as implied in predominant discourses. This was the 

situation as I started Chapters 1 and 2, where I depicted a number of routes in 

the Balkans as Croatia was joining the EU. I showed how migration was en-

tangled with the European border regime, spreading its reach to the former 

Yugoslav states. The regime slowed down and blocked trajectories of certain 

migrants, imbuing them with precarity, and embedding them into local life-

worlds on the route.  

The switch from transit migration to involuntary immobility happens 

as migrants’ trajectories are “blown off course” (Duwell 2006:11). This is a 

clear consequence of bringing force to bear on agency via territorial barriers, 

control and deportations, and it produces a type of transient emplacement. 

This transience extends in time, and enables migrants to re-evaluate their as-

pirations. Consequently, it can lead to more permanent forms of remaining. I 

complemented the predominant research focus on transiting, stranded, stuck 

or reluctant asylum seekers with a focus on the changing aspirations, choices 

and tactics of migrants who had sometimes begun to settle on the route. I also 

stressed how longer histories of geopolitical and socioeconomic marginality 

in the peripheral countries of the EU had permeated ‘being in place’ for mi-

grants, and infused it with uncertainty and precarity. Emplacement in Croatia 

meant not only a redefinition of former plans, but also the transformation of 

meaning surrounding parts of the city, as its spaces and encounters were 

shaped by new discourses of undesirability and danger. 

Thus, I described how new social categories, discourses on race and 

essentialist strategies widened the Gap and legitimised the constructed bound-

aries. By accentuating the historical specificities of negotiating differences in 

the Balkans, I followed Baker (2018) in pointing out the ambiguity of raciali-

sation in terms of identification on the margins of Europe. In Zagreb, this also 

helped respond to narratives of whiteness by indicating the legacy of class and 

ethnic mixing when Yugoslav socialism ended, and in the aftermath of the 

1990s war. This history of mixing contained a potential for relations of prox-

imity, while nationalism, and more recent discourses and rumours of assault 

and crime had exacerbated distance. I argued that the Gap created could oc-

clude similarities, impede hospitality and prevent migrants from feeling wel-

come or developing a sense of home.  

In Chapter 3, I explored the nuanced affective landscapes of reception 

and refugeeness between compassion and xenophobia, pointing to the over-

lapping feelings which accompanied the presence of newcomers. I argued that 
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understanding the historical specificity of the so-called “welcome culture”, as 

well as cultures of unwelcome, was crucial in shaping reception. I demon-

strated how migrant reception in Zagreb was not an expression of post-colo-

nial bad conscience, and showed instead how it was shaped by memories of 

exile and refugeeness, nationalism and transnational discourses of race in a 

post-war, crypto-colonial context. I argued that the ambiguities and shifts in 

local position, and the continuous wavering between hospitality and hostility, 

enthusiasm and hesitance, should be placed at the centre of the discussion on 

reception in Croatia.  

Although it was certainly not the only mediating factor in transit mi-

gration or facilitating emplacement, the historically mediated reception 

meshed in everyday life with migrants’ aspirations to move on or to stay. By 

understanding ‘precarious emplacement’ as inherently relational and embed-

ded in local space and history, it became clear that reactions to the new mi-

grants depended on pre-existing local notions of victimhood, refugeeness, 

masculinity and precarity. It was these factors which had produced the shifting 

qualities of the figure of the refugee. The dynamic was further related to the 

ways migration interacted with everyday local situations. For example, hospi-

tality was apparent at the beginning, then fear and tension emerged when the 

numbers of migrants rose, and finally the social temperature lowered as time 

passed, everyday encounters were routinised and calm returned. However, 

when incidents occurred during my fieldwork, or rumours of them began to 

circulate, they were followed by spikes in more hostile attitudes. 

The more I approached the relations between Hotel Porin and Dugave, 

and the closer the new migrants were to other residents of the city, the more 

intense oscillations in the Gap became. A description of the affective land-

scape shaping the boundaries helped outline how reception wavered in terms 

of the way the Gap was negotiated locally. I focused on rumours, gossip and 

talk of azilanti as important factors in homogenising the local population and 

widening the Gap. I stressed the vulnerability of children and women, as they 

were involved in opening a space where feelings of safety in the neighbour-

hood were replaced by fears which produced racialisation. I unpacked the 

complexity of fear, discomfort and anxiety in terms of gendered dynamics in 

migration and emplacement, and described visceral reactions to unwanted 

proximity. I also illustrated how the language barrier, and the nature of en-

counters in streets, on buses and at bus stops hampered proximity. Although 

the new migrants were often held responsible for the neighbourhood’s bad 

reputation and the sense of danger, it emerged that the threats to safety had 
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preceded the arrival of the migrants. I discussed their connection to urban mar-

ginality, post-socialist and post-war social transformations of class and gen-

der, emphasising masculinity in particular. By presenting a number of varia-

tions of the Gap, I shifted attention to the important role played by memories 

of war and refugeeness in fostering compassion based on resonance, but also 

guilt and contempt. Furthermore, notions of privilege and resentment demon-

strated the ways post-socialist opportunities and values were wrapped up in 

the distinction between ‘real’ and ‘fake’ refugees. Equally, I explored suspi-

cion in the meanings of silence and whispers, which hinted that relationships 

between the state and its citizens, and between pro-migrant and anti-migrant 

ideological positions, also played a role. The complexity undergirding the 

combination of rumours and migrant statuses or backgrounds often invoked a 

sense of moral confusion and social uncertainty which created a need for cat-

egorical distinctions and homogenisation. I discussed the association of mi-

grants and refuse in relation to social marginalisation, racialisation and rejec-

tion, to show how feelings of disgust and concerns over contagion played a 

particularly important role in the dynamics of widening the Gap. 

While interactions at the local level needed to be studied in their own 

right, I also related them to the broader structures and politics accompanying 

the spread of the European border regime. This operated not only on the 

fringes of the territory, but also deep in the city. To illustrate this, and to show 

how reception went beyond local hospitality and hostility to involve those who 

were “received”, Chapter 4 observed life inside Hotel Porin, the reception cen-

tre for asylum seekers in the neighbourhood of Dugave. The view from the 

inside was contrasted with the meanings it evoked “from the outside”, as a 

place of crime, illness and despair. In terms of the complexities of carrying 

stigma and managing impressions (Goffman 1963:3-4), I noted that some for-

mer Porin residents had changed the circles in which they moved in an attempt 

to escape both the legal status of an asylee and its social connotations. I 

showed how feelings of safety in the hotel were undermined by securitisation 

which blurred the line between inside and outside, private and public space, 

such as the practice of room checks and curfews. I correlated increasing secu-

ritisation inside the hotel and in Europe as a whole with the changing affective 

landscape in the surrounding streets, as hospitality gave way to hostility. I an-

alysed the practice of cleaning the hotel, which began as a way of combatting 

stereotypes and narrowing the Gap. However, I later discovered that the prac-

tice of repeatedly throwing refuse out of the windows was a form of resistance 

against the hotel’s security officers, the state’s restrictive asylum policy and 
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the bureaucratic ‘slowness’ which drastically transformed everyday life at Ho-

tel Porin.  

Attentive to the precarity cutting through both the migrant and local 

populations, albeit in different ways, I showed how the weak infrastructure of 

the Croatian asylum system tended to exacerbate precarity by directing people 

into the informal economy. I highlighted how migrants reappropriated space 

amid the securitisation by waiting, socialising, cleaning, resisting and home-

making. I sketched Hotel Porin not just as a camp and a bordering site in the 

city, but as a place enmeshed in urban space, local history and a variety of 

social relations. It was also a meaningful and affectively laden site of conviv-

iality, a threshold for accruing various forms of capital, and a stepping stone 

towards new beginnings. 

The precarity of moving and staying in Croatia did not just have an 

important spatial component. I argued in Chapter 5 that the dynamic involved 

could be better understood by focusing on heterogeneous temporalities, during 

which a decision whether to move on or stay was constantly negotiated. Mi-

grants, who experience a different, ‘asynchronous’ (Cwerner 2001) time, are 

in some ways situated outside mainstream temporality. Because they do not 

live within the same time structure as the local population, and experience 

long processes of waiting for documents in the “slow” Croatian asylum system 

for example, they lack opportunities to build ties. 

In order to show that the social relations and affects I had canvassed 

through the concept of the Gap also had a temporal dimension, I argued that 

the migrants had become subjected to othering as a consequence of the ways 

they experienced time differently. For example, Dugave residents complained 

that asylees were wandering around and wasting time, ruining the quality of 

life in the neighbourhood. The Gap was exacerbated by other temporal expe-

riences such as repetitiveness and resetting time after deportation. Migrants 

would say to me, “I have to start from zero”. Furthermore, I argued that bor-

dering and deportations introduced a particular experience of time. I high-

lighted how fatigue and patience were steps in active waiting to close the Gap, 

where migrants acquired various forms of capital in the hope of inclusion. This 

involved a focus on “good behaviour” and other attempts to influence the de-

cision on asylum. I illustrated how the length and arduousness of the asylum 

procedure exacerbated precarity, and overlapped with their motivation to mi-

grate further. After describing various types of “short staying” in transit, as 

well as stays of different duration, I went on to discuss the reasons why mi-

grants, having once decided to stay in Croatia, changed their initial plans and 

moved on. The change in their aspirations revealed the importance of smaller 
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local networks, and the relevance of close ties of sociality for emplacement 

and alleviating precarity, such as romantic relationships, friendships and co-

worker relations across the migrant/non-migrant binary. Migrants also 

stressed the role of language skills, employment and the hospitality of other 

citizens as important aspects which had narrowed the Gap during their stay. 

 Through a discussion of precarious emplacement, I aimed to highlight the 

simultaneity of inclusion and exclusion, a topic I analysed in detail in Chapter 

6. I focused on different sites of encounter in the city, where I followed the 

dispersion of borders and negotiations of boundaries. The various legal and 

social obstacles to permanence encountered by migrants in Croatia were cen-

tral to emplacement, as well as the way it was characterised by differential 

inclusion and permeated by uncertainty. For example, I described how mi-

grants’ access to housing and employment was strained by more general struc-

tures of precarity in a post-socialist city, but also how it was shaped by over-

coming boundaries related to material spaces, ethnicity, race or legal status 

and citizenship not encountered by Croatian citizens. I followed their process 

towards a goal of permanent residence, a legal status which would signifi-

cantly narrow the Gap, pointing out the uncertainty and effects of securitisa-

tion on the struggle to achieve it. In a similar way to the discussion on depor-

tation in Chapter 5, I highlighted the non-linearity of migrants’ trajectories 

through the example of moving out of, and back into Hotel Porin. I viewed 

emplacement as unstable, uncertain, and potentially impermanent, and argued 

that it should be understood as a process full of friction. I pointed out how 

being in place was constantly negotiated and perforated by bordering prac-

tices. The result was often further migration, and some migrants who had de-

cided to stay in Croatia, even though the country was not their intended desti-

nation, also decided to move on. 

Experiencing precarity can lead not only to disconnection from the 

majority in society, but also to new forms of connection and networks of sup-

port, which are crucial to emplacement and fostering a sense of home. In 

Chapter 7, I focused on these connections by analysing old and new migrant 

networks, particularly their content and qualities. In line with my argument 

that migrant emplacement is shaped by local history, I focused on the legacy 

of the Non-Aligned Movement, and the role of the Islamic community in Za-

greb in providing support against precarity and bolstering an attachment to 

place. The community had become involved in educational and humanitarian 

support, but their activities also facilitated emplacement, for example by con-

necting a family from the community with a family who had just been granted 

asylum. I also pointed to the role of the long history of Islam in the Balkans, 
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and highlighted how differences between Islam in the Middle East were ne-

gotiated, differences which were largely overshadowed by a sense of “human-

ity”. I directed attention to how migrants tried to maintain “good relations” 

with the state amid concerns about new immigration changing the attitude of 

the majority population towards Muslims. This case pointed to how, from the 

perspective of the majority, the Gap could homogenise differences within mi-

nority groups, and threaten established histories of tolerance and inclusion. 

From here, I moved on to illustrate how a new pan-African network 

had been established, pointing to the efforts required to create and sustain the 

platform in a country with so few African migrants. The transience of this 

network made it even more fragile, as African migrants often only stayed in 

Croatia for short periods. DAH was created as a platform for Africans in the 

country to meet, and to lend support and assistance to new arrivals. This might 

involve sharing practical know-how in terms of locating and submitting doc-

uments to state institutions, or fostering relations with other residents. DAH 

also organised activities such as talking about African cultures, playing 

djembe, narrating folk tales from the continent and workshops to make Afri-

can masks from clay. In this way, DAH attempted to build a bridge, shape the 

welcome environment by contesting prejudices, and form relations to close 

the existing Gap. 

In sum, because it takes into account the historically situated dynam-

ics of emplacement, the Gap as an indeterminate space allowed me to examine 

the shifting connections and tensions which accompany emplacement and re-

ception across, and despite boundaries. Like a rubber band, or the swing of a 

pendulum, the affective relations of proximity and distance waver. I described 

this as narrowing and widening the Gap, as people related to or distanced 

themselves from each other in attempting to make sense of their similarities 

and differences. 

Approaching the relations between migrants and non-migrants 

through the lens of the Gap further enabled me to capture the dynamicity of 

emplacement as a vacillating process, shaped by structures such as borders 

and ideologies with longer histories, but also by the imponderable aspects of 

affect, interaction and connection. I showed how reception was an inconclu-

sive phenomenon of oscillating positions, and in this way the Gap also served 

to illuminate the limits a place and community experienced in accepting new-

comers, and how these limits could be overcome.  

By canvassing various situations and negotiation processes through-

out the thesis, I demonstrated how the Gap was recurrent, but also malleable. 

Its plasticity enables an enactment of politics that focuses on the very contents 
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I had highlighted as crucial in changing the amplitude of the Gap. Specifically, 

I ascertained that border mechanisms in Zagreb were the most influential fac-

tor in extending the Gap, along with various forms of precarity and marginal-

isation resulting from uneven development, racialising discourses and local 

histories of exclusion. Thus, critiques and transformations of these structures 

and discourses are required if more convivial relations were to be fostered.  

Moreover, focusing on the Gap, rather than only on the migrants or 

the local residents, enabled me to grasp different layers of meaning which im-

bued certain locations. It also allowed me to integrate the diverging and con-

trasting standpoints produced within them. 

This thesis has concentrated on the relations between migrants and 

non-migrants in Zagreb. However, the Gap as an approach for investigating 

the politics and poetics of relating can be customised for other inter-personal 

and inter-group negotiations where forms of distance, misunderstanding and 

antagonism take place between domains of social differentiation. These Gaps 

would, of course, be shaped by different structures and negotiated through 

different contents, and would produce distinctive affective landscapes. 

The way I have conceptualised the Gap in this thesis, in relation to 

very specific forms of ‘precarious emplacement’, makes it more applicable to 

the study of other nodes on the route in the region, where other places are 

entangled in the same migration circuit, related political economies and his-

torical legacies. In fact, zeroing in on the different entanglements of place and 

(im)mobility, and contrasting them with one another, will be necessary in or-

der to develop a more comprehensive and nuanced understanding of migration 

and border dynamics on the edges of Europe. 

In this thesis, I have approached some of these nuances by building 

on the idea that migration is mediated en route. Given that many of the mi-

grants I spoke to did not envisage a fixed destination, but rather, as they would 

often tell me, aspired to live in a peaceful country where they could have a job 

and a decent life, it became increasingly evident during my fieldwork that mi-

gration could be transformed not only by the border, but also through social 

and affective components of emplacement. As Prince would say, if there is a 

community, “one out of ten will stay”, even though they intended simply to 

pass through or remain briefly. The aspects of ‘precarious emplacement’ 

which I described help highlight that the border is not simply a line and a 

constraining force, but a complicated zone of openings and closings that ena-

ble new subject positions (Mezzadra and Neilsen 2013).  
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These subjectivities, in turn, transform the places which generated 

them in the first place. I have placed migrant agency at the centre of the pro-

cess through which a transit country becomes a destination, alongside the dy-

namics of the spaces and relations in the localities en route, which are partic-

ularly mediated by their histories and structures of precarity. In other words, I 

have highlighted migrants’ changing aspirations, emerging networks and af-

fective or pragmatic choices as the foundation for what Gatrell (2017:178) 

calls “the world that refugees made, not just the world that has been made for 

them”. 
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Sammanfattning på svenska 

Bortom transit: Prekärt förplatsligande och det vacklande 

mottagandet av migranter i Zagreb 

 

Området där dagens Kroatien är beläget har historiskt sett varit en plats där 

tvingad- och ekonomisk migration varit vanlig, främst i form av 

befolkningsrörelser mellan de före detta Jugoslaviska republikerna och andra 

närliggande Europeiska stater. Från 2000-talet och framåt har detta 

gränsområde dock blivit värd till en ny ihållande transitmigration bestående 

av personer från Mellanöstern och Afrika.  

Denna avhandling baseras på etnografiskt fältarbete utfört i Zagreb 

under flera omgångar mellan åren 2016 och 2020. Den utforskar hur olika 

migranters banor möts och vävs in i platser och människor i Zagreb under 

tiden Kroatien närmar sig sitt inträde i Schengenområdet och staden innesluts 

i den europeiska gränsregimen. Centralt för denna undersökning är sätten på 

vilka icke-Europeisk migration och transitplatser i Balkan producerar 

relationer sinsemellan och transformerar varandra. Det är en studie av 

ouppklarade dynamiker av rörelse och uppehälle präglad av osäkerhet som 

demonstrerar hur lokaliteterna på vägen, likt kvarteret Dugave i Zagreb, 

transformeras till platser där migranter omformulerar sina tidigare planer och 

aspirationer i relation till öppningar i och blockader av gränser liksom 

framväxande relationer till medborgare i landet. Med ett fokus på relationerna 

mellan ‘migrant’ och ‘icke-migrant’ i ett transitområde framträder ett särskilt 

perspektiv på migration från det globala syd till Europa, liksom prekariteten 

som karaktäriserar att båda vara i rörelse och på plats på kontinentens rand. 

Jag menar att en förankring och fördjupning i transitområden är avgörande för 

att förstå den medierade och föränderliga naturen av storskalig migration.  

Som ett bidrag till antropologin kring transit, förplatsligandet 

(emplacement) av migranter och mottagning formulerar jag begreppen 

‘precarious emplacement’, ‘wavering reception’ och 'the Gap’ (Klyftan), för 

att analysera relationer mellan ‘migrant’ och ‘icke-migrant’ i ett transitområde 

som består av affekt, är ihopnystat med gränser, lokal historia och urbant 
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vardagsliv. Jag definierar ‘migrant emplacement’ som en dynamisk och 

affektiv process för att skapa relationer och anknytningar som hänger ihop 

med urbana rum, deras tidigare invånare och historier. Med konceptet 

‘precarious emplacement’ fångar jag komplexiteten av att flytta och vistas i 

den europeiska periferin som något inbäddat i lokala platser, relationer och 

historier. Genom att lyfta fram relationaliteten i förplatsligande, 

konceptualiserar jag ‘wavering reception’ som de lokala invånarnas diskurser, 

praxis och ställningstaganden som fluktuerar mellan gästfrihet och fientlighet, 

och på så sätt bildar ett komplext affektivt landskap i de urbana miljöer som 

nystas ihop med migration. Dessutom, som ett analysverktyg genom vilken 

jag utforskar de kvalitativa förändringarna i positioner, uppfattningar och 

känslor som producerar dessa vacklande relationer av närhet och distans som 

är centrala för emplacement, utvecklar jag konceptet "the Gap" som ett 

obestämt och formbart utrymme mellan personer och grupper. 

Kapitel 1: "Studiens bakgrund och tillvägagångssätt" beskriver det 

sociala, juridiska, politiska och historiska sammanhang som är nödvändigt för 

att förstå relationerna mellan "migranter" och "icke-migranter". Jag diskuterar 

gränsomvandlingarna genom begrepp som "Fästning Europa", "safe third 

country", "gate-keeping" och "Europeiska gränsregimen", inklusive dess 

rättsliga grunder i Schengen-, Dublin- och EURODAC-systemen. Därefter 

presenterar jag utvecklingen och europeiseringen av det kroatiska 

asylsystemet och dess migrations-, integrations- och mottagningspolitik. 

Kapitel 2: "Från gräns till stad" handlar om att anlända till Kroatien. 

Jag lyfter fram de specifika rutterna över kroatiska gränser och urbana 

utrymmen i Zagreb som agerar som kanaler för att reglera migration och 

socialt sortera befolkningar och grupper vid Europas portar. Jag betonar 

sårbarheten och den existentiella prekariteten vid gränspassager och utvisning. 

Jag beskriver hur Dugave införlivades i den europeiska gränsregimen och 

formas av de rasifierande kategoriseringarna som rör nykomlingar och skissar 

på konturerna av ‘Klyftan’. Jag placerar dessa diskurser i historien av 

befolkningsrörelser, kategorier av olikhet och omvandlingar av lokala 

utrymmen och gränserna i regionen. Jag visar hur migration och plats kommer 

att forma varandra då transitmigration frambringar en mer permanent, om än 

fortfarande osäkert, förplatsligande. 

I kapitel 3: "Affektiva landskap av mottagande och flyktingskap i 

Dugave" undersöker mottagandet av migranter genom att fokusera på hur 

tidigare invånare i Dugave förstår och tar ställning i relation till migranterna. 

Jag lyfter fram hur samspelet mellan gränsdragning, rasifiering, osäkerhet och 

solidaritet producerar tvetydiga effekter som möjliggör olika sätt att förhandla 
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om ‘Klyftan’. Jag närmar mig rykten, skvaller och prat om "azilanti" som 

sammanflätade med förändringar av staden relaterade till (post)socialism, krig 

och socioekonomisk marginalitet då mottagandet av nyanlända blir invirat i 

de redan existerande lokala föreställningarna om offerskap, flyktingskap och 

prekaritet. Under tiden spårar jag hur bilden av flyktingen förändras, skiktas i 

olika toner och underkategorier ('riktig flykting', 'falsk flykting', 'privilegierad 

flykting', 'vår flykting'), eller försvinner helt när man närmar sig den från olika 

platser och vinklar i förhållande till rum och affekt. Jag hävdar att det affektiva 

landskapet och den lokala historien är viktiga aspekter i mottagandet av 

migranter, och därmed förplatsligandet för migranter, i form av gästfrihet, 

fientlighet och allt däremellan vävs ihop med migranternas ambitioner att 

stanna eller fortsätta att röra sig från Kroatien till andra delar av Europa. 

Kapitel 4: "Hotel Porin: Gränsdragning och att (o)göra sig 

hemmastadd i utkanten av staden" fortsätter på temat om mottagande och 

förplatsligande, presenterar Hotel Porin ur migranternas synvinkel, som en 

ständigt föränderlig social institution i skärningspunkten mellan 

gränsdragningar och att göra sig ett hem. Jag utforskar hur prekariteten som 

följer den långa och osäkra väntetiden för att få ett beslut på asylansökan i 

dessa heterotopiska och avskilda utrymmen interagerar med diskurserna om 

migranter utanför hotellet. Jag betonar att Hotel Porin både är en plats för att 

vänta på sin asylstatus och för att fortsätta resan till andra delar av Europa 

inom Schengenområdet, det vill säga en plats där människor omvärderar och 

väger risken med att röra sig i andra riktningar eller uthärda osäkerheten med 

att vänta och stanna i Kroatien. Kapitlet lyfter också fram hotellet som en 

meningsfull och affektivt laddad plats för gemytlighet (conviviality), och en 

språngbräda mot en nya början, nya vänskaper och tillhörigheter. 

I kapitel 5: "Mellan transit och bosättning: migrationsaspirationer och 

de prekära temporaliteterna av förplatsligande", kartlägger jag några av de 

olika upplevelserna av förplatsligande och temporalitet i mottagningscentret 

och i staden samtidigt som jag spårar migrationsaspirationer som består eller 

bleknar. Genom att lyfta fram tålamod, utvisning och olaglighetsutmattning 

(illegality fatigue) till följd av gränsdragningar riktar jag uppmärksamheten 

mot aktiv väntan, acceptans av att stanna och steg mot inkludering som 

avgörande komponenter i förplatsligandet för migranter. Jag uppmärksammar 

motvilja, experimenterande, obeslutsamhet, hoppfull försoning och acceptans 

som kännetecknar migranters beslut att stanna i Kroatien. Jag lägger särskilt 

fokus på förplatsligandet av de så kallade "kortvariga" och "långvariga" 

migranterna och deras olika sätt att förhandla kring ‘Klyftan’. Som en 

fortsättning av analysen av prekärt förplatsligande som lokalt medlat, belyser 
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jag överlappningen mellan lokal prekaritet och prekaritet hos migranter på 

arbetsmarknaden och vid smuggling. 

Kapitel 6: "Vägar i staden och hinder för beständighet" utforskar olika 

mijöer för förplatsligande i Zagreb, samtidigt som det tar tillvara på de olika 

sätt som migranters biografiska banor, urbana mobiliteter och praktiker 

relaterar till att skapa gränser i staden. Jag spårar fall av uteslutning och 

inkludering i relation till materiella utrymmen, etnicitet, ras eller juridisk 

status. Jag fördjupar mig i byggandet av staket i Dugave, runt Hotel Porin i 

relation till att förhindra och omdirigera migranters rörelser, upprätthållande 

av ordning, rumsliga separationer, inträdesförbud på nattklubbar, jakt på 

lägenheter och andra exempel på att förhandla om Klytan. Kapitlet spårar hur 

att möta hinder på olika nivåer och i olika utrymmen i Zagreb skapar 

utmaningar för att skaffa sig beständighet och varaktighet. Jag hävdar att dessa 

banors friktioner öppnar för osäkerhet, samt förhindrar beständighet och 

varaktighet genom att inkräkta på migranters beslut att stanna i Kroatien även 

efter att migrationsaspirationer har avtagit, vilket komplicerar dynamiken av 

transit genom Kroatien. 

I kapitel 7: "Skapanet av förbindelser" ser jag på migranters band och 

nätverk som avgörande för att underlätta förplatsligande, mildra prekaritet och 

minska Klyftan. Med utgångspunkt i det konstruktivistiska perspektivet på 

sociala relationer och nätverk beskriver jag innehållet i dessa sociala band och 

lyfter fram de betydelser och känslor som skapar dessa band och cirkulerar via 

de samma. Genom exempel på historiska band mellan Kroatien och andra 

länder som bildade den alliansfria rörelsen (NAM), liksom den muslimska 

gemenskapen i Zagreb, visar jag hur de nya banden är inbäddade i den lokala 

historien som formar dem. Därefter utforskar jag skapandet av det nya 

afrikanska diasporiska nätverket och restaurangen som ett exempel på mer 

nyligen bildade band som står inför en annan uppsättning utmaningar såsom 

den strukturella spänningen mellan förgänglighet/kortvarighet och 

beständighet/varaktighet som förvärrar förplatsligandets prekaritet och gör 

dessa nätverk bräckliga och i behov av ständigt underhåll. Jag betonar hur 

skapandet av förbindelser inte bara påverkas av den ihållande cirkulationen av 

migranter på Balkanrutten, utan också hur "långvariga migranters" aktiviteter 

skapar relationer när de försöker motstå och omvandla transitmigration. 
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